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Notices and Disclaimers
No license (express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise) to any intellectual property rights is granted by this
document.

Intel technologies' features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware,
software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No product or
component can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at
[intel.com].

Intel disclaims all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement, as well as any warranty arising from
course of performance, course of dealing, or usage in trade.

This document contains information on products, services and/or processes in development. All information
provided here is subject to change without notice. Contact your Intel representative to obtain the latest
forecast, schedule, specifications and roadmaps.

The products and services described may contain defects or errors which may cause deviations from
published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804
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Getting Technical Support
Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) provides a product web site that offers timely and
comprehensive product information, including product features, white papers, and technical articles. For the
latest information, check: http://www.intel.com/software/products/support.

Intel also provides a support web site that contains a rich repository of self help information, including
getting started tips, known product issues, product errata, license information, user forums, and more (visit 
http://www.intel.com/software/products/).

Registering your product entitles you to one year of technical support and product updates through priority
support. The interactive issue management and communication support web site provides these services:

• Submit issues and review their status.
• Download product updates anytime of the day.

To register your product, contact Intel, or seek product support, please visit http://www.intel.com/software/
products/support.

Getting Technical Support   
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What's New
This Developer Guide documents Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) 2020 Update 2.

The document has been updated to reflect new functionality and enhancements to the product:

• Introduced Thunder method for Support Vector Machine (SVM) training algorithm.
• Added new parameter in K-means algorithm, resultsToEvaluate, which controls computation of

centroids, assignments, and exact objective function

Changes that have been introduced in the previous update of the document:

• Extended AdaBoost, BrownBoost, and LogitBoost to work with algorithms that support weights.
• Extended Decision Tree functionality to support weighted data.
• Introduced probabilistic classification and variable importance computation for Gradient Boosted Trees.
• Added votingMethod parameter to Decision Forest Classification algorithm.
• Added the following algorithms:

• Classification Stump with Information gain and Gini index split methods
• Regression Stump with MSE split method.
• AdaBoost Multiclass Classifier (available with SAMME and SAMME.R methods).
• Elastic Net regression

• Started Neural Network Deprecation:

NOTE
Starting from Intel® DAAL 2020, The Neural Networks will not have any new features and
functionalities.

The support will be completely discontinued from Intel® DAAL 2021.

Intel recommends developers switch to and use other Intel® Optimized Deep Learning frameworks
(TensorFlow*, PyTorch*, PaddlePaddle*, MXNet*, BigDL and Caffe*) and Intel® AI Software libraries
(NGRAPH™, Intel® MKL, Intel® MKL-DNN, Intel® CLDNN, etc.) for Neural Networks.

   Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library 2020 Update 2 Developer Guide
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Introducing the Intel® Data Analytics
Acceleration Library
The Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) is the library of Intel® Architecture optimized
building blocks covering all data analytics stages: data acquisition from a data source, preprocessing,
transformation, data mining, modeling, validation, and decision making. To achieve best performance on a
range of Intel processors, Intel DAAL uses optimized algorithms from the Intel® Math Kernel Library and
Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives.

Intel DAAL supports the concept of the end-to-end analytics when some of data analytics stages are
performed on the edge devices (close to where the data is generated and where it is finally consumed).
Specifically, Intel DAAL Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are agnostic about a particular cross-
device communication technology and therefore can be used within different end-to-end analytics
frameworks.

Intel DAAL consists of the following major components: Data Management, Algorithms, and Services:

Introducing the Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library   
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The Data Management component includes classes and utilities for data acquisition, initial preprocessing and
normalization, for data conversion into numeric formats done by one of supported Data Sources, and for
model representation. The NumericTable class and its derivative classes within the Data Management
component are intended for in-memory numeric data manipulation. The Model class mimics the actual data
and represents it in a compact way so that you can use the library when the actual data is missing,
incomplete, noisy, or unavailable. These are the key interfaces for processing a data set with algorithms. The
DataSourceDictionary and NumericTableDictionary classes provide generic methods for dictionary
manipulation, such as accessing a particular data feature, setting and retrieving the number of features, and
adding a new feature.

The Algorithms component consists of classes that implement algorithms for data analysis (data mining), and
data modeling (training and prediction). These algorithms include matrix decompositions, clustering,
classification, and regression algorithms, as well as association rules discovery.

Algorithms support the following computation modes:

• Batch processing
• Online processing
• Distributed processing

In the batch processing mode, the algorithm works with the entire data set to produce the final result. A
more complex scenario occurs when the entire data set is not available at the moment or the data set does
not fit into the device memory.

In the online processing mode, the algorithm processes a data set in blocks streamed into device memory by
doing incrementally updating partial results, which are finalized upon processing of the last data block.

   Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library 2020 Update 2 Developer Guide
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In the distributed processing mode, the algorithm operates on a data set distributed across several devices
(compute nodes). The algorithm produces partial results on each node, which are finally merged into the final
result on the master node.

Distributed algorithms in Intel DAAL are abstracted from underlying cross-device communication technology,
which enables use of the library in a variety of multi-device computing and data transfer scenarios. They
include but are not limited to MPI* based cluster environments, Hadoop*/Spark* based cluster
environments, low-level data exchange protocols, and more.

You can find typical use cases for MPI*, Hadoop*, and Spark* at https://software.intel.com/en-us/product-
code-samples?field_software_product_tid[]=79775.

Depending on the usage, algorithms operate both on actual data (data set) and data models. Analysis
algorithms typically operate on data sets. Training algorithms typically operate on a data set to train an
appropriate data model. Prediction algorithms typically work with the trained data model and with a working
data set.

Models produced by training algorithms are associated with interfaces for generation of metrics that
characterize the models. These metrics can be used during creation of a model to understand its quality, or in
a production mode to track agreement between actual data and the model that represents it.

The Services component includes classes and utilities used across Data Management and Algorithms
components. These classes enable memory allocation, error handling, and implementation of collections and
shared pointers. A collection enables storing different type of objects in a unified manner. In Intel DAAL,
collections are used for storing the input and output of algorithms and for error handling. Intel DAAL
implements shared pointers to enable memory handling needed for memory management operations such as
deallocation.

Classes implemented in Data Management, Algorithms, and Services components cover the most important
usage scenarios and allow seamless implementation of complex data analytics workflows through direct API
calls. At the same time the library is an object-oriented framework that enables you to customize the API by
redefining particular classes and methods of the library.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804
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Data Management 1
Effective data management is among key constituents of the performance of a data analytics application. For
Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL), effective data management requires effectively
performing the following operations:

1. Raw data acquisition, filtering, and normalization with data source interfaces.
2. Data conversion to a numeric representation for numeric tables.
3. Data streaming from a numeric table to an algorithm.

Depending on the usage model, you may also want to apply compression and decompression to the data you
operate on. You can either use compression and decompression embedded into data source interfaces or
apply data serialization and deserialization interfaces.

Intel DAAL provides a set of customizable interfaces to operate on your out-of-memory and in-memory data
in different usage scenarios, which include batch processing, online processing, and distributed processing,
as well as more complex scenarios, such as a combination of online and distributed processing.

One of key concepts of Data Management in Intel DAAL is a data set. A data set is a collection of data of a
defined structure that characterizes an analyzed and modeled object. Specifically, the object is characterized
by a set of attributes (Features), which form a Feature Vector of dimension p. Multiple feature vectors form a
set of Observations of size n. Intel DAAL defines a tabular view of a data set where table rows represent
observations and columns represent features.
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An observation corresponds to a particular measurement of an observed object, and therefore when
measurements are done, at distinct moments in time, the set of observations characterizes how the object
evolves in time.

It is not a rare situation when only a subset of features can be measured at a given moment. In this case,
the non-measured features in the feature vector become blank, or missing. Special statistical techniques
enable recovery (emulation) of missing values.

It is not a rare situation either when a given measurement introduces an outlier or when an observed object
can produce an outlier by nature. An outlier is the value that has an abnormal deviation from typical values.
Special statistical techniques enable detection of outliers and recovery of the abnormal data.

You normally start working with Intel DAAL by selecting an appropriate data source, which provides an
interface for your raw data set. Intel DAAL data sources support categorical, ordinal, and continuous
features. It means that data sources can automatically transform non-numeric categorical and ordinary data
into a numeric representation. When the structure of your raw data is more complex or when the default
transformation mechanism does not fit your needs, you may customize the data source by implementing a
custom derivative class.

Because a data source is typically associated with out-of-memory data, such as files, databases, and so on,
streaming out-of-memory data into memory and back is among major functions of a data source. However
you can also use a data source to implement an in-memory non-numeric data transformation into a numeric
form.

A numeric table is a key interface to operate on numeric in-memory data. Intel DAAL supports several
important cases of a numeric data layout: homogeneous tables, arrays of structures, and structures of
arrays, as well as Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) encoding for sparse data.
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Intel DAAL algorithms operate with in-memory numeric data accessed through Numeric table interfaces.

Numeric Tables
Numeric tables are a fundamental component of in-memory numeric data processing. Intel DAAL supports
heterogeneous and homogeneous numeric tables for dense and sparse data, as follows:

• Heterogeneous, Array Of Structures (AOS)
• Heterogeneous, Structure Of Arrays (SOA)
• Heterogeneous, Apache Arrow immutable table
• Homogeneous, dense
• Homogeneous matrix, dense
• Homogeneous symmetric matrix, packed
• Homogeneous triangular matrix, packed
• Homogeneous, sparse CSR

Use homogeneous numeric tables, that is, objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, and matrices, that is,
objects of the Matrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and PackedSymmetricMatrix classes, when all the
features are of the same basic data type. Values of the features are laid out in memory as one contiguous
block in the row-major order, that is, Observation 1, Observation 2, and so on. In Intel DAAL, Matrix is a
homogeneous numeric table most suitable for matrix algebra operations.

For triangular and symmetric matrices with reduced memory footprint, special classes are available:
PackedTriangularMatrix and PackedSymmetricMatrix. Use the DataLayout enumeration to choose
between representations of triangular and symmetric matrices:

• Lower packed: lowerPackedSymetricMatrix or lowerPackedTriangularMatrix
• Upper packed: upperPackedTriangularMatrix or upperPackedSymetricMatrix

Heterogeneous numeric tables enable you to deal with data structures that are of different data types by
nature. Intel DAAL provides two ways to represent non-homogeneous numeric tables: AOS and SOA.

AOS Numeric Table provides access to observations (feature vectors) that are laid out in a contiguous
memory block:

Data Management  1  
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Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_aos.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_aos.py
SOA Numeric Table provides access to data sets where observations for each feature are laid out
contiguously in memory:

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_soa.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_soa.py
Apache Arrow immutable numeric table provides access to immutable data sets stored in the Apache Arrow
format. Memory layout is similar to SOA numeric table, but every feature can be stored in more than one
contiguous piece of memory. See https://arrow.apache.org/docs/format/Layout.html for details.

NOTE For now, Intel DAAL supports only immutable tables, so this kind of numeric tables can be
passed as the input for a particular algorithm, but cannot be passed for the output. Also, this kind of
numeric tables is available for C++ only.

Samples

C++: datastructures_arrow.cpp

The optimal data layout for homogeneous and heterogeneous numeric tables highly depends on a particular
algorithm. You can find algorithm-specific guidance in the Performance Considerations section for the
appropriate algorithm.
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Intel DAAL offers the CSRNumericTable class for a special version of a homogeneous numeric table that
encodes sparse data, that is, the data with a significant number of zero elements. The library uses the
Condensed Sparse Row (CSR) format for encoding:

Three arrays describe the sparse matrix M as follows:

• The array values contains non-zero elements of the matrix row-by-row.
• The j-th element of the array columns encodes the column index in the matrix M for the j-th element of

the array values.
• The i-th element of the array rowIndex encodes the index in the array values corresponding to the first

non-zero element in rows indexed i or greater. The last element in the array rowIndex encodes the
number of non-zero elements in the matrix M.

The library supports 1-based CSR encoding only. In C++ you can specify it by providing oneBased value
through the indexing parameter of type CSRIndexing in the constructor of CSRNumericTable.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_csr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_csr.py
Intel DAAL offers the MergedNumericTable class for tables that provides access to data sets comprising
several logical components, such as a set of feature vectors and corresponding labels. This type of tables
enables you to read those data components from one data source. This special type of numeric tables can
hold several numeric tables of any type but CSRNumericTable. In a merged numeric table, arrays are joined
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by columns and therefore can have different numbers of columns. In the case of different numbers of rows in
input matrices, the number of rows in a merged table equals min (r1, r2, ..., rm), where ri is the number of
rows in the i-th matrix, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_merged.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_merged.py

Generic Interfaces
Numeric tables provide interfaces for data management, such as memory allocation and deallocation, and
respective memory access methods, dictionary management, and table size management.

The life cycle of a numeric table consists of the following major steps:

1. Initialize
2. Operate
3. Deinitialize

The following diagram shows possible flows and transitions between the states of the numeric table for each
step. The description of these steps applies to different types of numeric tables supported in the library, such
as CSR, with appropriate changes in the method names and respective arguments.
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Initialize
A data dictionary is associated with numeric table over its whole life cycle. If the dictionary is not explicitly
provided by the user during initialization, it is automatically constructed using the parameters provided to the
constructor of the numeric table.
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If you need to modify the numeric table dictionary by changing, for example, the number of attributes (that
equals to the number of columns in the table), create another instance of the numeric table to work with the
data. Modification of the dictionary via respective methods for the existing and initialized numeric table does
not imply re-allocation of the internal data structures of the numeric table and can result in unpredicted
behavior of the application.

Intel DAAL provides several constructors for numeric tables to cover a variety of table initialization scenarios.
The constructors require the numbers of rows and columns for the table or a dictionary. If you do not have
the dictionary or sizes of the numeric table at the time of construction, you can use the constructor with
default values and sizes. The following scenarios are available for use of constructors:

• If the table size is unknown at the time of object construction, you can construct an empty table and
change the size and allocate the memory later. You can also use the constructor to specify the sizes, but
provide a pointer to the memory later:

HomogenNumericTable<float> table(nColumns, nRows, 
                                  NumericTable::doNotAllocate);
float data[nColumns * nRows];
table.setArray(data, nRows);

• If the table size is known but the data is not yet in memory, Intel DAAL can allocate the memory
automatically at the time of object construction and even initialize the memory, that is, allocate the matrix
with zero elements:

HomogenNumericTable<float> table(nColumns, nRows, 
                                  NumericTable::doAllocate, 0.0);

• If the data is already available in memory by the time of object construction, you can provide a pointer to
this data through the appropriate constructor:

float data[nColumns * nRows];
HomogenNumericTable<float> table(data, nColumns, nRows);

To allocate or reallocate the memory after construction of the numeric table, use service methods:

• resize().

This method modifies the number of rows in the table according to the provided parameter and operates
according to the description below:

• If a memory buffer for the numeric table is not allocated, this method allocates memory of the
respective size for the table.

• If a memory buffer for the numeric table is allocated by the library and the number of rows passed to
the function requires a larger memory buffer, the method deallocates it and allocates a new buffer of
the respective size.

• If a memory buffer for the numeric table is provided by the user and the number of rows passed to the
function requires a larger memory buffer, the method internally allocates a new buffer of the respective
size. The memory buffer provided by the user is not deallocated by the library in this case.

• Otherwise, the method modifies the respective number of rows in the internal data structures.

Operate
After initialization or re-initialization of a numeric table, you can use the following methods for the numeric
table to access the data:

• getBlockOfRows() and releaseBlockOfRows().

The getBlockOfRows() method provides access to a data block stored in the numeric table. This function
allocates memory buffer if data type or data arrangement is not equal for the numeric table and the data
block. In this case, it copies data from the original numeric table and provides a pointer to the internal
memory buffer. Otherwise, it provides a pointer to the numeric table data. You need to specify the actions
that should be applied to the data block using rwflag. The rwflag argument does not guarantee data
isolation and can only control the releaseBlockOfRows() function. Provide the object of the
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BlockDescriptor type to the method to interface the requested block of rows. This object, the block
descriptor, represents the data in the contiguous raw-major layout with the number of rows specified in
the method and number of columns specified in the numeric table.

In Intel DAAL you can represent the data in the block descriptor with the data type different from the data
type of the numeric table. For example, you can represent a homogeneous data with the float data type,
while the block descriptor represents the requested data in double. You can specify the required data
type during the construction of the block descriptor object. Make sure to call the releaseBlockOfRows()
method after a call to getBlockOfRows(). The data types of the numeric table and block descriptor, as
well as the rwflag argument of the getBlockOfRows() method, define the behavior of
releaseBlockOfRows():

• If rwflag is set to readOnly, releaseBlockOfRows() does not write the data back to the numeric
table.

• If rwflag is set to writeOnly or readWrite, releaseBlockOfRows() writes the data from the block
descriptor back to the numeric table if the memory buffer is allocated.

• If the numeric table and block descriptor use different data types or memory layouts,
releaseBlockOfRows() deallocates the allocated buffers regardless of the value of rwflag.

HomogenNumericTable<double> table(data, nColumns, nRows);
BlockDescriptor<float> block;
table.getBlockOfRows(firstReadRow, nReadRows, readOnly, block);
float *array = block.getBlockPtr();
for (size_t row = 0; row < nReadRows; row++)
{
    for (size_t col = 0; col < nColumns; col++)
    {
        std::cout << array[row * nColumns + col] << "   ";
    }
    std::cout << std::endl;
}
table.releaseBlockOfRows(block);

• getBlockOfColumnValues() and releaseBlockOfColumnValues().

These methods provide access to values in the specific column of a numeric table, similarly to
getBlockOfRows() and releaseBlockOfRows().

• getNumberOfRows() and getNumberOfColumns().

Call these methods to determine the number of rows and columns, respectively, associated with a given
numeric table.

• getDictionary() and resetDictionary(), as well as getFeatureType() and
getNumberOfCategories().

These methods provide access to the data dictionary associated with a given numeric table. See Data
Dictionaries for more details.

• getDataMemoryStatus().

Call this method to determine whether the memory is allocated by the allocateDataMemory() method,
a user provided a pointer to the allocated data, or no data is currently associated with the numeric table.
Additionally, the getArray() method is complimentary to setArray() and provides access to the data
associated with a given table of a given layout.

• serialize and deserialize().

The serialize() method enables you to serialize the numeric table. Call the deserialization method
deserialize() after each call to serialize(), but before a call to other data access methods.
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Deinitialize
After you complete your work with a data resource, the appropriate memory is deallocated implicitly in the
destructor of the numeric table.

NOTE

• If the library internally allocates or reallocates the memory buffers for the data inside the numeric
table, do not use the pointer returned by the getArray() method of the numeric table after its
destruction.

• The default data type for a homogeneous numeric table is float.
• Python*: When creating a numpy array from a numeric table, make sure that a reference to the

numeric table exists as long as a reference to the derived numpy array is being used.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_merged.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_homogen.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_merged.py
• ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_homogen.py

Essential Interfaces for Algorithms
In addition to Generic Interfaces, more methods enable interfacing numeric tables with algorithms.

The getDataLayout method provides information about the data layout:

Data Layout Description

soa Structure-Of-Arrays (SOA). Values of individual data
features are stored in contiguous memory blocks.

aos Array-Of-Structures (AOS). Feature vectors are
stored in contiguous memory block.

csr_Array Condensed-Sparse-Row (CSR).

lowerPackedSymetricMatrix Lower packed symmetric matrix

lowerPackedTriangularMatrix Lower packed triangular matrix

upperPackedSymetricMatrix Upper packed symmetric matrix

upperPackedTriangularMatrix Upper packed triangular matrix

arrow Apache Arrow (columnar memory format).
Currently only immutable Apache Arrow tables are
supported.

unknown No information about data layout or unsupported
layout.

Rather than access the entire in-memory data set, it is often more efficient to process it by blocks. The key
methods that Intel DAAL algorithms use for per-block data access are getBlockOfRows() and
getBlockOfColumnValues(). The getBlockOfRows() method accesses a block of feature vectors, while
the getBlockOfColumnValues() method accesses a block of values for a given feature. A particular
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algorithm uses getBlockOfRows(), getBlockOfColumnValues(), or both methods to access the data. The
efficiency of data access highly depends on the data layout and on whether the data type of the feature is
natively supported by the algorithm without type conversions. Refer to the Performance Considerations
section in the description of a particular algorithm for a discussion of the optimal data layout and natively
supported data types.

When the data layout fits the per-block data access pattern and the algorithm requests the data type that
corresponds to the actual data type, the getBlockOfRows() and getBlockOfColumnValues() methods
avoid data copying and type conversion. However, when the layout does not fit the data access pattern or
when type conversion is required, both methods automatically re-pack and convert data as required.

When dealing with custom or unsupported data layouts, you must implement NumericTableIface,
DenseNumericTableIface interfaces, and optionally CSRNumericTableIface or
PackedNumericTableIface interfaces.

Some algorithms, such as Moments of Low Order, compute basic statistics (minimums, maximums, and so
on). The other algorithms, such as Correlation and Variance-Covariance Matrices or Principal Component
Analysis, require some basic statistics on input. To avoid duplicated computation of basic statistics, Intel
DAAL provides methods to store and retrieve basic statistics associated with a given numeric table:
basicStatistics.set() and basicStatistics.get(). The following basic statistics are computed for each
numeric table:

• minimum - minimum
• maximum - maximum
• sum - sum
• sumSquares - sum of squares

NOTE
The default data type of basic statistics is float.

Special Interfaces for the HomogenNumericTable and Matrix Classes
Use the assign method to initialize elements of a dense homogeneous numeric table with a certain value,
that is, to set all elements of the matrix to zero.

Use the operator [] method to access rows of a homogeneous dense numeric table.

Special Interfaces for the PackedTriangularMatrix and PackedSymmetricMatrix Classes
While you can use generic getArray() and setArray() methods to access the data in a packed format, in
algorithms that have specific implementations for a packed data layout, you can use more specific
getPackedValues() and releasePackedValues() methods.

Special Interfaces for the CSRNumericTable Class
To access three CSR arrays (values , columns, and rowIndex), use getArrays() and setArrays() methods
instead of generic getArray() and setArray() methods. For details of the arrays, see CSR data layout.
Similarly, in algorithms that have specific implementations for the CSR data layout, you can use more specific
getBlockOfCSRValues() and releaseBlockOfCSRValues() methods.

Special Interfaces for the MergedNumericTable Class
To add a new array to the object of the MergedNumericTable class, use the addNumericTable() method.

Samples
C++:

• datastructures_arrow.cpp
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Tensors
Tensors represent in-memory numeric multidimensional data. Intel DAAL supports homogeneous tensors for
dense data.

Use the HomogenTensor class when all values are of the same basic data type and are laid out in memory as
one contiguous block with dimensions in the row-major order. The data in objects of the HomogenTensor
class is described with the memory block, number of dimensions, and size of each dimension.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_homogentensor.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_homogentensor.py

Generic Interfaces
Tensors provide interfaces for data management, such as memory allocation and deallocation, and respective
methods for memory access and dimension management.

Use the getNumberOfDimensions() and getDimensions() methods to determine the number of
dimensions and size of all dimensions, respectively.

Use the shuffleDimensions() method to change logical indexing of tensor dimensions without changing
the data layout. This method changes the dimensions order, visible to algorithms.

Use the allocateDataMemory() and freeDataMemory() methods to allocate and deallocate memory
needed to store the data associated with a given tensor. The dimensions and data associated with them
determine the amount of memory required to store the data. The getDataMemoryStatus() method enables
you to determine whether the memory is allocated by the allocateDataMemory() method, a user provided
a pointer to the allocated data, or no data is currently associated with the tensor.

Use the assign method to initialize elements of a tensor with a certain value.

Use the resize() service method to allocate or reallocate the memory after the construction of the tensor.
This method modifies the number of dimensions and their size according to the provided parameter and
operates according to the description below:

• If a memory buffer for the tensor is not allocated, this method allocates memory of the respective size for
the tensor.

• If a memory buffer for the tensor is allocated by the library and the dimensions passed to the function
require a larger memory buffer, the method deallocates it and allocates a new buffer of the respective
size.

• If a memory buffer for the tensor is provided by the user and the dimensions passed to the function
require a larger memory buffer, the method internally allocates a new buffer of the respective size. The
memory buffer provided by the user is not deallocated by the library in this case.

• Otherwise, the method modifies the respective dimensions in the internal data structures.

NOTE
The default data type for a homogeneous tensor is float.

Essential Interfaces for Algorithms
In addition to Generic Interfaces, more methods enable interfacing tensors with algorithms.
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The key methods that Intel DAAL algorithms use for per-block data access are getSubtensor()/
releaseSubtensor(). These methods access a part of the tensor assuming the row-major order. The
efficiency of data access highly depends on the data layout and on whether the data type is natively
supported by the algorithm without type conversions. Refer to the Performance Considerations section in the
description of a particular algorithm for a discussion of the data layout and natively supported data types.

Use the getSize() method to get the number of elements stored in a Tensor object.

Special Interfaces for the HomogenTensor Class
Use the getArray() method to get direct access to the memory block associated with the HomogenTensor
object.

Use the setArray() method to set the number of dimensions, dimension values and associate the memory
buffer with the HomogenTensor object.

Data Sources
Data sources define interfaces for access and management of data in raw format and out-of-memory data. A
data source is closely coupled with the data dictionary that describes the structure of the data associated
with the data source. To create the associated data dictionary, you can do one of the following:

• While constructing a data source object, specify whether it should automatically create and initialize the
associated data dictionary.

• Call the createDictionaryFromContext() method.

The getDictionary() method returns the dictionary associated with the data source.

Data sources stream and transform raw out-of-memory data into numeric in-memory data accessible
through numeric table interfaces. A data source is associated with the corresponding numeric table. To
allocate the associated numeric table, you can do one of the following:

• While constructing a data source object, specify whether it should automatically allocate the numeric
table.

• Call the allocateNumericTable() method.

The getNumericTable() method returns the numeric table associated with the data source.

To retrieve the number of columns (features) in a raw data set, use the getNumberOfColumns() method. To
retrieve the number of rows (observations) available in a raw data set, use the
getNumberOfAvailableRows() method. The getStatus() method returns the current status of the data
source:

• readyForLoad - the data is available for the load operation.
• waitingForData - the data source is waiting for new data to arrive later; designated for data sources

that deal with asynchronous data streaming, that is, the data arriving in blocks at different points in time.
• endOfData- all the data is already loaded.

Because the entire out-of-memory data set may fail to fit into memory, as well as for performance reasons,
Intel® DAAL implements data loading in blocks. Use the loadDataBlock() method to load the next block of
data into the numeric table. This method enables you to load a data block into an internally allocated
numeric table or into the provided numeric table. In both cases, you can specify the number of rows or not.
The method also recalculates basic statistics associated with this numeric table.

Intel DAAL maintains the list of possible values associated with categorical features to convert them into a
numeric form. In this list, a new index is assigned to each new value found in the raw data set. You can get
the list of possible values from the possibleValues collection associated with the corresponding feature in
the data source. In the case you have several data sets with same data structure and you want to use
continuous indexing, do the following:

1. Retrieve the data dictionary from the last data source using the getDictionary() method.
2. Assign this dictionary to the next data source using the setDictionary() method.
3. Repeat these steps for each next data source.
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Intel DAAL implements classes for some popular types of data sources. Each of these classes takes a feature
manager class as the class template parameter. The feature manager parses, filters, and normalizes the data
and converts it into a numeric format. The following are the data sources and the corresponding feature
manager classes:

• Text file (FileDataSource class), to be used with the CSVFeatureManager class
• ODBC (ODBCDataSource class), to be used with the MySQLFeatureManager class
• In-memory text (StringDataSource class), to be used with the CSVFeatureManager class
• KDB relational database (KDBDataSource class) [kdb], to be used with the KDBFeatureManager class

CSVFeatureManager provides additional capabilities for features modification. Use addModifier() to
enable specific modification when loading data to a numeric table:

• Add the ColumnFilter object if you need to have a predefined subset of features loaded
• Add the OneHotEncoder object if you need a categorical feature to be encoded using the one-hot scheme

Data Dictionaries
A data dictionary is the metadata that describes features of a data set. The NumericTableFeature and
DataSourceFeature structures describe a particular feature within a dictionary of the associated numeric
table and data source respectively. These structures specify:

• Whether the feature is continuous, categorical, or ordinal
• Underlying data types (double, integer, and so on) used to represent feature values

The DataSourceFeature structure also specifies:

• Possible values for a categorical feature
• The feature name

The DataSourceDictionary class is a data dictionary that describes raw data associated with the
corresponding data source. The NumericTableDictionary class is a data dictionary that describes in-
memory numeric data associated with the corresponding numeric table. Both classes provide generic
methods for dictionary manipulation, such as accessing a particular data feature, setting and retrieving the
number of features, and adding a new feature. Respective DataSource and NumericTable classes have
generic dictionary manipulation methods, such as getDictionary() and setDictionary().
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To create a dictionary from the data source context, you can do one of the following:

• Set the doDictionaryFromContext flag in the DataSource constructor.
• Call to the createDictionaryFromContext() method.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_aos.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_soa.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/datastructures_homogen.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_aos.py
• ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_soa.py
• ./examples/python/source/datasource/datastructures_homogen.py

Data Serialization and Deserialization
Intel DAAL provides interfaces for serialization and deserialization of data objects, which are an essential
technique for data exchange between devices and for implementing data recovery mechanisms on a device
failure.

The InputDataArchive class provides interfaces for creation of a serialized object archive. The
OutputDataArchive class provides interfaces for deserialization of an object from the archive. To reduce
network traffic, memory, or persistent storage footprint, you can compress data objects during serialization
and decompress them back during deserialization. To this end, provide Compressor and Decompressor
objects as arguments for InputDataArchive and OutputDataArchive constructors respectively. For details
of compression and decompression, see Data Compression.

A general structure of an archive is as follows:

Headers and footers contain information required to reconstruct the archived object.

All serializable objects, such as numeric tables, a data dictionary, and models, have serialization and
deserialization methods. These methods take input archive and output archive, respectively, as method
parameters.
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Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/serialization/serialization.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/serialization/serialization.py

Data Compression
When large amounts of data are sent across devices or need to be stored in memory or in a persistent
storage, data compression enables you to reduce network traffic, memory, and persistent storage footprint.
Intel DAAL implements several most popular generic compression and decompression methods, which
include ZLIB, LZO, RLE, and BZIP2.

General API for Data Compression and Decompression
The CompressionStream and DecompressionStream classes provide general methods for data compression
and decompression. The following diagram illustrates the compression and decompression flow at a high
level:
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To define compression or decompression methods and related parameters, provide Compressor or
Decompressor objects as arguments to CompressionStream or DecompressionStream constructors
respectively. For more details on Compressor and Decompressor, refer to Compression and Decompression
Interfaces.

Use operator << of CompressionStream or DecompressionStream to provide input data for compression or
decompression stream. By default, all compression and decompression stream methods allocate the memory
required to store results of compression and decompression. For details of controlling memory allocation,
refer to Compression and Decompression Interfaces.

The following methods are available to retrieve compressed data stored in CompressionStream:

• Copy compressed data blocks into a contiguous array using the copyCompressedArray() method.

You can define the data blocks to copy by specifying the number of bytes to copy. The method copies the
data from the beginning of the stream and removes the copied data from CompressionStream, so next
time you call the copyCompressedArray() method, it copies the next block of data. To copy all the data,
before a call to copyCompressedArray(), call the getCompressedBlocksSize() method to get the total
size of compressed data in the stream.

• Call the getCompressedBlocksCollection() method.

Unlike the copyCompressedArray() method, getCompressedBlocksCollection() does not copy
compressed blocks but provides a reference to the collection of compressed data blocks. The collection is
available until you call the getCompressedBlocksCollection() method next time.

The following methods are available to retrieve decompressed data stored in DecompressionStream:

• Copy decompressed data blocks into a contiguous array using the copyDecompressedArray() method.

You can define the data blocks to copy by specifying the number of bytes to copy. The method copies the
data from the beginning of the stream and removes the copied data from DecompressionStream, so next
time you call the copyDecompressedArray() method, it copies the next block of data. To copy all the
data, before a call to copyDecompressedArray(), call the getDecompressedBlocksSize() method to
get the total size of decompressed data in the stream.

• Call the getDecompressedBlocksCollection() method.

Unlike the copyDecompressedArray() method, getDecompressedBlocksCollection() does not copy
decompressed blocks but provides a reference to the collection of decompressed data blocks. The
collection is available until you call the getDecompressedBlocksCollection() method next time.

Compression and Decompression Interfaces
CompressionStream and DecompressionStream classes cover most typical usage scenarios. Therefore, you
need to work directly with Compressor and Decompressor objects only in the cases as follows:

• CompressionStream and DecompressionStream classes do not cover your specific usage model.
• You want to control memory allocation and deallocation for results of compression and decompression.
• You need to modify compression and decompression default parameters.

The Compressor and Decompressor classes provide interfaces to supported compression and
decompression methods (ZLIB, LZO, RLE, and BZIP2).

Compression and decompression objects are initialized with a set of default parameters. You can modify
parameters of a specific compression method by accessing the parameter field of the Compressor or
Decompressor object.

To perform compression or decompression using the Compressor or Decompressor classes, respectively,
provide input data using the setInputDataBlock() method and call the run() method. This approach
requires that you allocate and control the memory to store the results of compression or decompression. In
general, it is impossible to accurately estimate the required size of the output data block, and the memory
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you provide may be insufficient to store results of compression or decompression. However, you can check
whether you need to allocate additional memory to continue the run() operation. To do this, use the
isOutputDataBlockFull() method. You can also use the getUsedOutputDataBlockSize() method to
obtain the size of compressed or decompressed data actually written to the output data block.

You can use your own compression and decompression methods in CompressionStream and
DecompressionStream. In this case, you need to override Compressor and Decompressor objects.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/compression/compressor.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/compression_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/datasource/compression_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/compression/compressor.py
• ./examples/python/source/datasource/compression_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/datasource/compression_online.py

Data Model
The Data Model component of the Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) provides classes
for model representation. The model mimics the actual data and represents it in a compact way so that you
can use the library when the actual data is missing, incomplete, noisy or unavailable.

There are two categories of models in the library: Regression models and Classification models. Regression
models are used to predict the values of dependent variables (responses) by observing independent
variables. Classification models are used to predict to which sub-population (class) a given observation
belongs.

A set of parameters characterizes each model. Intel DAAL model classes provide interfaces to access these
parameters. It also provides the corresponding classes to train models, that is, to estimate model parameters
using training data sets. As soon as a model is trained, it can be used for prediction and cross-validation. For
this purpose, the library provides the corresponding prediction classes.

See Also
Training and Prediction
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Algorithms 2
The Algorithms component of the Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) consists of classes
that implement algorithms for data analysis (data mining), and data modeling (training and prediction).
These algorithms include matrix decompositions, clustering algorithms, classification and regression
algorithms, as well as association rules.

All Algorithms classes are derived from the base class AlgorithmIface. It provides interfaces for
computations covering a variety of usage scenarios. Basic methods that you typically call are compute() and
finalizeCompute(). In a very generic form algorithms accept one or several numeric tables or models as
an input and return one or several numeric tables and models as an output. Algorithms may also require
algorithm-specific parameters that you can modify by accessing the parameter field of the algorithm.
Because most of algorithm parameters are preset with default values, you can often omit initialization of the
parameter.

Algorithm Input
An algorithm can accept one or several numeric tables or models as an input. In computation modes that
permit multiple calls to the compute() method, ensure that the structure of the input data, that is, the
number of features, their order, and type, is the same for all the calls. The following methods are available to
provide input to an algorithm:

input.set(Input ID, InputData) Use to set a pointer to the input argument with the Input
ID identifier. This method overwrites the previous input
pointer stored in the algorithm.

input.add(Input ID, InputData) Use in the distributed computation mode to add the
pointers with the Input ID identifier. Unlike the
input.set() method, input.add() does not overwrite
the previously set input pointers, but stores all the input
pointers until the compute() method is called.

input.get(Input ID) Use to get a reference to the pointer to the input data with
the Input ID identifier.

For the input that each specific algorithm accepts, refer to the description of this algorithm.

Algorithm Output
Output of an algorithm can be one or several models or numeric tables. To retrieve the results of the
algorithm computation, call the getResult() method. To access specific results, use the get(Result ID)
method with the appropriate Result ID identifier. In the distributed processing mode, to get access to
partial results of the algorithm computation, call the getPartialResult() method on each computation
node. For a full list of algorithm computation results available, refer to the description of an appropriate
algorithm.

By default, all algorithms allocate required memory to store partial and final results. Follow these steps to
provide user allocated memory for partial or final results to the algorithm:

1. Create an object of an appropriate class for the results. For the classes supported, refer to the
description of a specific algorithm.

2. Provide a pointer to that object to the algorithm by calling the setPartialResult() or setResult()
method as appropriate.

3. Call the compute() method. After the call, the object created contains partial or final results.
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Algorithm Parameters
Most of algorithms in Intel DAAL have a set of algorithm-specific parameters. Because most of the
parameters are optional and preset with default values, you can often omit parameter modification. Provide
required parameters to the algorithm using the constructor during algorithm initialization. If you need to
change the parameters, you can do it by accessing the public field parameter of the algorithm. Some
algorithms have an initialization procedure that sets or precomputes specific parameters needed to compute
the algorithm. You can use the InitializationProcedureIface interface class to implement your own
initialization procedure when the default implementation does not meet your specific needs.

Each algorithm also has generic parameters, such as the floating-point type, computation method, and
computation step for the distributed processing mode. In C++, these parameters are defined as template
parameters, and in most cases they are preset with default values. You can change the template parameters
while declaring the algorithm.

For a list of algorithm parameters, refer to the description of an appropriate algorithm.

Computation Modes
The library algorithms support the following computation modes:

• Batch processing
• Online processing
• Distributed processing

You can select the computation mode during initialization of the Algorithm.

For a list of computation parameters of a specific algorithm in each computation mode, possible input types,
and output results, refer to the description of an appropriate algorithm.

Batch Processing
All Intel DAAL algorithms support at least the batch processing computation mode. In the batch processing
mode, the only compute method of a particular algorithm class is used.

Online Processing
Some Intel DAAL algorithms enable processing of data sets in blocks. In the online processing mode, the
compute(), and finalizeCompute() methods of a particular algorithm class are used. This computation
mode assumes that the data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks. Call the compute() method each time a
new input becomes available. When the last block of data arrives, call the finalizeCompute() method to
produce final results. If the input data arrives in an asynchronous mode, you can use the getStatus()
method for a given data source to check whether a new block of data is available for loading.

The following diagram illustrates the computation schema for online processing:
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NOTE
While different data blocks may have different numbers of observations (ni ), they must have the
same number of feature vectors (p).
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Distributed Processing
Some Intel DAAL algorithms enable processing of data sets distributed across several devices. In distributed
processing mode, the compute() and the finalizeCompute() methods of a particular algorithm class are
used. This computation mode assumes that the data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Computation is done in several steps. You need to define the computation step for an algorithm by providing
the computeStep value to the constructor during initialization of the algorithm. Use the compute() method
on each computation node to compute partial results. Use the input.add() method on the master node to
add pointers to partial results processed on each computation node. When the last partial result arrives, call
the compute() method followed by finalizeCompute() to produce final results. If the input data arrives in
an asynchronous mode, you can use the getStatus() method for a given data source to check whether a
new block of data is available for loading.

The computation schema is algorithm-specific. The following diagram illustrates a typical computation
schema for distribute processing:
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For the algorithm-specific computation schema, refer to the Distributed Processing section in the description
of an appropriate algorithm.

Distributed algorithms in Intel DAAL are abstracted from underlying cross-device communication technology,
which enables use of the library in a variety of multi-device computing and data transfer scenarios. They
include but are not limited to MPI* based cluster environments, Hadoop*/Spark* based cluster
environments, low-level data exchange protocols, and more.

You can find typical use cases for MPI*, Hadoop*, and Spark* at https://software.intel.com/en-us/product-
code-samples?field_software_product_tid[]=79775.

Analysis
Intel DAAL analysis algorithms are intended to uncover the underlying structure of a data set and to
characterize it by a set of quantitative measures, such as statistical moments, correlations coefficients, and
so on. Some of the analysis algorithms also simplify the data: they transform, aggregate, or decompose that
data in such a way that the transformed (aggregated or decomposed) data becomes easier to understand
and characterize.

Moments of Low Order
Moments are basic quantitative measures of data set characteristics such as location and dispersion. Intel
DAAL computes the following low order characteristics: minimums/maximums, sums, means, sums of
squares, sums of squared differences from the means, second order raw moments, variances, standard
deviations, and variations.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the following sample characteristics for each feature in the data set:

Statistic Definition

Minimum min(j) = min
i
xij

Maximum max(j) = max
i
xij

Sum s(j) = ∑ixij

Sum of squares s2(j) = ∑ixij
2

Means m(j) =
s j
n

Second order raw moment
a2(j) =

s2 j

n

Sum of squared difference from the means SDM(j) = ∑i (xij −m(j))2
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Statistic Definition

Variance k2(j) =
SDM j
n − 1

Standard deviation stdev(j) = k2(j)

Variation coefficient
V (j) =

stdev(j)
m j

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The low order moments algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p to compute moments
for. While the input for defaultDense, singlePassDense, or
sumDense method can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, the input for fastCSR, singlePassCSR, or
sumCSR method can only be an object of the CSRNumericTable
class.

Algorithm Parameters
The low order moments algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of low order
moments:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables
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Parameter Default Value Description

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

estimatesToCompute estimatesAll Estimates to be computed by the algorithm:

• estimatesAll - all supported moments
• estimatesMinMax - minimum and

maximum
• estimatesMeanVariance - mean and

variance

Algorithm Output
The low order moments algorithm calculates the results described in the following table. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Each result is a pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains characteristics for each feature in the data
set. By default, the tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define each table as
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Result ID Characteristic

minimum Minimums.

maximum Maximums.

sum Sums.

sumSquares Sums of squares.

sumSquaresCentered Sums of squared differences from the means.

mean Estimates for the means.

secondOrderRawMoment Estimates for the second order raw moments.

variance Estimates for the variances.

standardDeviation Estimates for the standard deviations.

variation Estimates for the variations.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
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Optimization Notice

optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_batch.py

See Also
Handling Errors

Online Processing

Online processing computation mode assumes that data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

Computation of low order moments in the online processing mode follows the general computation schema
for online processing described in Algorithms.

Algorithm Input
The low order moments algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size ni x p that represents the
current data block. While the input for defaultDense,
singlePassDense, or sumDense method can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable, the input for fastCSR,
singlePassCSR, or sumCSR method can only be an object of the
CSRNumericTable class.

Algorithm Parameters
The low order moments algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of low order
moments:
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Parameter Default Value Description

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

initialization
Procedure

Not applicable The procedure for setting initial parameters of
the algorithm in the online processing mode.
By default, the algorithm does the following
initialization:

• Sets nObservations, partialSum, and
partialSumSquares to zero

• Sets partialMinimum and
partialMaximum to the first row of the
input table.

estimatesToCompute estimatesAll Estimates to be computed by the algorithm:

• estimatesAll - all supported moments
• estimatesMinMax - minimum and

maximum
• estimatesMeanVariance - mean and

variance

Partial Results
The low order moments algorithm in the online processing mode calculates partial results described below.
Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details,
see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

nObservations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the number of
rows processed so far. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
CSRNumericTable.

Partial characteristics computed so far, each in a 1 x p numeric table. By default, each table is an object of
the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the tables as objects of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

partialMinimum Partial minimums.

partialMaximum Partial maximums.

partialSum Partial sums.

partialSumSquares Partial sums of squares.

partialSumSquaresCentered Partial sums of squared differences from the means.

Algorithm Output
The low order moments algorithm calculates the results described in the following table. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Each result is a pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains characteristics for each feature in the data
set. By default, the tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define each table as
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Result ID Characteristic

minimum Minimums.

maximum Maximums.

sum Sums.

sumSquares Sums of squares.

sumSquaresCentered Sums of squared differences from the means.

mean Estimates for the means.

secondOrderRawMoment Estimates for the second order raw moments.

variance Estimates for the variances.

standartDeviation Estimates for the standard deviations.

variation Estimates for the variations.
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Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_online.py

See Also
Handling Errors

Distributed Processing
This mode assumes that the data set is split into nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
The low order moments algorithm in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of low order
moments:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method
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Parameter Default Value Description

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

estimatesToCompute estimatesAll Estimates to be computed by the algorithm:

• estimatesAll - all supported moments
• estimatesMinMax - minimum and

maximum
• estimatesMeanVariance - mean and

variance

Computation of low order moments follows the general schema described in Algorithms:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the low order moments algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node.

While the input for defaultDense, singlePassDense, or
sumDense method can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, the input for fastCSR, singlePassCSR, or
sumCSR method can only be an object of the CSRNumericTable
class.

In this step, the low order moments algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

nObservations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the number of
observations processed so far on the local node. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

Partial characteristics computed so far on the local node, each in a 1 x p numeric table. By default, each
table is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the tables as objects of any
class derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

partialMinimum Partial minimums.

partialMaximum Partial maximums.

partialSum Partial sums.

partialSumSquares Partial sums of squares.

partialSumSquaresCentered Partial sums of squared differences from the means.

Step 2 - on Master Node
In this step, the low order moments algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResults A collection that contains numeric tables with partial results
computed in Step 1 on local nodes (six numeric tables from each
local node). These numeric tables can be objects of any class
derived from the NumericTable class except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

In this step, the low order moments algorithm calculates the results described in the following table. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Each result is a pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains characteristics for each feature in the data
set. By default, the tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define each table as
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Result ID Characteristic

minimum Minimums.

maximum Maximums.

sum Sums.

sumSquares Sums of squares.

sumSquaresCentered Sums of squared differences from the means.

mean Estimates for the means.
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Result ID Characteristic

secondOrderRawMoment Estimates for the second order raw moments.

variance Estimates for the variances.

standardDeviation Estimates for the standard deviations.

variation Estimates for the variations.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/moments/low_order_moms_csr_distr.py

See Also
Handling Errors

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance when computing low order moments:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804
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Quantile
Quantile is an algorithm to analyze the distribution of observations. Quantiles are the values that divide the
distribution so that a given portion of observations is below the quantile.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of p features x1= (x11,…,xn1), ..., xp= (x1p,…,xnp) and the quantile orders β=(β1,…, βm), the
problem is to compute zik such that P{ξi≤zik} ≥βk and P{ξi > zik} ≤ 1 - βk, where

• xi= (x1i,…,xni) are observations of a random variable ξi that represents the i-th feature
• P is the probability measure
• i = 1, ..., p
• k = 1, ..., m

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The quantile algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table that contains the input data
set. This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The quantile algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

quantileOrders 0.5 The 1 x m numeric table with quantile orders.

Algorithm Output
The quantile algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

quantiles Pointer to the p x m numeric table with the quantiles. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/quantiles/quantiles_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/quantiles/quantiles_dense_batch.py

Correlation and Variance-Covariance Matrices
Variance-covariance and correlation matrices are among the most important quantitative measures of a data
set that characterize statistical relationships involving dependence.

Specifically, the covariance measures the extent to which variables "fluctuate together" (that is, co-vary).
The correlation is the covariance normalized to be between -1 and +1. A positive correlation indicates the
extent to which variables increase or decrease simultaneously. A negative correlation indicates the extent to
which one variable increases while the other one decreases. Values close to +1 and -1 indicate a high degree
of linear dependence between variables.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the sample means and variance-covariance matrix or correlation matrix:

Statistic Definition

Means M = (m(1), ..., m(p)), where

m(j) =
1
n∑ixij

Variance-covariance matrix Cov = (vi j ), where

vij =
1

n − 1∑k = 1
n (xki −m(i))(xkj −m(j)), i = 1, p, j = 1, p

Correlation matrix Cor = (ci j ), where

cij =
vij
vii ⋅ vjj

, i = 1, p, j = 1, p
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table for which the variance-
covariance or correlation matrix C is computed. While the input
for defaultDense, singlePassDense, or sumDense method can
be an object of any class derived from NumericTable, the input
for fastCSR, singlePassCSR, or sumCSR method can only be an
object of the CSRNumericTable class.

Algorithm Parameters
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of
correlation and variance-covariance matrices:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

outputMatrixType covarianceMatrix The type of the output matrix. Can be:

• covarianceMatrix - variance-covariance
matrix
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Parameter Default Value Description

• correlationMatrix - correlation matrix

Algorithm Output
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

covariance Use when outputMatrixType=covarianceMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p variance-covariance matrix. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix
and CSRNumericTable.

correlation Use when outputMatrixType=correlationMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p correlation matrix. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
CSRNumericTable.

mean Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with means. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_dense_batch.py
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• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_csr_batch.py

See Also
Handling Errors

Online Processing
Online processing computation mode assumes that data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

Computation of correlation and variance-covariance matrices in the online processing mode follows the
general computation schema for online processing described in Algorithms.

Algorithm Input
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm in the online processing mode accepts the input
described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For
more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size ni x p that represents the
current data block. While the input for defaultDense,
singlePassDense, or sumDense method can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable, the input for fastCSR,
singlePassCSR, or sumCSR method can only be an object of the
CSRNumericTable class.

Algorithm Parameters
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm has the following parameters in the online
processing mode:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of
correlation and variance-covariance matrices:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables
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Parameter Default Value Description

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

outputMatrixType covarianceMatrix The type of the output matrix. Can be:

• covarianceMatrix - variance-covariance
matrix

• correlationMatrix - correlation matrix

initialization
Procedure

Not applicable The procedure for setting initial parameters of
the algorithm in the online processing mode.
By default, the algorithm sets the
nObservations, sum, and crossProduct
parameters to zero.

Partial Results
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm in the online processing mode calculates partial
results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your
algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

nObservations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the number of
observations processed so far. By default, this result is an object
of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result
as an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
CSRNumericTable.

crossProduct Pointer to p x p numeric table with the cross-product matrix
computed so far. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except 
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

sum Pointer to 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so far.
By default, this table is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

covariance Use when outputMatrixType=covarianceMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p variance-covariance matrix. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix
and CSRNumericTable.

correlation Use when outputMatrixType=correlationMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p correlation matrix. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
CSRNumericTable.

mean Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with means. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_csr_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_csr_online.py

See Also
Handling Errors

Distributed Processing
This mode assumes that the data set is split into nblocks blocks across computation nodes.
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Algorithm Parameters
The correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm in the distributed processing mode has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available methods for computation of
correlation and variance-covariance matrices:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• singlePassDense - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West

• sumDense - implementation of the algorithm
in the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not defined

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

• singlePassCSR - implementation of the
single-pass algorithm proposed by D.H.D.
West; optimized for CSR numeric tables

• sumCSR - implementation of the algorithm in
the cases where the basic statistics
associated with the numeric table are pre-
computed sums; optimized for CSR numeric
tables; returns an error if pre-computed
sums are not defined

outputMatrixType covarianceMatrix The type of the output matrix. Can be:

• covarianceMatrix - variance-covariance
matrix

• correlationMatrix - correlation matrix

Computation of correlation and variance-covariance matrices follows the general schema described in 
Algorithms:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm accepts the input described below.
Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node.

While the input for defaultDense, singlePassDense, or
sumDense method can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, the input for fastCSR, singlePassCSR, or
sumCSR method can only be an object of the CSRNumericTable
class.

In this step, the correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm calculates the results described
below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more
details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

nObservations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the number of
observations processed so far on the local node. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

crossProduct Pointer to the p x p numeric table with the cross-product matrix
computed so far on the local node. By default, this table is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except CSRNumericTable.

sum Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so
far on the local node. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 2 - on Master Node
In this step, the correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm accepts the input described below.
Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResults A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (nObservations, crossProduct, and sum). The collection
can contain objects of any class derived from the NumericTable
class except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.
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In this step, the correlation and variance-covariance matrices algorithm calculates the results described in
the following table. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your
algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

covariance Use when outputMatrixType=covarianceMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p variance-covariance matrix. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix
and CSRNumericTable.

correlation Use when outputMatrixType=correlationMatrix. Pointer to
the numeric table with the p x p correlation matrix. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
CSRNumericTable.

mean Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with means. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/covariance/cov_csr_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/covariance/cov_csr_distr.py
See Also
Handling Errors

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance when computing correlation or variance-covariance matrices:
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• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Cosine Distance Matrix
Сosine distances are a useful measure of similarities between feature vectors.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to compute the
symmetric n-by-n matrix Dcos of distances between feature vectors:

Dcos = (di j ), where

dij = 1−
∑k = 1
p xik ⋅ xjk

∑k = 1
p xik

2 ∑k = 1
p xjk

2
,   i = 1,n, j = 1,n

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The cosine distance matrix algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table for which the distance is
computed. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The cosine distance matrix algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The cosine distance matrix algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter
to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

cosineDistance Pointer to the numeric table that represents the n x n symmetric
distance matrix Dcos. By default, the result is an object of the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class with the
lowerPackedSymmetricMatrix layout. However, you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/distance/cos_dist_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/distance/cos_dist_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance when computing the cosine distance matrix:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Correlation Distance Matrix
Correlation distances are a useful measure of similarities between feature vectors.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to compute the
symmetric n-by-n matrix Dcor of distances between feature vectors:

Dcor = (di j ), where

dij = 1−
∑k = 1
p xik − xi xjk − xj

∑k = 1
p xik − xi

2 ∑k = 1
p xjk − xj

2
,

xi =
1
p∑k = 1

p
xik, x j =

1
p∑k = 1

p
x jk, i = 1,n, j = 1,n

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The correlation distance matrix algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table for which the distance is
computed. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The correlation distance matrix algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The correlation distance matrix algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

correlationDistance Pointer to the numeric table that represents the n x n symmetric
distance matrix Dcor. By default, the result is an object of the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class with the
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Result ID Result

lowerPackedSymmetricMatrix layout. However, you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/distance/cor_dist_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/distance/cor_dist_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance when computing the correlation distance matrix:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

K-Means Clustering
K-Means is among the most popular and simplest clustering methods. It is intended to partition a data set
into a small number of clusters such that feature vectors within a cluster have greater similarity with one
another than with feature vectors from other clusters. Each cluster is characterized by a representative point,
called a centroid, and a cluster radius.

In other words, the clustering methods enable reducing the problem of analysis of the entire data set to the
analysis of clusters.

There are numerous ways to define the measure of similarity and centroids. For K-Means, the centroid is
defined as the mean of feature vectors within the cluster.

Details

Given the set X = { x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors and a positive
integer k, the problem is to find a set C = { c1, ... , ck } of kp-dimensional vectors that minimize the
objective function (overall error)

ΦX C = ∑xi ∈ X
d2(xi,C),

where d2(xi,C) is the distance from xi to the closest center in C , such as the Euclidean distance.

The vectors c1,…,ck are called centroids. To start computations, the algorithm requires initial values of
centroids.
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Centroid Initialization
Centroids initialization can be done using these methods:

• Choice of first k feature vectors from the data set X.
• Random choice of k feature vectors from the data set using the following simple random sampling draw-

by-draw algorithm. The algorithm does the following:

1.Chooses one of the feature vectors xi from X with equal probability.
2.Excludes xi from X and adds it to the current set of centers.
3.Resumes from step 1 until the set of centers reaches the desired size k.

• K-Means++ algorithm [Arthur2007], which selects centers with the probability proportional to their
contribution to the overall error ΦX(C) according to the following scheme:

1.Chooses one of the feature vectors xi from X with equal probability.
2.Excludes xi from X and adds it to the current set of centers C.
3.For each feature vector xi in X calculates its minimal distance d(xi, C) from the current set of centers C.
4.

Chooses one of the feature vectors xi from X with the probability 
d2(xi,C)

 ΦX C .

5.Resumes from step 2 until the set of centers C reaches the desired size k.
• Parallel K-Means++ algorithm [Bahmani2012] that does the following:

1.Chooses one of the feature vectors xi from X with equal probability.
2.Excludes xi from X and adds it to the current set of centers C.
3.Repeats nRounds times:

i. For each feature vector xi from X calculates its minimal distance d(xi, C) from the current set of
centers C.

ii.
Chooses L=oversamplingFactor*k feature vectors xi from X with the probability 

d2(xi,C)

 ΦX C  .

iii. Excludes xi vectors chosen in the previous step from X and adds them to the current set of
centers C.

4.For ci∈C sets wi to the ratings, the number of points in X closer to ci than to any other point in C.
5.Applies K-Means++ algorithm with weights wi to the points in C, which means that the following

probability is used in step 4:

wid
2(xi,C)

 ∑xiϵX
wid

2(xi,C)

The algorithm parameters define the number of candidates L selected in each round and number of
rounds:

• Choose oversamplingFactor to make L=O(k).
• Choose nRounds as O(logΦx(C)), where Φx(C) is the estimation of the goal function when the first

center is chosen. [Bahmani2012] recommends to set nRounds to a constant value not greater than 8.

Computation
Computation of the goal function includes computation of the Euclidean distance between vectors ||xj- mi||.
The algorithm uses the following modification of the Euclidean distance between feature vectors a and b:
d(a,b) = d1(a,b) + d2(a,b), where d1 is computed for continuous features as

d1(a, b) = ∑k = 1

p1 ak − bk
2

and d2 is computed for binary categorical features as
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d2(a, b) = γ ∑k = 1

p2
ak − bk

2

In these equations, γ weighs the impact of binary categorical features on the clustering, p1 is the number of
continuous features, and p2 is the number of binary categorical features. Note that the algorithm does not
support non-binary categorical features.

The K-Means clustering algorithm computes centroids using Lloyd's method [Lloyd82]. For each feature
vector x1,…,xn, you can also compute the index of the cluster that contains the feature vector.

Handling empty clusters
In some cases, if no vectors are assigned to some clusters on a particular iteration, the iteration produces an
empty cluster. It may occur due to bad initialization of centroids or the dataset structure. In this case, the
algorithm uses the following strategy to replace the empty cluster centers and decrease the value of the
overall goal function:

• Feature vectors, most distant from their assigned centroids, are selected as the new cluster centers.
Information about these vectors is gathered automatically during the algorithm execution.

• In the distributed processing mode, most distant vectors from the local nodes are computed (Step 1),
stored in PartialResult, and collected on the master node (Step 2). For more details, see the PartialResult
description at Step 1 [Tan2005].

Initialization

The K-Means clustering algorithm requires initialization of centroids as an explicit step. Initialization flow
depends by the computation mode. Skip this step if you already calculated initial centroids.
Batch Processing

Input
Centroid initialization for K-Means clustering accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data to be
clustered. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Parameters
The following table lists parameters of centroid initialization for K-Means clustering, which depend on the
initialization method parameter method.

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType any float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method Not applicable

defaultDense

Available initialization methods for
K-Means clustering:

• defaultDense - uses first
nClusters points as initial
centroids
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Parameter method Default Value Description

• deterministicCSR - uses first
nClusters points as initial
centroids for data in a CSR
numeric table

• randomDense - uses random
nClusters points as initial
centroids

• randomCSR - uses random
nClusters points as initial
centroids for data in a CSR
numeric table

• plusPlusDense - uses K-Means
++ algorithm [Arthur2007]

• plusPlusCSR - uses K-Means+
+ algorithm for data in a CSR
numeric table

• parallelPlusDense - uses
parallel K-Means++ algorithm
[Bahmani2012]

• parallelPlusCSR - uses
parallel K-Means++ algorithm
for data in a CSR numeric table

For more details, see the algorithm
description.

nClusters any Not applicable The number of clusters. Required.

nTrials parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

1 The number of trails to generate all
clusters but the first initial cluster.
For details, see [Arthur2007],
section 5

oversampling
Factor

parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

0.5 A fraction of nClusters in each of
nRounds of parallel K-Means++.
L=nClusters*oversamplingFact
or points are sampled in a round.
For details, see [Bahmani2012],
section 3.3.

nRounds parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

5 The number of rounds for parallel
K-Means++. (L*nRounds) must be
greater than nClusters. For
details, see [Bahmani2012],
section 3.3.

engine any SharePtr<
engines::
mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally for random numbers
generation.
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Output
Centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

centroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the cluster
centroids. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Distributed Processing

This mode assumes that the data set is split into nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Parameters
Centroid initialization for K-Means clustering in the distributed processing mode has the following
parameters:

Parameter method Default Value Description

computeStep any Not applicable The parameter required to
initialize the algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step,
performed on local nodes.
Applicable for all methods.

• step2Master - the second
step, performed on a master
node. Applicable for
deterministic and random
methods only.

• step2Local - the second
step, performed on local
nodes. Applicable for
plusPlus and parallelPlus
methods only.

• step3Master - the third step,
performed on a master node.
Applicable for plusPlus and
ParallelPlus methods only.

• step4Local - the forth step,
performed on local nodes.
Applicable for plusPlus and
parallelPlus methods only.

• step5Master - the fifth step,
performed on a master node.
Applicable for plusPlus and
parallelPlus methods only.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType any float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available initialization methods
for K-Means clustering:

• defaultDense - uses first
nClusters feature vectors as
initial centroids

• deterministicCSR - uses
first nClusters feature
vectors as initial centroids for
data in a CSR numeric table

• randomDense - uses random
nClusters feature vectors as
initial centroids

• randomCSR - uses random
nClusters feature vectors as
initial centroids for data in a
CSR numeric table

• plusPlusDense - uses K-
Means++ algorithm
[Arthur2007]

• plusPlusCSR - uses K-Means
++ algorithm for data in a
CSR numeric table

• parallelPlusDense - uses
parallel K-Means++ algorithm
[Bahmani2012]

• parallelPlusCSR - uses
parallel K-Means++ algorithm
for data in a CSR numeric
table

For more details, see the
algorithm description.

nClusters any Not applicable The number of centroids.
Required.

nRowsTotal any 0 The total number of rows in all
input data sets on all nodes.
Required in the distributed
processing mode in the first step.

offset Not applicable Offset in the total data set
specifying the start of a block
stored on a given local node.
Required.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

oversampling
Factor

parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

0.5 A fraction of nClusters in each
of nRounds of parallel K-Means+
+.
L=nClusters*oversamplingFa
ctor points are sampled in a
round. For details, see
[Bahmani2012], section 3.3.

nRounds parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

5 The number of rounds for parallel
K-Means++. (L*nRounds) must
be greater than nClusters. For
details, see [Bahmani2012],
section 3.3.

firstIteration plusPlusDense,
plusPlusCSR,
parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

false Set to true if step2Local is
called for the first time.

outputForStep5
Required

parallelPlusDense,
parallelPlusCSR

false Set to true if step4Local is
called on the last iteration of the 
Step 2 - Step 4 loop.

Centroid initialization for K-Means clustering follows the general schema described in Algorithms.

plusPlus methods
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parrallelPlus methods
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes (deterministic, random, plusPlus, and parallelPlus methods)
plusPlus methods

parrallelPlus methods
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In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering accepts the input described below. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th
data block on the local node. While the input for
defaultDense, randomDense, plusPlusDense, or
parallelPlusDense method can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable, the input for
deterministicCSR, randomCSR, plusPlusCSR, or
parallelPlusCSR method can only be an object of the
CSRNumericTable class.

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

DEPRECATED:
partialClustersNumber

Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the number of
centroids computed on the local node. By default, this result is
an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
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Result ID Result

define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

DEPRECATED: partialClusters
USE INSTEAD: partialCentroids

Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the centroids
computed on the local node. By default, this result is an object
of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the
result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Step 2 - on Master Node (deterministic and random methods)
This step is applicable for deterministic and random methods only. Centroid initialization for K-Means
clustering accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResuts A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (two numeric tables from each local node).

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

centroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with
centroids. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Step 2 - on Local Nodes (plusPlus and parallelPlus methods)
plusPlus methods
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parrallelPlus methods
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This step is applicable for plusPlus and parallelPlus methods only. Centroid initialization for K-Means
clustering accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. While the input for defaultDense,
randomDense, plusPlusDense, or parallelPlusDense method
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable, the
input for deterministicCSR, randomCSR, plusPlusCSR, or
parallelPlusCSR method can only be an object of the
CSRNumericTable class.

inputOfStep2 Pointer to the m x p numeric table with the centroids calculated in
the previous steps (Step 1 or Step 4).

The value of m is defined by the method and iteration of the
algorithm:

• plusPlus method: m = 1
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Input ID Input

• parallelPlus method:

• m = 1 for the first iteration of the Step 2 - Step 4 loop
• m = L = nClusters*oversamplingFactor for other

iterations

This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except CSRNumericTable,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

internalInput Pointer to the DataCollection object with the internal
data of the distributed algorithm used by its local nodes in 
Step 2 and Step 4. The DataCollection is created in 
Step 2 when firstIteration is set to true, and then
the DataCollection should be set from the partial result
as an input for next local steps (Step 2 and Step 4).

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep2ForStep3 Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the overall error
accumulated on the node. For a description of the overall error,
see K-Means Clustering Details.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

outputOfStep2ForStep5 Applicable for parallelPlus methods only and
calculated when outputForStep5Required is set to
true. Pointer to the 1 x m numeric table with the ratings
of centroid candidates computed on the previous steps
and m = oversamplingFactor*nClusters*nRounds
+ 1. For a description of ratings, see K-Means Clustering
Details.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Step 3 - on Master Node (plusPlus and parallelPlus methods)
plusPlus methods
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parrallelPlus methods

This step is applicable for plusPlus and parallelPlus methods only. Centroid initialization for K-Means
clustering accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputOfStep3FromStep2 A key-value data collection that maps parts of the
accumulated error to the local nodes: i-th element of this
collection is a numeric table that contains overall error
accumulated on the i-th node.

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

outputOfStep3ForStep4 A key-value data collection that maps the input from Step 4 to
local nodes: i-th element of this collection is a numeric table that
contains the input from Step 4 on the i-th node. Note that Step 3
may produce no input for Step 4 on some local nodes, which
means the collection may not contain the i-th node entry. The
single element of this numeric table v ≤ ΦX(C), where the overall
error ΦX(C) calculated on the node. For a description of the overall
error, see K-Means Clustering Details. This value defines the
probability to sample a new centroid on the i-th node.

outputOfStep3ForStep5 Applicable for parallelPlus methods only. Pointer to the
service data to be used in Step 5.

Step 4 - on Local Nodes (plusPlus and parallelPlus methods)
plusPlus methods

parrallelPlus methods
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This step is applicable for plusPlus and parallelPlus methods only. Centroid initialization for K-Means
clustering accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. While the input for defaultDense,
randomDense, plusPlusDense, or parallelPlusDense method
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable, the
input for deterministicCSR, randomCSR, plusPlusCSR, or
parallelPlusCSR method can only be an object of the
CSRNumericTable class.

inputOfStep4FromStep3 Pointer to the l x m numeric table with the values calculated in 
Step 3.

The value of m is defined by the method of the algorithm:

• plusPlus method: m = 1
• parallelPlus method: m ≤ L, L =

nClusters*oversamplingFactor
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Input ID Input

This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except CSRNumericTable,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

internalInput Pointer to the DataCollection object with the internal
data of the distributed algorithm used by its local nodes in 
Step 2 and Step 4. The DataCollection is created in 
Step 2 when firstIteration is set to true, and then
the DataCollection should be set from the partial result
as the input for next local steps (Step 2 and Step 4).

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep4 Pointer to the m x p numeric table that contains centroids
computed on this local node, where m equals to the one
in inputOfStep4FromStep3. By default, this result is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

Step 5 - on Master Node (parallelPlus methods)
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This step is applicable for parallelPlus methods only. Centroid initialization for K-Means clustering accepts
the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputCentroids A data collection with the centroids calculated in Step 1 or Step 4.
Each item in the collection is the pointer to m x p numeric table,
where the value of m is defined by the method and the iteration
of the algorithm:

• parallelPlus method:

• m = 1 for the data added as the output of Step 1
• m ≤ L, L = nClusters*oversamplingFactor for the data

added as the output of Step 4

Each numeric table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except CSRNumericTable,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

inputOfStep5FromStep2 A data collection with the items calculated in Step 2 on local
nodes. For a detailed definition, see outputOfStep2ForStep5
above.
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Input ID Input

inputOfStep5FromStep3 Pointer to the service data generated as the output of 
Step 3 on master node. For a detailed definition, see
outputOfStep3ForStep5 above.

In this step, centroid initialization for K-Means clustering calculates the results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

centroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the
centroids. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Computation
Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The K-Means clustering algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data to be clustered.
The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

inputCentroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the
initial centroids. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The K-Means clustering algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods for K-Means
clustering:

• defaultDense - implementation of Lloyd's
algorithm

• lloydCSR - implementation of Lloyd's
algorithm for CSR numeric tables
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Parameter Default Value Description

nClusters Not applicable The number of clusters. Required to initialize
the algorithm.

maxIterations Not applicable The number of iterations. Required to initialize
the algorithm.

accuracyThreshold 0.0 The threshold for termination of the algorithm.

gamma 1.0 The weight to be used in distance calculation
for binary categorical features.

distanceType euclidean The measure of closeness between points
(observations) being clustered. The only
distance type supported so far is the Euclidian
distance.

assignFlag true A flag that enables computation of
assignments, that is, assigning cluster
indices to respective observations.

Algorithm Output
The K-Means clustering algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

centroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the cluster
centroids. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

assignments Use when assignFlag=true. Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table
with assignments of cluster indices to feature vectors in the input
data. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

DEPRECATED: goalFunction
USE INSTEAD: objectiveFunction

Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the value of the goal
function. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
CSRNumericTable.

nIterations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the actual number
of iterations done by the algorithm. By default, this result
is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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NOTE
You can skip update of centroids and objectiveFunction in the result and compute assignments
using original inputCentroids. To do this, set assignFlag to true and maxIterations to zero.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/kmeans/kmeans_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/kmeans/kmeans_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/kmeans/kmeans_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/kmeans/kmeans_csr_batch.py
Distributed Processing

This mode assumes that the data set is split into nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
The K-Means clustering algorithm in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods for K-Means
clustering:

• defaultDense - implementation of Lloyd's
algorithm

• lloydCSR - implementation of Lloyd's
algorithm for CSR numeric tables

nClusters Not applicable The number of clusters. Required to initialize
the algorithm.

gamma 1.0 The weight to be used in distance calculation
for binary categorical features.

distanceType euclidean The measure of closeness between points
(observations) being clustered. The only
distance type supported so far is the Euclidian
distance.
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Parameter Default Value Description

assignFlag false A flag that enables computation of
assignments, that is, assigning cluster
indices to respective observations.

To compute K-Means clustering in the distributed processing mode, use the general schema described in 
Algorithms as follows:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes
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In this step, the K-Means clustering algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

inputCentroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the
initial cluster centroids. This input can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable.

In this step, the K-Means clustering algorithm calculates the partial results and results described below. Pass
the Partial Result ID or Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm.
For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

nObservations Pointer to the nClusters x 1 numeric table that contains the
number of observations assigned to the clusters on local node. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define this result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

partialSums Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with partial sums of
observations assigned to the clusters on the local node. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

DEPRECATED:
partialGoalFunction
USE INSTEAD:
partialObjectiveFunction

Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the value
of the partial goal function for observations processed on
the local node. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define this
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

partialCandidatesDistances Pointer to the nClusters x 1 numeric table that contains
the value of the nClusters largest goal function for the
observations processed on the local node and stored in
descending order. By default, this result if an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define this
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, CSRNumericTable.

partialCandidatesCentroids Pointer to the nClusters x 1 numeric table that contains
the observations of the nClusters largest goal function
value processed on the local node and stored in
descending order of the goal function. By default, this
result if an object of the HomogenNumericTable class,
but you can define this result as an object of any class
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Partial Result ID Result

derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix,
CSRNumericTable.

Result ID Result

assignments Use when assignFlag = true. Pointer to the ni x 1
numeric table with 32-bit integer assignments of cluster
indices to feature vectors in the input data on the local
node. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define this
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Step 2 - on Master Node
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In this step, the K-Means clustering algorithm accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass
the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResuts A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on
local nodes.

In this step, the K-Means clustering algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

centroids Pointer to the nClusters x p numeric table with the cluster
centroids. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

DEPRECATED: goalFunction
USE INSTEAD: objectiveFunction

Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains the value
of the goal function. By default, this result is an object of
the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define this
result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

Important
The algorithm computes assignments using input centroids. Therefore, to compute assignments using
final computed centroids, after the last call to Step2compute() method on the master node, on each
local node set assignFlag to true and do one additional call to Step1compute() and
finalizeCompute() methods. Always set assignFlag to true and call finalizeCompute() to obtain
assignments in each step.

NOTE
To compute assignments using original inputCentroids on the given node, you can use K-Means
clustering algorithm in the batch processing mode with the subset of the data available on this node.
See Batch Processing for more details.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/kmeans/kmeans_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/kmeans/kmeans_csr_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/kmeans/kmeans_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/kmeans/kmeans_csr_distr.py
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Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the K-Means algorithm:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.
• For the output assignments table, use a homogeneous numeric table of the int type.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is a data clustering algorithm proposed
in [Ester96]. It is a density-based clustering non-parametric algorithm: given a set of observations in some
space, it groups together observations that are closely packed together (observations with many nearby
neighbors), marking as outliers observations that lie alone in low-density regions (whose nearest neighbors
are too far away).

Details
Given the set X = {x1 = (x11, ..., x1p), ..., xn = (xn1, ..., xnp)} of np-dimensional feature vectors (further
referred as observations), a positive floating-point number epsilon and a positive integer minObservations,
the problem is to get clustering assignments for each input observation, based on the definitions below
[Ester96]:

• An observation x is called core observation if at least minObservations input observations (including x)
are within distance epsilon from observation x;

• An observation y is directly reachable from x if y is within distance epsilon from core observation x.
Observations are only said to be directly reachable from core observations.

• An observation y is reachable from observation x if there is a path x1, ..., xm with x1 = x and xm = y,
where each xi+1 is directly reachable from xi. This implies that all observations on the path must be core
observations, with the possible exception of y.

• All observations not reachable from any other observation are noise observations.
• Two observations x and y is considered to be in the same cluster if there is a core observation z, that x

and y are reachable from z.

Each cluster will get a unique identifier, an integer number from 0 to (total number of clusters – 1).
Assignment of each observation is an identifier of the cluster to which it belongs, or -1 if the observation
considered to be a noise observation.

Computation
Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
The DBSCAN clustering algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

epsilon Not applicable The maximum distance between
observations lying in the same
neighborhood.

minObservations Not applicable The total weights of observations
in a neighborhood for an
observation to be considered as a
core one.

memorySavingMode false If flag is set to false, all
neighborhoods will be computed
and stored prior to clustering. It
will require up to O(|sum of sizes
of neighborhoods of all
observation|) additional memory,
which in worst case can be O(|
number of observations|^2).
However, in common case
performance may be better.

resultsToCompute 0 The 64-bit integer flag that
specifies which extra
characteristics of the DBSCAN to
compute.

Provide one of the following
values to request a single
characteristic or use bitwise OR
to request a combination of the
characteristics:

• computeCoreIndices for
indices of core observations

• computeCoreObservations
for core observations

Algorithm Input
The DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data to
be clustered. The input can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable.

weights Optional input. Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table
with weights of observations.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix. By default all weights
are equal to 1.

Algorithm Output
The DBSCAN algorithms calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the result of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

assignments Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table with assignments
of cluster indices to observations in the input data.
Noise observations have the assignment equal to
-1.

nClusters Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the total
number of clusters found by the algorithm.

coreIndices Pointer to the numeric table with 1 column and
arbitrary number of rows, containing indices of core
observations.

coreObservations Pointer to the numeric table with p columns and
arbitrary number of rows, containing core
observations

NOTE
By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/dbscan/dbscan_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• dbscan_batch.py

Distributed Processing

This mode assumes that the data set is split into nBlocks blocks across computation nodes.
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To compute DBSCAN algorithm in the distributed processing mode, use the general schema described in 
Algorithms as follows:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

step1Data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the
observations to be clustered. The input can be an
object of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

partialOrder Pointer to the n x 2 numeric table containing
information about observations: identifier of initial
block and index in initial block. This information will
be required to reconstruct initial blocks after
transferring observations among nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Step 2 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
observations to be clustered. The input can be an
object of any class derived from DataCollection.
The numeric tables in collection can be an object of
any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

boundingBox Pointer to the 2 x p numeric table containing
bounding box of input observations: first row
contains minimum value of each feature, second
row contains maximum value of each feature.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Step 3 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

leftBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks that will
process observations with value
of selected split feature smaller
than selected split value.

rightBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks that will
process observations with value
of selected split feature greater
than selected split value.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
observations to be clustered. The input can be an
object of any class derived from DataCollection.
The numeric tables in collection can be an object of
any class derived from NumericTable.

step3PartialBoundingBoxes Pointer to the collection of the 2 x p numeric tables
containing bounding boxes computed on step 2 and
collected from all nodes participating in current
iteration of geometric repartitioning process. The
numeric tables in collection can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.
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Partial Result ID Result

split Pointer to the 1 x 2 numeric table containing
information about split for current iteration of
geometric repartitioning.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 4 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

leftBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks that will
process observations with value
of selected split feature smaller
than selected split value.

rightBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks that will
process observations with value
of selected split feature greater
than selected split value.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
observations to be clustered.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

step4PartialOrders Pointer to the collection of numeric table with 2
columns and arbitrary number of rows containing
information about observations: identifier of initial
block and index in initial block.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

step4PartialSplits Pointer to the collection of the 1 x 2 numeric table
containing information about split computed on
step 3 and collected from all nodes participating in
current iteration of geometric repartitioning
process.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

partitionedData Pointer to the collection of (leftBlocks +
rightBlocks) numeric tables with p columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing observations
for processing on nodes participating in current
iteration of geometric repartitioning. First leftBlocks
numeric tables in collection have the value of
selected split feature smaller than selected split
value. Next rightBlocks numeric tables in collection
have the value of selected split feature larger than
selected split value.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 5 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

epsilon Not applicable The maximum distance between
observations lying in the same
neighborhood.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
observations to be clustered.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

step5PartialBoundingBoxes Pointer to the collection of 2 x p numeric table
containing bounding boxes computed on step 2 and
collected from all nodes. Numeric tables in
collection should be ordered by the identifiers of
initial block of nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.
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Partial Result ID Result

partitionedHaloData Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with p columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing observations from current node that
should be used as halo observations on each node.
Numeric tables in collection ordered by the
identifiers of initial block of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

partitionedHaloDataIndices Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 1 column and arbitrary number of rows
containing indices of observations from current
node that should be used as halo observations on
each node. Numeric tables in collection ordered by
the identifiers of initial block of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 6 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

epsilon Not applicable The maximum distance between
observations lying in the same
neighborhood.

minObservations Not applicable The number of observations in a
neighborhood for an observation
to be considered as a core.

memorySavingMode false If flag is set to false, all
neighborhoods will be computed
and stored prior to clustering. It
will require up to O(|sum of sizes
of neighborhoods|) additional
memory, which in worst case can
be O(|number of observations|
^2), but in common case
performance may be better.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
observations to be clustered.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

haloData Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with p
columns and arbitrary number of rows, containing
halo observations for current node computed on
step 5.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

haloDataIndices Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with 1
column and arbitrary number of rows, containing
indices for halo observations for current node
computed on step 5. Size of this collection should
be equal to the size of collection for haloData Input
ID.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Input ID Input

haloDataBlocks Pointer to the collection of 1 x 1 numeric tables
containing identifiers of initial block for halo
observations for current node computed on step 5.
Size of this collection should be equal to the size of
collection for haloData Input ID.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

step6ClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step6FinishedFlag Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clustering process is finished for
current node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step6NClusters Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the
current number of clusters found on the local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
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Partial Result ID Result

PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step6Queries Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 3 columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing clustering queries that should be
processed on each node. Numeric tables in
collection ordered by the identifiers of initial block
of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 7 - on Master Node
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialFinishedFlags Pointer to the collection of 1 x 1 numeric table
containing the flag indicating that the clustering
process is finished collected from all nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the results and partial results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the result and partial result of your algorithm. For more
details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

finishedFlag Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clustering process is finished on
all nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 8 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

step8InputClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.
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Input ID Input

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step8InputNClusters Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric tables containing the
current number of clusters found on the local node.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step8PartialQueries Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with 3
columns and arbitrary number of rows containing
clustering queries that should be processed on the
local node collected from all nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

step8ClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step8FinishedFlag Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clustering process is finished for
current node.
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Partial Result ID Result

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step8NClusters Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the
current number of clusters found on the local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step8Queries Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 3 columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing clustering queries that should be
processed on each node. Numeric tables in
collection ordered by the identifiers of initial block
of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 9 - on Master Node
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation
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In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialNClusters Pointer to the collection of 1 x 1 numeric table
containing the number of clusters found on each
node.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the results and partial results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the result and partial result of your algorithm. For more
details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

step9NClusters Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clustering process is finished on
all nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Partial Result ID Result

clusterOffsets Pointer to the collection of 1 x 1 numeric tables
containing offsets for cluster numeration for each
node. Numeric tables with offsets are given in the
same order as in the collection for partialNClusters
Input ID.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 10 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

step10InputClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step10ClusterOffset Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the offset
for cluster numeration on the local node computed
on step 9.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.
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Partial Result ID Result

step10ClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step10FinishedFlag Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clusters numeration process is
finished for current node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step10Queries Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 4 columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing clusters numeration queries that should
be processed on each node. Numeric tables in
collection ordered by the identifiers of initial block
of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 11 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

step11InputClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step11PartialQueries Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with 4
columns and arbitrary number of rows containing
clusters numeration queries that should be
processed on the local node collected from all
nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

step11ClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.
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Partial Result ID Result

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step11FinishedFlag Pointer to 1 x 1 numeric table containing the flag
indicating that the clusters numeration process is
finished for current node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step11Queries Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 4 columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing clusters numeration queries that should
be processed on each node. Numeric tables in
collection ordered by the identifiers of initial block
of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 12 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation
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Parameter Default Value Descriptions

blockIndex Not applicable Unique identifier of block initially
passed for computation on the
local node.

nBlocks Not applicable Number of blocks initially passed
for computation on all nodes.

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

step12InputClusterStructure Pointer to the numeric table with 4 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing information
about current clustering state of observations
processed on the local node.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

step12PartialOrders Pointer to the collection of n x 2 numeric tables
containing information about observations:
identifier of initial block and index in initial block.
This information will be required to reconstruct
initial blocks after transferring observations among
nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the partial result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

assignmentQueries Pointer to the collection of nBlocks numeric tables
with 2 columns and arbitrary number of rows
containing clusters assigning queries that should be
processed on each node. Numeric tables in
collection ordered by the identifiers of initial block
of nodes.

By default, this result is an object of the
DataCollection class. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
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Partial Result ID Result

from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 13 - on Local Nodes
In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Descriptions

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of DBSCAN
algorithm:

• defaultDense – uses brute-
force for neighborhood
computation

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialAssignmentQueries Pointer to the collection of numeric tables with 2
columns and arbitrary number of rows containing
clusters assigning queries that should be processed
on the local node collected from all nodes.

The input can be an object of any class derived
from DataCollection. The numeric tables in
collection can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output

In this step, the DBSCAN algorithms calculates the results and partial results described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the result and partial result of your algorithm. For more
details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

step13Assignments Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table with assignments
of cluster indices to observations processed on step
1 on the local node. Noise observations have the
assignment equal to -1.
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Result ID Result

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Partial Result ID Result

step13AssignmentsQueries Pointer to the numeric table with 2 columns and
arbitrary number of rows containing clusters
assigning queries that should be processed on the
local node.

By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/dbscan/dbscan_dense_distr.cpp
Python*:

• dbscan_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the DBSCAN algorithm, do the following:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.
• For the output assignments table, use a homogeneous numeric table of the int type.

DBSCAN may show different performance depending on memorySavingMode flag:

• When flag is set to false, all neighborhoods can be computed and stored together, which may give better
parallelism utilization and, therefore, better performance;

• When flag is set to true, neighborhood computation is done during the algorithm execution. With rather
small amount of simultaneous queries, you get worse parallelism utilization and, therefore, worse
performance.

When total size of all neighborhoods is larger than the amount of memory available, usage of
memorySavingMode=true flag can be the only option.
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Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method for exploratory data analysis. PCA transforms a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables to a new set of uncorrelated variables, called principal
components. Principal components are the directions of the largest variance, that is, the directions where the
data is mostly spread out.

Because all principal components are orthogonal to each other, there is no redundant information. This is a
way of replacing a group of variables with a smaller set of new variables. PCA is one of powerful techniques
for dimension reduction.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X = {x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., (xn1,…,xnp)} of p-dimensional feature vectors or a p x p correlation
matrix and the number of principal components pr, the problem is to compute pr principal directions
(eigenvectors) for the data set. The library returns the transformation matrix T of size pr x p, which contains
eigenvectors in the row-major order and a vector of respective eigenvalues in descending order.

Intel DAAL provides two methods for running PCA:

• SVD
• Correlation

Eigenvectors computed by PCA are not uniquely defined due to sign ambiguity. PCA supports fast ad-hoc
"sign flip" technique described in the paper [Bro07]. It modifies the signs of eigenvectors shown below:

T i = T i ∙ sgn max
1≤j≤p

T i, j   ,  i = 1,…, pr

where T-transformation matrix is computed by PCA, Ti - i-th row in the matrix, j - column number, sgn -
signum function:

sgn x =

−1,  x < 0,

0,  x = 0,

1,  x > 0

You can provide these types of input data to the PCA algorithms of the library:

• Original, non-normalized data set
• Normalized data set, where each feature has the zero mean and unit variance
• Correlation matrix

See Also
Principal Components Analysis Transform
Quality Metrics for Principal Components Analysis
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Use when the input data is a normalized or non-normalized data
set. Pointer to the n x p numeric table that contains the input
data set. This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

correlation Use when the input data is a correlation matrix. Pointer to the p x
p numeric table that contains the correlation matrix. This input
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix.

Algorithm Parameters
The PCA algorithm has the following parameters, depending on the computation method parameter method:

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense or
svdDense

float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available methods for PCA
computation:

• defaultDense - the
correlation method

• svdDense - the SVD
method

covariance defaultDense SharedPtr<covariance::
Batch<algorithmFPType,
covariance::default
Dense> >

The correlation and
variance-covariance
matrices algorithm to be
used for PCA computations
with the correlation method.
For details, see Correlation
and Variance-covariance
Matrices. Batch Processing.

normalization svdDense SharedPtr<normalization
::
zscore::Batch<algorithm
FPType,
normalization::zscore::
defaultDense> >

The data normalization
algorithm to be used for PCA
computations with the SVD
method. For details, see 
Normalization. Zscore. Batch
Processing.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

nComponents defaultDense,
svdDense

0 Number of principal
components pr. If it is zero,
the algorithm will compute
the result for pr = p.

isDeterministic defaultDense,
svdDense

false If true, the algorithm applies
the "sign flip" technique to
the results.

resultsToCompute defaultDense,
svdDense

none The 64-bit integer flag that
specifies which optional
result to compute.

Provide one of the following
values to request a single
characteristic or use bitwise
OR to request a combination
of the characteristics:

mean mean

variance variance

eigenvalue eigenvalue

Algorithm Output
The PCA algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

eigenvalues Pointer to the 1 x pr numeric table that contains eigenvalues in
the descending order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

eigenvectors Pointer to the pr x p numeric table that contains eigenvectors in
the row-major order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

means Pointer to the 1 x pr numeric table that contains mean values for
each feature.

Optional.

If correlation is provided then the vector is filed with zeroes.

variances Pointer to the 1 x pr numeric table that contains mean values for
each feature.

Optional.
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Result ID Result

If correlation is provided then the vector is filed with zeroes.

dataForTransform Pointer to key value data collection containing the aggregated
data for normalization and whitening with the following key value
pairs:

mean mean

variance variance

eigenvalue eigenvalue

If resultsToCompute does not contain mean, the
dataForTransform means table is NULL. If resultsToCompute
does not contain variances, the dataForTransform variances
table is NULL. If resultsToCompute does not contain
eigenvalues, the dataForTransform eigenvalues table is NULL.

NOTE

• If the function result is not requested through the resultsToCompute parameter, the respective
element of the result contains a NULL pointer.

• By default, each numeric table specified by the collection elements is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

• For the svdDense method n should not be less than p. If n > p, svdDense returns an error.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_batch.py

Online Processing
Online processing computation mode assumes that data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

PCA computation in the online processing mode follows the general computation schema for online
processing described in Algorithms.

Algorithm Input
The PCA algorithm in the online processing mode accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the current
data block. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The PCA algorithm in the online processing mode has the following parameters, depending on the
computation method parameter method:

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense or
svdDense

float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available methods for PCA
computation:

• defaultDense - the
correlation method

• svdDense - the SVD
method

initialization
Procedure

defaultDense Not applicable The procedure for setting
initial parameters of the
algorithm in the online
processing mode. By
default, the algorithm
initializes
nObservationsCorrelatio
n, sumCorrelation, and
crossProductCorrelation
with zeros.

svdDense Not applicable The procedure for setting
initial parameters of the
algorithm in the online
processing mode. By
default, the algorithm
initializes
nObservationsSVD,
sumSVD, and
sumSquaresSVD with zeros.

covariance defaultDense SharedPtr<covariance::
Online<algorithmFPType,
covariance::default
Dense> >

The correlation and
variance-covariance
matrices algorithm to be
used for PCA computations
with the correlation method.
For details, see Correlation
and Variance-covariance
Matrices. Online Processing.
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Partial Results
The PCA algorithm in the online processing mode calculates partial results described below. They depend on
the computation method. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your
algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

Correlation method (defaultDense):

nObservationsCorrelation Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the number of
observations processed so far. By default, this result is an object
of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
CSRNumericTable.

crossProductCorrelation Pointer to the p x p numeric table with the partial cross-product
matrix computed so far. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

sumCorrelation Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so
far. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

SVD method (svdDense):

nObservationsSVD Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the number of
observations processed so far. By default, this result is an object
of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
CSRNumericTable.

sumSVD Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so
far. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

sumSquaresSVD Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums of squares
computed so far. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Output
The PCA algorithm in the online processing mode calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

eigenvalues Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains eigenvalues in the
descending order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

eigenvectors Pointer to the p x p numeric table that contains eigenvectors in
the row-major order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_online.py

Distributed Processing
This mode assumes that data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

PCA computation in the distributed processing mode follows the general schema described in Algorithms.

Algorithm Parameters
The PCA algorithm in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters, depending on the
computation method parameter method:

Parameter method Default Value Description

computeStep defaultDense or
svdDense

Not applicable The parameter required to
initialize the algorithm. Can
be:

• step1Local - the first
step, performed on local
nodes

• step2Master - the
second step, performed
on a master node

algorithmFPType defaultDense or
svdDense

float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

method Not applicable defaultDense Available methods for PCA
computation:

• defaultDense - the
correlation method

• svdDense - the SVD
method

covariance defaultDense SharedPtr<covariance::
Distributed <compute
Step, algorithmFPType,
covariance::default
Dense> >

The correlation and
variance-covariance
matrices algorithm to be
used for PCA computations
with the correlation method.
For details, see Correlation
and Variance-covariance
Matrices. Distributed
Processing.

Correlation Method (defaultDense)
Use the following two-step schema:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes

In this step, the PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, PCA calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

nObservationsCorrelation Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the number of
observations processed so far on the local node. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

crossProductCorrelation Pointer to the p x p numeric table with the cross-product matrix
computed so far on the local node. By default, this table is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it
as an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

sumCorrelation Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so
far on the local node. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
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Result ID Result

of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Step 2 - on Master Node

In this step, the PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResults A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local nodes
(nObservationsCorrelation, crossProductCorrelation, and
sumCorrelation). The collection can contain objects of any class
derived from NumericTable except the PackedSymmetricMatrix
and PackedTriangularMatrix.

In this step, PCA calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

eigenvalues Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains eigenvalues in the
descending order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

eigenvectors Pointer to the p x p numeric table that contains eigenvectors in
the row-major order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_cor_csr_distr.py

SVD Method (svdDense)
Use the following two-step schema:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes

In this step, the PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, PCA calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

nObservationsSVD Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the number of
observations processed so far on the local node. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable.

sumSVD Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums computed so
far on the local node. By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

sumSquaresSVD Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with partial sums of squares
computed so far on the local node. By default, this table is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it
as an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

auxiliaryDataSVD A collection of numeric tables each with the partial result to transmit to
the master node for Step 2. The collection can contain objects of any class
derived from NumericTable except the PackedSymmetricMatrix
and PackedTriangularMatrix.

Step 2 - on Master Node

In this step, the PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialResults A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local nodes
(nObservationsSVD, sumSVD, sumSquaresSVD, and
auxiliaryDataSVD). The collection can contain objects of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.

In this step, PCA calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

eigenvalues Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains eigenvalues in the
descending order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
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Result ID Result

object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

eigenvectors Pointer to the p x p numeric table that contains eigenvectors in
the row-major order. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples

Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_distr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/pca/pca_svd_dense_distr.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the PCA algorithm:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

PCA computation using the correlation method involves the correlation and variance-covariance matrices
algorithm. Depending on the method of this algorithm, the performance of PCA computations may vary. For
sparse data sets, use the methods of this algorithm for sparse data. For available methods of the correlation
and variance-covariance matrices algorithm, see:

• Batch Processing
• Online Processing
• Distributed Processing

Batch Processing
Because the PCA in the batch processing mode performs normalization for data passed as Input ID, to
achieve the best performance, normalize the input data set. To inform the algorithm that the data is
normalized, set the normalization flag for the input numeric table that represents your data set by calling the
setNormalizationFlag() method of the NumericTableIface class.

Because the PCA with the correlation method (defaultDense) in the batch processing mode is based on the
computation of the correlation matrix, to achieve the best performance, precompute the correlation matrix.
To pass the precomputed correlation matrix to the algorithm, use correlation as Input ID.

Online Processing
PCA with the SVD method (svdDense) in the online processing mode is at least as computationally complex
as in the batch processing mode and has high memory requirements for storing auxiliary data between calls
to compute(). On the other hand, the online version of the PCA with the SVD method may enable you to
hide the latency of reading data from a slow data source. To do this, implement load prefetching of the next
data block in parallel with the compute() method for the current block.
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Distributed Processing
PCA with the SVD method (svdDense) in the distributed processing mode requires gathering local-node p x p
numeric tables on the master node. When the amount of local-node work is small, that is, when the local-
node data set is small, the network data transfer may become a bottleneck. To avoid this situation, ensure
that local nodes have a sufficient amount of work. For example, distribute the input data set across a smaller
number of nodes.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Principal Components Analysis Transform
The PCA transform algorithm transforms the data set to principal components.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a transformation matrix T computed by PCA (eigenvectors in row-major order) and data set X as input,
the PCA Transform algorithm transforms input data set X of size n x p to the data set Y of n x pr, pr ≤ p
size.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The PCA Transform algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Use when the input data is a normalized or non-normalized data
set. Pointer to the n x p numeric table that contains the input
data set. This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

eigenvectors Principal components computed using the PCA algorithm. Pointer
to the pr x p numeric table (pr ≤ p). You can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable, except for
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Input ID Input

dataForTransform Optional. Pointer to the key value-data collection containing the
following data for PCA. The collection contains the following key-
value pairs:

mean means

variance variances

eigenvalue eigenvalues

If you do not provide the collection, the library will not apply the
corresponding centering, normalization or whitening operation. If
one of the numeric tables in collection is NULL the corresponding
operation will not be applied: centering for means, normalization
for variances, whitening for eigenvalues. If mean or variance
tables exist, it should be pointer to the 1×p numeric table. If
eigenvalue table is not NULL, it is the pointer to (1×nColumns)
numeric table, where the number of the columns is greater than
or equal to nComponents.

Algorithm Parameters
The PCA Transform algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense or
svdDense

float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.

nComponents defaultDense 0 Number of principal
components (pr ≤ p). If it is
zero, the algorithm will
compute the result for
nComponents = pr.

Algorithm Output
The PCA Transform algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm.

Result ID Result

transformedData Pointer to the n x pr numeric table that contains data projected to
the proncipal components basis. By default, this result is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:
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C++: ./examples/cpp/source/pca_transform/pca_transform_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/pca/transform/pca_transform_dense_batch.py

Cholesky Decomposition
Cholesky decomposition is a matrix factorization technique that decomposes a symmetric positive-definite
matrix into a product of a lower triangular matrix and its conjugate transpose.

Because of numerical stability and superior efficiency in comparison with other methods, Cholesky
decomposition is widely used in numerical methods for solving symmetric linear systems. It is also used in
non-linear optimization problems, Monte Carlo simulation, and Kalman filtration.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a symmetric positive-definite matrix X of size p x p, the problem is to compute the Cholesky
decomposition X = LLT, where L is a lower triangular matrix.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
Cholesky decomposition accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the p x p numeric table that represents the symmetric
positive-definite matrix X for which the Cholesky decomposition is
computed. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable that can represent symmetric matrices. For
example, the PackedTriangularMatrix class cannot represent a
symmetric matrix.

Algorithm Parameters
Cholesky decomposition has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
Cholesky decomposition calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

choleskyFactor Pointer to the p x p numeric table that represents the lower
triangular matrix L (Cholesky factor). By default, the result is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except the PackedSymmetricMatrix class, СSRNumericTable
class, and PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
upperPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/cholesky/cholesky_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/cholesky/cholesky_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance when Cholesky decomposition:

• If input data is homogeneous, for input matrix X and output matrix L use homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of matrix factorization techniques. It has a broad range of
applications including dimensionality reduction, solving linear inverse problems, and data fitting.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given the matrix Xof size n x p, the problem is to compute the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

X = UΣV t,

where

• U is an orthogonal matrix of size n x n
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• Σ is a rectangular diagonal matrix of size n x p with non-negative values on the diagonal, called singular
values

• V t is an orthogonal matrix of size p x p

Columns of the matrices U and V are called left and right singular vectors, respectively.

Batch and Online Processing
Online processing computation mode assumes that the data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

Algorithm Input
The SVD algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table that represents:

• For batch processing, the entire n x p matrix X to be
factorized.

• For online processing, the ni x p submatrix of X that represents
the current data block in the online processing mode. Note
that each current data block must have sufficient size: ni > p.

The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The SVD algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

leftSingularMatrix requiredInPackedForm Specifies whether the matrix of left singular
vectors is required. Can be:

• notRequired - the matrix is not required
• requiredInPackedForm - the matrix in the

packed format is required.

rightSingularMatrix requiredInPackedForm Specifies whether the matrix of right singular
vectors is required. Can be:

• notRequired - the matrix is not required
• requiredInPackedForm - the matrix in the

packed format is required.

Algorithm Output
The SVD algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

singularValues Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with singular values (the
diagonal of the matrix Σ). By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

leftSingularMatrix Pointer to the n x p numeric table with left singular vectors
(matrix U). Pass NULL if left singular vectors are not required. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

rightSingularMatrix Pointer to the p x p numeric table with right singular vectors
(matrix V). Pass NULL if right singular vectors are not required. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/svd/svd_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/svd/svd_dense_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/svd/svd_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/svd/svd_dense_online.py

Distributed Processing
This mode assumes that data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
The SVD algorithm in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

• step3Local - the final step, performed on
local nodes
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

leftSingularMatrix requiredInPackedForm Specifies whether the matrix of left singular
vectors is required. Can be:

• notRequired - the matrix is not required
• requiredInPackedForm - the matrix in the

packed format is required.

rightSingularMatrix requiredInPackedForm Specifies whether the matrix of right singular
vectors is required. Can be:

• notRequired - the matrix is not required
• requiredInPackedForm - the matrix in the

packed format is required.

Use the three-step computation schema to compute SVD:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes

In this step, SVD accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. Note that each data block must have
sufficient size: ni > p. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, SVD calculates the results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

outputOfStep1ForStep2 A collection that contains numeric tables each with the partial
result to transmit to the master node for Step 2. By default, these
tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define them as objects of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

outputOfStep1ForStep3 A collection that contains numeric tables each with the partial
result to keep on the local node for Step 3. By default, these
tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define them as objects of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Step 2 - on Master Node

In this step, SVD accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter
to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputOfStep2FromStep1 A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (outputOfStep1ForStep2). The collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class and PackedTriangularMatrix
class with the lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

key A key, a number of type int. Keys enable tracking the order in
which partial results from Step 1 (inputOfStep2FromStep1)
come to the master node, so that the partial results computed in
Step 2 (outputOfStep2ForStep3) can be delivered back to local
nodes in exactly the same order.

In this step, SVD calculates the results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID or Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

outputOfStep2ForStep3 A collection that contains numeric tables to be split across local
nodes to compute left singular vectors. Set to NULL if you do not
need left singular vectors. By default, these tables are objects of
the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define them as
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Result ID Result

singularValues Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with singular values (the
diagonal of the matrix Σ). By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

rightSingularMatrix Pointer to the p x p numeric table with right singular vectors
(matrix V). Pass NULL if right singular vectors are not required. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Step 3 - on Local Nodes

In this step, SVD accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputOfStep3FromStep1 A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (outputOfStep1ForStep3). The collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.
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Input ID Input

inputOfStep3FromStep2 A collection that contains results computed in Step 2 on local
nodes (outputOfStep2ForStep3). The collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

In this step, SVD calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

leftSingularMatrix Pointer to the n x p numeric table with left singular vectors
(matrix U). Pass NULL if left singular vectors are not required. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/svd/svd_dense_distr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/svd/svd_dense_distr.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of singular value decomposition (SVD), for input, output, and auxiliary
data, use homogeneous numeric tables of the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class
template parameter.

Online Processing
SVD in the online processing mode is at least as computationally complex as in the batch processing mode
and has high memory requirements for storing auxiliary data between calls to the compute() method. On
the other hand, the online version of SVD may enable you to hide the latency of reading data from a slow
data source. To do this, implement load prefetching of the next data block in parallel with the compute()
method for the current block.

Online processing mostly benefits SVD when the matrix of left singular vectors is not required. In this case,
memory requirements for storing auxiliary data goes down from O(p*n) to O(p*p*nblocks).

Distributed Processing
Using SVD in the distributed processing mode requires gathering local-node p x p numeric tables on the
master node. When the amount of local-node work is small, that is, when the local-node data set is small,
the network data transfer may become a bottleneck. To avoid this situation, ensure that local nodes have a
sufficient amount of work. For example, distribute input data set across a smaller number of nodes.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
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Optimization Notice

optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Association Rules
Association rules mining is the method for uncovering the most important relationships between variables.
Its main application is a store basket analysis, which aims at discovery of a relationship between groups of
products with some level of confidence.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
The library provides Apriori algorithm for association rule mining [Agrawal94].

Let I = {i1, i2, …, im} be a set of items (products) and subset T⊂I is a transaction associated with item set I.
The association rule has the form: X⇒Y, where X⊂I, Y⊂I, and intersection of X and Y is empty: X∩Y=Ø. The
left-hand-side set of items (itemset) X is called antecedent, while the right-hand-side itemset Y is called
consequent of the rule.

Let D = {T1, T2, …, Tn} be a set of transactions, each associated with item set I. Item subset X⊂I has
support s in the transaction set D if s percent of transactions in D contains X.

The association rule X⇒Y in the transaction set D holds with confidence c if c percent of transactions in D that
contain X also contains Y. Confidence of the rule can be represented as conditional probability:

confidence(X⇒Y) = support (X∪Y)/support(X).

For a given set of transactions D = {T1, T2, …, Tn}, the minimum support s and minimum confidence c
discover all item sets X with support greater than s and generate all association rules X⇒Y with confidence
greater than c.

Therefore, the association rule discovery is decomposed into two stages: mining (training) and discovery
(prediction). The mining stage involves generation of large item sets, that is, the sets that have support
greater than the given parameters. At the discovery stage, the algorithm generates association rules using
the large item sets identified at the mining stage.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The association rules algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x 2 numeric table t with the mining data. Each
row consists of two integers:

• Transaction ID, the number between 0 and nTransactions-1.
• Item ID, the number between 0 and nUniqueItems-1.
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Input ID Input

The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

Algorithm Parameters
The association rules algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can be
float or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the
algorithm. The only method supported so
far is Apriori.

minSupport 0.01 Minimal support, a number in the [0,1)
interval.

minConfidence 0.6 Minimal confidence, a number in the [0,1)
interval.

nUniqueItems 0 The total number of unique items. If set to
zero, the library automatically determines
the number of unique items from the input
data.

nTransactions 0 The total number of transactions. If set to
zero, the library automatically determines
the number transactions from the input
data.

discoverRules true A flag that enables generation of the rules
from large item sets.

itemsetsOrder itemsetsUnsorted The sort order of returned item sets:

• itemsetsUnsorted - not sorted
• itemsetsSortedBySupport - sorted by

support in a descending order

rulesOrder rulesUnsorted The sort order of returned rules:

• rulesUnsorted - not sorted
• rulesSortedByConfidence - sorted by

support in a descending order

minItemsetSize 0 A parameter that defines the minimal size
of item sets to be included into the array of
results. The value of zero imposes no
limitations on the minimal size of item sets.
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Parameter Default Value Description

maxItemsetSize 0 A parameter that defines the maximal size
of item sets to be included into the array of
results. The value of zero imposes no
limitations on the maximal size of item sets.

Algorithm Output
The association rules algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

largeItemsets Pointer to the numeric table with large item sets. The number of
rows in the table equals the number of items in the large item
sets. Each row contains two integers:

• ID of the large item set, the number between 0 and
nLargeItemsets -1.

• ID of the item, the number between 0 and nUniqueItems-1.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and СSRNumericTable.

largeItemsetsSupport Pointer to the nLargeItemsets x 2 numeric table of support
values. Each row contains two integers:

• ID of the large item set, the number between 0 and
nLargeItemsets-1.

• The support value, the number of times the item set is met in
the array of transactions.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and СSRNumericTable.

antecedentItemsets Pointer to the nAntecedentItems x 2 numeric table that contains
the left-hand-side (X) part of the association rules. Each row
contains two integers:

• Rule ID, the number between 0 and nAntecedentItems-1.
• Item ID, the number between 0 and nUniqueItems-1.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and СSRNumericTable.

conseqentItemsets Pointer to the nConsequentItems x 2 numeric table that contains
the right-hand-side (Y) part of the association rules. Each row
contains two integers:

• Rule ID, the number between 0 and nConsequentItems-1.
• Item ID, the number between 0 and nUniqueItems-1.
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Result ID Result

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and СSRNumericTable.

confidence Pointer to the nRules x 1 numeric table that contains confidence
values of rules, floating-point numbers between 0 and 1.
Confidence value in the i-th position corresponds to the rule with
the index i.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and СSRNumericTable.

NOTE

• The library requires transactions and items for each transaction to be passed in the ascending
order.

• Numbering of rules starts at 0.
• The library calculates the sizes of numeric tables intended for results in a call to the algorithm.

Avoid allocating the memory in numeric tables intended for results because, in general, it is
impossible to accurately estimate the required memory size. If the memory interfaced by the
numeric tables is allocated and its amount is insufficient to store the results, the algorithm returns
an error.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/association_rules/assoc_rules_apriori_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/association_rules/assoc_rules_apriori_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the association rules algorithm, whenever possible use the following
numeric tables and data types:

• A SOA numeric table of type int to store features.
• A homogenous numeric table of type int to store large item sets, support values, and left-hand-side and

right-hand-side parts of association rules.
• A numeric table with the confidence values of the same data type as specified in the algorithmFPType

template parameter of the class.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804
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QR Decomposition
QR decomposition is a matrix factorization technique that decomposes a matrix into a product of an
orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R.

QR decomposition is used in solving linear inverse and least squares problems. It also serves as a basis for
algorithms that find eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

QR Decomposition without Pivoting

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given the matrix X of size n x p, the problem is to compute the QR decomposition X = QR, where

• Q is an orthogonal matrix of size n x n
• R is a rectangular upper triangular matrix of size n x p

The library requires n > p. In this case:

X = QR = Q1,   Q2 ⋅
R1

0
= Q1R1,

where the matrix Q1 has the size n x p and R1 has the size p x p.

Batch and Online Processing

Online processing computation mode assumes that the data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

Algorithm Input
QR decomposition accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table that represents:

• For batch processing, the entire n x p matrix X to be
factorized.

• For online processing, the ni x p submatrix of X that represents
the current data block in the online processing mode. Note
that each current data block must have sufficient size: ni > p.

The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
QR decomposition has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
QR decomposition calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

matrixQ Pointer to the numeric table with the n x p matrix Q1. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

matrixR Pointer to the numeric table with the p x p upper triangular matrix
R1. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class, CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/qr/qr_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/qr/qr_dense_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/qr/qr_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/qr/qr_dense_online.py
Distributed Processing

This mode assumes that the data set is split into nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
QR decomposition in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

• step3Local - the final step, performed on
local nodes
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Use the three-step computation schema to compute QR decomposition:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes

In this step, QR decomposition accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. Note that each data block must have
sufficient size: ni > p. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, QR decomposition calculates the results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

outputOfStep1ForStep2 A collection that contains numeric tables each with the partial
result to transmit to the master node for Step 2. By default, these
tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define them as objects of any class derived from
NumericTable except the PackedSymmetricMatrix class,
CSRNumericTable class, and PackedTriangularMatrix class
with the lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

outputOfStep1ForStep3 A collection that contains numeric tables each with the partial
result to keep on the local node for Step 3. By default, these
tables are objects of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define them as objects of any class derived from
NumericTable except the PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Step 2 - on Master Node

In this step, QR decomposition accepts the input from each local node described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputOfStep2FromStep1 A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (outputOfStep1ForStep2). This collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class and PackedTriangularMatrix
class with the lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

key A key, a number of type int. Keys enable tracking the order in
which partial results from Step 1 (inputOfStep2FromStep1)
come to the master node, so that the partial results computed in
Step 2 (outputOfStep2ForStep3) can be delivered back to local
nodes in exactly the same order.

In this step, QR decomposition calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID or Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

outputOfStep2ForStep3 A collection that contains numeric tables to be split across local
nodes to compute Q1. By default, these tables are objects of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define them as objects
of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class, CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

Result ID Result

matrixR Pointer to the numeric table with the p x p upper triangular matrix
R1. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class, CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.
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Step 3 - on Local Nodes

In this step, QR decomposition accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputOfStep3FromStep1 A collection that contains results computed in Step 1 on local
nodes (outputOfStep1ForStep3). The collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

inputOfStep3FromStep2 A collection that contains results computed in Step 2 on local
nodes (outputOfStep2ForStep3). The collection can contain
objects of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class and PackedTriangularMatrix
class with the lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

In this step, QR decomposition calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

matrixQ Pointer to the numeric table with the n x p matrix Q1. By default,
the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/qr/qr_dense_distr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/qr/qr_dense_distr.py

Pivoted QR Decomposition

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given the matrix X of size n x p, the problem is to compute the QR decomposition with column pivoting XP =
QR, where

• Q is an orthogonal matrix of size n x n
• R is a rectangular upper triangular matrix of size n x p
• P is a permutation matrix of size n x n

The library requires n > p. In this case:

XP = QR = [Q1, Q2] ⋅
R1

0
= Q1R1,

where the matrix Q1 has the size n x p and R1 has the size p x p.
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
Pivoted QR decomposition accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table that represents the n x p matrix X to
be factorized. The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
Pivoted QR decomposition has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

permutedColumns NULL Pointer to the numeric table with the 1 x p
matrix with the information for the
permutation:

• If the i-th element is zero, the i-th column
of the input matrix is a free column and
may be permuted with any other free
column during the computation.

• If the i-th element is non-zero, the i-th
column of the input matrix is moved to the
beginning of XP before the computation and
remains in its place during the computation.

By default, this parameter is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, filled by zeros.
However, you can define this parameter as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable
except the PackedSymmetricMatrix class,
CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

Algorithm Output
Pivoted QR decomposition calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

matrixQ Pointer to the numeric table with the n x p matrix Q1. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

matrixR Pointer to the numeric table with the p x p upper triangular matrix
R1. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class, CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

permutationMatrix Pointer to the numeric table with the 1 x p matrix such that
permutationMatrix(i) = k if the column k of the full matrix X is
permuted into the position i in XP.

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix class, CSRNumericTable class, and
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/pivoted_qr/pivoted_qr_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/pivoted_qr/pivoted_qr_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the QR decomposition, for input, output, and auxiliary data, use
homogeneous numeric tables of the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template
parameter.

Online Processing
QR decomposition in the online processing mode is at least as computationally complex as in the batch
processing mode and has high memory requirements for storing auxiliary data between calls to the compute
method. On the other hand, the online version of QR decomposition may enable you to hide the latency of
reading data from a slow data source. To do this, implement load prefetching of the next data block in
parallel with the compute() method for the current block.

Online processing mostly benefits QR decomposition when the matrix Q is not required. In this case, memory
requirements for storing auxiliary data goes down from O(p*n) to O(p*p*nblocks).
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Distributed Processing
Using QR decomposition in the distributed processing mode requires gathering local-node p x p numeric
tables on the master node. When the amount of local-node work is small, that is, when the local-node data
set is small, the network data transfer may become a bottleneck. To avoid this situation, ensure that local
nodes have a sufficient amount of work. For example, distribute the input data set across a smaller number
of nodes.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Expectation-Maximization
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is an iterative method for finding the maximum likelihood and
maximum a posteriori estimates of parameters in models that typically depend on hidden variables.

While serving as a clustering technique, EM is also used in non-linear dimensionality reduction, missing value
problems, and other areas.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to find
a maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameters of the underlying distribution when the data is incomplete
or has missing values.

Expectation-Maximization (EM) Algorithm in the General Form
Let X be the observed data which has log-likelihood l(θ; X) depending on the parameters θ. Let Xm be the
latent or missing data, so that T=(X, Xm) is the complete data with log-likelihood l0 (θ; X). The algorithm for
solving the problem in its general form is the following EM algorithm ([Dempster77], [Hastie2009]):

1. Choose initial values of the parameters θ(0)

2. Expectation step: in the j-th step, compute Q (θ', θ(j)) = E (l0 (θ'; T)|X, θ(j)) as a function of the dummy
argument θ'

3. Maximization step: in the j-th step, calculate the new estimate θ(j+1) by maximizing Q(θ', θ(j)) over θ'
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence

EM algorithm for the Gaussian Mixture Model
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a mixture of k p-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distributions
represented as

F x α1, ...,αk; θ1, ..., θk = ∑i = 1
k αi∫−∞

x pd(y θi),

where Σk
i = 1αi = 1 and αi ≥ 0.

The pd( x|θi ) is the probability density function with parameters θi = (mi , Σi ), where mi is the vector of
means, and Σi is the variance-covariance matrix. The probability density function for a p-dimensional
multivariate Gaussian distribution is defined as follows:
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pd(x |θi) =
exp −

1
2 x −mi

T ∑i
−1 x −mi

2π p ∑i

.

Let zij = I{xi belongs to j mixture component} be the indicator function and θ=(α1, ..., αk ; θ1, ..., θk).

Computation

The EM algorithm for GMM includes the following steps:

Define the weights as follows:

wij =
pd(xi |zij, θj)αj

∑r = 1
k pd(xi |zir, θr)αr

for i=1, ..., n and j=1, …, k.

1. Choose initial values of the parameters

θ 0 = α1
0 , ...,αk

0 ; θ1
0 , ..., θk

0

2. Expectation step: in the j-th step, compute the matrix W = (wij)nxk with the weights wij
3. Maximization step: in the j-th step, for all r=1, ..., k compute:

a. The mixture weights

αr
j + 1 =

nr
n ,

where

nr = ∑i = 1
n wir

is the "amount" of the feature vectors that are assigned to the r-th mixture component
b. Mean estimates

mr
j + 1 =

1
nr

∑i = 1
n wirxi

c. Covariance estimate

∑r
j + 1 = σr, hg

j + 1

of size p x p with

σr, hg
j + 1 =

1
nr

∑
l = 1

n
wlr(x lh −mr, h

j + 1 )(xlg−mr, g
j + 1 )

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until any of these conditions is met:

• | log(θ j + 1 − θ j )| < ϵ,

where the likelihood function is

log(θ) = ∑
i = 1

n
log ∑

j = 1

k
pd(xi |z j, θj)αj .

• The number of iterations exceeds the predefined level.

Initialization

The EM algorithm for GMM requires initialized vector of weights, vectors of means, and variance-covariance
[Biernacki2003, Maitra2009].

The EM initialization algorithm for GMM includes the following steps:

1. Perform nTrials starts of the EM algorithm with nIterations iterations and start values:
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• Initial means - k different random observations from the input data set
• Initial weights - the values of 1/k
• Initial covariance matrices - the covariance of the input data

2. Regard the result of the best EM algorithm in terms of the likelihood function values as the result of
initialization

Initialization

The EM algorithm for GMM requires initialized vector of weights, vectors of means, and variance-covariance.
Skip the initialization step if you already calculated initial weights, means, and covariance matrices.
Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The EM for GMM initialization algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter
to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data to which the EM
initialization algorithm is applied. The input can be an object of
any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The EM for GMM initialization algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

nComponents Not applicable The number of components in the Gaussian
Mixture Model, a required parameter.

nTrials 20 The number of starts of the EM algorithm.

nIterations 10 The maximal number of iterations in each start
of the EM algorithm.

accuracyThreshold 1.0e-04 The threshold for termination of the algorithm.

covarianceStorage full Covariance matrix storage scheme in the
Gaussian Mixture Model:

• full - covariance matrices are stored as
numeric tables of size p x p. All elements of
the matrix are updated during the
processing.

• diagonal - covariance matrices are stored
as numeric tables of size 1 x p. Only
diagonal elements of the matrix are updated
during the processing, and the rest are
assumed to be zero.
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Parameter Default Value Description

engine SharedPtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch >()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally to get the initial
means in each EM start.

Algorithm Output
The EM for GMM initialization algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

weights Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table with mixture weights. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

means Pointer to the k x p numeric table with each row containing the
estimate of the means for the i-th mixture component, where i=0,
1, …, k-1. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

covariances Pointer to the DataCollection object that contains k numeric
tables, each with the p x p variance-covariance matrix for the i-th
mixture component of size:

• p x p - for the full covariance matrix storage scheme
• 1 x p - for the diagonal covariance matrix storage scheme

By default, the collection contains objects of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define them as objects
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and CSRNumericTable.

Computation
Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The EM for GMM algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data to which the EM
algorithm is applied. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

inputWeights Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table with initial mixture weights.
This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

inputMeans Pointer to a k x p numeric table. Each row in this table contains
the initial value of the means for the i-th mixture component,
where i=0, 1, …, k-1. This input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

inputCovariances Pointer to the DataCollection object that contains k numeric
tables, each with the p x p variance-covariance matrix for the i-th
mixture component of size:

• p x p - for the full covariance matrix storage scheme
• 1 x p - for the diagonal covariance matrix storage scheme

The collection can contain objects of any class derived from
NumericTable.

inputValues Pointer to the result of the EM for GMM initialization algorithm.
The result of initialization contains weights, means, and a
collection of covariances. You can use this input to set the initial
values for the EM for GMM algorithm instead of explicitly
specifying the weights, means, and covariance collection.

Algorithm Parameters
The EM for GMM algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

nComponents Not applicable The number of components in the Gaussian
Mixture Model, a required parameter.

maxIterations 10 The maximal number of iterations in the
algorithm.

accuracyThreshold 1.0e-04 The threshold for termination of the algorithm.

covariance Pointer to an object of the
BatchIface class

Pointer to the algorithm that computes the
covariance matrix. By default, the respective
Intel DAAL algorithm is used, implemented in
the class derived from BatchIface.

regularization
Factor

0.01 Factor for covariance regularization in the case
of ill-conditional data.

covarianceStorage full Covariance matrix storage scheme in the
Gaussian Mixture Model:
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Parameter Default Value Description

• full - covariance matrices are stored as
numeric tables of size p x p. All elements of
the matrix are updated during the
processing.

• diagonal - covariance matrices are stored
as numeric tables of size 1 x p. Only
diagonal elements of the matrix are updated
during the processing, and the rest are
assumed to be zero.

Algorithm Output
The EM for GMM algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

weights Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table with mixture weights. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

means Pointer to the k x p numeric table with each row containing the
estimate of the means for the i-th mixture component, where i=0,
1, …, k-1. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

covariances Pointer to the DataCollection object that contains k numeric
tables, each with the p x p variance-covariance matrix for the i-th
mixture component of size:

• p x p - for the full covariance matrix storage scheme
• 1 x p - for the diagonal covariance matrix storage scheme

By default, the collection contains objects of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define them as objects
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and CSRNumericTable.

goalFunction Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the value of the logarithm
of the likelihood function after the last iteration. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class.

nIterations Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the number of iterations
computed after completion of the algorithm. By default, this result
is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:
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C++: ./examples/cpp/source/em/em_gmm_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/em/em_gmm_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of the expectation-maximization algorithm at the initialization and
computation stages:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Multivariate Outlier Detection
Outlier detection methods aim to identify observation points that are abnormally distant from other
observation points. In multivariate outlier detection methods, the observation point is the entire feature
vector.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to
identify the vectors that do not belong to the underlying distribution (see [Ben05] for exact definitions of an
outlier).

The multivariate outlier detection method takes into account dependencies between features. This method
can be parametric, assumes a known underlying distribution for the data set, and defines an outlier region
such that if an observation belongs to the region, it is marked as an outlier. Definition of the outlier region is
connected to the assumed underlying data distribution. The following is an example of an outlier region for
multivariate outlier detection:

Outlier(αn,Mn, Σn) = x : (x −Mn)∑n
−1(x −Mn) > g(n,αn) ,

where Mn and Σn are (robust) estimates of the vector of means and variance-covariance matrix computed for
a given data set, αn is the confidence coefficient, and g (n, αn) defines the limit of the region.
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The multivariate outlier detection algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data for outlier
detection. The input can be an object of any class derived from
the NumericTable class.

location Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with the vector of means. The
input can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.

scatter Pointer to the p x p numeric table that contains the variance-
covariance matrix. The input can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix.

threshold Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table with the non-negative number
that defines the outlier region. The input can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

NOTE If you do not provide at least one of the location, scatter, threshold inputs, the library will
initialize all of them with the following default values:

location Set of 0.0

scatter Numeric table with diagonal elements equal to 1.0 and non-diagonal elements equal to
0.0

threshold 3.0

Algorithm Parameters
The multivariate outlier detection algorithm has the following parameters, which depend on the computation
method parameter method:

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense or
baconDense

float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available methods for
multivariate outlier detection:
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Parameter method Default Value Description

• defaultDense -
Performance-oriented
computation method

• DEPRECATED:
baconDense - Blocked
Adaptive Computationally-
efficient Outlier Nominators
(BACON) method.

NOTE This method is
deprecated and will be
removed in a future release.
Use the
bacon_outlier_detection:
:Batch algorithm instead.

DEPRECATED:initial
ization
Procedure

defaultDense Not applicable
NOTE This parameter is
deprecated and will be removed
in a future release. To initialize
the algorithm, use tables in the
input class.

The procedure for setting initial
parameters of the algorithm. It
is your responsibility to define
the procedure.

Input objects for the
initialization procedure are:

• data - numeric table of size
n x p that contains input
data of the multivariate
outlier detection algorithm

Results of the initialization
procedure are:

• location - numeric table of
size 1 x p that contains the
vector of means

• scatter - numeric table of
size p x p that contains the
variance-covariance matrix

• threshold - numeric table
of size 1 x 1 with the non-
negative number that
defines the outlier region
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Parameter method Default Value Description

If you do not set this parameter,
the library uses the default
initialization, which sets:

• location to 0.0
• scatter to the numeric

table with diagonal elements
equal to 1.0 and non-
diagonal elements equal to
0.0

• threshold to 3.0

baconDense baconMedian The initialization method. Can
be:

• baconMedian - Median-
based method.

• defaultDense -
Mahalanobis distance-based
method.

DEPRECATED:alpha baconDense 0.05
NOTE This parameter is
deprecated and will be removed
in a future release. Use the
bacon_outlier_detection:
:Batch algorithm instead.

One-tailed probability that
defines the (1 - α) quantile of
the χ 2 distribution with p
degrees of freedom.

Recommended value: α/n,
where n is the number of
observations.

DEPRECATED:accurac
yThreshold

baconDense 0.005
NOTE This parameter is
deprecated and will be removed
in a future release. Use the
bacon_outlier_detection:
:Batch algorithm instead.

The stopping criterion. The
algorithm is terminated if the
size of the basic subset is
changed by less than the
threshold.
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Algorithm Output
The multivariate outlier detection algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

weights Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table of zeros and ones. Zero in the
i-th position indicates that the i-th feature vector is an outlier. By
default, the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_mult_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_mult_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of multivariate outlier detection:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of the
same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.
• For the default outlier detection method (defaultDense), you can benefit from splitting the input data set

into blocks for parallel processing.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Multivariate BACON Outlier Detection
Outlier detection methods aim to identify observation points that are abnormally distant from other
observation points. In multivariate outlier detection methods, the observation point is the entire feature
vector.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to
identify the vectors that do not belong to the underlying distribution using the BACON method (see
[Billor2000]).

In the iterative method, each iteration involves several steps:

1. Identify an initial basic subset of m > p feature vectors that can be assumed as not containing outliers.
The constant m is set to 5p. The library supports two approaches to selecting the initial subset:

a. Based on distances from the medians ||xi - med||, where:

• med is the vector of coordinate-wise medians
• ||.|| is the vector norm
• i=1, ..., n

b. Based on the Mahalanobis distance di mean, S = xi −mean
TS−1 xi −mean , where:

• mean and S are the mean and the covariance matrix, respectively, of n feature vectors
• i=1, ..., n

Each method chooses m feature vectors with the smallest values of distances.
2. Compute the discrepancies using the Mahalanobis distance above, where mean and S are the mean and

the covariance matrix, respectively, computed for the feature vectors contained in the basic subset.
3. Set the new basic subset to all feature vectors with the discrepancy less than cnprχp, α/n 

2 , where:

a. χp,α 
2  is the (1 - α) percentile of the Chi2 distribution with p degrees of freedom

b. cnpr = chr + cnp

where

• r is the size of the current basic subset
• chr = max 0, (h − r)/(h + r) , where h = [(n + p+ 1)/2] and [ ] is the integer part of a number
• cnp = 1+

p+ 1
n − p +

2
n − 1− 3p

4. Iterate steps 2 and 3 until the size of the basic subset no longer changes.
5. Nominate the feature vectors that are not part of the final basic subset as outliers.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The multivariate BACON outlier detection algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data for outlier
detection. The input can be an object of any class derived from
the NumericTable class.
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Algorithm Parameters
The multivariate outlier detection algorithm has the following parameters, which depend on the computation
method parameter method:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can
be float or double.

initializationMethod baconMedian The initialization method, can be:

• baconMedian - median-based method
• defaultDense - Mahalanobis

distance-based method

alpha 0.05 One-tailed probability that defines the (1
- α) quantile of the χ 2 distribution with p
degrees of freedom.

Recommended value: α/n, where n is the
number of observations.

toleranceToConverge 0.005 The stopping criterion. The algorithm is
terminated if the size of the basic subset
is changed by less than the threshold.

Algorithm Output
The multivariate BACON outlier detection algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

weights Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table of zeros and ones. Zero in the
i-th position indicates that the i-th feature vector is an outlier. By
default, the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except the
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_bacon_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_bacon_dense_batch.py

Univariate Outlier Detection
Outlier detection methods aim to identify observation points that are abnormally distant from other
observation points. A univariate outlier is an occurrence of an abnormal value within a single observation
point.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p, the problem is to
identify the vectors that do not belong to the underlying distribution (see [Ben05] for exact definitions of an
outlier).

The algorithm for univariate outlier detection considers each feature independently. The univariate outlier
detection method can be parametric, assumes a known underlying distribution for the data set, and defines
an outlier region such that if an observation belongs to the region, it is marked as an outlier. Definition of the
outlier region is connected to the assumed underlying data distribution. The following is an example of an
outlier region for the univariate outlier detection:

Outlier(αn,mn,σn) = x :
x −mn
σn

> g(n,αn) ,

where mn and σn are (robust) estimates of the mean and standard deviation computed for a given data set,
αn is the confidence coefficient, and g (n, αn) defines the limits of the region and should be adjusted to the
number of observations.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The univariate outlier detection algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the data for outlier
detection. The input can be an object of any class derived from
the NumericTable class.

location Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with the vector of means. The
input can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.

scatter Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with the vector of standard
deviations. The input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.

threshold Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table with non-negative numbers
that define the outlier region. The input can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.
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NOTE If you do not provide at least one of the location, scatter, threshold inputs, the library will
initialize all of them with the following default values:

location Set of 0.0

scatter Set of 1.0

threshold Set of 3.0

Algorithm Parameters
The univariate outlier detection algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

DEPRECATED:initializ
ation
Procedure

Not applicable
NOTE This parameter is deprecated and will be
removed in a future release. To initialize the
algorithm, use tables in the input class.

The procedure for setting initial parameters of
the algorithm. It is your responsibility to define
the procedure.

Input objects for the initialization procedure
are:

• data - numeric table of size n x p that
contains input data of the univariate outlier
detection algorithm

Results of the initialization procedure are:

• location - numeric table of size 1 x p that
contains the vector of means

• scatter - numeric table of size 1 x p that
contains the vector of deviations

• threshold - numeric table of size 1 x p
with the non-negative numbers that define
the outlier region

If you do not set this parameter, the library
uses the default initialization, which sets:

• location to 0.0
• scatter to 1.0
• threshold to 3.0
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Algorithm Output
The univariate outlier detection algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

weights Pointer to the n x p numeric table of zeros and ones. Zero in the
position (i, j) indicates an outlier in the i-th observation of the j-th
feature. By default, the result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
СSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_uni_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/outlier_detection/out_detect_uni_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best overall performance of univariate outlier detection:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of the
same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.
• You can benefit from splitting the input data set into blocks for parallel processing.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Kernel Functions
Kernel functions form a class of algorithms for pattern analysis. The main characteristic of kernel functions is
a distinct approach to this problem. Instead of reducing the dimension of the original data, kernel functions
map the data into higher-dimensional spaces in order to make the data more easily separable there.

Linear Kernel
A linear kernel is the simplest kernel function.

Problem Statement
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p and a set Y of m
feature vectors y1= (y11,…,y1p), ..., ym= (ym1,…,ymp), the problem is to compute the linear kernel function K
(xi, yj) for any pair of input vectors: K (xi, yj) = k xi 

Tyj + b.
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The linear kernel function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

X Pointer to the n x p numeric table that represents the matrix X.
This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Y Pointer to the m x p numeric table that represents the matrix Y. This table
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The linear kernel function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

ComputationMode matrixMatrix Computation mode for the kernel function. Can
be:

• vectorVector - compute the kernel
function for given feature vectors xi and yj

• matrixVector - compute the kernel
function for all vectors in the set X and a
given feature vector yj

• matrixMatrix - compute the kernel
function for all vectors in the sets X and Y.

In Intel DAAL, this mode requires equal
numbers of observations in both input
tables: n=m.

rowIndexX 0 Index i of the vector in the set X for the
vectorVector computation mode.

rowIndexY 0 Index j of the vector in the set Y for the
vectorVector or matrixVector computation
mode.

rowIndexResult 0 Row index in the values numeric table to locate the
result of the computation for the vectorVector
computation mode.
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Parameter Default Value Description

k 1 The coefficient k of the linear kernel.

b 0 The coefficient b of the linear kernel.

Algorithm Output
The linear kernel function calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

values Pointer to the n x m numeric table with the values of the kernel
function. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_lin_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_lin_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_lin_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_lin_csr_batch.py

Radial Basis Function Kernel
The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is a popular kernel function used in kernelized learning algorithms.

Problem Statement
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of dimension p and a set Y of m
feature vectors y1= (y11,…,y1p), ..., ym= (ym1,…,ymp), the problem is to compute the RBF kernel function K
(xi, yj) for any pair of input vectors: 

K(xi, yj) = exp −
( xi − yj )

2

2σ2
.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The RBF kernel accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

X Pointer to the n x p numeric table that represents the matrix X.
This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

Y Pointer to the m x p numeric table that represents the matrix Y. This table
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The RBF kernel has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

ComputationMode matrixMatrix Computation mode for the kernel function. Can
be:

• vectorVector - compute the kernel
function for given feature vectors xi and yj

• matrixVector - compute the kernel
function for all vectors in the set X and a
given feature vector yj

• matrixMatrix - compute the kernel
function for all vectors in the sets X and Y.

In Intel DAAL, this mode requires equal
numbers of observations in both input
tables: n=m.

rowIndexX 0 Index i of the vector in the set X for the
vectorVector computation mode.

rowIndexY 0 Index j of the vector in the set Y for the
vectorVector or matrixVector computation
mode.

rowIndexResult 0 Row index in the values numeric table to locate the
result of the computation for the vectorVector
computation mode.

sigma 0 The coefficient σ of the RBF kernel.

Algorithm Output
The RBF kernel calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that
access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

values Pointer to the n x m numeric table with the values of the kernel
function. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_rbf_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_rbf_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_rbf_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/kernel_function/kernel_func_rbf_csr_batch.py

Quality Metrics
In Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL), a quality metric is a numerical characteristic or a
set of connected numerical characteristics that represents the qualitative aspect of the result returned by an
algorithm: a computed statistical estimate, model, or result of decision making.

A common set of quality metrics can be defined for some training and prediction algorithms.

A typical workflow with quality metric set is the following:

1. Create a quality metric set object to compute quality metrics.

a. Set specific parameters for the algorithms.
b. Use the useDefaultMetrics flag to specify whether the default or user-defined quality metrics

should be computed.
2. Get an input collection object using QualityMetricsId of a specific algorithm.
3. Set data to the input collection using the algorithm's InputId.
4. Perform computation.
5. Get the resulting collection of quality metrics using the algorithm's ResultId.

NOTE For values of InputId, Parameters, QualityMetricsId, ResultId, refer to the description of
a specific algorithm.

Quality metrics are optional. They are computed when the computation is explicitly requested.

See Also
Classification

Linear Regression

Working with the Default Metric Set
For your convenience, Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) provides a set of quality
metrics for some algorithms.
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Quality Metrics for Binary Classification Algorithms

For two classes C1 and C2, given a vector X= (x1, …, xn) of class labels computed at the prediction stage of
the classification algorithm and a vector Y= (y1, …, yn) of expected class labels, the problem is to evaluate
the classifier by computing the confusion matrix and connected quality metrics: precision, recall, and so on.

QualityMetricsId for binary classification is confusionMatrix.

For description of the default quality metrics for binary classification, refer to Details.
Details

Further definitions use the following notations:

tp (true positive) the number of correctly recognized observations for class C1

tn (true negative) the number of correctly recognized observations that do not belong to
the class C1

fp (false positive) the number of observations that were incorrectly assigned to the class
C1

fn (false negative) the number of observations that were not recognized as belonging to
the class C1

The library uses the following quality metrics for binary classifiers:

Quality Metric Definition

Accuracy tp+ tn
tp+ f n + f p+ tn

Precision tp
tp+ f p

Recall tp
tp+ f n

F-score (β2+ 1)tp

(β2+ 1)tp+ β2f n + f p

Specificity tn
f p+ tn

Area under curve (AUC) 1
2

tp
tp+ f n +

tn
tn + f p

For more details of these metrics, including the evaluation focus, refer to [Sokolova09].

The confusion matrix is defined as follows:

Classified as Class C1 Classified as Class C2

Actual Class C1 tp fn

Actual Class C2 fp tn

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The quality metric algorithm for binary classifiers accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

predictedLabels Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table that contains labels computed
at the prediction stage of the classification algorithm. This input
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

groundTruthLabels Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table that contains expected labels.
This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The quality metric algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

beta 1 The β parameter of the F-score quality metric
provided by the library.

Algorithm Output
The quality metric algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

confusionMatrix Pointer to the 2 x 2 numeric table with the confusion matrix. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

binaryMetrics Pointer to the 1 x 6 numeric table that contains quality metrics,
which you can access by an appropriate Binary Metrics ID:

• accuracy - accuracy
• precision - precision
• recall - recall
• fscore - F-score
• specificity - specificity
• AUC - area under the curve

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/svm_two_class_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/svm_two_class_metrics_dense_batch.py
Quality Metrics for Multi-class Classification Algorithms

For l classes C1, ..., Cl, given a vector X= (x1, …, xn) of class labels computed at the prediction stage of the
classification algorithm and a vector Y= (y1, …, yn) of expected class labels, the problem is to evaluate the
classifier by computing the confusion matrix and connected quality metrics: precision, error rate, and so on.

QualityMetricsId for multi-class classification is confusionMatrix.

Details

Further definitions use the following notations:

tpi (true positive) the number of correctly recognized observations for class Ci

tni (true negative) the number of correctly recognized observations that do not belong to
the class Ci

fpi (false positive) the number of observations that were incorrectly assigned to the class
Ci

fni (false negative) the number of observations that were not recognized as belonging to
the class Ci

The library uses the following quality metrics for multi-class classifiers:

Quality Metric Definition

Average accuracy
∑i = 1
l

tpi + tni
tpi + f ni + f pi + tni

l

Error rate
∑i = 1
l

f pi + f ni
tpi + f ni + f pi + tni

l

Micro precision (Precisionμ) ∑i = 1
l tpi

∑i = 1
l tpi + f pi

Micro recall (Recallμ) ∑i = 1
l tpi

∑i = 1
l tpi + f ni

Micro F-score (F-scoreμ) (β2+ 1) Precisionμ× Recallμ

β2 × Precisionμ+ Recall
μ

Macro precision (PrecisionM)
∑i = 1
l

tpi
tpi + f pi
l

Macro recall (RecallM)
∑i = 1
l

tpi
tpi + f ni
l
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Quality Metric Definition

Macro F-score (F-scoreM) (β2+ 1) PrecisionM × Recall
M

β2 × PrecisionM + Recall
M

For more details of these metrics, including the evaluation focus, refer to [Sokolova09].

The following is the confusion matrix:

Classified as
Class C1

... Classified as
Class Ci

... Classified as
Class Cl

Actual Class C1 c11 ... c1i ... c1l

... ... ... ... ... ...

Actual Class Ci ci1 ... cii ... cil

... ... ... ... ... ...

Actual Class Cl cl1 ... cli ... cll

The positives and negatives are defined through elements of the confusion matrix as follows:

tpi = cii;

f pi = ∑
n = 1

l
cni − tpi;

f ni = ∑
n = 1

l
cin − tpi;

tni = ∑
n = 1

l

∑
k = 1

l
cnk − tpi − f pi − f ni.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The quality metric algorithm for multi-class classifiers accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID
as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

predictedLabels Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table that contains labels computed
at the prediction stage of the classification algorithm. This input
can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

groundTruthLabels Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table that contains expected labels.
This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The quality metric algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

nClasses 0 The number of classes (l).

useDefaultMetrics true A flag that defines a need to compute the
default metrics provided by the library.

beta 1 The β parameter of the F-score quality metric
provided by the library.

Algorithm Output
The quality metric algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

confusionMatrix Pointer to the nClasses x nClasses numeric table with the
confusion matrix. By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

multiClassMetrics Pointer to the 1 x 8 numeric table that contains quality metrics,
which you can access by an appropriate Multi-class Metrics ID:

• averageAccuracy - average accuracy
• errorRate - error rate
• microPrecision - micro precision
• microRecall - micro recall
• microFscore - micro F-score
• macroPrecision - macro precision
• macroRecall - macro recall
• macroFscore - macro F-score

By default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/svm_multi_class_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/svm_multi_class_metrics_dense_batch.py
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Quality Metrics for Linear Regression

Given a data set X = (xi ) that contains vectors of input variables xi = (xi1, …, xip ), respective responses zi =
(zi1, …, zik ) computed at the prediction stage of the linear regression model defined by its coefficients βht , h
= 1, ..., k, t = 1, ..., p, and expected responses yi = (yi1, …, yik ), i = 1, ..., n, the problem is to evaluate the
linear regression model by computing the root mean square error, variance-covariance matrix of beta
coefficients, various statistics functions, and so on. See Linear Regression for additional details and notations.

For linear regressions, the library computes statistics listed in tables below for testing insignificance of beta
coefficients and one of the following values of QualityMetricsId:

• For a single coefficient - singleBeta
• For a group of coefficients - groupOfBetas
For more details, see [Hastie2009].
Details

The statistics are computed given the following assumptions about the data distribution:

• Responses yij , i = 1, ..., n, are independent and have a constant variance σj
2, j = 1, ..., k

• Conditional expectation of responses y.j, j = 1, ..., k, is linear in input variables x. = (x.1, ... , x.p )
• Deviations of yij, i = 1, ..., n, around the mean of expected responses ERMj , j = 1, ..., k, are additive and

Gaussian.

Testing Insignificance of a Single Beta
The library uses the following quality metrics:

Quality Metric Definition

Root Mean Square (RMS) Error 1
n∑i = 1

n
yij − zij

2
,   j = 1,…, k

Vector of variances

σ2 = (σ1
2,…,σk

2)
σj
2 =

1
n − p− 1∑

i = 1

n

yij − zij
2
,   j = 1,…, k

A set of variance-covariance matrices C = C1, ..., Ck
for vectors of betas βjt, j = 1, ..., k

C j = (XTX)
−1

σj
2, j = 1,…, k

Z-score statistics used in testing of insignificance of
a single coefficient βjt zscorejt =

    βjt
σj vt

,   j = 1,…, k,

σi is the j-th element of the vector of variance σ2

and νt is the t-th diagonal element of the matrix
(XTX)-1

Confidence interval for βjt
(βjt − pc1− α vt σj, βjt + pc1− α vtσj),   j = 1,…, k,

pc1 - α is the (1 - α) percentile of the Gaussian
distribution, σi is the j-th element of the vector of
variance σ2, and νt is the t-th diagonal element of
the matrix (XTX)-1

Testing Insignificance of a Group of Betas
The library uses the following quality metrics:
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Quality Metric Definition

Mean of expected responses, ERM = (ERM1, ...,
ERMk )

ERM j =  
1
n∑i = 1

n
yij,   j = 1,…, k

Variance of expected responses, ERV = (ERV1, ..., ERVk )
ERV j =  

1
n − 1∑i = 1

n
yij − ERM j

2
,   j = 1,…, k

Regression Sum of Squares RegSS = (RegSS1, ...,
RegSSk ) RegSS j =  

1
n∑
i = 1

n

zij − ERM j
2
,   j = 1,…, k

Sum of Squares of Residuals ResSS = (ResSS1, ...,
ResSSk ) ResSS j =   ∑

i = 1

n

yij − zij
2
,   j = 1,…, k

Total Sum of Squares TSS = (TSS1, ..., TSSk )
TTS j =   ∑

i = 1

n

yij − ERM j
2
,   j = 1,…, k

Determination Coefficient

R2 = R1
2,… ,Rk

2

Rj
2 =  

RegSSj
TTSj

,   j = 1,…, k

F-statistics used in testing insignificance of a group
of betas F = (F1, ..., Fk ) F j =

(ResSS0j − ResSSj)/(p− p0)

ResSSj/(n − p− 1) ,   j = 1,…, k,

where ResSSj are computed for a model with p +1
betas and ResSS0jare computed for a reduced
model with p0+1 betas (p - p0 betas are set to
zero)

Batch Processing

Testing Insignificance of a Single Beta
Algorithm Input

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

expectedResponses Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables) used for training the linear regression model. This table can
be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

model Pointer to the model computed at the training stage of the linear
regression algorithm. The model can only be an object of the
linear_regression::Model class.
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Input ID Input

predictedResponses Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables) computed at the prediction stage of the linear regression
algorithm. This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

alpha 0.05 Significance level used in the computation of
confidence intervals for coefficients of the
linear regression model.

accuracyThreshold 0.001 Values below this threshold are considered
equal to it.

Algorithm Output

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

rms Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains root mean square
errors computed for each response (dependent variable). By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

variance Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains variances σ2
j, j = 1,

… , k computed for each response (dependent variable). By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

betaCovariances Pointer to the DataCollection object that contains k numeric tables,
each with the m x m variance-covariance matrix for betas of the j-th
response (dependent variable), where m is the number of betas in the
model (m is equal to p when interceptFlag is set to false at the
training stage of the linear regression algorithm; otherwise, m is
equal to p + 1 ). The collection can contain objects of any class
derived from NumericTable.
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Result ID Result

zScore Pointer to the k x m numeric table that contains the Z-score statistics
used in the testing of insignificance of individual linear regression
coefficients, where m is the number of betas in the model (m is equal
to p when interceptFlag is set to false at the training stage of the
linear regression algorithm; otherwise, m is equal to p + 1 ). By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class,
but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

confidenceIntervals Pointer to the k x 2 x m numeric table that contains limits of the
confidence intervals for linear regression coefficients:

• confidenceIntervals[t][2*j] is the left limit of the confidence
interval computed for the j-th beta of the t-th response
(dependent variable)

• confidenceIntervals[t][2*j+1] is the right limit of the
confidence interval computed for the j-th beta of the t-th response
(dependent variable),

where m is the number of betas in the model (m is equal to p when 
interceptFlag is set to false at the training stage of the linear
regression algorithm; otherwise, m is equal to p + 1). By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

inverseOfXtX Pointer to the m x m numeric table that contains the (XTX)-1 matrix,
where m is the number of betas in the model (m is equal to p when 
interceptFlag is set to false at the training stage of the linear
regression algorithm; otherwise, m is equal to p + 1).

Testing Insignificance of a Group of Betas
Algorithm Input

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

expectedResponses Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables) used for training the linear regression model. This table can
be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

predictedResponses Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables) computed at the prediction stage of the linear regression
algorithm. This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

predictedReducedModelRespon
ses

Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables) computed at the prediction stage of the linear regression
algorithm using the reduced linear regression model, where p - p0 out
of p beta coefficients are set to zero. This table can be an object of
any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

numBeta 0 Number of beta coefficients used for prediction.

numBetaReducedModel 0 Number of beta coefficients (p0) used for
prediction with the reduced linear regression
model, where p - p0 out of p beta coefficients
are set to zero.

Algorithm Output

The quality metric algorithm for linear regression calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

expectedMeans Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the mean of expected
responses computed for each dependent variable. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

expectedVariance Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the variance of
expected responses computed for each dependent variable. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class,
but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

regSS Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the regression sum of
squares computed for each dependent variable. By default, this result
is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.
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Result ID Result

resSS Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the sum of squares of
residuals computed for each dependent variable. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

tSS Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the total sum of
squares computed for each dependent variable. By default, this result
is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.

determinationCoeff Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the determination
coefficient computed for each dependent variable. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

fStatistics Pointer to the 1 x k numeric table that contains the F-statistics
computed for each dependent variable. By default, this result is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the
result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable, except
for PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/lin_reg_quality_metric_set_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/lin_reg_metrics_dense_batch.py
Quality Metrics for Principal Components Analysis

Given the results of the PCA algorithm, data set E  =   ei  ,  i  =  1,  p  
−  of eigenvalues in decreasing order, full

number of principal components p and reduced number of components pr ≤ p the problem is to evaluate the
explained variances radio and noise variance.

QualityMetricsId for the PCA algorithm is explainedVarianceMetrics.

For description of the default PCA quality metrics, refer to Details.

Details

The metrics are computed given the input data meets the following requirements:

• At least the largest eigenvalue e0 is non-zero. Returns error otherwise.
• Number of eigenvalues p must be equal to the number of features provided. Returns error if p is less than

the number of features.

The PCA algorithm receives input argument eigenvalues ek,  k = 1, p− . It represents the following quality
metrics:

• Explained variance ratio
• Noise variance
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The library uses the following quality metrics:

Quality Metric Definition

Explained variance
ek,   k = 1,  pk

−
 

Explained variance ratios

rk =
ek

∑i = 1
p ei

,  k = 1,  pk
−
 

Noise variance

vnoise =

0,   pr = p;

1
p− pr

∑
i = pr + 1

p
ei, pr < p

pr - number of principal components, p - number of
features in the data set

NOTE Quality metrics for PCA are correctly calculated only if the eigenvalues vector obtained from the
PCA algorithm has not been reduced. That is, the nComponents parameter of the PCA algorithm must
be zero or equal to the number of features. The formulas rely on a full set of the principal components.
If the set is reduced, the result is considered incorrect.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The Quality Metrics for PCA algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

eigenvalues p eigenvalues (explained variances), numeric table of size 1 x p.
You can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The quality metric algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

nComponents 0 Number of principal components pr ≤ p to
compute metrics for. If it is zero, the algorithm
will compute the result for p.
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Parameter Default Value Description

nFeatures 0 Number of features in the data set used as
input in PCA algorithm. If it is zero, the
algorithm will compute the result for p. Note: if
nFeatures ≠ p, the algorithm will return non-
relevant results.

Algorithm Output
The quality metric for PCA algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter
to the methods that access the results of your algorithm.

Result ID Result

explainedVariances Pointer to the 1 x pr numeric table that contains a reduced
eigenvalues array.

explainedVariancesRatios Pointer to the 1 x pr numeric table that contains an array of
reduced explained variances ratios.

noiseVariance Pointer to the 1 x 1 numeric table that contains noise variance.

NOTE By default, each numeric table specified by the collection elements is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/pca_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/pca_metrics_dense_batch.py

Working with User-defined Quality Metrics
In addition to or instead of the metrics available in the library, you can use your own quality metrics. To do
this:

1. Add your own implementation of the quality metrics algorithm and define Input and Result classes for
that algorithm.

2. Register this new algorithm in the inputAlgorithms collection of the quality metric set. Also register
the input objects for the new algorithm in the inputData collection of the quality metric set.

Use the unique key when registering the new algorithm and its input, and use the same key to obtain
the computed results.

Sorting
In Intel DAAL, sorting is an algorithm to sort the observations by each feature (column) in the ascending
order.

Details
In Intel DAAL, the result of the sorting algorithm applied to the matrix X = ( xij )n x p is the matrix
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Y =( yij )n x p where the j-th column (Y)j = ( yij )i = 1, ..., n is the column (X)j = ( xij )i = 1, ..., n sorted in the
ascending order.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The sorting algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table that contains the input data
set. This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The sorting algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The radix method for sorting a data set, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The sorting algorithm function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

sortedData Pointer to the n x p numeric table that stores the results of
sorting.

NOTE
If the number of feature vectors is greater than or equal to 231, the library uses the quick sort method
instead of radix sort.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/sorting/sorting_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/sorting/sorting_dense_batch.py
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Normalization
Normalization is a set of algorithms intended to transform data before feeding it to some classes of
algorithms, e.g. neural networks and classifiers [James2013]. Normalization may improve computation
accuracy and efficiency. Different rules can be used to normalize data. In Intel DAAL, two common
techniques to normalize data are implemented:

• Z-score
• Min-max

Z-score
Z-score normalization is an algorithm that produces data with each feature (column) having zero mean and
unit variance.

Details
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is
to compute the matrix Y = (yi j ) of dimension n x p as following:

y ij =
x ij −  mj

∆   

where

• mj is the mean of j-th component of set (X)j, where j =  1, p
• value of ∆ depends of a computation mode.

Intel DAAL provides two modes for computing the result matrix. You can enable the mode by setting the flag
doScale to a certain position (for details, see Batch Processing > Algorithm Parameters). The mode may
include:

1. Centering only. In this case, ∆ = 1 and no scaling is performed. After normalization, the mean of j-th
component of result set (Y)j will be zero.

2. Centering and scaling. In this case, ∆ = σj, where σj is the standard deviation of j-th component of

set (X)j. After normalization, the mean of j-th component of result set (Y)j will be zero and its variance
will get a value of one.

NOTE
Some algorithms require normalization parameters (mean and variance) as an input. The
implementation of Z-score algorithm in Intel DAAL does not return these values by default. Enable this
option by setting the resultsToCompute flag. For details, see Batch Processing > Algorithm
Parameters.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
Z-score normalization algorithm accepts an input as described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. This table can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable.
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Algorithm Parameters
Z-score normalization algorithm has the following parameters. Some of them are required only for specific
values of the computation method parameter method:

Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithm
FPType

defaultDense
or

sumDense

double The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - a
performance-oriented method.
Mean and variance are
computed by low order
moments algorithm. For
details, see Moments of Low
Order > Batch Processing.

• sumDense - a method that
uses the basic statistics
associated with the numeric
table of pre-computed sums.
Returns an error if pre-
computed sums are not
defined.

moments defaultDense SharedPtr<low_order_moments
::Batch<algorithmFPType,
low_order_moments::
defaultDense> >

Pointer to the low order moments
algorithm that computes means
and standard deviations to be
used for Z-score normalization
with the defaultDense method.

doScale defaultDense
or sumDense

true If true, the algorithm applies
both centering and scaling.

Otherwise, the algorithm
provides only centering.

resultsToCom
pute

defaultDense
or sumDense

none Optional.

Pointer to the data collection
containing the following key-
value pairs for Z-score:

mean means

variance variances

Provide one of these values to
request a single characteristic or
use bitwise OR to request a
combination of them.
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Algorithm Output
Z-score normalization algorithm calculates the result as described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter
to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

normalizedData Pointer to the n x p numeric table that stores the result of
normalization. By default, the result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

means Optional.

Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains mean values for each
feature.

If the function result is not requested through the resultsToCompute
parameter, the numeric table contains a NULL pointer.

variances Optional.

Pointer to the 1 x p numeric table that contains variance values for
each feature.

If the function result is not requested through the resultsToCompute
parameter, the numeric table contains a NULL pointer.

NOTE
By default, each numeric table specified by the collection elements is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class. You can also define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
C++: ./examples/cpp/source/normalization/zscore_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/normalization/zscore_dense_batch.py

Min-max

Min-max normalization is an algorithm to linearly scale the observations by each feature (column) into the
range [a, b].

Problem Statement
Given a set X of n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is
to compute the matrix Y = (yi j )n x p where the j-th column (Y )j = (yi j )i= 1, ..., n is obtained as a result of
normalizing the column (X )j = (xi j )i= 1, ..., n of the original matrix as:

yij = a +
xij   −  min(j)

max j −min j (b− a),

where
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min(j) = min
i = 1..n

xij,

max(j) = max
i = 1..n

xij,

a and b are the parameters of the algorithm.
Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The min-max normalization algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. This table can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The min-max normalization algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

lowerBound 0.0 The lower bound of the range to
which the normalization scales
values of the features.

upperBound 1.0 The upper bound of the range to
which the normalization scales
values of the features.

moments SharedPtr<low_order_moments::Batc
h<algorithmFPType,
low_order_moments::
defaultDense> >

Pointer to the low order
moments algorithm that
computes minimums and
maximums to be used for min-
max normalization with the
defaultDense method. For
more details, see Moments of
Low Order > Batch Processing.

Algorithm Output
The min-max normalization algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

normalizedData Pointer to the n x p numeric table that stores the result of
normalization. By default, the result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/normalization/minmax_dense_batch.cpp

Performance Considerations
To get the best performance of normalization algorithms for homogeneous input data, provide the input data
and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType
class template parameter.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Math Functions

Logistic
The logistic function is defined as:

f (x) =
1

1+ e−x
.

Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p , where:

yij =
1

1+ e
−xij

.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The logistic function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. The input can be an
object of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The logistic function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The logistic function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the matrix Y. By default,
the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix ,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/math/logistic_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/math/logistic_dense_batch.py

Softmax
Softmax function is defined as:

yi (x) =
e
xj

∑k = 1
p e

xk

for j= 1, ..., p. Softmax function is also known as the normalized exponential (see [Bishop2006] for exact
definitions).

Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p such that:

yij =
e
xij

∑k = 1
p e

xik
.
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The library supports the numerically stable version of the softmax function:

yij =
e

xij − max
j = 1, ..., p

xij

∑k = 1
p e

xik − max
k = 1, ..., p

xik
.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The softmax function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. The input can be an
object of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The softmax function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The softmax function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the matrix Y. By default,
the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix ,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/math/softmax_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/math/softmax_dense_batch.py

Hyperbolic Tangent
The hyperbolic tangent is a trigonometric function defined as the ratio of hyperbolic sine to hyperbolic cosine:

p =
sinh x
cosh x .
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Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p such that:

yij = tanh xij =
sinh xij
coshxij

.

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
The hyperbolic tangent function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

Algorithm Input
The hyperbolic tangent function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. The value of method
determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.

Algorithm Output
The hyperbolic tangent function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the matrix Y. The value of
method determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: by default, an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/math/tanh_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/math/tanh_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/math/tanh_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/math/tanh_csr_batch.py

Absolute Value (abs)
The absolute value function abs is defined as y = |x|.

Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p such that:

yij = abs(xij).

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
The abs function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

Algorithm Input
The abs function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. The value of method
determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.
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Algorithm Output
The abs function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the matrix Y. The value of
method determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: by default, an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/math/abs_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/math/abs_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/math/abs_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/math/abs_csr_batch.py

Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU)
The ReLU function is defined as f(x) = max (0, x).

Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p such that:

yij = max(0, xij).

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
The ReLU function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables
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Algorithm Input
The ReLU function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. The value of method
determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.

Algorithm Output
The ReLU function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the matrix Y. The value of
method determines the type of this numeric table:

• method = defaultDense: by default, an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

• method = fastCSR: an object of the CSRNumericTable class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/math/relu_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/math/relu_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/math/relu_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/math/relu_csr_batch.py

Smooth Rectifier Linear Unit (SmoothReLU)
The SmoothReLU function is defined as f(x) = log (1 + exp(x)).

Problem Statement
Given n feature vectors x1 = (x11 , … , x1p), ... , xn = (xn1 , … , xnp ) of dimension p, the problem is to
compute the (n x p)-dimensional matrix Y = (yi j )n x p such that:

yij = log(1+ exp (xij)).
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Batch Processing

Algorithm Input
The SmoothReLU function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p. This table can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The SmoothReLU function has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Algorithm Output
The SmoothReLU function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

output Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p with the matrix Y. By
default, the result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class,
but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/math/smoothrelu_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/math/smoothrelu_dense_batch.py

Performance Considerations
To get the best performance when computing math functions:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
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Optimization Notice

effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Optimization Solvers
An optimization solver is an algorithm to solve an optimization problem, that is, to find the maximum or
minimum of an objective function in the presence of constraints on its variables. In Intel DAAL the
optimization solver represents the interface of algorithms that search for the argument θ* that minimizes the
function K(θ):

θ* = argmin
θ ∈ Θ

K(θ).

Objective Function
In Intel DAAL, the objective function represents an interface of objective functions K θ = F θ +M θ , where
F θ  is a smooth and M θ  is a non-smooth functions, that accepts input argument θ ∈ Rp and returns:

• The value of objective function, y = K θ
• The value of M θ , yns = M θ

• The gradient of F θ ,

g θ = ∇F θ =
∂F
∂θ1

,…,
∂F
∂θp

• The Hessian of F θ ,

H = ∇2F θ =

∂F
∂θ1∂θ1

⋯ ∂F
∂θ1∂θp

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂F

∂θp∂θ1
⋯ ∂F

∂θp∂θp
• The objective function specific projection of proximal operator (see [MSE, Log-Loss, Cross-Entropy] for

details)

proxη
M x = argmin

uϵRp
 M u +

1
2η   u − x 2

2
,  μ > 0, xϵRp

• The objective function specific Lipschwitz constant,  constantOfLipschitz   ≤ sup ∇F θ .

Computation

Input
The objective function accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

argument Numeric table of size p x 1with the input argument of the
objective function.

Parameters
The objective function has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default
Value

Description

resultsToCompute gradient The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
characteristics of the objective function to compute.

Provide one of the following values to request a single
characteristic or use bitwise OR to request a
combination of the characteristics:

value Value of the
objective function

nonSmoothTermValue Value of non-smooth
term of the objective
function

gradient Gradient of the
smooth term of the
objective function

hessian Hessian of smooth
term of the
objective function

proximalProjection Projection of proximal
operator for non-
smooth term of the
objective function

lipschitzConstant Lipschitz constant of
the smooth term of the
objective function

gradientOverCertainFeatur
e

Certain component of
gradient vector

hessianOverCertainFeature Certain component of
hessian diagonal

proximalProjectionOfCerta
inFeature

Certain component of
proximal projection

Output
The objective function calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

valueIdx Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with the value of the objective function
in the given argument.

nonSmoothTermValueIdx Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with the value of the non-smooth term
of the objective function in the given argument.

gradientIdx Numeric table of size p x 1 with the gradient of the smooth term
of the objective function in the given argument.

hessianIdx Numeric table of size p x p with the Hessian of the smooth term
of the objective function in the given argument.
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Result ID Result

proximalProjectionIdx Numeric table of size p x 1 with the projection of proximal
operator for non-smooth term of the objective function in the
given argument.

lipschitzConstantIdx Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with Lipschitz constant of the smooth
term of the objective function.

gradientOverCertainFeatureIdx Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with certain component of gradient
vector.

hessianOverCertainFeatureIdx Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with certain component of hessian
diagonal.

proximalProjectionOverCertainF
eatureIdx

Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with certain component of proximal
projection.

NOTE

• If the function result is not requested through the resultsToCompute parameter, the respective
element of the result contains a NULL pointer.

• By default, each numeric table specified by the collection elements is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

• Hessian matrix is computed for the objective function F θ ∈  C2. For the objective functions

F θ ∈  Cp with p < 2 the library will stop computations and report the status on non-availability of
the computation of the Hessian.

• If Lipschitz constant constantOfLipschitz is not estimated explicitly, pointer to result numeric
table is required to be set to nullptr.

Sum of Functions

The sum of functions F(θ) is a function that has the form of a sum:

F θ   = ∑i = 1

n
F i θ ,   θ ∈ Rp.

For given set of the indices I = {i1, i2, ... , im}, 1 ≤ ik < n, k ∈ {1, ..., m}, the value and the gradient of the
sum of functions in the argument θ has the format:

FI θ = ∑i ∈ I
F i θ ,

∇IF θ = ∑i ∈ I
∇F i θ .

The set of the indices I is called a batch of indices.
Computation

Algorithm Input
The sum of functions algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

argument Numeric table of size p x 1 with the input argument of the objective
function.

Algorithm Parameters
The sum of functions algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

featureIdx Not applicable Feature index to compute certain component of
gradient, hessian or proximalProjection.

numberOfTerms Not applicable The number of terms in the sum.

batchIndices NULL The numeric table of size 1 x m, where m is the
batch size, with a batch of indices to be used to
compute the function results. If no indices are
provided, the implementation uses all the terms in
the sum.

This parameter can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

resultsToCompute gradient The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
characteristics of the objective function to compute.

Provide one of the following values to request a
single characteristic or use bitwise OR to request a
combination of the characteristics:

value Value of the
objective function

nonSmoothTermValue Value of non-smooth
term of the objective
function

gradient Gradient of the
smooth term of
the objective
function

hessian Hessian of smooth
term of the
objective function

proximalProjection Projection of
proximal operator for
non-smooth term of
the objective
function
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Parameter Default Value Description

lipschitzConstant Lipschitz constant of
the smooth term of
the objective
function

gradientOverCertainFeat
ure

Certain component
of gradient vector

hessianOverCertainFeatu
re

Certain component
of hessian diagonal

proximalProjectionOfCer
tainFeature

Certain component
of proximal
projection

Algorithm Output
For the output of the sum of functions algorithm, see Output for objective functions.

Mean Squared Error Algorithm

Given x = (xi1 , … , xip ) ∈ Rp, a set of feature vectors i ∈ {1, ..., n} , and a set of respective responses yi ,
the mean squared error (MSE) objective function F(θ; x, y) is a function that has the format:

F θ; x, y =  ∑i = 1

n
F i(θ; x, y   ) =

1
2n∑i = 1

n
yi − h(θ, xi )

2

M θ = 0

prox γ
M θj = θj, where j=1,…,p.

In Intel DAAL implementation of the MSE, the h(θ, yi) function is a represented as:

h θ, xi = θ0+∑j = 1

p
θjxij.

For a given set of the indices I = {i1, i2, ... , im}, 1 ≤ ir < n, l ∈ {1, ..., m}, |I| = m, the value and the
gradient of the sum of functions in the argument x respectively have the format:

FI θ; x, y =
1
2m∑ik ∈ I

yik
− h θ, xik

2
,

∇FI θ; x, y =
∂FI
∂θ0

,… ,
∂FI
∂θp

,

where

∂Fi
∂θ0

=
1
m∑ik ∈ I

yik
− h θ, xik

,

∂Fi
∂θj

=
1
m∑ik ∈ I

yik
− h θ, xik

xikj
, j = 1,…, p.

lipschitzConstant =   max
i = 1,…,n

xi 2

Computation

Algorithm Input
The mean squared error algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

argument Numeric table of size (p + 1) x 1 with the input argument θ of the
objective function.

data Numeric table of size n x p with the data xij.

dependentVariables Numeric table of size n x 1 with dependent variables yi.

Optional Algorithm Input
The mean squared error algorithm accepts the optional input described below. Pass the Optional Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

weights Optional input.

Pointer to the 1 x n numeric table with weights of
samples. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

By default, all weights are equal to 1.

gramMatrix Optional input.

Pointer to the p x p numeric table with pre-
computed Gram matrix. The input can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

By default, the table is set to empty numeric table.

Algorithm Parameters
The mean squared error algorithm has the following parameters. Some of them are required only for specific
values of the computation method parameter method:

Parameter Default Value Description

penaltyL1 0 The numeric table of size 1 x
nDependentVariables with L1
regularized coefficients.

penaltyL2 0 The numeric table of size 1 x
nDependentVariables with L2
regularized coefficients.

interceptFlag true Flag to indicate whether or not to
compute the intercept.

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

numberOfTerms Not applicable The number of terms in the
objective function.

batchIndices NULL The numeric table of size 1 x m,
where m is the batch size, with a
batch of indices to be used to
compute the function results. If no
indices are provided, the
implementation uses all the terms in
the computation.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

resultsToCompute gradient The 64-bit integer flag that specifies
which characteristics of the objective
function to compute.

Provide one of the following values
to request a single characteristic or
use bitwise OR to request a
combination of the characteristics:

value Value of the
objective
function

nonSmoothTermVal
ue

Value of non-
smooth term
of the
objective
function

gradient Gradient of
the smooth
term of the
objective
function

hessian Hessian of
smooth term
of the
objective
function

proximalProjecti
on

Projection of
proximal
operator for
non-smooth
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Parameter Default Value Description

term of the
objective
function

lipschitzConstan
t

Lipschitz
constant of
the smooth
term of the
objective
function

Algorithm Output
For the output of the mean squared error algorithm, see Output for objective functions.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/mse_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/mse_dense_batch.py

See Also
Performance Considerations

Objective Function with Precomputed Characteristics Algorithm

Objective function with precomputed characteristics gives an ability to provide the results of the objective
function precomputed with the user-defined algorithm.

Set an earlier computed value and/or gradient and/or Hessian by allocating the result object and setting the
characteristics of this result object. After that provide the modified result object to the algorithm for its
further use with the iterative solver.

For more details on iterative solvers, refer to Iterative Solver.
Computation

Algorithm Input
For the input of the objective function with precomputed characteristics algorithm, see Input for objective
functions.

NOTE
The algorithm does not use the provided input objects.

Algorithm Output
For the output of the objective function with precomputed characteristics algorithm, see Output for objective
functions.

Logistic Loss

Logistic loss is an objective function being minimized in the process of logistic regression training when a
dependent variable takes only one of two values, "0" and "1".
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Given n feature vectors X = { x 1 = (x 11 ,…,x 1p ), ..., x n = (x n 1 ,…,x n p ) } of np-dimensional feature
vectors , a vector of class labels y = (y1,…,yn) , where yi ∈ {0, 1} describes the class to which the feature
vector xi belongs, the logistic loss objective function K θ,  x,  y  has a format K θ,  X ,  y = F θ,  X ,  y +M θ
where:

•

F θ,X , y = −
1
n ∑
i = 1

n
yiln

1

1+  e
− θ0+  ∑j = 1

p θj*xij
+ 1− yi ln 1−  

1

1+  e
− θ0+  ∑j = 1

p θj*xij
+ λ2 ∑

j = 1

p
θj
2,

with σ z,  θ =
1

1+  e−f z,  θ
,  and f z,  θ =  θ0+  ∑k = 1

p θk*zk,  λ1 ≥ 0,  λ2 ≥ 0

•
M θ = λ1 ∑

j = 1

p
θj

For a given set of the indices I = {i1, i2, ... , im }, 1 ≤ ir ≤ n , r ∈ {1, ..., m }, the value and the gradient of
the sum of functions in the argument x respectively have the format:

•
FI θ,  X ,  y = −

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

yiln σ xi,  θ + 1− yi ln 1−  σ xi, θ + λ2 ∑
k = 1

p
θk
2  

•
∇FI θ,  X ,  y =

dFI
dθ0

,  …
dFI
dθp

, where 
dFI
dθ0

=  
1
m ∑
i ∈ I

σ xi,  θ −  yi + 2λ2θ0,

dFI
dθj

=  
1
m ∑
i ∈ I

σ xi,  θ −  yi *xij + 2λ2θj,  j = 1, . . p

prox γ
M θj =

θj − λ1*γ,  θj > λ1*γ

0,    θj ≤ λ1*γ

θj + λ1*γ,   θj < − λ1*γ

lipschitzConstant =   max
i = 1,…,n

xi 2
+

λ2
n

For more details, see [Hastie2009]
Cross-entropy Loss

Cross-entropy loss is an objective function minimized in the process of logistic regression training when a
dependent variable takes more than two values.

Given n feature vectors X = { x 1 = (x 11 ,…,x 1p ), ..., x n = (x n 1 ,…,x n p ) } of n p-dimensional feature
vectors , a vector of class labels y = (y1,…,yn) , where yi ∈ {0, T-1} describes the class, to which the feature
vector xi belongs, where T is the number of classes, optimization solver optimizes cross-entropy loss
objective function by argument θ, it is a matrix of size T × (p + 1). The cross entropy loss objective function
K(θ, X, y) has the following format K θ,  X ,  y = F θ +M θ  where:

•
F θ = −

1
n ∑
i = 1

n
log pyi

xi,  θ +  λ2 ∑
t = 0

T − 1
∑
j = 1

p
θtj
2, with

pt z,  θ =  
e
f t z,  θ

∑i = 0
K − 1e

f i z,  θ
, and f t z,  θ =  θt0+   ∑

j = 1

p
θtjz j,   λ1 ≥ 0,  λ2 ≥ 0

•
M θ = λ1 ∑

t = 0

T − 1
∑
j = 1

p
θtj

For a given set of indices I   =   i 1,  i 2,   . . .  ,  i m  ,  1  ≤  i r ≤  n,  r  ∈   1,   . . . ,  m , the value and the gradient
of the sum of functions in the argument X respectively have the format:

•
FI θ,  X ,  y = −

1
m∑i ∈ I log pyi

xi,  θ +  λ2 ∑
t = 0

T − 1
∑
j = 1

p
θtj
2 ,
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•
∇FI θ,  X ,  y =

∂FI
∂θ00

,  …,  
∂FI

∂θT − 1p

T

where 
∂FI
∂θtj

=

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gt θ,  xi,  yi + Ltj θ ,   j = 0

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gt θ,  xi,  yi xij + Ltj θ ,   j > 0
 ,  gt θ,  x,  y =  

pk x,  θ − 1,  y = t

pt x,  θ ,  y ≠ t
,

Ltj θ =  2λ2θtj,  t ∈ 0,T − 1 ,  j ∈ 0, p

Hessian matrix is a symmetric matrix of size SxS, where  S = T × p+ 1

∂2FI
∂θ00∂θ00

⋯
∂2FI

∂θ00∂θT − 1p

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂2FI

∂θT − 1p∂θ00
⋯

∂2FI
∂θT − 1p∂θT − 1p

∂2FI
∂θtj∂θpq

=

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gtp θ,  xi,  yi + 2λ2,                                       j = 0 and q = 0

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gtp θ,  xi,  yi xij,                                             j > 0 and q = 0

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gtp θ,  xi,  yi xiq,                                            j = 0 and q > 0

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gtp θ,  xi,  yi xijxiq,                          j > 0 and q > 0, j ≠ q

1
m ∑
i ∈ I

gtp θ,  xi,  yi xijxiq + 2λ2,             j > 0 and q > 0 , j = q  

 

,  gtp θ,  x,  y =  

pp x,  θ 1− pt x,  θ ,  p = t

−pt x,  θ pp x,  θ ,  p ≠ t
,

t, p ∈ 0,T − 1 ,   j, q ∈ 0, p

prox γ
M θj =

θj − λ1*γ,  θj > λ1*γ

0,    θj ≤ λ1*γ

θj + λ1*γ,   θj < − λ1*γ

, where γ- learning rate.

lipschitzConstant =   max
i = 1,…,n

xi 2
+

λ2
n

For more details, see [Hastie2009]
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Implementation of pt(z,θ) computation relies on the numerically stable version of the softmax function 
(Analysis > Math functions > Softmax).
Computation

Algorithm Input
The cross entropy loss algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

argument Numeric table of size ( p + 1) x nClasses with the
input argument θ of the objective function.

NOTE Sizes of argument, gradient, and hessian
numeric tables do not depend on intercept flag.
In case when intercept flag is set to false,
computation of θ0 value will be skipped, but
sizes of tables should remain the same.

data Numeric table of size n x p with the data x ij . This
parameter can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

dependentVariables Numeric table of size n x 1 with dependent
variables yi. This parameter can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix ,
PackedSymmetricMatrix , and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
The cross entropy loss algorithm has the following parameters. Some of them are required only for specific
values of the computation method parameter method:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

numberOfTerms Not applicable The number of terms in the
objective function.

batchIndices NULL The numeric table of size 1 x m,
where m is the batch size, with a
batch of indices to be used to
compute the function results. If no
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Parameter Default Value Description

indices are provided, the
implementation uses all the terms in
the computation.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix .

resultsToCompute gradient The 64-bit integer flag that specifies
which characteristics of the objective
function to compute.

Provide one of the following values
to request a single characteristic or
use bitwise OR to request a
combination of the characteristics:

value Value of the
objective
function

nonSmoothTermVal
ue

Value of non-
smooth term
of the
objective
function

gradient Gradient of
the smooth
term of the
objective
function

hessian Hessian of
smooth term
of the
objective
function

proximalProjecti
on

Projection of
proximal
operator for
non-smooth
term of the
objective
function

lipschitzConstan
t

Lipschitz
constant of
the smooth
term of the
objective
function
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Parameter Default Value Description

gradientOverCert
ainFeature

Certain
component of
gradient
vector

hessianOverCerta
inFeature

Certain
component of
hessian
diagonal

proximalProjecti
onOfCertainFeatu
re

Certain
component of
proximal
projection

interceptFlag True A flag that indicates a need to
compute θ0j

penaltyL1 0 L1 regularization coefficient

penaltyL2 0 L2 regularization coefficient

nClasses Not applicable Number of classes (different values
of dependent variable)

Algorithm Output
For the output of the cross entropy loss algorithm, see Output for objective functions.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/lbfgs_cr_entr_loss_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/ldfgs_cr_entr_loss_dense_batch.py
See Also
Performance Considerations

Iterative Solver
The iterative solver provides an iterative method to minimize an objective function that can be represented
as a sum of functions in composite form:

θ* = argmin
θ ∈ Rp

K(θ) = argmin
θ ∈ Rp

F(θ) +M(θ), where:

•
F θ   = ∑i = 1

n
F i θ ,   θ ∈ Rp, where F i θ :Rp R is a convex, continuously differentiable F i θ ∈ C l ≥ 1

(smooth) functions, i = 1,…,n
• M θ :Rp R is a convex, non-differentiable (non-smooth) function

The Algorithmic Framework of an Iterative Solver
All solvers presented in the library follow a common algorithmic framework. Let St be a set of intrinsic
parameters of the iterative solver for updating the argument of the objective function. This set is the
algorithm-specific and can be empty. The solver determines the choice of S0.

To do the computations, iterate t from 1 until nIterations:
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1. Choose a set of indices without replacement

I = i1,…, ib , 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, j = 1, .., b,

where b is the batch size.
2. Compute the gradient

g θt − 1 = ∇FI(θt − 1),

where

FI θt − 1 = ∑
i ∈ I

F i θt − 1 .

3. Convergence check:

Stop if 
U d

max 1, θt − 1 d

<  ε, where U is an algorithm-specific vector (argument or gradient) and d is an

algorithm-specific power of Lebesgue space.
4. Compute

θt = T(θt − 1, g θt − 1 , St − 1),

where T is an algorithm-specific transformation that updates the function argument.
5. Update St: St= U(St-1), where U is an algorithm-specific update of the set of intrinsic parameters.

The result of the solver is the argument θ. and a set of parameters S. after the exit from the loop.

NOTE
You can resume the computations to get a more precise estimate of the objective function minimum.
To do this, pass to the algorithm the results θ. and S. of the previous run of the optimization solver. By

default, the solver does not return the set of intrinsic parameters. If you need it, set the
optionalResultRequired flag for the algorithm.

Computation

Algorithm Input
The iterative solver algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputArgument Numeric table of size p x 1 with the value of start argument θ0.

optionalArgument Object of the OptionalArgument class that contains a set of
algorithm-specific intrinsic parameters. For a detailed definition of the
set, see the problem statement above and the description of a specific
algorithm.

Algorithm Parameters
The iterative solver algorithm has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

function Not applicable Objective function represented as a
sum of functions.

nIterations 100 Maximum number of iterations of
the algorithm.

accuracyThreshold 1.0-e5 Accuracy of the algorithm. The
algorithm terminates when this
accuracy is achieved.

optionalResultRequired false Indicates whether the set of the
intrinsic parameters should be
returned by the solver.

Algorithm Output
The iterative solver algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

minimum Numeric table of size p x 1 with argument θ*. By default, the
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

nIterations Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with a 32-bit integer number of
iterations done by the algorithm. By default, the result is an
object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

optionalResult Object of the OptionalArgument class that contains a set of
algorithm-specific intrinsic parameters. For a detailed definition of
the set, see the problem statement above and the description of a
specific algorithm.

See Also
Performance Considerations

Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm

The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is a special case of an iterative solver. For more details, see 
Iterative Solver.

The following computation methods are available in Intel DAAL for the stochastic gradient descent algorithm:

• Mini-batch.
• A special case of mini-batch used by default.
• Momentum
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Mini-batch method
The mini-batch method (miniBatch) of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm [Mu2014] follows the 
algorithmic framework of an iterative solver with an empty set of intrinsic parameters of the algorithm St,
algorithm-specific transformation T defined for the learning rate sequence {ηt}t=1,...,nIterations, conservative
sequence {γt}t=1,...,nIterations and the number of iterations in the internal loop L, algorithm-specific vector U
and power d of Lebesgue space defined as follows:

T(θt − 1, g θt − 1 , St − 1):

For l from 1 until L:

1. Update the function argument

θt : =   θt − ηt(g θt + γ t θt − θt − 1  )

2. Compute the gradient

g θt = ∇FI θt

Convergence check:

U = g θt − 1 ,  d = 2

Default method
The default method (defaultDense) is a particular case of the mini-batch method with the batch size b=1,
L=1, and conservative sequence γt ≡ 0.

Momentum method
The momentum method (momentum) of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm [Rumelhart86] follows the
algorithmic framework of an iterative solver with the set of intrinsic parameters St, algorithm-specific
transformation T defined for the learning rate sequence {ηt}t=1,...,nIterations and momentum parameter μ ∈
[0,1], and algorithm-specific vector U and power d of Lebesgue space defined as follows:

T(θt − 1, g θt − 1 , St − 1):

1. vt = μ ⋅ vt − 1+ η t ⋅ g θt − 1
2. θt = θt − 1− v t

For the momentum method of the SGD algorithm, the set of intrinsic parameters St only contains the last
update vector vt.

Convergence check:

U = g θt − 1 ,  d = 2

Computation

The stochastic gradient descent algorithm is a special case of an iterative solver. For parameters, input, and
output of iterative solvers, see Iterative Solver > Computation.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to parameters of the iterative solver, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm has the following
parameters. Some of them are required only for specific values of the computation method parameter
method:
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Parameter method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense,

miniBatch,

or

momentum

float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.

method Not applicable defaultDense Available computation
methods:

• defaultDense
• miniBatch
• momentum

batchIndices defaultDense,

miniBatch,

or

momentum

NULL The numeric table with 32-bit
integer indices of terms in the
objective function. The
method parameter
determines the size of the
numeric table:

• defaultDense:
nIterations x 1

• miniBatch or momentum:
nIterations x
batchSize

If no indices are provided, the
implementation generates
random indices.

This parameter can be an
object of any class derived
from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.

batchSize miniBatch
or

momentum

128 Number of batch indices to
compute the stochastic
gradient. If batchSize
equals the number of terms
in the objective function, no
random sampling is
performed, and all terms are
used to calculate the
gradient.

The algorithm ignores this
parameter if the
batchIndices parameter is
provided.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

For the defaultDense value
of method, one term is used
to compute the gradient on
each iteration.

conservativeSequence miniBatch Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the
default
conservative
coefficient equal
to 1.

The numeric table of size 1 x
nIterations or 1 x 1. The
contents of the table depend
on its size:

• size = 1 x nIterations:
values of the conservative
coefficient sequence γk for
k = 1, …, nIterations.

• size = 1 x 1: the value of
conservative coefficient at
each iteration γ1 = ... =
γnIterations.

This parameter can be an
object of any class derived
from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.

innerNIterations miniBatch 5 The number of inner
iterations for the miniBatch
method.

learningRateSequence defaultDense,

miniBatch,

or

momentum

Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the
default step
length equal to
1.

The numeric table of size 1 x
nIterations or 1 x 1. The
contents of the table depend
on its size:

• size = 1 x nIterations:
values of the learning rate
sequence ηk for k = 1, …,
nIterations.

• size = 1 x 1: the value of
learning rate at each
iteration η1 = ... =
ηnIterations.

This parameter can be an
object of any class derived
from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.

momentum momentum 0.9 The momentum value.
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Parameter method Default Value Description

engine defaultDense,

miniBatch,

or

momentum

SharePtr<
engines::
mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random
number generator engine
that is used internally for
generation of 32-bit integer
indices of terms in the
objective function.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_mini_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_moment_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_moment_opt_res_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_mini_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_moment_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/sgd_moment_opt_res_dense_batch.py

See Also
Performance Considerations

Limited-Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno Algorithm

The limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm [Byrd2015] follows the 
algorithmic framework of an iterative solver with the algorithm-specific transformation T and set of intrinsic
parameters St defined for the memory parameter m, frequency of curvature estimates calculation L, and
step-length sequence αt > 0, algorithm-specific vector U and power d of Lebesgue space defined as follows:

Transformation

T(θt − 1, g θt − 1 , St − 1)  :

θt =
θt − 1− αtg θt−1 ,   if   t ≤ 2L    

θt − 1− αtHg θt−1 ,   otherwise  
,

where H is an approximation of the inverse Hessian matrix computed from m correction pairs by the Hessian
Update Algorithm.

Convergence check:

U = g θt − 1 ,  d = 2

Intrinsic Parameters
For the LBFGS algorithm, the set of intrinsic parameters St includes the following:

• Correction pairs (sj, yj)
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• Correction index k in the buffer that stores correction pairs
• Index of last iteration t of the main loop from the previous run
• Average value of arguments for the previous L iterations θk − 1
• Average value of arguments for the last L iterations θk

Below is the definition and update flow of the intrinsic parameters (si, yi ). The index is set and remains zero
for the first 2L-1 iterations of the main loop. Starting with iteration 2L, the algorithm executes the following
steps for each of L iterations of the main loop:

1. k:=k+1
2. Choose a set of indices without replacement: IH = {i1, i2, ... , ibH}, 1 ≤ il < n, l ∈ {1, ..., bH}, | IH | =

bH = correctionPairBatchSize.
3. Compute the sub-sampled Hessian

∇2F θk =
1
bH
∑i ∈ IH

∇2F i θk

at the point θk =
1
L∑i = Lk

L(k + 1)

θi for the objective function using Hessians of its terms

∇2F i =

∂Fi
∂θ0∂θ0

⋯
∂Fi

∂θ0∂θp

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂Fi

∂p∂θ0
⋯

∂Fi
∂θp∂θp

4. Compute the correction pairs (sk, yk):

sk = θk − θk − 1,

yk = ∇2F θk sk

NOTE

• The set Sk of intrinsic parameters is updated once per L iterations of the major loop and remains
unchanged between iterations with the numbers that are multiples of L

• A cyclic buffer stores correction pairs. The algorithm fills the buffer with pairs one-by-one. Once the
buffer is full, it returns to the beginning and overwrites the previous correction pairs.

Hessian Update Algorithm
This algorithm computes the approximation of the inverse Hessian matrix from the set of correction pairs
[Byrd2015]).

For a given set of correction pairs (sj, yj ), j = k - min (k, m) +1, ..., k:

1. Set H = sk
Tyk/yk

Tyk
2. Iterate j from k - min (k, m)+1 until k:

a. ρj = 1/yj
Tyj.

b. H : = I − ρjsjyj
T H I − ρjyjsj

T + ρjsjsj
T .

3. Return H
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Computation

The limited-memory BFGS algorithm is a special case of an iterative solver. For parameters, input, and output
of iterative solvers, see Iterative Solver > Computation.

Algorithm Input
In addition to the input of the iterative solver, the limited-memory BFGS algorithm accepts the following
optional input:

OptionalDataID Input

correctionPairs Numeric table of size 2m x p where the rows represent correction
pairs s and y. The row correctionPairs[j], 0 ≤ j < m, is a
correction vector sj, and the row correctionPairs[j], m ≤ j < 2m,
is a correction vector yj.

correctionIndices Numeric table of size 1 x 2 with 32-bit integer indexes. The first value
is the index of correction pair t, the second value is the index of last
iteration k from the previous run.

averageArgumentLIterations Numeric table of size 2 x p, where row 0 represents average
arguments for previous L iterations, and row 1 represents average
arguments for last L iterations. These values are required to compute
s correction vectors in the next step. See step 6.b.iii of the limited-
memory BFGS algorithm.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to parameters of the iterative solver, the limited-memory BFGS algorithm has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

batchIndices NULL The numeric table of size nIterations
x batchSize with 32-bit integer indices
of terms in the objective function to be
used in step 2 of the limited-memory
BFGS algorithm. If no indices are
provided, the implementation generates
random indices.

This parameter can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Parameter Default Value Description

batchSize 10 The number of observations to compute
the stochastic gradient. The
implementation of the algorithm ignores
this parameter if the batchIndices
numeric table is provided.

If BatchSize equals the number of
terms in the objective function, no
random sampling is performed and all
terms are used to calculate the gradient.

correctionPairBatchSize 100 The number of observations to compute
the sub-sampled Hessian for correction
pairs computation in step 6.b.ii of the
limited-memory BFGS algorithm. The
implementation of the algorithm ignores
this parameter if the
correctionPairIndices numeric table
is provided.

If correctionPairBatchSize equals
the number of terms in the objective
function, no random sampling is
performed and all terms are used to
calculate the Hessian matrix.

correctionPairIndices NULL The numeric table of size
(nIterations/L) x
correctionPairBatchSize with 32-bit
integer indices to be used instead of
random values in step 6.b.i of the
limited-memory BFGS algorithm. If no
indices are provided, the implementation
generates random indices.

This parameter can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

NOTE
If the algorithm runs with no optional input
data, (nIterations / L - 1) rows of the
table are used. Otherwise, it can use one
more row, (nIterations / L) in total.

m 10 The memory parameter. The maximum
number of correction pairs that define
the approximation of the Hessian matrix.
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Parameter Default Value Description

L 10 The number of iterations between
calculations of the curvature estimates.

stepLengthSequence Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the
default step length
equal to 1.

The numeric table of size 1 x
nIterations or 1 x 1. The contents of
the table depend on its size:

• size = 1 x nIterations: values of
the step-length sequence αk for k =
1, …, nIterations.

• size = 1 x 1: the value of step length
at each iteration α1 = ... =
αnIterations

This parameter can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable,
except for PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

The recommended data type for storing
the step-length sequence is the floating-
point type, either float or double, that
the algorithm uses in intermediate
computations.

engine SharePtr<
engines::
mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally for random
choosing terms from the objective
function.

Algorithm Output
In addition to the output of the iterative solver, the limited-memory BFGS algorithm calculates the following
optional results:

OptionalDataID Output

correctionPairs Numeric table of size 2m x p where the rows represent correction
pairs s and y. The row correctionPairs[j], 0 ≤ j < m, is a
correction vector sj, and the row correctionPairs[j], m ≤ j < 2m,
is a correction vector yj.

correctionIndices Numeric table of size 1 x 2 with 32-bit integer indexes. The first value
is the index of correction pair t, the second value is the index of last
iteration k from the previous run.

averageArgumentLIterations Numeric table of size 2 x p, where row 0 represents average
arguments for previous L iterations, and row 1 represents average
arguments for last L iterations. These values are required to compute
s correction vectors in the next step. See step 6.b.iii of the limited-
memory BFGS algorithm.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/lbfgs_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/lbfgs_opt_res_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/lbfgs_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/lbfgs_opt_res_dense_batch.py

See Also
Performance Considerations

Adaptive Subgradient Method

The adaptive subgradient method (AdaGrad) [Duchi2011] follows the algorithmic framework of an iterative
solver with the algorithm-specific transformation T, set of intrinsic parameters St defined for the learning rate
η, and algorithm-specific vector U and power d of Lebesgue space defined as follows:

St = Gt ,Gt = Gt, i  i = 1,…, p
,G0 ≡ 0

T θt − 1,   g θt − 1 ,   St − 1 :

1. Gt, i = Gt − 1, i + gi
2(θt − 1),

where gi(θt-1) is the i-th coordinate of the gradient g(θt-1)
2. θt = θt − 1−

η
Gt + ε    g θt − 1 ,

where η
Gt + ε    g θt − 1 =

η
Gt, 1+ ε    g1 θt − 1 ,…,

η
Gt, 1+ ε    gp θt − 1

Convergence check:

U = g θt − 1 ,  d = 2

Computation

The adaptive subgradient (AdaGrad) method is a special case of an iterative solver. For parameters, input,
and output of iterative solvers, see Iterative Solver > Computation.

Algorithm Input
In addition to the input of the iterative solver, the AdaGrad method accepts the following optional input:

OptionalDataID Input

gradientSquareSum Numeric table of size p x 1 with the values of Gt. Each value is an
accumulated sum of squares of coordinate values of a corresponding
gradient.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to parameters of the iterative solver, the AdaGrad method has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Default performance-oriented
computation method.

batchIndices NULL Numeric table of size nIterations
x batchSize for the defaultDense
method that represents 32-bit
integer indices of terms in the
objective function. If no indices are
provided, the algorithm generates
random indices.

batchSize 128 Number of batch indices to compute
the stochastic gradient. If
batchSize equals the number of
terms in the objective function, no
random sampling is performed, and
all terms are used to calculate the
gradient.

The algorithm ignores this
parameter if the batchIndices
parameter is provided.

learningRate Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the default
step length equal to
0.01.

Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that
contains the value of learning rate η.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

degenerateCasesThreshold 1e-08 Value ε needed to avoid degenerate
cases when computing square roots.

engine SharePtr<
engines::
mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally for generation of 32-bit
integer indices of terms in the
objective function.

Algorithm Output
In addition to the output of the iterative solver, the AdaGrad method calculates the following optional result:
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OptionalDataID Output

gradientSquareSum Numeric table of size p x 1 with the values of Gt. Each value is an
accumulated sum of squares of coordinate values of a corresponding
gradient.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/adagrad_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/adagrad_opt_res_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/adagrad_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/optimization_solvers/adagrad_opt_res_dense_batch.py

See Also
Performance Considerations

Stochastic Average Gradient Accelerated Method

The Stochastic Average Gradient Accelerated (SAGA) [Defazio2014] follows the algorithmic framework of an 
iterative solver with one exception.

The default method (defaultDense) of SAGA algorithm is a particular case of the iterative solver method
with the batch size b=1.

Algorithmic-specific transformation T, set of intrinsic parameters St defined for the learning η rate, and
algorithm-specific vector U and power d of Lebesgue space are defined as follows:

St = Gt ,  Gt = Gi
t
,  i = 1,…,  n

,  G0 ≡ Gi
0
 i = 1,…,  n

≡  F i′ θ0  i = 1,…,  n

St - a matrix of the gradients of smooth terms at point θt, where

• t is defined by the number of iterations the solver runs
• Gi

t stores a gradient of f i θt

T θt − 1,  F j′ θt − 1 ,S
t − 1

,M θt − 1 ::

1.
W t = θt − 1− ηj F j′ θt − 1 −  Gj

t − 1+
1
n ∑
i = 1

n
Gi
t − 1

2. θt = proxη
M W t

Update of the set of intrinsic parameters St:  Gj
t − 1 = F j′ θt − 1 .

NOTE The algorithm enables automatic step-length selection if learning rate η was not provided by the

user. Automatic step-length will be computed as η =
1
L , where L - Lipschitz constant returned by

objective function. If the objective function returns nullptr to numeric table with
lipschitzConstantresult-id, the library will use default step size '0.01'.

Convergence check:

• U = θt − θt − 1; d = ∞
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• x ∞ = maxi ∈ 0, p xi  ,   x ∈ Rp

Computation

The stochastic average gradient (SAGA) algorithm is a special case of an iterative solver. For parameters,
input, and output of iterative solvers, see Iterative Solver  > Computation.

Algorithm Input
In addition to the input of the iterative solver, the SAGA optimization solver has the following optional input:

OptionalDataID Default Value Description

gradientTable NULL Numeric table of size n x p which
represents G0 matrix that
contains gradients of
F i θ ,   i = 1…n at the initial point

 θ0  ∈  R
p

This input is optional: if the user
does not provide the table of
gradients for F i θ ,  i = 1…n, the

library will compute it inside the
SAGA algorithm.

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to parameters of the iterative solver, the SAGA optimization solver has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method.

batchIndices 1 Numeric table of size
nIterations x 1 with 32-bit
integer indices of terms in the
objective function. If no indices
are provided, the implementation
generates random index on each
iteration.

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
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Parameter Default Value Description

PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

learningRateSequence NULL The numeric table of size 1 x
nIterations or 1 x 1 that
contains learning rate for each
iterations is first case, otherwise
constant step length will be used
for all iterations. It`s
recommended to set diminishing
learning rate sequence.

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

If learningRateSequence is not
provided, the learning rate will be
computed automatically via
constantOfLipschitzresult-
id.

engine SharedPtr<engines::mt19937:
:Batch<>

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally for generation of 32-bit
integer index of term in the
objective function.

Algorithm Output
In addition to the output of the iterative solver, the SAGA optimization solver calculates the following optional
result:

OptionalDataID Default Value Description

gradientTable NULL Numeric table of size n x p which
represents updated after all
iterations matrix Gt

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/saga_dense_batch.cpp
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• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/saga_logistic_loss_dense_batch.cpp
Coordinate Descent algorithm

The Coordinate Descent algorithm follows the algorithmic framework of iterative solver with one exception:
the default method (defaultDense) of Coordinate Descent algorithm is a case of the iterative solver method
with the batch equal to the number of observations in the training data set.

Set of intrinsic parameters St is empty. Algorithmic-specific transformation T, and algorithm-specific vector U
and power d of Lebesgue space [Adams2003] are defined as follows:

T θt − 1,F ′ θt − 1 ,St − 1,M θt

1. Define the index j to update the component of a coefficient as a remainder in the division of the number
of current iteration (t) by the number of features in the training data set (p):

j = mod(t), p

Alternatively, if ‘selection’ parameter was set to ‘random’, generate j randomly.
2. If stepLengthSequence was not provided by user, compute the learning rate:

η = F ′′ θt − 1 j j
 (diagonal element of the Hessian matrix)

3. Update the j-th component of vector θ:

θt j
= prox 1

η

M θt − 1 j
−

1
max η, eps F ′ θt − 1 j

Note: for example, if a non-smooth term M = λ∑i = 1
p θt , where p is the number of features in the

training data set, the objective function should compute prox operator as follows:

prox 1
η

M θt − 1 j
=

  θt − 1 j
− λ

1
η ,   θt − 1 j

> λ
1
η

0, θt − 1 j
≤ λ

1
η

  θt − 1 j
+ λ

1
η ,   θt − 1 j

< − λ
1
η

Convergence check is performed each p iterations:

• U = θt − θt − nFeatures, d = ∞

• For x ∈ Rp, the infinity norm (d = ∞)
is defined as follows:

x ∞ = max
i ∈ 0, p

xi

Computation

Coordinate Descent algorithm is a special case of an iterative solver. For parameters, input and output of
iterative solvers, see Iterative Solver > Computation.

Algorithm parameters
In addition to the input of a iterative solver, Coordinate Descent algorithm accepts the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented method.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally during each iteration to
choose a random component of
the minimum result vector to be
updated.

positive false A boolean value. When set to
true, it forces the coefficients to
be positive.

selection cyclic Value that specifies the strategy
of certain coordinate selection on
each iteration. Except for default
‘cyclic’ value, Coordinate Descent
also supports:

‘random’ – on each iteration the
index of coordinate is selected
randomly by the engine.

skipTheFirstComponents false A boolean value. When set to
‘true’, Coordinate Descent
algorithm will skip the first
component from optimization.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/optimization_solvers/cd_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• cd_batch.py

Performance Considerations

To get the best performance of iterative solvers:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

• For the numeric tables specified by the following parameters of specific iterative solvers, use the floating-
point data type specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter:

• learningRateSequence
• stepLengthSequence
• learningRate
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Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Distributions
Random number distribution generators are used to generate random numbers with different types of the
discrete and continuous distributions. The numbers are generated by transforming uniformly distributed
variates in accordance with the required cumulative distribution function (CDF).

In Intel DAAL, distribution represents an algorithm interface that runs in-place initialization of memory
according to the required CDF.

Algorithm Input
Distribution algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

tableToFill Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p.

This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
MergedNumericTable when it holds one of the above table
types.

Algorithm Parameters
Distribution algorithms have the following common parameter:

Parameter Default Value Description

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number engine.

Algorithm Output
Distribution algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

randomNumbers Pointer to the n x p numeric table with algorithm results. In Intel
DAAL, distribution algorithms are in-place, which means that the
algorithm does not allocate memory for the distribution result, but
returns pointer to the filled input.
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Uniform
Generates random numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [a, b).

Details
Uniform random number generator fills the input n x p numeric table with values that are uniformly
distributed on the interval [a, b), where a, b∈R and a < b.

The probability density is given by:

fa,b(x) =
1
b−a , x ∈ [a,   b)

0,       x ∉ [a,   b)  
,

The cumulative distribution function is as follows:

Fa,b(x) =

0, x < a

x − a
b−a , a ≤ x < b

1, x ≥ b    

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
Uniform distribution algorithm has the following parameters in addition to the common parameters specified
in Distributions:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations. Can be either float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method;
the only method supported by the
algorithm.

a 0.0 The left bound a.

b 1.0 The right bound b.

Normal
Generates normally distributed random numbers.

Details
Normal (Gaussian) random number generator fills the input n x p numeric table with Gaussian random
numbers with mean α and standard deviation σ, where α, σ∈R and σ > 0. The probability density function is
given by:

fα, σ x =
1

σ 2π
exp(−

x − a 2

2σ2
), −∞ < x < +∞

The cumulative distribution function is as follows:
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Fα, σ x =∫
−∞

x

1
σ 2πexp −

y − a 2

2σ2
dy, −∞ < x < +∞

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
Normal distribution algorithm has the following parameters in addition to the common parameters specified
in Distributions:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations within the algorithm. Can be
either float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method.
The only method supported so far is the
Inverse Cumulative Distribution Function
(ICDF) method.

a 0 The mean α.

sigma 1 The standard deviation σ.

Bernoulli
Generates Bernoulli distributed random numbers.

Details
Bernoulli random number generator fills the n x p numeric table with Bernoulli distributed values with the p
probability of success on a single trial, where p∈R, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

A variate is called Bernoulli distributed if after a trial it is equal to 1 with the probability of success p and to 0
with the probability 1 − p. The probability distribution is given by:

P x = 1 = p

P x = 0 = 1− p

The cumulative distribution function is as follows:

Fp(x) =

0,             x < 0

1− p,       0 ≤ x < 1

1,         x ≥ 1    
,   x ∈ R

Batch Processing

Algorithm Parameters
Bernoulli distribution algorithm has the following parameters in addition to the common parameters specified
in Distributions:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations within the algorithm. Can be
either float or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method,
the only method supported by the
algorithm.

p Not applicable Success probability of a trial, required
parameter.

Performance Considerations

To get the best overall performance when using the Bernoulli distribution random number generator, provide
the 32-bit signed integer homogeneous numeric table constructed with enabled equal features.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Engines
Random number engines are used for uniformly distributed random numbers generation by using a seed -
the initial value that allows to select a particular random number sequence. Initialization is an engine-specific
procedure.

Algorithm Input
Engines accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide
input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

tableToFill Pointer to the numeric table of size n x p.

This input can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except CSRNumericTable,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, PackedTriangularMatrix, and
MergedNumericTable when it holds one of the above table
types.

Algorithm Output
Engines calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access
the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

randomNumbers Pointer to the n x p numeric table with generated random
floating-point values of single or double precision. In Intel DAAL,
engines are in-place, which means that the algorithm does not
allocate memory for the distribution result, but returns pointer to
the filled input.

NOTE In the current version of the library, engines are used for random number generation only as a
parameter of another algorithm.

Parallel Random Number Generation
The following methods that support generation of sequences of random numbers in parallel are supported in
library:

1. Family Engines follow the same algorithmic scheme with different algorithmic parameters. The set of
the parameters guarantee independence of random number sequences produced by the engines. The
example below demonstrates the idea for case when 2 engines from same family are used to generate
2 random sequences.

2. SkipAhead This method skips nskip elements of the original random sequence. This method allows to
produce nThreads non-overlapping subsequences. The example below demonstrates the idea for case
when 2 subsequences are used from the random sequence.

3. LeapFrog This method generates random numbers with a stride of nThreads. threadIdx is an index of
the current thread. The example below demonstrates the idea for case when 2 subsequences are used
from the random sequence.

These methods are represented with member functions of classes that represent functionality described in
the Engines section. See API References for details.
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NOTE Support of these methods is engine-specific.

mt19937
Mersenne Twister engine is a random number engine based on Mersenne Twister algorithm. More specifically,
it is a Mersenne Twister pseudorandom number generator with period 219937-1 [Matsumoto98].

Subsequence selection methods support

Method

skipAhead (nskip) Supported

leapfrog (threadIdx, nThreads) Not supported

Batch Processing

Algorithm Arguments
Mersenne Twister engine needs the initial condition (seed) for state initialization. The seed can be either an
integer scalar or a vector of p integer elements, the inputs to the respective engine constructors.

Algorithm Parameters
Mersenne Twister engine has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations. Can be either float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method;
the only method supported by the
algorithm.

seed • 777 for a scalar seed
• NA for a vector seed

Initial condition for state initialization,
scalar or vector:

• Scalar, value of size_t type
• Vector, pointer to

HomogenNumericTable of size 1xp

mcg59
Engine is based on the 59-bit multiplicative congruential generator.

Subsequence selection methods support

Method

skipAhead (nskip) Supported

leapfrog (threadIdx, nThreads) Supported

Batch Processing

MCG59 engine needs the initial condition (seed) for state initialization. The seed can be either an integer
scalar or a vector of p integer elements, the inputs to the respective engine constructors.
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Algorithm Parameters
MCG59 engine has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations. Can be either float or double.

Method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method;
the only method supported by the
algorithm.

Seed • 777 for a scalar seed
• NA for a vector seed

Initial condition for state initialization,
scalar or vector:

• Scalar, value of size_t type
• Vector, pointer to

HomogenNumericTable of size 1xp

mt2203
Engine is based on a set of 6024 Mersenne Twister pseudorandom number generators with period 22203.

MT2203 generators are intended for use in large scale Monte Carlo simulations performed on multi-processor
computer systems [Matsum2000].

Subsequence selection methods support

Method

skipAhead (nskip) Not supported

leapfrog (threadIdx, nThreads) Not supported

Details

Set of 6024 basic Mersenne Twister pseudorandom number generators with period 22203. MT2203 generators
are intended for use in large scale Monte Carlo simulations performed on multi-processor computer systems
[Matsum2000].

Subsequence selection methods support

Method

skipAhead (nskip) Not supported

leapfrog (threadIdx, nThreads) Not supported

Batch Processing

Algorithm Arguments
Mersenne Twister engine needs the initial condition (seed) for state initialization. The seed can be either an
integer scalar or a vector of p integer elements, the inputs to the respective engine constructors.

Algorithm Parameters
MT2203 engine has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float Floating point type is used in intermediate
calculations. Can be either float or double.

Method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method;
the only method supported by the
algorithm.

Seed • 777 for a scalar seed
• NA for a vector seed

Initial condition for state initialization,
scalar or vector:

• Scalar, value of size_t type
• Vector, pointer to

HomogenNumericTable of size 1xp

Training and Prediction
Training and prediction algorithms in Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL) include a range
of popular machine learning algorithms. Unlike analysis algorithms, which are intended to characterize the
structure of data sets, machine learning algorithms model the data. Modeling operates in two major stages:

1. Training.

At this stage, the algorithm estimates model parameters based on a training data set.
2. Prediction or decision making.

At this stage, the algorithm uses the trained model to predict the outcome based on new data.

The following major categories of training and prediction methods are available in Intel DAAL:

• Regression methods.

These methods predict the values of dependent variables (responses) by observing independent variables.
• Classification methods.

These methods identify to which sub-population (class) a given observation belongs.
• Recommendation methods.

These methods predict the preference that a user would give to a certain item.
• Neural networks.

These information processing systems provide methods to approximate functions of large numbers of
arguments and to solve different kinds of machine learning tasks in particular.

Training is typically a lot more computationally complex problem than prediction. Therefore, certain end-to-
end analytics usage scenarios require that training and prediction phases are done on distinct devices, the
training is done on more powerful devices, while prediction is done on smaller devices. Because smaller
devices may have stricter memory footprint requirements, Intel DAAL separates Training, Prediction, and
respective Model in three different class hierarchies to minimize the footprint.

An alternative to training your model with algorithms implemented in Intel DAAL is to build a trained model
from pre-calculated model parameters, for example, coefficients β for Linear Regression. This enables you to
use Intel DAAL only to get predictions based on the model parameters computed elsewhere.

The Model Builder class provides an interface for adding all the necessary parameters and building a trained
model ready for the prediction stage.

The following schema illustrates the use of Model Builder class:
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The Model Builder class is implemented for Linear and Logistic Regression, SVM Classifier, Multi-Class
Classifier, Gradient Boosted Trees Regression, Gradient Boosted Trees Classification, and for Decision Forest
Classification.

Classification and Regression
This section provides common aspects of classification and regression.

Decision Tree
Decision trees partition the feature space into a set of hypercubes, and then fit a simple model in each
hypercube. The simple model can be a prediction model, which ignores all predictors and predicts the
majority (most frequent) class (or the mean of a dependent variable for regression), also known as 0-R or
constant classifier.

Decision tree induction forms a tree-like graph structure as shown in the figure below, where:

• Each internal (non-leaf) node denotes a test on features
• Each branch descending from node corresponds to an outcome of the test
• Each external node (leaf) denotes the mentioned simple model
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The test is a rule for partitioning of the feature space. The test depends on feature values. Each outcome of
the test represents an appropriate hypercube associated with both the test and one of descending branches.
If the test is a Boolean expression (for example, f<c or f=c, where f is a feature and c is a constant fitted
during decision tree induction), the inducted decision tree is a binary tree, so its each non-leaf node has
exactly two branches ('true' and 'false') according to the result of the Boolean expression.

Prediction is performed by starting at the root node of the tree, testing features by the test specified by this
node, then moving down the tree branch corresponding to the outcome of the test for the given example.
This process is then repeated for the subtree rooted at the new node. The final result is the prediction of the
simple model at the leaf node.

Decision trees are often used in popular ensembles like Boosting (for more details, see Boosting), Bagging
and Decision Forest (for more details about Bagging and Decision Forest, see Classification and Regression >
Decision Forest).
Details

Given n feature vectors x1=(x11, ..., x1p), ..., xn=(xn1, ..., xnp) of size p, their non-negative sample weights
w=(w1, ..., wn), and the vector of responses y=(y1, ..., yn), the problem is to build a decision tree.

Split Criteria
The library provides the decision tree classification algorithm based on split criteria Gini index [Breiman84]
and Information gain [Quinlan86], [Mitchell97]. See Classification: Decision tree > Details > Split criteria for
more information.

The library also provides the decision tree regression algorithm based on the mean-squared error (MSE)
[Breiman84]. See Regression: Decision tree > Details > Split Criterion for details.

Types of Tests
The library inducts decision trees with the following types of tests:

1. For continuous features, the test has a form of fj < constant, where fj is a feature, j∈ {1, ..., p}.

While enumerating all possible tests for each continuous feature, the constant can be any threshold as
midway between sequential values for sorted unique values of given feature fj that reach the node.

2. For categorical features, the test has a form of fj = constant, where fj is a feature, j∈ {1, ..., p}.

While enumerating all possible tests for each categorical feature, the constant can be any value of given
feature fj that reach the node.

3. For ordinal features, the test has a form of fj < constant, where fj is a feature, j∈ {1, ..., p}.

While enumerating all possible tests for each ordinal feature, the constant can be any unique value
except for the first one (in the ascending order) of given feature fj that reach the node

Post-pruning
Optionally, the decision tree can be post-pruned using given m feature vectors x1

pruning = (x1 1
pruning, …, x1

p
pruning), …, xm

pruning = (xm1
pruning, …, xmp

pruning) of size p, a vector of class labels ypruning = (y1
pruning, …,

ym
pruning) for classification or a vector of responses ypruning = (y1

pruning, …, ym
pruning) for regression. For more

details about pruning, see [Quinlan87].

Pruned dataset can be some fraction of original training dataset (e.g. randomly chosen 30% of observations),
but in this case those observations must be excluded from the training dataset.

Training Stage
The library uses the following algorithmic framework for the training stage.

The decision tree grows recursively from the root node, which corresponds to the entire training dataset. This
process takes into account pre-pruning parameters: maximum tree depth and minimum number of
observations in the leaf node . For each feature, each possible test is examined to be the best one according
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to the given split criterion. The best test is used to perform partition of the feature space into a set of
hypercubes, and each hypercube represents appropriate part of the training dataset to accomplish the
construction of each node at the next level in the decision tree.

After the decision tree is built, it can optionally be pruned by Reduced Error Pruning (REP) [Quinlan87] to
avoid overfitting. REP assumes that there is a separate pruning dataset, each observation in which is used to
get prediction by the original (unpruned) tree. For every non-leaf subtree, the change in mispredictions is
examined over the pruning dataset that would occur if this subtree was replaced by the best possible leaf:

ΔE = E leaf − Esubtree

where

• Esubtree is the number of errors (for classification) and the mean-squared error (MSE) (for regression) for
a given subtree

• Eleaf is the number of errors (for classification) and the MSE (for regression) for the best possible leaf,
which replaces the given subtree.

If the new tree gives an equal or fewer mispredictions (ΔE ≤ 0) and the subtree contains no subtree with the
same property, the subtree is replaced by the leaf. The process continues until any further replacements
increase mispredictions over the pruning dataset. The final tree is the most accurate subtree of the original
tree with respect to the pruning dataset and is the smallest tree with that accuracy.

The training procedure contains the following steps:

1. Grow the decision tree (subtree):

• If all observations contain the same class label (for classification) or same value of dependent
variable (for regression), or pre-pruning parameters disallow further decision tree growing, construct
a leaf node.

• Otherwise

• For each feature, sort given feature values and evaluate an appropriate split criterion for every
possible test (see Split Criteria and Types of Tests for details).

• Construct a node with a test corresponding to the best split criterion value.
• Partition observations according to outcomes of the found test and recursively grow a decision

subtree for each partition.
2. Post-prune the decision tree (see Post-pruning for details).

Prediction Stage
The library uses the following algorithmic framework for the prediction stage.

Given the decision tree and vectors x1, …, xr , the problem is to calculate the responses for those vectors.

To solve the problem for each given vector xi, the algorithm examines xi by tests in split nodes to find the
leaf node, which contains the prediction response.

Decision Forest
The library provides decision forest classification and regression algorithms based on an ensemble of tree-
structured classifiers (decision trees) built using the general technique of bootstrap aggregation (bagging)
and random choice of features. Decision tree is a binary tree graph. Its internal (split) nodes represent a
decision function used to select the following (child) node at the prediction stage. Its leaf (terminal) nodes
represent the corresponding response values, which are the result of the prediction from the tree. For more
details, see Classification and Regression > Decision Tree, [Breiman84] and [Breiman2001].
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1= (x11, … , x1p), ... , xn= (xn1, … , xnp) } of n p-dimensional feature vectors
and n responses Y = {y1, … , yn}, the problem is to build a decision forest classification or regression model.

Training Stage
Library uses the following algorithmic framework for the training stage. Let S = (X, Y) be the set of
observations. Given a positive integer parameters, such as the number of trees B, the bootstrap parameter N
= f*n, where f is a fraction of observations used for a training of one tree, and the number of features per
node m, the algorithm does the following for b = 1, ... , B:

• Selects randomly with replacement the set Db of N vectors from the set S. The set Db is called a bootstrap
set.

• Trains a decision tree classifier Tb on Db using parameter m for each tree.

Decision tree T is trained using the training set D of size N. Each node t in the tree corresponds to the subset
Dt of the training set D, with the root node being D itself. Its internal nodes t represent a binary test (split)
dividing their subset Xt in two subsets XtL and XtR, corresponding to their children tL and tR.

The metric for measuring the best split is called impurity, i(t). It generally reflects the homogeneity of
responses within the subset Dt in the node t.

For the detailed definition of i(t) metrics, see the description of a specific algorithm.

Let the impurity decrease in the node t be

Δi(t) = i(t) –
DtL

Dt
i(tL) –

DtR

Dt
i(tR) .  

The library supports the following termination criteria of decision forest training:

• Minimal number of observations in a leaf node. Node t is not processed if | Dt | is smaller than the
predefined value. Splits that produce nodes with the number of observations smaller than that value are
not allowed.

• Maximal tree depth. Node t is not processed, if its depth in the tree reached the predefined value.
• Impurity threshold. Node t is not processed, if its impurity is smaller than the predefined threshold.

Decision tree follows the recursive procedure below applied in each terminal node t:

• Stop, if the termination criteria is met.
• Choose randomly without replacement m feature indices Jt∈ {0, 1, ... , p-1}.
• For each j∈Jt, find the best split sj,t that partitions subset Dt and maximizes impurity decrease ∆i(t).
• Get the best split st that maximizes impurity decrease ∆i in all sj,t splits.
• Apply this procedure recursively to tL and tR.

To create a bootstrap set and choose feature indices in the performant way, the training algorithm requires
the source of random numbers, capable to produce sequences of random numbers in parallel. See Algorithms
> Analysis > Engines for the description of the respective techniques.

Initialization of the engine in the decision forest is based on the scheme below:
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The state of the engine is updated once the training of the decision forest model is completed. The library
provides support to retrieve the instance of the engine with updated state that can be used in other
computations. The update of the state is engine-specific and depends on the parallelization technique used as
defined earlier:

• Family: the updated state is the set of states that represent individual engines in the family.
• Leapfrog: the updated state is the state of the sequence with the rightmost position on the sequence. The

example below demonstrates the idea for case of 2 subsequences (‘x’ and ‘o’) of the random number
sequence:

• SkipAhead: the updated state is the state of the independent sequence with the rightmost position on the
sequence. The example below demonstrates the idea for case of 2 subsequences (‘x’ and ‘o’) of the
random number sequence:
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Prediction Stage
Given decision forest classifier and vectors x1, ... , xr, the problem is to calculate the responses for those
vectors. To solve the problem for each given query vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a tree in the
forest that gives the response by that tree. The response of the forest is based on an aggregation of
responses from all trees in the forest. For the detailed definition, see the description of a specific algorithm.

Additional Characteristics Calculated by the Decision Forest
Decision forests can produce additional characteristics, such as an estimate of generalization error and an
importance measure (relative decisive power) of each of p features (variables).

Out-of-bag Error
The estimate of the generalization error based on the training data can be obtained and calculated as
follows:

• For each tree Tb in the forest, trained on the bootstrap set Db, the set Db = S\Db is called the out-of-bag

(OOB) set.
• Predict the data from Db set by Tb.

• For each vector xi in the dataset X, predict its response yi by the trees that contain xi in their OOB set.

• Aggregate the out-of-bag predictions in all trees and calculate the OOB error of the decision forest.
• If OOB error value per each observation is required, then calculate the prediction error for xi.

For the detailed definition, see the description of a specific algorithm.

Variable Importance
There are two main types of variable importance measures:

• Mean Decrease Impurity importance (MDI).

Importance of the j-th variable for predicting Y is the sum of weighted impurity decreases p(t)∆i(st,t) for
all nodes t that use xj, averaged over all B trees in the forest:

MDI j =
1
B∑b = 1

B ∑t ∈ Tb:v st = j
p(t)Δi(st, t),

where p t =
Dt
D  is the fraction of observations reaching node t in the tree Tb, and v(st) is the index of the

variable used in split st.
• Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA).

Importance of the j-th variable for predicting Y is the average increase in the OOB error over all trees in
the forest when the values of the j-th variable are randomly permuted in the OOB set. For that reason,
this latter measure is also known as permutation importance.

In more details, the library calculates MDA importance as follows:

• Let π (X,j) be the set of feature vectors where the j-th variable is randomly permuted over all vectors in
the set.

• Let Eb be the OOB error calculated for Tb on its out-of-bag dataset Db.

• Let Eb,j be the OOB error calculated for Tb using π(Xb, j), and its out-of-bag dataset Db is permuted on

the j-th variable. Then

• δb, j = Eb− Eb, j is the OOB error increase for the tree Tb.

•
Raw MDA j =

1
B∑b = 1

B
δb, j is MDA importance.
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•
Scaled MDA j =

Raw   MDA xj
σj
B

, where σj
2 is the variance of Db,j.

Batch Processing

Decision forest classification and regression follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction
> Classification > Usage Model.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage Model.

At the training stage, decision tree regression has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

seed 777 The seed for random number generator, which
is used to choose the bootstrap set, split
features in every split node in a tree, and
generate permutation required in computations
of MDA variable importance.

nTrees 100 The number of trees in the forest.

observationsPerTree
Fraction

1 Fraction of the training set S used to form the
bootstrap set for a single tree training, 0 <
observationsPerTreeFraction <= 1. The
observations are sampled randomly with
replacement.

featuresPerNode 0 The number of features tried as possible splits
per node. If the parameter is set to 0, the
library uses the square root of the number of
features for classification and (the number of
features)/3 for regression.

maxTreeDepth 0 Maximal tree depth. Default is 0 (unlimited).

minObservationsInLeaf
Node

1 for classification, 5 for
regression

Minimum number of observations in the leaf
node.

impurityThreshold 0 The threshold value used as stopping criteria: if
the impurity value in the node is smaller than
the threshold, the node is not split anymore.

varImportance none The variable importance computation mode.

Possible values:

• none – variable importance is not calculated
• MDI - Mean Decrease of Impurity, also

known as the Gini importance or Mean
Decrease Gini

• MDA_Raw - Mean Decrease of Accuracy
(permutation importance)

• MDA_Scaled - the MDA_Raw value scaled by
its standard deviation
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Parameter Default Value Description

resultsToCompute 0 The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
extra characteristics of the decision forest to
compute. Provide one of the following values to
request a single characteristic or use bitwise
OR to request a combination of the
characteristics:

• computeOutOfBagError
• computeOutOfBagErrorPerObservation

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt2203:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine.

Output
In addition to regression or classifier output, decision forest calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outOfBagError Numeric table 1x1 containing out-of-bag error computed when
the computeOutOfBagError option is on. By default, this result
is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can
define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

variableImportance Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance values for
each feature. If you set the varImportance parameter to none,
the library returns a null pointer to the table. By default, this
result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but you
can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

outOfBagErrorPerObservation Numeric table of size 1 x n that contains the computed out-of-bag
error when the computeOutOfBagErrorPerObservation option
is enabled. The value -1 in the table indicates that no OOB value
was computed because this observation was not in OOB set for
any of the trees in the model (never left out during the
bootstrap). By default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define the result as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable.

updatedEngine Engine instance with state updated after computations.

Performance Considerations

To get the best performance of the decision forest variable importance computation, use the Mean Decrease
Impurity (MDI) rather than the Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA) method.
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Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Gradient Boosted Trees
The library provides gradient boosted trees classification and regression algorithms based on an ensemble of
regression (decision) trees trained using stochastic gradient boosting technique. Regression tree is a binary
tree graph. Its internal (split) nodes represent a decision function used to select following (child) node at
prediction stage. Its leaf (terminal) nodes represent the corresponding response values which are the result
of prediction from the tree. For more details, see Decision Tree [Breiman84]

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1 = (x11,..., x1p),..., xn = (xn1,...,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors and
n responses Y = {y1,...,yn}, the problem is to build a gradient boosted trees classification or regression
model.

The tree ensemble model uses M additive functions to predict the output yi = f x = ∑k = 1
M f k xi ,  f k ∈ F

where F =   f x = wq x  ,  q :R
p T ,  w ∈ RT  is the space of regression trees, T is the number of leaves in the

tree, w is a leaf weights vector, wi is a score on i-th leaf. q(x)represents the structure of each tree that maps
an observation to the corresponding leaf index.

Training procedure is an iterative functional gradient descent algorithm which minimizes objective function
over function space by iteratively choosing a function (regression tree) that points in the negative gradient
direction. The objective function is

L f = ∑
i = 1

n
l yi,  f xi +   ∑

k = 1

M
Ω f k

where l yi, f xi  is a differentiable convex loss function that measures the difference between the prediction

f(xi) and the response yi, and Ω f =  γT +  
1
2λ w  is a regularization term that penalizes the complexity of the

model defined by the number of leaves T and the L2 norm of the weights w  for each tree, γ and λ are
regularization parameters.

Training Stage

Library uses the second-order approximation of objective function L k f ≈ ∑
i = 1

n
gif k xi +  

1
2hif k

2 xi +  Ω f k ,

where gi =  
∂l yi,  yi

k − 1

∂ yi
k − 1 , hi =  

∂2l yi,  yi
k − 1

∂2 yi
k − 1  and following algorithmic framework for the training stage.
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Let S = (X, Y) be the set of observations. Given the training parameters, such as the number of iterations M,
loss function l f , regression tree training parameters, regularization parameters γ and λ, shrinkage (learning
rate) parameter θ, the algorithm does the following:

• Find an initial guess  yi
0 ,  i = 1, . .n

• For k = 1,...,M:

• Update gi and hi,  i = 1, . .n

•
Grow a regression tree f k ∈ F that minimizes the objective function −

1
2 ∑
j = 1

T Gj
2

H j +  λ
+  γT, where

Gj = ∑
i ∈ I j

gj,  H j = ∑
i ∈ I j

hj, I j =   i  q xi = j ,  j = 1, . .T

•
Assign an optimal weight wj* =  

Gj
H j +  λ

 to the leaf j,  j = 1, . .T

• Apply shrinkage parameter θ to the tree leafs and add the tree to the model
• Update yi

k

The algorithm for growing the tree:

• Generate a bootstrap training set if required (stochastic gradient boosting) as follows: select randomly
without replacement N = f * n observations, where f is a fraction of observations used for training of one
tree.

• Start from the tree with depth 0.
• For each leaf node in the tree:

• Choose a subset of feature for split finding if required (stochastic gradient boosting).
• Find the best split that maximizes the gain:

GL
2

HL+  λ +  
GR
2

HR+  λ −  
GL+GR

2

HL+  HR+  λ −  γ 

• Stop when a termination criterion is met.

For more details, see [Chen2016].

The library supports the following termination criteria when growing the tree:

• Minimal number of observations in a leaf node. Node t is not processed if the subset of observations is
smaller than the predefined value. Splits that produce nodes with the number of observations smaller
than that value are not allowed.

• Maximal tree depth. Node t is not processed, if its depth in the tree reached the predefined value.
• Minimal split loss. Node t is not processed, if the best possible split is smaller than parameter γ.

Training Alternative
If you already have a set of precomputed values for nodes in each tree, you can use the Model Builder class
to get a trained Intel DAAL Gradient Boosted Trees Classification model based on the external model you
have.

The following schema illustrates the use of the Model Builder class for Gradient Boosted Trees Classification:
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For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for Gradient Boosted Trees Classification, see Usage of training alternative.

Prediction Stage
Given a gradient boosted trees model and vectors x1,..., xr, the problem is to calculate the responses for
those vectors. To solve the problem for each given query vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a tree
in the ensemble which gives the response by that tree. Resulting response is based on an aggregation of
responses from all trees in the ensemble. For detailed definition, see description of a specific algorithm.

Split Calculation Mode
The library supports two split calculation modes:

• exact - all possible split values are examined when searching for the best split for a feature.
• inexact - continuous features are bucketed into discrete bins and the possible splits are restricted by the

buckets borders only.

Variable Importance
There are five main types of variable importance measures:

• Weight represents the number of nodes that split samples by the given feature:

weighti = ∑
j = o

n − 1
∑
k = 0

m j − 1
featureSplitjk = i

where featureSplitjk is the number of features that is used to split samples in the kth node of the jth tree
• Total cover represents the number of samples passing through a node that splits the entire set by the

given feature:

totalCoveri = ∑
j = o

n − 1
∑
k = 0

m j − 1
featureSplitjk = i × samplesjk

where

• featureSplitjk is the number of features used to split samples in the kth node of the jth tree
• samplesjk is the number of samples passing through the kth node of the jth tree

• Cover represents the average number of samples passing through one split of the given feature:

coveri =
totalCoveri
weighti
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• Total gain is the reduction of the loss function of the given feature in the entire model:

totalGaini = ∑
j = o

n − 1
∑
k = 0

m j − 1
featureSplitjk = i ×Δimpurityjk

where

• featureSplitjk is the number of features used to split samples in the kth node of the jth tree
• Δimpurityjk = impurityLeftjk + impurityRightjk − impurityjk
• impurityLeftjk is impurity of left child of the kth node of the jth tree
• impurityRightjk is impurity of right child of the kth node of the jth tree
• impurityjk is impurity of the kth node of the jth tree

• Gain is the reduction of the loss function by one split for the given feature:

gaini =
totalGaini
weighti

Batch Processing

Gradient boosted trees classification and regression follows the general workflow described in Usage Model:
Training and Prediction .

Training
For description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction .

At the training stage, the gradient boosted trees batch algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

splitMethod inexact Split computation mode.

Possible values:

• inexact - continuous features are bucketed
into discrete bins and the buckets borders
are examined only

• exact - all possible splits for a given
feature are examined

maxIterations 50 Maximal number of iterations when training the
model, defines maximal number of trees in the
model.

maxTreeDepth 6 Maximal tree depth. If the parameter is set to
0 then the depth is unlimited.

shrinkage 0.3 Learning rate of the boosting procedure. Scales
the contribution of each tree by a factor (0, 1]

minSplitLoss 0 Loss regularization parameter. Minimal loss
reduction required to make a further partition
on a leaf node of the tree. Range: [0,∞)

lambda 1 L2 regularization parameter on weights.
Range: [0, ∞)
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Parameter Default Value Description

observationsPerTreeFr
action

1 Fraction of the training set S used for a single
tree training, 0 < observationsPerTreeFraction
≤ 1. The observations are sampled randomly
without replacement.

featuresPerNode 0 Number of features tried as the possible splits
per node. If the parameter is set to 0, all
features are used.

minObservationsInLeaf
Node

5 Minimal number of observations in the leaf
node.

memorySavingMode false If true then use memory saving (but slower)
mode.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator.

maxBins 256 Used with inexact split method only. Maximal
number of discrete bins to bucket continuous
features. Increasing the number results in
higher computation costs

minBinSize 5 Used with inexact split method only. Minimal
number of observations in a bin.

varImportance 0 The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
extra metrics of the gradient boosting variable
importance to compute. Provide one of the
following values to request a single metric or
use bitwise OR to request a combination of the
metrics:

• weight - computes the number of nodes
that split samples based on the given
feature

• totalCover - computes the number of
samples passing through a node that splits
the entire set based on the given feature

• cover - computes the average number of
samples passing through one split of the
given feature

• totalGain - computes a reduction of the
loss function of the given feature in the
entire model

• gain - computes a reduction of the loss
function by one split for the given feature

For more information about the variable
importance metrics, see Details.
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Output
In addition to regression or classifier output, gradient boosting calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the result of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

variableImportanceByWeight Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance
computed by the weight metric. If bitwise AND between the
varImportance parameter and the weight value is equal to
zero, the library returns a null pointer to the table. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

variableImportanceByTotalCover Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance
computed by the totalCover metric. If bitwise AND between
the varImportance parameter and the totalCover value is
equal to zero, the library returns a null pointer to the table. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

variableImportanceByCover Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance
computed by the cover metric. If bitwise AND between the
varImportance parameter and the cover value is equal to
zero, the library returns a null pointer to the table. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

variableImportanceByTotalGain Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance
computed by the totalGain metric. If bitwise AND between
the varImportance parameter and the totalGain value is
equal to zero, the library returns a null pointer to the table. By
default, this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define the result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except
PackedTriangularMatrix and PackedSymmetricMatrix.

variableImportanceByGain Numeric table 1 x p that contains variable importance
computed by the gain metric. If bitwise AND between the
varImportance parameter and the gain value is equal to
zero, the library returns a null pointer to the table. By default,
this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.
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Regression
Regression analysis is widely used to predict and forecast, as well as to understand which of the independent
variables are related to dependent variables, along with the form of the relationship. The regression function,
which is estimated based on the training data, defines the form of the relationship.

Regression methods are divided into the following groups:

• Parametric methods,

where the regression function is defined in terms of a finite number of unknown parameters. For example:
Linear Regression or Linear Least Squares.

• Non-parametric methods,

where the regression function is constructed from a set of kernel functions that may be infinite-
dimensional. For example: Non-Parametric Multiplicative Regression or Regression Trees.

Usage Model: Training and Prediction
A typical workflow for regression methods includes training and prediction, as explained below.

Algorithm-Specific Parameters
The parameters used by regression algorithms at each stage depend on a specific algorithm. For a list of
these parameters, refer to the description of an appropriate regression algorithm.
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Training Stage

At the training stage, regression algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the training data set. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

weights Weights of the observations in the training data set. Optional
argument.

dependentVariables Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables). This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix and
PackedTriangularMatrix.

At the training stage, regression algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Pointer to the regression model being trained. The result can only
be an object of the Model class.
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Prediction Stage
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At the prediction stage, regression algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the working data set. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

model Pointer to the trained regression model. This input can only be an
object of the Model class.

At the prediction stage, regression algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

prediction Pointer to the n x k numeric table with responses (k dependent
variables). By default, this table is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

Linear Regression
Linear regression is a method for modeling the relationship between a dependent variable (which may be a
vector) and one or more explanatory variables by fitting linear equations to observed data. The case of one
explanatory variable is called Simple Linear Regression. For several explanatory variables the method is
called Multiple Linear Regression.

Details
Let (x1,…,xp) be a vector of input variables and y=(y1,…,yk) be the response. For each j=1,…,k, the linear
regression model has the format [Hastie2009]:

yj=β0j+ β1jx1+...+ βpjxp

Here xi, i=1,...,p, are referred to as independent variables, and yj are referred to as dependent variables or
responses.

The linear regression is multiple if the number of input variables p > 1.

Training Stage

Let (x11,...,x1p,y1 ),…,(xn1,...,xnp,yn ) be a set of training data, n >> p. The matrix X of size n x p contains
observations xij,i=1,...,n,j=1,….,p, of independent variables.

To estimate the coefficients (β0j,...,βpj) one these methods can be used:

• Normal Equation system
• QR matrix decomposition

Prediction Stage

Linear regression based prediction is done for input vector (x1,…,xp) using the equation yj=β0j+ β1jx1+...
+βpjxp for each j=1,…,k.

Training Alternative
If you already have a set of pre-calculated coefficients {βij}, you can use the Model Builder class to get a
trained Intel DAAL Linear Regression model with these coefficients. After the model is built, you can proceed
to the prediction stage.
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The set of pre-calculated coefficients should contain K vectors βi, where K is the number of responses. Each
vector βi should be either of dimension p+1 (for vectors that include an intercept) or of dimension p
otherwise, where p is the number of features. Note that the intercept value is stored as the zeroth
component of βi.

For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for Linear Regression, see Usage of training alternative.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Linear Regression

Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Linear Regression model using methods of the Model Builder class of Linear Regression, complete
the following steps:

• Create a Linear Regression model builder using a constructor with the required number of responses and
features.

• Use the setBeta method to add the set of pre-calculated coefficients to the model. Specify random
access iterators to the first and the last element of the set of coefficients [ISO/IEC 14882:2011 §24.2.7].

NOTE If your set of coefficients does not contain an intercept, interceptFlag is automatically set to
False, and to True, otherwise.

• Use the getModel method to get the trained Linear Regression model.
• Use the getStatus method to check the status of the model building process. If

DAAL_NOTHROW_EXCEPTIONS macro is defined, the status report contains the list of errors that describe
the problems API encountered (in case of API runtime failure).

NOTE
If after calling the getModel method you use the setBeta method to update coefficients, the initial
model will be automatically updated with the new β coefficients.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• lin_reg_model_builder.py

Ridge Regression
The ridge regression method is similar to the least squares procedure except that it penalizes the sizes of the
regression coefficients. Ridge regression is one of the most commonly used methods to overcome data
multicollinearity.

Details
Let (x1,…,xp) be a vector of input variables and y=(y1,…,yk) be the response. For each j=1,…,k, the ridge
regression model has the form similar to the linear regression model [Hoerl70], except that the coefficients
are estimated by minimizing a different objective function [James2013]:

yj=β0j+ β1jx1 +...+ βpjxp.

Here xi, i=1,...,p, are referred to as independent variables, and yj are referred to as dependent variables or
responses.
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Training Stage

Let (x11,...,x1p, y11,...,y1k),…,(xn1,...,xnp, yn1,...,ynk) be a set of training data, n >> p. The matrix X of size n
x p contains observations xij, i=1,...,n, j=1,….,p, of independent variables.

For each yj , j = 1,…,k, the ridge regression estimates (β0j, β1j...,βpj) by minimizing the objective function:

∑
i = 1

n

yij − β0j − ∑
q = 1

p

βqjxiq

2

+ λj∑
q = 1

p

βqj
2 ,

where λj≥0 are ridge parameters [Hoerl70, James2013].

Prediction Stage

Ridge regression based prediction is done for input vector (x1,…,xp) using the equation yj=β0j+ β1jx1+...
+βpjxp for each j=1,…,k.

Linear and Ridge Regressions Computation
Batch Processing

Linear and ridge regressions in the batch processing mode follow the general workflow described in Usage
Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

The following table lists parameters of linear and ridge regressions at the training stage. Some of these
parameters or their values are specific to a linear or ridge regression algorithm.

Parameter Algorithm Default Value Description

algorithmFPType any float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method linear regression

defaultDense

Available methods for linear
regression training:

• defaultDense - the normal
equations method

• qrDense - the method based on
QR decomposition

ridge regression Default computation method used
by the ridge regression. The only
method supported at the training
stage is the normal equations
method.

ridgeParameters ridge regression Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the default
ridge parameter
equal to 1.

The numeric table of size 1 x k (k is
the number of dependent variables)
or 1 x 1. The contents of the table
depend on its size:

• size = 1 x k: values of the ridge
parameters λj for j = 1, …, k.
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Parameter Algorithm Default Value Description

• size = 1 x 1: the value of the
ridge parameter for each
dependent variable λ1 = ... = λk.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

interceptFlag any true A flag that indicates a need to
compute β0j.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, linear and ridge regressions have the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Default performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by the
regression based prediction.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_norm_eq_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/lin_reg_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/linear_regression_norm_eq_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/lin_reg_metrics_dense_batch.py
Online Processing

You can use linear or ridge regression in the online processing mode only at the training stage.

This computation mode assumes that the data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, … nblocks.

Training
Linear or ridge regression training in the online processing mode follows the general workflow described in 
Usage Model: Training and Prediction.
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Linear or ridge regression training in the online processing mode accepts the input described below. Pass the
Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the current, i-
th, data block. This table can be an object of any class derived
from NumericTable.

dependentVariables Pointer to the ni x k numeric table with responses associated with
the current, i-th, data block. This table can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable.

The following table lists parameters of linear and ridge regressions at the training stage in the online
processing mode. Some of these parameters or their values are specific to a linear or ridge regression
algorithm.

Parameter Algorithm Default Value Description

algorithmFPType any float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method linear regression

defaultDense

Available methods for linear
regression training:

• defaultDense - the normal
equations method

• qrDense - the method based on
QR decomposition

ridge regression Default computation method used
by the ridge regression. The only
method supported at the training
stage is the normal equations
method.

ridgeParameters ridge regression Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the default
ridge parameter
equal to 1.

The numeric table of size 1 x k (k is
the number of dependent variables)
or 1 x 1. The contents of the table
depend on its size:

• size = 1 x k: values of the ridge
parameters λj for j = 1, …, k.

• size = 1 x 1: the value of the
ridge parameter for each
dependent variable λ1 = ... = λk.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.
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Parameter Algorithm Default Value Description

interceptFlag any true A flag that indicates a need to
compute β0j.

For a description of the output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_norm_eq_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_dense_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_norm_eq_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_dense_online.py
Distributed Processing

You can use linear or ridge regression in the distributed processing mode only at the training stage.

This computation mode assumes that the data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Training
Algorithm Parameters

The following table lists parameters of linear and ridge regressions at the training stage in the distributed
processing mode. Some of these parameters or their values are specific to a linear or ridge regression
algorithm.

Parameter Algorithm Default Value Description

computeStep any Not applicable The parameter required to initialize
the algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step,
performed on local nodes

• step2Master - the second step,
performed on a master node

algorithmFPType any float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method linear regression

defaultDense

Available methods for linear
regression training:

• defaultDense - the normal
equations method

• qrDense - the method based on
QR decomposition
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ridge regression Default computation method used
by the ridge regression. The only
method supported at the training
stage is the normal equations
method.

ridgeParameters ridge regression Numeric table of
size 1 x 1 that
contains the default
ridge parameter
equal to 1.

The numeric table of size 1 x k (k is
the number of dependent variables)
or 1 x 1. The contents of the table
depend on its size:

• size = 1 x k: values of the ridge
parameters λj for j = 1, …, k.

• size = 1 x 1: the value of the
ridge parameter for each
dependent variable λ1 = ... = λk.

This parameter can be an object of
any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

interceptFlag any true A flag that indicates a need to
compute β0j.

Use the two-step computation schema for linear or ridge regression training in the distributed processing
mode, as illustrated below:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes
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In this step, linear or ridge regression training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. This table can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

dependentVariables Pointer to the ni x k numeric table with responses associated with
the i-th data block. This table can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, linear or ridge regression training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

partialModel Pointer to the partial linear regression model that corresponds to
the i-th data block. The result can only be an object of the Model
class.

Step 2 - on Master Node
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In this step, linear or ridge regression training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialModels A collection of partial models computed on local nodes in Step 1.
The collection contains objects of the Model class.

In this step, linear or ridge regression training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Pointer to the linear or ridge regression model being trained. The
result can only be an object of the Model class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_norm_eq_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_dense_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_norm_eq_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/linear_regression/lin_reg_qr_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/ridge_regression/ridge_reg_norm_eq_distr.py

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) is a method for modeling relationship between a
dependent variable (which may be a vector) and one or more explanatory variables by fitting regularized
least squares model. Trained LASSO model can produce sparse coefficients due to the use of L1 regularization
term. LASSO regression is widely used in feature selection tasks. For example, in the field of compressed
sensing it is used to effectively identify relevant features associated with the dependent variable from a few
observations with a large number of features. LASSO regression is also used to overcome multicollinearity of
feature vectors in the training data set.

Details
Let (x1, ..., xp) be a vector of input variables andy = (y1, ..., yk) be the response. For each j = 1, ..., k, the
LASSO model has the form similar to linear and ridge regression model [Hoerl70], except that the
coefficients are trained by minimizing a regularized by L1 penalty mean squared error (MSE) objective
function.

yj = β0j + x1β1j + ... + xpβpj

Here xi, i = 1, ..., p are referred to as independent variables, yj is referred to as dependent variable or
response and j ∈ 1, k .

Training Stage

Let (x11, ..., x1p, y11, ..., y1k), ..., (xn1, ..., xnp, yn1, ..., ynk) be a set of training data (for regression task, n
>> p, and for feature selection p could be greater than n). The matrix X of size n x p contains observations
xij, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., p of independent variables.

For each yj, j = 1, ..., k, the LASSO regression estimates β0j,β1j,…,βpj  by minimizing the objective function:
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F j β =
1
2n∑i = 1

n yij − β0j − ∑q = 1
p βqjxiq

2
+ λ1j∑q = 1

p βqj

Where the first term is mean squared error function and the second one is regularization term that penalizes
the L1 norm of vector βj

For more details, see [Hastie2009].

By default, Coordinate Descent iterative algorithm is used for minimization of the objective function. SAGA
solver is also applicable for minimization. See Analysis > Optimization Solvers > Iterative Solvers.

Prediction Stage

LASSO regression based prediction is done for input vector of independent variables (x1, ..., xp) using the
equation

yj = β0j + x1β1j + ... + xpβpj

where j ∈ 1, k

Batch Processing

LASSO algorithm follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of common input and output parameters, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction. The
LASSO algorithm has the following input parameters in addition to the common input parameters:

Input ID Input

weights Optional input.

Pointer to the 1 x n numeric table with weights of
samples. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

By default, all weights are equal to 1.

gramMatrix Optional input.

Pointer to the p x p numeric table with pre-
computed Gram Matrix. The input can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except for
CSRNumericTable.

By default, the table is set to an empty numeric
table. It is used only when the number of features
is less than the number of observations.

The LASSO batch training algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense The computation method used by
the LASSO regression. The only
training method supported so far
is the default dense method.

interceptFlag True A flag that indicates whether or
not to computeβ0

lassoParameters Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that
contains the default LASSO
parameter equal to 0.1.

L1 coefficients: λi

A numeric table of size 1 x k
(where k is the number of
dependent variables) or 1 x 1.
The contents of the table depend
on its size:

• For the table of size 1 x k, use
the values of LASSO
parameters λj for j = 1, ..., k

• For the table of size 1 x 1, use
the value of LASSO parameter
for each dependant variable
λ1 =… = λk

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

optimizationSolver Coordinate Descent solver Optimization procedure used at
the training stage.

optResultToCompute 0 The 64-bit integer flag that
specifies which extra
characteristics of the LASSO
regression to compute.

Provide the following value to
request a characteristic:

• computeGramMatrix for
Computation Gram matrix

dataUseInComputation doNotUse A flag that indicates a permission
to overwrite input data. Provide
the following value to restrict or
allow modification of input data:

• doNotUse – restricts
modification

• doUse – allows modification

In additional to linear regression result LASSO algorithm has the following optional results:
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Result ID Result

gramMatrix Pointer to the computed Gram Matrix with size p x
p.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, LASSO algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Default performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
regression-based prediction.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/lasso_regression/lasso_regression_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• lasso_regression_batch.py

Performance Considerations

For better performance when the number of samples is larger than the number of features in the training
data set, certain coordinates of gradient and Hessian are computed via the component of Gram matrix. When
the number of features is larger than the number of observations, the cost of each iteration via Gram matrix
depends on the number of features. In this case, computation is performed via residual update
[Friedman2010].

To get the best overall performance for LASSO training, do the following:

• If the number of features is less than the number of samples, use homogenous table.
• If the number of features is greater than the number of samples, use SOA layout rather than AOS layout.

Elastic Net
Elastic Net is a method for modeling relationship between a dependent variable (which may be a vector) and
one or more explanatory variables by fitting regularized least squares model. Elastic Net regression model
has the special penalty, a sum of L1 and L2 regularizations, hat takes advantage of both Ridge Regression and 
LASSO algorithms. This penalty is particularly useful in a situation with many correlated predictor variables
[Friedman2010].

Details
Let (x1, ..., xp) be a vector of input variables andy = (y1, ..., yk) be the response. For each j = 1, ..., k, the
Elastic Net model has the form similar to linear and ridge regression models [Hoerl70] with one exception:
the coefficients are estimated by minimizing mean squared error (MSE) objective function that is regularized
by L1 and L2 penalties.
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yj = β0j + x1β1j + ... + xpβpj

Here xi, i = 1, ..., p are referred to as independent variables, yj,j ∈ 1, k  is referred to as dependent variable
or response.

Training Stage

Let (x11, ..., x1p, y11, ..., y1k), ..., (xn1, ..., xnp, yn1, ..., ynk) be a set of training data (for regression task, n
>> p, and for feature selection p could be greater than n). The matrix X of size n x p contains observations
xij, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., p of independent variables.

For each yj, j = 1, ..., k, the Elastic Net regression estimates β0j,β1j,…,βpj  by minimizing the objective

function:

F j β =
1
2n∑i = 1

n yij − β0j − ∑q = 1
p βqjxiq

2
+ λ1j∑q = 1

p βqj + λ2j∑q = 1
p βqj

2

In the equation above, the first term is a mean squared error function, the second and the third are
regularization terms that penalize the L1 and L2norms of vector βj, where λ1j ≥ 0,λ2j ≥ 0, j = 1,…, k

For more details, see [Hastie2009] and [Friedman2010].

By default, Coordinate Descent iterative algorithm is used for minimization of the objective function. SAGA
solver is also applicable for minimization. See Analysis > Optimization Solvers > Iterative Solvers.

Prediction Stage

Prediction based on Elastic Net regression is done for input vector (x1, ..., xp) using the equation

yj = β0j + x1β1j + ... + xpβpj

where j ∈ 1, k

Batch Processing

Elastic Net algorithm follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of common input and output parameters, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction. The
Elsatic Net algorithm has the following input parameters in addition to the common input parameters:

Input ID Input

weights Optional input.

Pointer to the 1 x n numeric table with weights of
samples. The input can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

By default, all weights are equal to 1.

gramMatrix Optional input.

Pointer to the p x p numeric table with pre-
computed Gram Matrix. The input can be an object
of any class derived from NumericTable except for
CSRNumericTable.
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Input ID Input

By default, the table is set to an empty numeric
table. It is used only when the number of features
is less than the number of observations.

The Elastic Net batch training algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by
the Elastic Net regression. The
only training method supported
so far is the default dense
method.

interceptFlag True A flag that indicates whether or
not to computeβ0

penaltyL1 Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that
contains the default Elastic Net
parameter equal to 0.5.

L1 regularization coefficient
(penaltyL1 is λ1 as described in 

Elastic Net).

A numeric table of size 1 x k
(where k is the number of
dependent variables) or 1 x 1.
The contents of the table depend
on its size:

• For the table of size 1 x k, use
the values of Elastic Net
parameters λ1j for j = 1, ..., k

• For the table of size 1 x 1, use
the value of Elastic Net
parameter for each dependant
variable λ11 =… = λ1k

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

penaltyL2 Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that
contains the default Elastic Net
parameter equal to 0.5.

L2 regularization coefficient
(penaltyL2 is λ2 as described in 

Elastic Net).
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Parameter Default Value Description

A numeric table of size 1 x k
(where k is the number of
dependent variables) or 1 x 1.
The contents of the table depend
on its size:

• For the table of size 1 x k, use
the values of Elastic Net
parameters λ2j for j = 1, ..., k

• For the table of size 1 x 1, use
the value of Elastic Net
parameter for each dependant
variable λ21 =… = λ2k

This parameter can be an object
of any class derived from
NumericTable, except for
PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and
CSRNumericTable.

optimizationSolver Coordinate Descent solver Optimization procedure used at
the training stage.

optResultToCompute 0 The 64-bit integer flag that
specifies which extra
characteristics of the Elastic Net
regression to compute.

Provide the following value to
request a characteristic:

• computeGramMatrix for
Computation Gram matrix

dataUseInComputation doNotUse A flag that indicates a permission
to overwrite input data. Provide
the following value to restrict or
allow modification of input data:

• doNotUse – restricts
modification

• doUse – allows modification
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NOTE
Common combinations of Elastic Net regularization parameters might be computed as shown below:

• compromise between L1 (lasso penalty) and L2 (ridge-regression penalty) regularization

alpha =
penaltyL1

penaltyL1+ penaltyL2

• control full regularization:

lambda = penaltyL1+ penaltyL2

In addition, Elastic Net algorithm has the following optional results:

Result ID Result

gramMatrix Pointer to the computed Gram Matrix with size p x
p.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, Elastic Net algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Default performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
regression-based prediction.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/elastic_net/elastic_net_dense_batch.cpp
Performance Considerations

For better performance when the number of samples is larger than the number of features in the training
data set, certain coordinates of gradient and Hessian are computed via the component of Gram matrix. When
the number of features is larger than the number of observations, the cost of each iteration via Gram matrix
depends on the number of features. In this case, computation is performed via residual update
[Friedman2010].

To get the best overall performance for Elastic Net training, do the following:

• If the number of features is less than the number of samples, use homogenous table.
• If the number of features is greater than the number of samples, use SOA layout rather than AOS layout.

Decision Tree

Regression decision tree is a kind of decision trees described in Classification and Regression > Decision Tree.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given:

• n feature vectors x1=(x11, ..., x1p), ..., xn=(xn1, ..., xnp) of size p
• Their non-negative sample weights w=(w1, ..., wn
• The vector of responses y=(y1, ..., yn), where yi∈ R describes the dependent variable for independent

variables xi.

The problem is to build a regression decision tree.

Split Criterion
The library provides the decision tree regression algorithm based on the mean-squared error (MSE)
[Breiman84]

NOTE If sample weights are provided as input, the library will use weighted MSE split criterion.

MSE split criterion (D is a set of observations that reach the node):

Without sample weights With sample weights

IMSE D =
1

W D ∑
i = 1

W D
yi −  

1
W D ∑

j = 1

W D
yj

2
IMSE D =

1
W D ∑i ∈ Dwi yi −  

1
W D ∑j ∈ Dwjyj

2

To find the best test using MSE, each possible test  is examined using

ΔIMSE D,  τ = IMSE D − ∑
v ∈ O τ

W Dv
W D IMSE Dv ,

Where

• O(τ) is the set of all possible outcomes of test τ
• Dv is the subset of D, for which outcome of τ is v, for example, Dv = d ∈ D|τ d = v .

• operator W ⋅  for arbitrary set of observations S is defined in the table below:

Without sample weights With sample weights

W S = ∑s ∈ S 1

equivalently the number of elements in S

W S = ∑s ∈ Sws

The test used in the node is selected as argmax
τ

ΔIMSE D,  τ . For binary decision tree with "true" and "false"

branches,

ΔIMSE D,  τ = IMSE D −
W Dtrue
W D IMSE Dtrue −

W Df alse
W D IMSE Df alse .
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Training Stage
The regression decision tree follows the algorithmic framework of decision tree training described in 
Classification and Regression > Decision tree >Training stage.

Prediction Stage
The regression decision tree follows the algorithmic framework of decision tree prediction described in 
Classification and Regression > Decision tree > Prediction stage.

Given the regression decision tree and vectors x1, …, xr , the problem is to calculate the responses for those
vectors.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/decision_tree/dt_reg_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/decision_tree/decision_tree_regression_batch.py
Batch Processing

Decision tree regression follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction > Regression >
Usage Model.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model.

At the training stage, decision tree regression has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
tree regression. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

pruning reducedErrorPruning Method to perform post-pruning. Available
options for the pruning parameter:

• reducedErrorPruning - reduced error
pruning. Provide dataForPruning and
dependentVariablesForPruning inputs, if
you use pruning.

• none - do not prune.

maxTreeDepth 0 Maximum tree depth. Zero value means
unlimited depth. Can be any non-negative
number.

minObservationsInLeaf
Nodes

5 Minimum number of observations in the leaf
node. Can be any positive number.

pruningFraction 0.2 Fraction of observations from training dataset
to be used as observations for post-pruning via
random sampling. The rest observations (with
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Parameter Default Value Description

fraction 1- pruningFraction to be used to
build a decision tree). Can be any number in
the interval (0, 1). If pruning is not used, all
observations are used to build the decision tree
regardless of this parameter value.

engine SharedPtr<engines::mt
19937::Batch<> >()

Pointer to the random number engine to be
used for random sampling for reduced error
post-pruning.

Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model.

At the prediction stage, decision tree regression has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
tree regression. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/decision_tree/dt_reg_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/decision_tree/dt_reg_dense_batch.py

Regression Stump
A Regression Decision Stump is a model that consists of a one-level decision tree where the root is connected
to terminal nodes (leaves) [Friedman2017]. The library only supports stumps with two leaves based on
regression decision trees. The one method of split criteria is available: mse. See Regression Decision Tree for
details.
Batch Processing

A regression stump follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a regression decision stump has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

varImportance none
NOTE
Variable importance computation is
not supported for current version
of the library.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a regression stump has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/stump/stump_reg_mse_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/stump/stump_reg_batch.py

Decision Forest

Decision forest regression is a special case of decision forest. For more details, see Classification and
Regression > Decision Forest.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors and
vector of dependent variables y = (y1, … ,yn), the problem is to build a decision forest regression model that
minimizes the Mean-Square Error (MSE) between the predicted and true value.
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Training Stage
Decision forest classifier follows the algorithmic framework of decision forest training with variance as
impurity metrics, calculated as follows:

Ivar D =  
1

N − 1  ∑i = 0

N − 1
(yi − y)

2,  where N = D  and y =  
1
N  ∑i = 0

N − 1
yi .

Prediction Stage
Given decision forest regression model and vectors x1, ... , xr, the problem is to calculate the responses for
those vectors. To solve the problem for each given query vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a tree
in the forest that gives the response by that tree as the mean of dependent variables. The forest predicts the
response as the mean of responses from trees.

Out-of-bag Error
Decision forest regression follows the algorithmic framework for calculating the decision forest out-of-bag
(OOB) error, where aggregation of the out-of-bag predictions in all trees and calculation of the OOB error of
the decision forest is done as follows:

• For each vector xi in the dataset X, predict its response yi as the mean of prediction from the trees that

contain xi in their OOB set.

yi =  
1
Bi

∑
b = 1

Bi
yib,  where  Bi =   ∪  Tb:   xi ∈ Db

−
 and yib is the result of  prediction xi by Tb  

• Calculate the OOB error of the decision forest T as the Mean-Square Error (MSE):

OOB T =
1
D′ ∑yi ∈ D′∑ yi − yi

2,whereD′ = ∪b = 1
B Db.

• If OOB error value per each observation is required, then calculate the prediction error for xi.

OOB xi =   yi − yi
2

Batch Processing

Decision forest regression follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction > Regression >
Usage Model and Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision Forest.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model. In
addition to the parameters of decision forest described in Classification and Regression > Decision Forest >
Batch Processing, the decision forest regression training algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
forest regression. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

Output
In addition to the output of regression described in Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model,
decision forest regression calculates the result of decision forest. For more details, refer to Classification and
Regression > Decision Forest > Batch Processing.
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Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model.

In addition to the parameters of regression, decision forest regression has the following parameters at the
prediction stage:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
forest regression. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/decision_forest/df_reg_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/decision_forest/df_reg_dense_batch.py

Gradient Boosted Trees
Gradient boosted trees regression is the special case of gradient boosted trees. For more details, see 
Gradient Boosted Trees.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1 = (x11,..., x1p),..., xn = (xn1,...,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors and
a vector of dependent variables y = (y1,...,yn), the problem is to build a gradient boosted trees regression
model that minimizes the loss function based on the predicted and true value.

Training Stage
Gradient boosted trees regression follows the algorithmic framework of gradient boosted trees training with

following loss functions: squared loss L y,  f =
1
2 y − f x

2.

Prediction Stage
Given the gradient boosted trees regression model and vectors x1,...,xr, the problem is to calculate responses
for those vectors. To solve the problem for each given feature vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a
tree in the ensemble, and the leaf node gives the tree response. The algorithm result is a sum of responses
of all the trees.

Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Gradient Boosted Trees Regression model using methods of the Model Builder class of Gradient
Boosted Tree Regression, complete the following steps:

• Create a Gradient Boosted Tree Regression model builder using a constructor with the required number of
classes and trees.

• Create a decision tree and add nodes to it:
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• Use the createTree method with the required number of nodes in a tree and a label of the class for
which the tree is created.

• Use the addSplitNode and addLeafNode methods to add split and leaf nodes to the created tree. See
the note below describing the decision tree structure.

• After you add all nodes to the current tree, proceed to creating the next one in the same way.
• Use the getModel method to get the trained Gradient Boosted Trees Regression model after all trees have

been created.

NOTE
Each tree consists of internal nodes (called non-leaf or split nodes) and external nodes (leaf nodes).
Each split node denotes a feature test that is a Boolean expression, for example, f < featureValue or
f = featureValue, where f is a feature and featureValue is a constant. The test type depends on
the feature type: continuous, categorical, or ordinal. For more information on the test types, see 
Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision Tree > Details.

The inducted decision tree is a binary tree, meaning that each non-leaf node has exactly two
branches: true and false. Each split node contains featureIndex, the index of the feature used for
the feature test in this node, and featureValue, the constant for the Boolean expression in the test.
Each leaf node contains a classLabel, the predicted class for this leaf. For more information on
decision trees, see Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision
Tree.

Add nodes to the created tree in accordance with the pre-calculated structure of the tree. Check that
the leaf nodes do not have children nodes and that the splits have exactly two children.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/gradient_boosted_trees/ gbt_reg_traversed_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• gbt_reg_traversed_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

Gradient boosted trees regression follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction >
Regression > Usage Model and Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Gradient Boosted
Trees.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model. In
addition to parameters of the gradient boosted trees described in Training and Prediction > Classification and
Regression > Gradient Boosted Trees > Batch Processing, the gradient boosted trees regression training
algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the gradient
boosted trees regression. The only training
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

loss squared Loss function type.
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Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model.

In addition to the parameters of regression, the gradient boosted trees regression has the following
parameters at the prediction stage:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the gradient
boosted trees regression. The only training
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

numIterations 0 An integer parameter that indicates how many
trained iterations of the model should be used
in prediction. The default value 0 denotes no
limit. All the trained trees should be used.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/gradient_boosted_trees/gbt_reg_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/gradient_boosted_trees/gbt_reg_dense_batch.py

Classification
Classification methods split observations within a data set into a set of distinct classes by assigning class
labels. Because classification is a supervised machine learning method, the training stage requires a data set
that consists of both feature vectors and class labels that indicate membership of observations in a particular
class. The prediction stage takes a data set (labeled or unlabeled) on input and assigns a class label to each
observation.

See Also
Quality Metrics
 for classifier evaluation metrics

Usage Model: Training and Prediction
A typical workflow for classification methods includes training and prediction, as explained below.

Algorithm-Specific Parameters
The parameters used by classification algorithms at each stage depend on a specific algorithm. For a list of
these parameters, refer to the description of an appropriate classification algorithm.
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Training Stage

At the training stage, classification algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the training data set. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.
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Input ID Input

weights Weights of the observations in the training data set. Argument is
optional and is required by the selected algorithms.

labels Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table with class labels. This table can
be an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

At the training stage, classification algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Pointer to the classification model being trained. The result can
only be an object of the Model class.
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Prediction Stage
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At the prediction stage, classification algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the n x p numeric table with the working data set. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

model Pointer to the trained classification model. This input can only be
an object of the Model class.

At the prediction stage, classification algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

prediction Pointer to the n x 1 numeric table with classification results (class
labels or confidence levels). By default, this table is an object of
the HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define it as an
object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

probabilities Numeric table of size n x nClasses, containing probabilities of
classes computed when the computeClassProbabilities
option is enabled. This result table is available for selected
algorithms, see corresponding algorithm documentation for
details.

logProbabilities Numeric table of size n x nClasses, containing logarithms of
classes' probabilities computed when the
computeClassLogProbabilities option is enabled. This result
table is available for selected algorithms, see corresponding
algorithm documentation for details.

By default, this table is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, CSRNumericTable.

Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes is a set of simple and powerful classification methods often used for text classification, medical
diagnosis, and other classification problems. In spite of their main assumption about independence between
features, Naïve Bayes classifiers often work well when this assumption does not hold. An advantage of this
method is that it requires only a small amount of training data to estimate model parameters.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

The library provides Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier [Renie03].
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Let J be the number of classes, indexed 0,1,…,J-1. The integer-valued feature vector xi= (xi1,…,xip), i=1,…,n,
contains scaled frequencies: the value of xik is the number of times the k-th feature is observed in the vector
xi (in terms of the document classification problem, xik is the number of occurrences of the word indexed k in
the document xi ). For a given data set (a set of n documents), (x1,…,xn), the problem is to train a Naïve
Bayes classifier.

Training Stage
The Training stage involves calculation of these parameters:

•
log(θjk) = log

Njk + αk
N j + α

where Njk is the number of occurrences of the feature k in the class j, Nj is the total number of
occurrences of all features in the class, the αk parameter is the imagined number of occurrences of the
feature k (for example, αk=1), and α is the sum of all αk.

• log(p(θj)), where p(θj) is the prior class estimate.

Prediction Stage
Given a new feature vector xi, the classifier determines the class the vector belongs to:

class(xi) = argmaxj(log(p(θj)) +∑k log(θjk)).

Batch Processing

Naïve Bayes classifier in the batch processing mode follows the general workflow described in Usage Model:
Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, Naïve Bayes classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods for the Naïve
Bayes classifier:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes. A required parameter.

priorClassEstimates 1/nClasses Vector of size nClasses that contains prior
class estimates. The default value applies to
each vector element.

alpha 1 Vector of size p that contains the imagined
occurrences of features. The default value
applies to each vector element.

Prediction
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For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, Naïve Bayes classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes. A required parameter.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_batch.py
Online Processing

You can use the Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm in the online processing mode only at the training stage.

This computation mode assumes that the data arrives in blocks i = 1, 2, 3, …, nblocks.

Training

Naïve Bayes classifier training in the online processing mode follows the general workflow described in Usage
Model: Training and Prediction.

Naïve Bayes classifier in the online processing mode accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the current
data block. This table can be an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

labels Pointer to the ni x 1 numeric table with class labels associated
with the current data block. This table can be an object of any
class derived from NumericTable.

Naïve Bayes classifier in the online processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Available computation methods for the Naïve
Bayes classifier:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes, a required parameter.

priorClassEstimates 1/nClasses Vector of size nClasses that contains prior
class estimates. The default value applies to
each vector element.

alpha 1 Vector of size p that contains the imagined
occurrences of features. The default value
applies to each vector element.

For a description of the output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_online.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_online.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_online.py
• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_online.py
Distributed Processing

You can use the Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm in the distributed processing mode only at the training
stage.

This computation mode assumes that the data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation nodes.

Training
Algorithm Parameters

At the training stage, Naïve Bayes classifier in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods for the Naïve
Bayes classifier:

• defaultDense - default performance-
oriented method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes, a required parameter.

priorClassEstimates 1/nClasses Vector of size nClasses that contains prior
class estimates. The default value applies to
each vector element.

alpha 1 Vector of size p that contains the imagined
occurrences of features. The default value
applies to each vector element.

Use the two-step computation schema for Naïve Bayes classifier training in the distributed processing mode,
as illustrated below:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes
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In this step, Naïve Bayes classifier training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the ni x p numeric table that represents the i-th data
block on the local node. This table can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

labels Pointer to the ni x 1 numeric table with class labels associated
with the i-th data block. This table can be an object of any class
derived from NumericTable.

In this step, Naïve Bayes classifier training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

partialModel Pointer to the partial Naïve Bayes classifier model that
corresponds to the i-th data block. The result can only be an
object of the Model class.

Step 2 - on Master Node
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In this step, Naïve Bayes classifier training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialModels A collection of partial models computed on local nodes in Step 1.
The collection contains objects of the Model class.

In this step, Naïve Bayes classifier training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Pointer to the Naïve Bayes classifier model being trained. The
result can only be an object of the Model class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_distr.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_distr.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_dense_distr.py
• ./examples/python/source/naive_bayes/mn_naive_bayes_csr_distr.py
Performance Considerations

Training Stage
To get the best overall performance at the Naïve Bayes classifier training stage:

• If input data is homogeneous:

• For the training data set, use a homogeneous numeric table of the same type as specified in the
algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• For class labels, use a homogeneous numeric table of type int.
• If input data is non-homogeneous, use AOS layout rather than SOA layout.

The training stage of the Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm is memory access bound in most cases. Therefore,
use efficient data layout whenever possible.

Prediction Stage
To get the best overall performance at the Naïve Bayes classifier prediction stage:

• For the working data set, use a homogeneous numeric table of the same type as specified in the
algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• For predicted labels, use a homogeneous numeric table of type int.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
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Optimization Notice

optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Boosting

NOTE Some of the boosting algorithms described in this section are deprecated and will be removed in
a future release. This section describes the common things for AdaBoost, LogitBoost, BrownBoost
algorithms. For information on the Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm, refer to Classification ->
Gradient Boosted Trees.

Boosting is a set of algorithms intended to build a strong classifier from an ensemble of weighted weak
learners by iterative re-weighting according to some accuracy measure for weak learners. A weak learner is a
classification or regression algorithm that has only slightly better performance than random guessing. Weak
learners are usually very simple and fast, and they focus on classification of very specific features.

Boosting algorithms include LogitBoost, BrownBoost, AdaBoost, and others. A Decision Stump classifier is
one of the popular weak learners.

In Intel DAAL, a weak learner is:

• Classification algorithm for AdaBoost and BrownBoost
• Regression algorithm for LogitBoost

Weak learners support training of the boosting model for weighted datasets.

Intel DAAL boosting algorithms pass pointers to weak learner training and prediction objects through the
parameters of boosting algorithms. Use the getNumberOfWeakLearners() method to determine the number
of weak learners trained.

You can implement your own weak learners by deriving from the appropriate interface classes:

• Classification for AdaBoost and BrownBoost
• Regression for LogitBoost

NOTE
When defining your own weak learners to use with boosting classifiers, make sure the prediction
component of your weak learner returns:

• The number from {-1, 1} in case of binary classification.
• Class label from {0, ..., nClasses-1} for nClasses>2.
• Some boosting algorithms like SAMME.R AdaBoost that require probabilities of classes. For

description of each boosting algorithm, refer to a corresponding section in this document.

Performance Considerations

Formally you can use any classifier as a weak classifier in boosting algorithms. However, be aware about the
following tradeoffs:

• Try to use a weak learner model with lower bias, but avoid over-fitting.
• Ensure the training time of a weak learner is reasonably low. Because an ensemble of weak learners is

used for boosting, the overall training time may be hundreds or thousands times greater than the training
time of a single weak learner.

• Ensure the prediction time of a weak learner is low. The boosting prediction rate is a lot slower than a
single weak learner prediction rate.

In most cases, to achieve the best performance of a boosting algorithm, use the layout of an input and
output numeric tables that is preferable for the underlying weak learner.
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Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Stump Weak Learner Classifier

NOTE This algorithm is deprecated and will be removed in a future release. Use the Classification
Stump or Regression Stump algorithm instead.

A decision stump is a model that consists of a one-level decision tree [Iba92] where the root is connected to
terminal nodes (leaves). The library only supports stumps with two leaves.

Batch Processing

A stump weak learner classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and
Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a stump weak learner classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.
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Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a stump weak learner classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/stump/stump_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/stump/stump_dense_batch.py
Performance Considerations

For the best performance of a stump weak learner classifier:

• Whenever possible, represent the decision stump using the SOA layout.
• For input and output numeric tables, use the same data type as specified in the algorithmFPType

template parameter for the model representation and computations.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

AdaBoost Classifier

AdaBoost (short for "Adaptive Boosting") is a popular boosting classification algorithm. AdaBoost algorithm
performs well on a variety of data sets except some noisy data [Freund99].

AdaBoost is a binary classifier. For a multi-class case, use Multi-Class Classifier framework of the library.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Binary Classification Algorithms
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Details

Given n feature vectors x1=(x11,…,x1p),..., xn=(xn1,…,xnp) of size p, a vector of class labels y=(y1,…,yn),
where yi∈K = {-1, 1} describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs, and a weak learner
algorithm, the problem is to build an AdaBoost classifier.

Training Stage
The following scheme shows the major steps of the algorithm:

1. Initialize weights D1(i) = 1/n for i = 1,...,n
2. For t = 1,...,T:

i. Train the weak learner ht(t) ∈ {-1, 1} using weights Dt
ii. Choose a confidence value αt
iii. Update

Dt + 1(i) =
Dt(i)exp −αtY i ht xi

Z t
,

where Zt is a normalization factor
3. Output the final hypothesis:

H(x) = sign ∑
t = 1

T
αtht(x)

Prediction Stage
Given the AdaBoost classifier and r feature vectors x1,…,xr, the problem is to calculate the final class

H(xi) = sign ∑
t = 1

T
αtht(xi) .

Batch Processing

AdaBoost classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, an AdaBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the AdaBoost
classifier. The only training method supported
so far is the Y. Freund's method.

weakLearnerTraining Pointer to an object of the
stump training class

Pointer to the training algorithm of the weak
learner. By default, a stump weak learner is
used.

weakLearnerPrediction Pointer to an object of the
stump prediction class

Pointer to the prediction algorithm of the weak
learner. By default, a stump weak learner is
used.
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Parameter Default Value Description

accuracyThreshold 0.01 AdaBoost training accuracy.

maxIterations 100 The maximal number of iterations for the
algorithm.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, an AdaBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the AdaBoost
classifier at the prediction stage.

weakLearnerPrediction Pointer to an object of the
stump prediction class

Pointer to the prediction algorithm of the weak
learner. By default, a stump weak learner is
used.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/adaboost_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/boosting/adaboost_dense_batch.py
AdaBoost Multiclass Classifier

AdaBoost (short for "Adaptive Boosting") is a popular boosting classification algorithm. The AdaBoost
algorithm performs well on a variety of data sets except some noisy data ([Friedman98], [Zhu2005]). The
library supports two methods for the algorithms:

• SAMME, or Stagewise Additive Modeling using a Multi-class Exponential loss function [Zhu2005]
• SAMME.R, which is a modification of SAMME method for Real-valued returned probabilities from weak

learner

See Also
Quality Metrics for Binary Classification Algorithms
Quality Metrics for Multiclass Classification Algorithms

Details

Given n feature vectors x1 = x11,…, x1p , . . . ,  xn = xn1,…, xnp  of size p, a vector of class labels y = y1,…, yn
where yi ∈ K  =   −1,  1  in case of binary classification and yi ∈ K = 0,…,C − 1 , where C is number of
classes, describes the class t the feature vector xi belongs to, and ht is a weak learner algorithm, the problem
is to build an AdaBoost classifier.
SAMME method

Training Stage
The following scheme shows the major steps of the SAMME algorithm:
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1. Initialize weights D1 i   =  1/n for i = 1, ..., n.

2. For t = 1, ..., T:

a. Train the weak learner ht i  using weights Dt.

b.
Choose a confidence value αt = log

1− errt
errt

+ log C − 1  where errt =
∑i = 1
n Dt i I yi ≠ ht i

∑i = 1
n Dt i

c.
Update Dt +  1 i   =

Dt i exp −αtI yi ≠ ht i

Z t
, where Zt is a normalization factor.

3. Output the final hypothesis: H x =  argmax
k

∑t = 1
T αtI ht x = k

NOTE SAMME algorithm in case of binary classification is equal to the AdaBoost algorithm from
[Friedman98]

Prediction Stage
Given the AdaBoost classifier and r feature vectors x1, ..., xr, the problem is to calculate the final class H(x):

H x = argmax
k

∑t = 1
T αtI ht x = k

SAMME.R method

Training Stage
1. Initialize weights D1 i   =  1/n for i = 1, ..., n.

2. For t = 1, ..., T:

a. Train the weak learner ht i  using weights Dt.

b. Receive the weighed class probability estimates from weak learner
pk
t x = Probw c = k x ,  k = 0,…,C − 1

c. Set sk
t x = C − 1 log pk

t x −
1
C∑k′ = 0

C − 1 log pk′
t x ,  k = 0,…,C − 1

d. Update Dt +  1 i   =
1
Z t
exp −

C − 1
C zi

T log pt x ,  i = 1, . . . ,n  where Zt is a normalization factor,

zi = zi1,…, ziC ,  zik =

1, k = yi

−
1

K − 1 , k ≠ yi

3. Output the final hypothesis: H x =  argmax
k

∑t = 1
T sk

t x

Prediction Stage
Given the AdaBoost classifier and r feature vectors x1, ..., xr, the problem is to calculate the final class H(x):

H x =  argmax
k

∑t = 1
T sk

t x , where sk
t is as defined above in Training stage.

Batch Processing

AdaBoost classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.
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Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction. At the training stage,
an AdaBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Available methods for
computation of the AdaBoost
algorithm:

• samme - uses classifier that
returns labels as weak learner.

• sammeR - uses classifier that
returns probabilities of
belonging to class as weak
learner.

• defaultDense is equal to
samme method.

weakLearnerTraining Pointer to an object of the
classification stump training class

Pointer to the training algorithm
of the weak learner. By default, a
classification stump weak learner
is used.

weakLearnerPrediction Pointer to an object of the
classification stump prediction
class

Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By
default, a classification stump
weak learner is used.

accuracyThreshold 0.01 AdaBoost training accuracy.

maxIterations 100 The maximal number of
iterations for the algorithm.

learningRate 1.0 Multiplier for each classifier to
shrink its contribution.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

resultsToCompute 0 The 64-bit integer flag that
specifies which extra
characteristics of AdaBoost to
compute. Current version of the
library only provides the following
option:
computeWeakLearnersErrors

Output
In addition to classifier output, AdaBoostcalculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the result of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

weakLearnersErrors Numeric table 1 x maxIterations containing weak
learner's classification errors computed when the
computeWeakLearnersErrors option is on. By
default, this result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define
the result as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction. At the prediction
stage, an AdaBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
AdaBoost classifier at the
prediction stage.

weakLearnerPrediction Pointer to an object of the
classification stump prediction
class

Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By
default, a classification stump
weak learner is used.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/adaboost_samme_two_class_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/adaboost_sammer_two_class_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/adaboost_samme_multi_class_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/adaboost_sammer_multi_class_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/adaboost/adaboost_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/adaboost/adaboost_multiclass_batch.py
BrownBoost Classifier

BrownBoost is a boosting classification algorithm. It is more robust to noisy data sets than other boosting
classification algorithms [Freund99].

BrownBoost is a binary classifier. For a multi-class case, use Multi-Class Classifier framework of the library.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Binary Classification Algorithms

Details

Given n feature vectors x1=(x11,…,x1p),..., xn=(xn1,…,xnp) of size p, a vector of class labels y=(y1,…,yn),
where yi∈K = {-1, 1} describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs, and a weak learner
algorithm, the problem is to build a two-class BrownBoost classifier.

Training Stage
The model is trained using the Freund method [Freund01] as follows:

1. Calculate c = erfinv2(1 - ε), where 

erfinv(x) is an inverse error function,

ε is a target classification error of the algorithm defined as

1
n∑i = 1

n
p xi − yi ,

p(x) = erf
∑i = 1
M aihi(x)

c ,

erf(x) is the error function, 

hi(x) is a hypothesis formulated by the i-th weak learner,i = 1,...,M,

αi is the weight of the hypothesis.
2. Set initial prediction values: r1(x, y) = 0.
3. Set "remaining timing": s1 = c.
4. Do for i=1,2,... until si+1≤ 0

i. With each feature vector and its label of positive weight, associate

W i x, y = e
− ri x, y + si

2/c

ii. Call the weak learner with the distribution defined by normalizing Wi(x, y) to receive a hypothesis
hi(x)

iii. Solve the differential equation

dt
dα = γ =

∑ x, y exp −
1
c ri x, y + αhi x y + si − t

2
hi x y

∑ x, y exp −
1
c ri x, y + αhi x y + si − t

2

with given boundary conditions t = 0 and α = 0 to find ti = t* > 0 and αi = α* such that either γ≤ν
or t* = si , where ν is a given small constant needed to avoid degenerate cases

iv. Update the prediction values: ri+1(x, y) = ri(x, y)+ αihi(x)y
v. Update "remaining time": si+1 = si - ti

End do

The result of the model training is the array of M weak learners hi.
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Prediction Stage
Given the BrownBoost classifier and r feature vectors x1,…,xr, the problem is to calculate the final
classification confidence, a number from the interval [-1, 1], using the rule

p(x) = erf
∑i = 1
M αihi x

c .

Batch Processing

BrownBoost classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a BrownBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the
BrownBoost classifier. The only training method
supported so far is the Y. Freund's method.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

weakLearnerTraining DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the weak
learner training class

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the
classification stump
training class

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the training
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the classifier training
algorithm. Be default, a classification stump
with gini split criterion is used.

weakLearnerPrediction DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the weak
learner prediction class

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the
classification stump
prediction class

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the classifier
prediction algorithm. Be default, a classification
stump with gini split criterion is used.

accuracyThreshold 0.01 BrownBoost training accuracy ε.

maxIterations 100 The maximal number of iterations for the
BrownBoost algorithm.

newtonRaphsonAccuracy
Threshold

1.0e-3 Accuracy threshold of the Newton-Raphson
method used underneath the BrownBoost
algorithm.

newtonRaphsonMax
Iterations

100 The maximal number of Newton-Raphson
iterations in the algorithm.
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Parameter Default Value Description

degenerateCases
Threshold

1.0e-2 The threshold used to avoid degenerate cases.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a BrownBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the BrownBoost
classifier.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

weakLearnerPrediction DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the weak
learner prediction class

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the
classification stump
prediction class

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the classifier
prediction algorithm. Be default, a classification
stump with gini split criterion is used.

accuracyThreshold 0.01 BrownBoost training accuracy ε.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/brownboost_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/boosting/brownboost_dense_batch.py
LogitBoost Classifier

LogitBoost is a boosting classification algorithm. LogitBoost and AdaBoost are close to each other in the
sense that both perform an additive logistic regression. The difference is that AdaBoost minimizes the
exponential loss, whereas LogitBoost minimizes the logistic loss.

LogitBoost within Intel DAAL implements a multi-class classifier.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Multi-class Classification Algorithms
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Details

Given n feature vectors x1=(x11,…,x1p),..., xn=(xn1,…,xnp) of size p and a vector of class labels y=(y1,…,yn),
where yi∈K = {0, ..., J-1} describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs and J is the number of
classes, the problem is to build a multi-class LogitBoost classifier.

Training Stage
The LogitBoost model is trained using the Friedman method [Friedman00].

Let yi,j = I {xi∈j} is the indicator that the i-th feature vector belongs to class j. The scheme below, which
uses the stump weak learner, shows the major steps of the algorithm:

1. Start with weights wij = 1/n, Fj(x) = 0, pj(x) = 1/J, i = 1,...,n, j =0,...,J-1
2. For m=1,...,M

Do

 For j = 1,...,J
 Do

 (i) Compute working responses and weights in the j-th class:

wij = pi (xi)(1-pi (xi)), wij = max(zij,Thr1)

zij= (yij - pi (xi)) /wij, zij = min(max(zij,-Thr2),Thr2)
 (ii) Fit the function fmj (x) by a weighted least-squares regression of zij to xi with weights wij

using the stump-based approach.
 End do

fmj(x) =
J − 1
J fmj(x)−

1
J ∑
k = 1

J
fmk(x)

F j x = F j x + fmj x

pj(x) =
e
Fj(x)

∑k = 1
J e

Fk(x)

End do

The result of the model training is a set of M stumps.

Prediction Stage
Given the LogitBoost classifier and r feature vectors x1,…,xr, the problem is to calculate the labels
argmaxjFj(x) of the classes to which the feature vectors belong.
Batch Processing

LogitBoost classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a LogitBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense The computation method used by the
LogitBoost classifier. The only training method
supported so far is the Friedman method.

weakLearnerTraining DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the stump
training class.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the regression
stump training class.

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the training
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the regression
training algorithm. By default, a regression
stump with mse split criterion is used.

weakLearnerPrediction DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the stump
prediction class.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the regression
stump prediction class.

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the regression
prediction algorithm. By default, a regression
stump with mse split criterion is used.

accuracyThreshold 0.01 LogitBoost training accuracy.

maxIterations 100 The maximal number of iterations for the
LogitBoost algorithm.

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes, a required parameter.

weightsDegenerate
CasesThreshold

1e-10 The threshold to avoid degenerate cases when
calculating weights wij.

responsesDegenerate
CasesThreshold

1e-10 The threshold to avoid degenerate cases when
calculating responses zij.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a LogitBoost classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the LogitBoost
classifier at the prediction stage.

weakLearnerPrediction DEPRECATED: Pointer to
an object of the stump
prediction class.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to
an object of the regression
stump prediction class.

DEPRECATED: Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the weak learner. By default, a
stump weak learner is used.

USE INSTEAD: Pointer to the regression
prediction algorithm. By default, a regression
stump with mse split criterion is used.
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Parameter Default Value Description

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes, a required parameter.

NOTE
The algorithm terminates if it achieves the specified accuracy or reaches the specified maximal
number of iterations. To determine the actual number of iterations performed, call the
getNumberOfWeakLearners() method of the LogitBoostModel class and divide it by nClasses.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/boosting/logitboost_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/boosting/logitboost_batch.py

Support Vector Machine Classifier

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is among popular classification algorithms. It belongs to a family of
generalized linear classification problems. Because SVM covers binary classification problems only in the
multi-class case, SVM must be used in conjunction with multi-class classifier methods.

SVM is a binary classifier. For a multi-class case, use Multi-Class Classifier framework of the library.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Binary Classification Algorithms

Details

Given n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of size p and a vector of class labels y = (y1,
…,yn), where yi∈ {-1,1} describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs, the problem is to build a
two-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.

Training Stage
The library provides two methods to train the SVM model:

• Boser method [Boser92]
• Thunder method [Wen2018]

The SVM model is trained to solve the quadratic optimization problem:

min
α

1
2α
TQα− eTα

with 0 ≤αi≤C, i = 1, ... , n, yTα = 0,

where e is the vector of ones, C is the upper bound of the coordinates of the vector α, Q is a symmetric
matrix of size n x n with Qij=yiyjK(xi,xj), and K(x,y) is a kernel function.
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Working subset of α updated on each iteration of the algorithm is based on the Working Set Selection (WSS)
3 scheme [Fan05]. The scheme can be optimized using one of these techniques or both:

• Cache.

The implementation can allocate a predefined amount of memory to store intermediate results of the
kernel computation.

• Shrinking.

The implementation can try to decrease the amount of kernel related computations (see [Joachims99]).

The solution of the problem defines the separating hyperplane and corresponding decision function D(x)=
∑kykαkK(xk,x) + b where only those xk that correspond to non-zero αk appear in the sum, and b is a bias.
Each non-zero αk is called a classification coefficient and the corresponding xk is called a support vector.

Prediction Stage
Given the SVM classifier and r feature vectors x1,…,xr , the problem is to calculate the signed value of the
decision function D(xi), i=1, ... , r. The sign of the value defines the class of the feature vector, and the
absolute value of the function is a multiple of the distance between the feature vector and separating
hyperplane.

Training Alternative
If you already have a pre-calculated bias, support vectors, support indices, and classification coefficients, you
can use the Model Builder class to get a trained Intel DAAL SVM Classifier model from these parameters.
After the model is built, you can proceed to the prediction stage.

In this case, each classification coefficient is ykαk from the decision function described in the Training Stage.
Support indices are the indices of support vectors in training data.

The set of support vectors should contain N vectors xk. The set of support indices and classification
coefficients should be of size N, where N is the number of support vectors. Each support vector xk should be
of dimension p, where p is the number of features. The vector xk, which corresponds to the classification
coefficient ykαk, should be in the k-th row of the set of support vectors.

For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for SVM, see Usage of training alternative.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier model using methods of the Model Builder class of SVM
Classifier, complete the following steps:

• Create an SVM Classifier model builder using a constructor with the required number of support vectors
and features.

• In any sequence:
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• Use the setSupportVectors, setClassificationCoefficients, and setSupportIndices
methods to add pre-calculated support vectors, classification coefficients, and support indices
(optional), respectively, to the model. For each method specify random access iterators to the first and
the last element of the corresponding set of values [ISO/IEC 14882:2011 § 24.2.7].

• Use setBias to add a bias term to the model.
• Use the getModel method to get the trained SVM Classifier model.
• Use the getStatus method to check the status of the model building process. If

DAAL_NOTHROW_EXCEPTIONS macro is defined, the status report contains the list of errors that describe
the problems API encountered (in case of API runtime failure).

NOTE
If after calling the getModel method you use the setBias, setSupportVectors,
setClassificationCoefficients, or setSupportIndices methods, coefficients, the initial model
will be automatically updated with the new set of parameters.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_two_class_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• svm_two_class_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

SVM classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, SVM classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can be
float or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the SVM
classifier. Available methods for the training
stage:

• defaultDense - Boser method
• thunder - Thunder method

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

C 1 Upper bound in conditions of the quadratic
optimization problem.

accuracyThreshold 0.001 The training accuracy.

tau 1.0e-6 Tau parameter of the WSS scheme.

maxIterations 1000000 Maximal number of iterations for the
algorithm.
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Parameter Default Value Description

cacheSize 8000000 Size of cache in bytes for storing values of
the kernel matrix. A non-zero value enables
use of a cache optimization technique.

doShrinking true A flag that enables use of a shrinking
optimization technique.

NOTE This parameter is only supported
for defaultDense method

kernel Pointer to an object of the
KernelIface class

The kernel function. By default, the
algorithm uses a linear kernel. For details,
see Kernel Functions.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, SVM classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can be
float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method,
the only prediction method supported by
the algorithm.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

kernel Pointer to object of the
KernelIface class

The kernel function. By default, the algorithm
uses a linear kernel.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_two_class_dense_batch.cpp
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• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_two_class_csr_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/svm_two_class_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/svm/svm_two_class_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/svm/svm_two_class_csr_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/svm_two_class_metrics_dense_batch.py
Performance Considerations

For the best performance of the SVM classifier, use homogeneous numeric tables if your input data set is
homogeneous or SOA numeric tables otherwise.

Performance of the SVM algorithm greatly depends on the cache size cacheSize. Larger cache size typically
results in greater performance. For the best SVM algorithm performance, use cacheSize equal to n2 *
sizeof(algorithmFPType). However, avoid setting the cache size to a larger value than the number of bytes
required to store n2 data elements because the algorithm does not fully utilize the cache in this case.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Multi-class Classifier
While some classification algorithms naturally permit the use of more than two classes, some algorithms,
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), are by nature solving a two-class problem only. These two-class (or
binary) classifiers can be turned into multi-class classifiers by using different strategies, such as One-Against-
Rest or One-Against-One.

Intel DAAL implements a Multi-Class Classifier using the One-Against-One strategy.

Multi-class classifiers, such as SVM, are based on two-class classifiers, which are integral components of the
models trained with the corresponding multi-class classifier algorithms.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

See Also
Quality Metrics for Multi-class Classification Algorithms

Details

Given n feature vectors x1=(x11,…,x1p),..., xn=(xn1,…,xnp) of size p, the number of classes K, and a vector of
class labels y=(y1,…,yn), where yi∈ {0, 1 ,... ,K-1}, the problem is to build a multi-class classifier using a
two-class (binary) classifier, such as a two-class SVM.
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Training Stage
The model is trained with the One-Against-One method that uses the binary classification described in
[Hsu02] as follows (for more references, see the Bibliography in [Hsu02]): For each pair of classes (i, j),
train a binary classifier, such as SVM. The total number of such binary classifiers is K(K-1)/2.

Prediction Stage
Given a new feature vector xi, the classifier determines the class to which the vector belongs.

Intel DAAL provides two methods for class label prediction:

• Wu method. According to the algorithm 2 for computation of the class probabilities described in [Wu04].
The library returns the index of the class with the largest probability.

• Vote-based method. If the binary classifier predicts the feature vector to be in i-th class, the number of
votes for the class i is increased by one, otherwise the vote is given to the j-th class. If two classes have
equal numbers of votes, the class with the smallest index is selected.

Training Alternative
If for each pair of classes you already have a pre-trained model, you can use the Model Builder class to get
an Intel DAAL Multi-class Classifier with these two-class classifiers (for example, two-class SVMs). After the
model is built, you can proceed to the prediction stage.

For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for Multi-class Classifier, see Usage of training alternative.
Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Multi-class Classifier model using methods of the Model Builder class of Multi-class Classifier,
complete the following steps:

• Create a Multi-class Classifier model builder using a constructor with the required number of features and
classes.

• Use the setTwoClassClassifierModel method for each pair of classes to add the pre-trained two-class
classifiers to the model. In the parameters to the method specify the classes' indices and the pointer to
the pre-trained two-class classifier for this pair of classes. You need to do this for each pair of classes,
because the One-Against-One strategy is used.

• Use the getModel method to get the trained Multi-class Classifier model.
• Use the getStatus method to check the status of the model building process. If

DAAL_NOTHROW_EXCEPTIONS macro is defined, the status report contains the list of errors that describe
the problems API encountered (in case of API runtime failure).

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_multi_class_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• svm_multi_class_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

Multi-class classifier follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a multi-class classifier has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the multi-
class classifier. The only training method
supported so far is One-Against-One.

training Pointer to an object of the
SVM training class

Pointer to the training algorithm of the two-
class classifier. By default, the SVM two-class
classifier is used.

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes. A required parameter.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a multi-class classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Method Default Value Description

algorithmFPType defaultDense or voteBased float The floating-point type
that the algorithm uses
for intermediate
computations. Can be
float or double.

pmethod Not applicable defaultDense Available methods for
multi-class classifier
prediction stage:

• defaultDense - the
method described in
[Wu04]

• voteBasedthe
method based on
the votes obtained
from two-class
classifiers.

tmethod defaultDense or voteBased training::oneAgains
tOne

The computation
method that was used
to train the multi-class
classifier model.

prediction defaultDense or voteBased Pointer to an object of
the SVM prediction
class

Pointer to the prediction
algorithm of the two-
class classifier. By
default, the SVM two-
class classifier is used.

nClasses defaultDense or voteBased Not applicable The number of classes.
A required parameter.
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Parameter Method Default Value Description

maxIterations defaultDense 100 The maximal number of
iterations for the
algorithm.

accuracyThresho
ld

defaultDense 1.0e-12 The prediction accuracy.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_multi_class_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/svm/svm_multi_class_csr_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/quality_metrics/svm_multi_class_metrics_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/svm/svm_multi_class_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/svm/svm_multi_class_csr_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/quality_metrics/svm_multi_class_metrics_dense_batch.py

k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) Classifier
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classification is a non-parametric classification algorithm. The model of the kNN
classifier is based on feature vectors and class labels from the training data set. This classifier induces the
class of the query vector from the labels of the feature vectors in the training data set to which the query
vector is similar. A similarity between feature vectors is determined by the type of distance (for example,
Euclidian) in a multidimensional feature space.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

The library provides kNN classification based on multidimensional binary search tree (K-D tree, where D
means the dimension and K means the number of dimensions in the feature space). For more details, see
[James2013, Patwary2016].

Given n feature vectors x1= (x11,…,x1p), …,xn= (xn1,…,xnp) of size p and a vector of class labels y = (y1,
…,yn), where yi ∈ {0, 1, ..., C - 1} and C is the number of classes, describes the class to which the feature
vector xi belongs, the problem is to build a kNN classifier.

Given a positive integer parameter k and a test observation x0, the kNN classifier does the following:

1. Identifies the set N0 of the k feature vectors in the training data that are closest to x0 according to the
Euclidian distance

2. Estimates the conditional probability for the class j as the fraction of vectors in N0 whose labels y are
equal to j

3. Assigns the class with the largest probability to the test observation x0

Intel DAAL version of the kNN algorithm uses the PANDA algorithm [Patwary2016] that uses a space-
partitioning data structure known as K-D tree. Each non-leaf node of a tree contains the identifier of a
feature along which to split the feature space and an appropriate feature value (a cut-point) that defines the
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splitting hyperplane to partition the feature space into two parts. Each leaf node of the tree has an associated
subset (a bucket) of elements of the training data set. Feature vectors from any bucket belong to the region
of the space defined by tree nodes on the path from the root node to the respective leaf.

Training Stage
For each non-leaf node, the process of building a K-D tree involves the choice of the feature (that is,
dimension in the feature space) and the value for this feature (a cut-point) to split the feature space. This
procedure starts with the entire feature space for the root node of the tree, and for every next level of the
tree deals with ever smaller part of the feature space.

The PANDA algorithm constructs the K-D tree by choosing the dimension with the maximum variance for
splitting [Patwary2016]. Therefore, for each new non-leaf node of the tree, the algorithm computes the
variance of values that belong to the respective region of the space for each of the features and chooses the
feature with the largest variance. Due to high computational cost of this operation, PANDA uses a subset of
feature values to compute the variance.

PANDA uses a sampling heuristic to estimate the data distribution for the chosen feature and chooses the
median estimate as the cut-point.

PANDA generates new K-D tree levels until the number of feature vectors in a leaf node gets less or equal to
a predefined threshold. Once the threshold is reached, PANDA stops growing the tree and associates the
feature vectors with the bucket of the respective leaf node.

Prediction Stage
Given kNN classifier and query vectors x0, ..., xr, the problem is to calculate the labels for those vectors. To
solve the problem for each given query vector xi, the algorithm traverses the K-D tree to find feature vectors
associated with a leaf node that are closest to xi. During the search, the algorithm limits exploration of the
nodes for which the distance between the query vector and respective part of the feature space is not less
than the distance from the kth neighbor. This distance is progressively updated during the tree traverse.
Batch Processing

kNN classification follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, K-D tree based kNN classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the K-D tree
based kNN classification. The only training
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

dataUseInModel doNotUse A parameter to enable/disable use of the input
data set in the kNN model. Possible values:
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Parameter Default Value Description

• doNotUse - the algorithm does not include
the input data and labels in the trained kNN
model but creates a copy of the input data
set.

• doUse - the algorithm includes the input
data and labels in the trained kNN model.

The algorithm reorders feature vectors and
corresponding labels in the input data set or its
copy to improve performance at the prediction
stage.

If the value is doUse, do not deallocate the
memory for input data and labels.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally to perform
sampling needed to choose dimensions and
cut-points for the K-D tree.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, K-D tree based kNN classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the K-D tree
based kNN classification. The only prediction
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

k 1 The number of neighbors.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/k_nearest_neighbors/kdtree_knn_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/k_nearest_neighbors/kdtree_knn_dense_batch.py

Decision Tree

Classification decision tree is a kind of decision trees described in Classification and Regression > Decision
Tree.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given:

• n feature vectors x1=(x11, ..., x1p), ..., xn=(xn1, ..., xnp) of size p
• their non-negative sample weights w=(w1, ..., wn)
• The vector of class labels y=(y1, ..., yn) that describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs,

where yi∈ {0, 1, ..., C-1} and C is the number of classes.

The problem is to build a decision tree classifier.

Split Criteria
The library provides the decision tree classification algorithm based on split criteria Gini index [Breiman84]
and Information gain [Quinlan86], [Mitchell97]:

NOTE If sample weights are provided as input, the library uses a weighted version of the algorithm:
weighted gini or weighted information gain depending on chosen split criterion.

1. Gini index

IGini D = 1− ∑
i = 0

C − 1
pi
2

where

• D is a set of observations that reach the node
• pi is specified in the table below

Without sample weights With sample weights

pi is the observed fraction of observations that belong
to class i in D

pi is the observed weighted fraction of observations
that belong to class i in D:

pi =

∑
d ∈ d ∈ D  yd = i

wd

∑d ∈ Dwd

To find the best test using Gini index, each possible test is examined using

ΔIGini D,  τ = IGini D − ∑
v ∈ O τ

W Dv
W D IGini Dv ,

where

• O(τ) is the set of all possible outcomes of test τ
• Dv is the subset of D, for which outcome of τ is v, for example, Dv = d ∈ D|τ d = v .

• operator W(·) for arbitrary set of observations S is defined in the table below
Without sample weights With sample weights

W S = S = ∑s ∈ S 1

which is equivalent to the number of elements
in S

W S = ∑s ∈ S ws
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The test to be used in the node is selected as argmax
τ

ΔIGini D, τ . For binary decision tree with 'true' and

'false' branches, ΔIGini D,  τ = IGini D −
W Dtrue
W D IGini Dtrue −

W Df alse
W D IGini Df alse

2. Information gain

Inf oGain D,  τ = ΔIEntropy D,  τ = IEntropy D − ∑
v ∈ O τ

W Dv
W D IEntropy Dv ,

where

• O(τ), D, Dv are defined above
•

IEntropy(D) = −∑i = 0

C − 1
pi log pi, with pi defined above in Gini index.

Similarly to Gini index, the test to be used in the node is selected as argmax
τ

Inf oGain D, τ . For binary

decision tree with 'true' and 'false' branches,

Inf oGain D,  τ = ΔIEntropy D,  τ = IEntropy D −
W Dtrue
W D IEntropy Dtrue −

W Df alse
W D IEntropy Df alse ..

Training Stage
The classification decision tree follows the algorithmic framework of decision tree training described in 
Classification and Regression > Decision tree >Training stage.

Prediction Stage
The classification decision tree follows the algorithmic framework of decision tree prediction described in 
Classification and Regression > Decision tree > Prediction stage.

Given decision tree and vectors x1, …, xr , the problem is to calculate the responses for those vectors.
Batch Processing

Decision tree classification follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction > Classification
> Usage Model.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage Model.
In addition to common input, decision trees can accept the following inputs used for post-pruning:

Input ID Input

dataForPruning Pointer to the m x p numeric table with the pruning data set. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable.

labelsForPruning Pointer to the m x 1 numeric table with class labels. This table can be
an object of any class derived from NumericTable except
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

At the training stage, decision tree classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
tree classification. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

nClasses Not applicable The number of classes. A required parameter.

splitCriterion infoGain Split criterion to choose the best test for split
nodes. Available split criteria for decision trees:

• gini - the Gini index
• infoGain - the information gain

pruning reducedErrorPruning Method to perform post-pruning. Available
options for the pruning parameter:

• reducedErrorPruning - reduced error
pruning. Provide dataForPruning and
labelsForPruning inputs, if you use
pruning.

• none - do not prune.

maxTreeDepth 0 Maximum tree depth. Zero value means
unlimited depth. Can be any non-negative
number.

minObservationsInLeaf
Nodes

1 Minimum number of observations in the leaf
node. Can be any positive number.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage Model.

At the prediction stage, decision tree classifier has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
tree classification. The only training method
supported so far is the default dense method.

nBins 1 The number of bins used to compute
probabilities of the observations belonging to
the class. The only supported value for current
version of the library is 1.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

resultsToEvaluate classifier::
computeClassesLabels

The form of computed results:
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Parameter Default Value Description

• classifier::computeClassLabels - the
result contains a numeric table of size nx1
with predicted labels

• classifier::computeClassProbabiliti
es - the result contains a numeric table of
size nxnClasses with probabilities to
belong to each class

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/decision_tree/dt_cls_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/decision_tree/decision_tree_classification_batch.py

Classification Stump
A Classification Decision Stump is a model that consists of a one-level decision tree where the root is
connected to terminal nodes (leaves) [Friedman2017]. The library only supports stumps with two leaves. Two
methods of split criterion are available: gini and information gain. See Classification Decision Tree for details.
Batch Processing

A classification stump follows the general workflow described in Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, a classification decision stump has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

splitCriterion decision_tree::classificati
on::gini

Split criteria for classification
stump. Two split criterion are
available:

• decision_tree::classific
ation::gini

• decision_tree::classific
ation::infoGain

See Classification Decision Tree
chapter for details.
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Parameter Default Value Description

varImportance none
NOTE
Variable importance computation is
not supported for current version
of the library.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, a classification stump has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

nClasses 2 The number of classes.

resultsToEvaluate Classifier::
computeClassLabels

The form of computed result:

• classifier::computeClass
Labels – the result contains
the NumericTable of size n x
1 with predicted labels

• classifier::
computeClassProbabilitie
s – the result contains the
NumericTable of size n x
nClasses with probabilities to
belong to each class

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/stump/stump_cls_gini_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/stump/stump_cls_infogain_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/stump/stump_classification_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/stump/stump_regression_batch.py
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Decision Forest

Decision forest classifier is a special case of the decision forest model. For more details, see Classification and
Regression > Decision Forest.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1= (x11,…,x1p), ..., xn= (xn1,…,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors, a
vector of class labels y = (y1, … ,yn), where yi∈ {0, 1, ... , C - 1} describes the class to which the feature
vector xi belongs and C is the number of classes, the problem is to build a decision forest classifier.

Training Stage
Decision forest classifier follows the algorithmic framework of decision forest training with Gini impurity
metrics as impurity metrics, that are calculated as follows:

IGini(D) = 1− ∑
i = 0

C − 1
pi
2,

where pi is the fraction of observations in the subset D that belong to the i-th class.

Prediction Stage
Given decision forest classifier and vectors x1, ... , xr, the problem is to calculate the labels for those vectors.
To solve the problem for each given query vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a tree in the forest
that gives the classification response by that tree. The forest chooses the label y taking the majority of trees
in the forest voting for that label.

Out-of-bag Error
Decision forest classifier follows the algorithmic framework for calculating the decision forest out-of-bag
(OOB) error, where aggregation of the out-of-bag predictions in all trees and calculation of the OOB error of
the decision forest is done as follows:

• For each vector xi in the dataset X, predict its label yi by having the majority of votes from the trees that

contain xi in their OOB set, and vote for that label.
• Calculate the OOB error of the decision forest T as the average of misclassifications:
• If OOB error value per each observation is required, then calculate the prediction error for xi

OOB xi =  I yi ≠ yi

OOB T =
1
D′ ∑yi ∈ D′I yi ≠ yi ,whereD′ = ∪b = 1

B Db.

Variable Importance
The library computes Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI) importance measure, also known as the Gini importance
or Mean Decrease Gini, by using the Gini index as impurity metrics.
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Training Alternative
If you already have a set of precomputed values for nodes in each tree, you can use the Model Builder class
to get a trained Intel DAAL Decision Forest Classification model based on the external model you have.

The following schema illustrates the use of the Model Builder class for Decision Forest Classification:

For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for Decision Forest Classification, see Usage of training alternative.
Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Decision Forest Classification model using methods of the Model Builder class of Decision Forest
Classification, complete the following steps

• Create a Decision Forest Classification model builder using a constructor with the required number of
classes and trees.

• Create a decision tree and add nodes to it:

• Use the createTree method with the required number of nodes in a tree and a label of the class for
which the tree is created.

• Use the addSplitNode and addLeafNode methods to add split and leaf nodes to the created tree. See
the note below describing the decision tree structure.

• After you add all nodes to the current tree, proceed to creating the next one in the same way.
• Use the getModel method to get the trained Decision Forest Classification model after all trees have been

created.
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NOTE
Each tree consists of internal nodes (called non-leaf or split nodes) and external nodes (leaf nodes).
Each split node denotes a feature test that is a Boolean expression, for example, f < featureValue or
f = featureValue, where f is a feature and featureValue is a constant. The test type depends on
the feature type: continuous, categorical, or ordinal. For more information on the test types, see 
Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision Tree > Details.

The inducted decision tree is a binary tree, meaning that each non-leaf node has exactly two
branches: true and false. Each split node contains featureIndex, the index of the feature used for
the feature test in this node, and featureValue, the constant for the Boolean expression in the test.
Each leaf node contains a classLabel, the predicted class for this leaf. For more information on
decision trees, see Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision
Tree.

Add nodes to the created tree in accordance with the pre-calculated structure of the tree. Check that
the leaf nodes do not have children nodes and that the splits have exactly two children.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/decision_forest/df_cls_dense_batch_model_builder.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/decision_forest/df_cls_traversed_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• df_cls_dense_batch_model_builder.py
• df_cls_traverse_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

Decision forest classification follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction > Classification
> Usage Model and Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision Forest.

Training
In addition to the parameters of classifier and decision forest described in Training and Prediction >
Classification > Usage Model and Classification and Regression > Decision Forest > Batch Processing, the
decision forest classification training algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
forest classification. The only prediction
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

votingMethod weighted A flag that specifies which method is used to
compute probabilities and class labels:

• weighted
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Parameter Default Value Description

• Probability for each class is computed as
a sample mean of estimates across all
trees, where each estimate is the
normalized number of training samples
for this class that were recorded in a
particular leaf node for current input.

• The algorithm returns the label for the
class that gets the maximal value in a
sample mean.

• unweighted
• Probabilities are computed as normalized

votes distribution across all trees of the
forest.

• The algorithm returns the label for the
class that gets the majority of votes
across all trees of the forest.

Output
Decision forest classification calculates the result of regression and decision forest. For more details, refer to 
Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage Model, Classification and Regression > Decision Forest >
Batch Processing.

Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage Model.

In addition to the parameters of the classifier, decision forest classification has the following parameters at
the prediction stage:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the decision
forest classification. The only prediction
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/decision_forest/df_cls_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/decision_forest/df_cls_dense_batch.py

Gradient Boosted Trees
Gradient boosted trees regression is the special case of gradient boosted trees. For more details, see 
Gradient Boosted Trees.
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NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.

Details

Given n feature vectors X = { x1 = (x11,..., x1p),..., xn = (xn1,...,xnp) } of np-dimensional feature vectors and
a vector of class labels y = (y1,...,yn), where yi ∈ {0, 1, ..., C - 1} and C is the number of classes, which
describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs, the problem is to build a gradient boosted trees
classifier.

Training Stage
Gradient boosted trees classification follows the algorithmic framework of gradient boosted trees training. For
a classification problem with K classes, K regression trees are constructed on each iteration, one for each
output class. The loss function is cross-entropy (multinomial deviance):

L y,  f = − ∑
k = 1

K
I y = k ln pk x

where pk x =  
e
f k x

∑i = 1
K e

f i x

Binary classification is a special case when single regression tree is trained on each iteration. The loss

function is L y,  f =  − y*lnσ f + 1− y ln 1−  σ f , where σ f =
1

1+  e−f
.

Prediction Stage
Given the gradient boosted trees classifier model and vectors x1,...,xr, the problem is to calculate labels for
those vectors. To solve the problem for each given feature vector xi, the algorithm finds the leaf node in a
tree in the ensemble, and the leaf node gives the tree response. The algorithm computes a sum of responses
of all the trees for each class and chooses the label y corresponding to the class with the maximal response
value (highest class probability).
Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Gradient Boosted Trees Classification model using methods of the Model Builder class of Gradient
Boosted Tree Classification, complete the following steps:

• Create a Gradient Boosted Tree Classification model builder using a constructor with the required number
of classes and trees.

• Create a decision tree and add nodes to it:

• Use the createTree method with the required number of nodes in a tree and a label of the class for
which the tree is created.

• Use the addSplitNode and addLeafNode methods to add split and leaf nodes to the created tree. See
the note below describing the decision tree structure.

• After you add all nodes to the current tree, proceed to creating the next one in the same way.
• Use the getModel method to get the trained Gradient Boosted Trees Classification model after all trees

have been created.
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NOTE
Each tree consists of internal nodes (called non-leaf or split nodes) and external nodes (leaf nodes).
Each split node denotes a feature test that is a Boolean expression, for example, f < featureValue or
f = featureValue, where f is a feature and featureValue is a constant. The test type depends on
the feature type: continuous, categorical, or ordinal. For more information on the test types, see 
Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision Tree > Details.

The inducted decision tree is a binary tree, meaning that each non-leaf node has exactly two
branches: true and false. Each split node contains featureIndex, the index of the feature used for
the feature test in this node, and featureValue, the constant for the Boolean expression in the test.
Each leaf node contains a classLabel, the predicted class for this leaf. For more information on
decision trees, see Algorithms > Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Decision
Tree.

Add nodes to the created tree in accordance with the pre-calculated structure of the tree. Check that
the leaf nodes do not have children nodes and that the splits have exactly two children.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/gradient_boosted_trees/gbt_cls_traversed_model_build.cpp
Python*:

• gbt_cls_traversed_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

Gradient boosted trees classification follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction >
Regression > Usage Model and Training and Prediction > Classification and Regression > Gradient Boosted
Trees.

Training
For the description of the input and output, refer to Training and Prediction > Regression > Usage Model. In
addition to parameters of the gradient boosted trees described in Training and Prediction > Classification and
Regression > Gradient Boosted Trees > Batch Processing, the gradient boosted trees classification training
algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the gradient
boosted trees regression. The only training
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

loss crossEntropy Loss function type.

Prediction
For the description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

In addition to the parameters of the classifier, the gradient boosted trees classifier has the following
parameters at the prediction stage:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the gradient
boosted trees regression. The only training
method supported so far is the default dense
method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

numIterations 0 An integer parameter that indicates how many
trained iterations of the model should be used
in prediction. The default value 0 denotes no
limit. All the trained trees should be used.

resultsToEvaluate computeClassLabels The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
extra characteristics of the decision forest
prediction should be computed.

Provide one of the following values to request a
single characteristic or use bitwise OR to
request a combination of the characteristics:

• computeClassLabels for prediction of
labels of classes. The result contains a
numeric table of size nSamples x nClasses.

• computeClassProbabilities for
probabilities to belong to each class. The
result contains a numeric table of size
nSamples x nClasses.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/gradient_boosted_trees/gbt_cls_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/gradient_boosted_trees/gbt_cls_dense_batch.py

Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a method for modeling the relationships between one or more explanatory variables
and a categorical variable by expressing the posterior statistical distribution of the categorical variable via
linear functions on observed data. If the categorical variable is binary, taking only two values, "0" and "1",
the logistic regression is simple, otherwise, it is multinomial.

NOTE
For more information on the concepts behind the algorithm, see "Details" section.

For more information on the algorithm's parameters for a specific computation mode and examples of
its usage, see "Batch Processing", "Online Processing" and "Distributed Processing" sections.
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Logistic Regression Details

Given n feature vectors of np-dimensional feature vectors a vector of class labels y = (y1,…,yn), where yi ∈
{0, 1, ..., K - 1} and K is the number of classes, describes the class to which the feature vector xi belongs,
the problem is to train a logistic regression model.

The logistic regression model is the set of vectors β =  β0 = β00…β0p ,   . .βK − 1 = βK − 10…βK − 1p that
gives the posterior probability

P y = k x =  pk x,  β =  
e
f k x,  β

∑i = 0
K − 1e

f i x,  β
,  where f k x,  β =  βk0+  ∑j = 1

p βkj*x j (1)

for a given feature vector x = (x 1 ,…,x p ) and class label y ∈ {0, 1, ..., K - 1} for each k =0,…,K-1.
[Hastie2009].

If the categorical variable is binary, the model is defined as a single vector β0 = β00…β0p  that determines the

posterior probability P y = 1 x =  σ x,  β =
1

1+  e−f x,  β
, P y = 0 x = 1−  P y = 1 x  (2)

Training Stage
Training procedure is an iterative algorithm which minimizes objective function

L β = −
1
n∑i = 1

n log pyi
xi,  β +  λ1∑k = 0

K − 1 βk L1
+  λ2∑k = 0

K − 1 βk L2
,

where the first term is the negative log-likelihood of conditional Y given X, and the latter terms are
regularization ones that penalize the complexity of the model (large β values), λ1and λ2 are non-negative
regularization parameters applied to L1 and L2 norm of vectors in β.

For more details, see [Hastie2009] [Bishop2006]

For the objective function minimization the library supports the iterative algorithms defined by the interface
of daal::algorithms::iterative_solver. See Analysis > Optimization Solvers > Iterative Solvers

Prediction Stage
Given logistic regression model and vectors x1, ..., xr, the problem is to calculate the responses for those
vectors, and their probabilities and logarithms of probabilities if required. The computation is based on
formula (1) in multinomial case and on formula (2) in binary case.

Training Alternative
If you already have a set of pre-calculated coefficients {βij}, you can use the Model Builder class to get a
trained Intel DAAL Logistic Regression model with these coefficients. After the model is built, you can
proceed to the prediction stage.

The set of pre-calculated coefficients should contain either K vectors βi, where K is the number of responses,
or a single vector β0 (if there are only two classes). If the number of classes is equal to two, vector β0
contains coefficients corresponding to the class with label y=1. Each vector βi should be either of dimension p
+1 (for vectors that include an intercept) or of dimension p otherwise, where p is the number of features.
Note that the intercept value is stored as the zeroth component of βi.

For general information on using the Model Builder class, see Training and Prediction. For details on using the
Model Builder class for Logistic Regression, see Usage of training alternative.
Usage of Training Alternative

To build a Logistic Regression model using methods of the Model Builder class of Logistic Regression,
complete the following steps:
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• Create a Logistic Regression model builder using a constructor with the required number of responses and
features.

• Use the setBeta method to add the set of pre-calculated coefficients to the model. Specify random
access iterators to the first and the last element of the set of coefficients [ISO/IEC 14882:2011 §24.2.7].

NOTE If your set of coefficients does not contain an intercept, interceptFlag is automatically set to
False, and to True, otherwise.

• Use the getModel method to get the trained Logistic Regression model.
• Use the getStatus method to check the status of the model building process. If

DAAL_NOTHROW_EXCEPTIONS macro is defined, the status report contains the list of errors that describe
the problems API encountered (in case of API runtime failure).

NOTE
If after calling the getModel method you use the setBeta method to update coefficients, the initial
model will be automatically updated with the new β coefficients.

Examples
C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/logistic_regression/log_reg_model_builder.cpp
Python*:

• log_reg_model_builder.py

Batch Processing

Logistic regression algorithm follows the general workflow described in Training and Prediction >
Classification > Usage Model

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

In addition to the parameters of classifier described in Training and Prediction > Classification > Usage
Model, the logistic regression batch training algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by the logistic
regression. The only training method supported
so far is the default dense method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

interceptFlag True A flag that indicates a need to compute θ0j

penaltyL1 0 L1 regularization coefficient

penaltyL2 0 L2 regularization coefficient
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Parameter Default Value Description

optimizationSolver SGD solver All iterative solvers are available as
optimization procedures to use at the training
stage:

SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent
Algorithm

ADAGRAD Adaptive Subgradient Method

LBFGS Limited-Memory Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno Algorithm

SAGA Stochastic Average Gradient
Accelerated Method

Prediction

For a description of the input, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage logistic regression batch algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense The computation method used by logistic
regression. The only prediction method
supported so far is the default dense method.

nClasses Not applicable. The number of classes. A required parameter.

DEPRECATED:
resultsToCompute

USE INSTEAD:
resultsToEvaluate

DEPRECATED:
computeClassesLabels
USE INSTEAD:
classifier::computeCl
assesLabels

The 64-bit integer flag that specifies which
extra characteristics of the logistic regression
to compute.

Provide one of the following values to request a
single characteristic or use bitwise OR to
request a combination of the characteristics:

DEPRECATED

• computeClassesLabels for prediction
• computeClassesProbabilities for

probabilities
• computeClassesLogProbabilities for

logProbabilities

USE INSTEAD

• classifier::computeClassLabels for
prediction

• classifier::computeClassProbabiliti
es for probabilities

• classifier::computeClassLogProbabil
ities for logProbabilities
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Output
Prediction, probabilities, logProbabilities tables are available to compute for logistic regression prediction
algorithms. Pass the result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of the algorithm. The
algorithm calculates the result of type classifier::prediction::Result. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

NOTE The size of the probabilities and logProbabilities result tables are changed for case
nClasses = 2: from n x 1 to n x nClasses.

Result ID Result

probabilities Numeric table of size:

• n x nClasses
containing probabilities of classes computed when
computeClassesProbabilities option is
enabled. If nClasses = 2, the table contains
probabilities of class "1".

logProbabilities Numeric table of size:

• n x nClasses
containing logarithms of classes' probabilities
computed when
computeClassesLogProbabilities option is
enabled. If nClasses = 2, the table contains
logarithms of class "1" probabilities.

NOTE

• If resultsToEvaluate does not contain classifier::computeClassLabels, the prediction
table is NULL.

• If resultsToEvaluate does not contain classifier::computeClassProbabilities, the
probabilities table is NULL.

• If resultsToEvaluate does not contain classifier::computeClassLogProbabilities, the
logProbabilities table is NULL.

• By default, each numeric table of this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class, but
you can define the result as an object of any class derived from NumericTable except for
PackedSymmetricMatrix and PackedTriangularMatrix.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/logistic_regression/log_reg_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/logistic_regression/log_reg_binary_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/logistic_regression/log_reg_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/logistic_regression/log_reg_binary_dense_batch.py
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Recommendation Systems
Recommendation systems track users' behavior, such as purchase habits, in order to model users'
preferences and give recommendations based on their choices, actions, and reviews. Recommendation
systems use different approaches, such as collaborative filtering or content-based filtering.

Usage Model: Training and Prediction
A typical workflow for methods of recommendation systems includes training and prediction, as explained
below.

Algorithm-Specific Parameters
The parameters used by recommender algorithms at each stage depend on a specific algorithm. For a list of
these parameters, refer to the description of an appropriate recommender algorithm.
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Training Stage

At the training stage, recommender algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the m x n numeric table with the mining data. This
table can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

At the training stage, recommender algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Model with initialized item factors. The result can only be an
object of the Model class.
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Prediction Stage

At the prediction stage, recommender algorithms accept the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

model Model with initialized item factors. This input can only be an
object of the Model class.
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At the prediction stage, recommender algorithms calculate the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

prediction Pointer to the m x n numeric table with predicted ratings. By
default, this table is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedSymmetricMatrix,
PackedTriangularMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Implicit Alternating Least Squares
The library provides the Implicit Alternating Least Squares (implicit ALS) algorithm [Fleischer2008], based on
collaborative filtering.
Details

Given the input dataset R = rui  of size m x n, where m is the number of users and n is the number of

items, the problem is to train the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) model represented as two matrices: X of
size m x f, and Y of size f x n, where f is the number of factors. The matrices X and Y are the factors of low-
rank factorization of matrix R:

R ≈ X ⋅Y

Initialization Stage
Initialization of the matrix Y can be done using the following method: for each i = 1, ..., n,

y1i =
1
m ∑
u = 1

m
rui

and yki are independent random numbers uniformly distributed on the interval (0,1), k = 2, ..., f.

Training Stage
The ALS model is trained using the implicit ALS algorithm [Hu2008] by minimizing the following cost
function:

min
x*, y*

Σ
u, i
cui(pui − xu

Tyi)
2
+ λ(Σ

u
nxu

xu
2+Σ

i
myi

yi
2),

where:

• pui indicates the preference of user u of item i:

pui =
1,    rui > ϵ,

0,    rui ≤ ϵ
 

• ϵ is the threshold used to define the preference values. ϵ = 0 is the only threshold value supported so far.
• cui measures the confidence in observing pui:

cui = 1+ αrui,  

• α is the rate of confidence
• rui is the element of the matrix R
• λ is the parameter of the regularization
• nxu and myi denote the number of ratings of user u and item i respectively
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Prediction Stage
Given the trained ALS model and the matrix D that describes for which pairs of factors X and Y the rating
should be computed, the system calculates the matrix of recommended ratings Res:

resui = ∑
j = 1

f
xujyji if dui ≠ 0, u = 1, ..., m, i = 1, ..., n.

Initialization
Batch Processing

Input
Initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm accepts the input described below. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the m x n numeric table with the mining data. The
input can be an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix and
PackedSymmetricMatrix.

Parameters
Initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

nFactors 10 The total number of factors.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally at the
initialization step.

Output
Initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model The model with initialized item factors. The result can only be an
object of the Model class.
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Distributed Processing

The distributed processing mode assumes that the data set R is split in nblocks blocks across computation
nodes.

Parameters
In the distributed processing mode, initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method fastCSR Performance-oriented computation method for
CSR numeric tables, the only method
supported by the algorithm.

nFactors 10 The total number of factors.

fullNUsers 0 The total number of users m.

partition Not applicable Numeric table of size either 1 x 1 that provides
the number of input data parts; or (nblocks
+ 1) x 1, where nblocks is the number of input
data parts, and the i-th element contains the
offset of the transposed i-th data part to be
computed by the initialization algorithm.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally at the
initialization step.

To initialize the implicit ALS algorithm in the distributed processing mode, use the one-step process
illustrated by the following diagram for nblocks=3:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes

Input
In the distributed processing mode, initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm accepts the
input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your
algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

dataColumnSlice An ni x m numeric table with the part of the input data set. Each
node holds ni rows of the full transposed input data set RT. The
input should be an object of CSRNumericTable class.
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Output
In the distributed processing mode, initialization of item factors for the implicit ALS algorithm calculates the
results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of
your algorithm. Partial results that correspond to the outputOfInitForComputeStep3 and offsets Partial
Result IDs should be transferred to Step 3 of the distributed ALS training algorithm.

Output of Initialization for Computing Step 3 (outputOfInitForComputeStep3) is a key-value data
collection that maps components of the partial model on the i-th node to all local nodes. Keys in this data
collection are indices of the nodes and the value that corresponds to each key i is a numeric table that
contains indices of the factors of the items to be transferred to the i-th node on Step 3 of the distributed ALS
training algorithm.

User Offsets (offsets) is a key-value data collection, where the keys are indices of the nodes and the
value that correspond to the key i is a numeric table of size 1 x 1 that contains the value of the starting
offset of the user factors stored on the i-th node.

For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

partialModel The model with initialized item factors. The result can only be an
object of the PartialModel class.

outputOfInitForComputeStep3 A key-value data collection that maps components of the partial
model to the local nodes.

offsets A key-value data collection of size nblocks that holds the starting
offsets of the factor indices on each node.

outputOfStep1ForStep2 A key-value data collection of size nblocks that contains the parts
of the input numeric table: j -th element of this collection is a
numeric table of size mj x ni, where m1+…+mnblocks = m and the

values mj are defined by the partition parameter.
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Step 2 - on Local Nodes

Input
This step uses the results of the previous step.

Input ID Input

inputOfStep2FromStep1 A key-value data collection of size nblocks that contains the parts
of the input data set: i -th element of this collection is a numeric
table of size mi x ni. Each numeric table in the collection should
be an object of CSRNumericTable class.
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Output
In this step, implicit ALS initialization calculates the partial results described below. Pass the Partial Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. Partial results that correspond to
the outputOfInitForComputeStep3 and offsets Partial Result IDs should be transferred to Step 3 of the
distributed ALS training algorithm.

Output of Initialization for Computing Step 3 (outputOfInitForComputeStep3) is a key-value data
collection that maps components of the partial model on the i-th node to all local nodes. Keys in this data
collection are indices of the nodes and the value that corresponds to each key i is a numeric table that
contains indices of the user factors to be transferred to the i-th node on Step 3 of the distributed ALS training
algorithm.

Item Offsets (offsets) is a key-value data collection, where the keys are indices of the nodes and the
value that correspond to the key i is a numeric table of size 1 x 1 that contains the value of the starting
offset of the item factors stored on the i-th node.

For more details, see Algorithms.

Partial Result ID Result

dataRowSlice An mj x n numeric table with the mining data. j-th node gets mj
rows of the full input data set R.

outputOfInitForComputeStep3 A key-value data collection that maps components of the partial
model to the local nodes.

offsets A key-value data collection of size nblocks that holds the starting
offsets of the factor indices on each node.

Computation
Batch Processing

Training
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the training stage, the implicit ALS recommender has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Available computation methods:

• defaultDense - performance-oriented
method

• fastCSR - performance-oriented method for
CSR numeric tables

nFactors 10 The total number of factors.

maxIterations 5 The number of iterations.

alpha 40 The rate of confidence.

lambda 0.01 The parameter of the regularization.

preferenceThreshold 0 Threshold used to define preference values.
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Parameter Default Value Description

0 is the only threshold supported so far.

Prediction
For a description of the input and output, refer to Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

At the prediction stage, the implicit ALS recommender has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/implicit_als/impl_als_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/implicit_als/impl_als_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_batch.py
Distributed Processing
Training

The distributed processing mode assumes that the data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation
nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
At the training stage, implicit ALS recommender in the distributed processing mode has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

• step2Master - the second step, performed
on a master node

• step3Local - the third step, performed on
local nodes

• step4Local - the fourth step, performed on
local nodes
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method fastCSR Performance-oriented computation method for
CSR numeric tables, the only method
supported by the algorithm.

nFactors 10 The total number of factors.

maxIterations 5 The number of iterations.

alpha 40 The rate of confidence.

lambda 0.01 The parameter of the regularization.

preferenceThreshold 0 Threshold used to define preference
values.

0 is the only threshold supported so far.

Computation Process
At each iteration, the implicit ALS training algorithm alternates between re-computing user factors (X) and
item factors (Y). These computations split each iteration into the following parts:

1. Re-compute all user factors using the input data sets and item factors computed previously.
2. Re-compute all item factors using input data sets in the transposed format and item factors computed

previously.

Each part includes four steps executed either on local nodes or on the master node, as explained below and
illustrated by graphics for nblocks=3. The main loop of the implicit ALS training stage is executed on the
master node.
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The following pseudocode illustrates the entire computation:

Step 1 - on Local Nodes
This step works with the matrix:

• YT in part 1 of the iteration
• X in part 2 of the iteration

Parts of this matrix are used as input partial models.
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In this step, implicit ALS recommender training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialModel Partial model computed on the local node.

In this step, implicit ALS recommender training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep1ForStep2 Pointer to the f x f numeric table with the sum of numeric
tables calculated in Step 1.

Step 2 - on Master Node
This step uses local partial results from Step 1 as input.
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In this step, implicit ALS recommender training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputOfStep2FromStep1 A collection of numeric tables computed on local nodes in 
Step 1. The collection may contain objects of any class
derived from NumericTable except the
PackedTriangularMatrix class with the
lowerPackedTriangularMatrix layout.

In this step, implicit ALS recommender training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep2ForStep4 Pointer to the f x f numeric table with merged cross-
products.

Step 3 - on Local Nodes
On each node i, this step uses results of the previous steps and requires that you provide two extra matrices
Offset Table i and Input of Step 3 From Init i computed at the initialization stage of the algorithm.

The only element of the Offset Table i table refers to the:

• i-th element of the offsets collection from the step 2 of the distributed initialization algorithm in part 1
of the iteration
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• i-th element of the offsets collection from the step 1 of the distributed initialization algorithm in part 2
of the iteration

The Input Of Step 3 From Init is a key-value data collection that refers to the
outputOfInitForComputeStep3 output of the initialization stage:

• Output of the step 1 of the initialization algorithm in part 1 of the iteration
• Output of the step 2 of the initialization algorithm in part 2 of the iteration

In this step, implicit ALS recommender training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialModel Partial model computed on the local node.

offset Numeric table of size 1x1 that holds the global index of the
starting row of the input partial model. A part of the key-value
data collection offsets computed at the initialization stage of
the algorithm.
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In this step, implicit ALS recommender training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep3ForStep4 A key-value data collection that contains partial models to
be used in Step 4. Each element of the collection contains
an object of the PartialModel class.

Step4 - on Local Nodes
This step uses the results of the previous steps and parts of the following matrix in the transposed format:

• X in part 1 of the iteration
• YT in part 2 of the iteration

The results of the step are the re-computed parts of this matrix.
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In this step, implicit ALS recommender training accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

partialModels A key-value data collection with partial models that contain user
factors/item factors computed in Step 3. Each element of the
collection contains an object of the PartialModel class.

partialData Pointer to the CSR numeric table that holds the i-th part of the
input data set, assuming that the data is divided by users/items.

inputOfStep4FromStep2 Pointer to the f x f numeric table computed in Step 2.

In this step, implicit ALS recommender training calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

outputOfStep4ForStep1 Pointer to the partial implicit ALS model that corresponds to the i-
th data block. The partial model stores user factors/item factors.

outputOfStep4ForStep3

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_distr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_distr.py
Prediction of Ratings

The distributed processing mode assumes that the data set is split in nblocks blocks across computation
nodes.

Algorithm Parameters
At the prediction stage, implicit ALS recommender in the distributed processing mode has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step, performed on
local nodes

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the algorithm.

nFactors 10 The total number of factors.

Use the one-step computation schema for implicit ALS recommender prediction in the distributed processing
mode, as explained below and illustrated by the graphic for nblocks=3:
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Step 1 - on Local Nodes
Prediction of rating uses partial models, which contain the parts of user factors X1, X2, ..., Xnblocks and item
factors Y1, Y2, ..., Ynblocks produced at the training stage. Each pair of partial models (Xi , Yj ) is used to
compute a numeric table with ratings Rij that correspond to the user factors and item factors from the input
partial models.

In this step, implicit ALS recommender-based prediction accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID
as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

usersPartialModel The partial model trained by the implicit ALS algorithm in the
distributed processing mode. Stores user factors that correspond
to the i-th data block.

itemsPartialModel The partial model trained by the implicit ALS algorithm in the
distributed processing mode. Stores item factors that correspond
to the j-th data block.

In this step, implicit ALS recommender-based prediction calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

prediction Pointer to the mi x nj numeric table with predicted ratings. By
default this table is an object of the HomogenNumericTable class,
but you can define it as an object of any class derived from
NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_distr.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/implicit_als/impl_als_csr_distr.py
Performance Considerations

To get the best overall performance of the implicit ALS recommender:

• If input data is homogeneous, provide the input data and store results in homogeneous numeric tables of
the same type as specified in the algorithmFPType class template parameter.

• If input data is sparse, use CSR numeric tables.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804
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Neural Networks

NOTE
Starting from Intel® DAAL 2020, The Neural Networks will not have any new features and
functionalities.

The support will be completely discontinued from Intel® DAAL 2021.

Intel recommends developers switch to and use other Intel® Optimized Deep Learning frameworks
(TensorFlow*, PyTorch*, PaddlePaddle*, MXNet*, BigDL and Caffe*) and Intel® AI Software libraries
(NGRAPH™, Intel® MKL, Intel® MKL-DNN, Intel® CLDNN, etc.) for Neural Networks.

Artificial neural networks are mathematical models inspired by their biological counterparts. A neural network
is an information processing system used to approximate functions of large numbers of arguments. Neural
networks are applied to solve different kinds of machine learning tasks, such as image and video processing
[Szegedy13], classification, text recognition or natural language understanding, and others [LeCun15]. At a
high level, in Intel DAAL a neural network comprises:

• Interconnected computation devices, or layers of neurons.
• The topology, which defines the logical structure of the network. The topology defines layers with their

parameters and describes the connections between those layers.
• The model, which contains information about layer structures and all the data associated with the layers

and about weights and biases to be optimized.
• The optimization algorithm. It updates weights and biases at the training stage, and it is not used at the

prediction stage.

A layer can perform forward and backward computations. For a list of available layers and descriptions of
their usage, see Layers. The information about the order of layers is stored in the model. Intel DAAL supports
graph organization of layers and has special layers that used for that.

In addition to the order of layers, the model also contains information about weights and biases being
optimized in each computation step using the optimization solver.
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Intel DAAL provides different optimization solvers. For the descriptions and usages of the solvers, see 
Optimization Solvers.

For data storage and computations, neural networks use tensors, multidimensional data structures. For more
details, see Tensors.

Flexibility of Intel DAAL allows you to create your own neural network configuration by choosing the topology,
as well as number of layers and layer types. You can even create your own layers or optimization solvers by
deriving from relevant classes.

Usage Model: Training and Prediction

Training
Given a (p+1)-dimensional tensor q of size n1 x n2 x ... x np x np+1 where each element is a sample, a (p
+1)-dimensional tensor y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np x np+1 where each element is a stated result for the
corresponding sample, and a neural network that consists of n layers, the problem is to train the neural
network. For more details, see Training and Prediction.

NOTE
Intel DAAL supports only supervised learning with a known vector of class labels.

The key mechanism used to train a neural network is a backward propagation of errors [Rumelhart86].
During the training stage the algorithm performs forward and backward computations.

The training stage consists of one or several epochs. An epoch is the time interval when the network
processes the entire input data set performing several forward passes, backward passes, and updates of
weights and biases in the neural network model.

Each epoch consists of several iterations. An iteration is the time interval when the network performs one
forward and one backward pass using a part of the input data set called a batch. At each iteration, the
optimization solver performs an optimization step and updates weights and biases in the model.

Forward Computation

Follow these steps:

1. Provide the neural network with the input data for training. You can provide either one sample or a set
of samples. The batchSize parameter specifies the number of simultaneously processed samples.

2. Compute xi+1 = f(xi), where:

• xi is the input data for the layer i
• xi+1 is the output value of the layer i
• fi(x) is the function corresponding to the layer i.
• i = 0, …, n -1 is the index of the layer

For some layers, the computation can also use weights w and biases b. For more details, see Layers.

3. Compute an error as the result of a loss layer: e = floss (xn-1, y). For available loss layers, see Layers.
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NOTE
In the descriptions of specific forward layers in the Layers section, the preceding layer for the layer i is
the layer i-1.

Backward Computation

Follow these steps:

1. Compute the input gradient for the penultimate layer as the gradient of the loss layer gradn = ∇floss
(xn-1, y).

2. Compute gradi = ∇fi(xi)*gradi+1, where:

• gradi is the gradient obtained at the i-the layer
• gradi+1 is the gradient obtained at the (i+1)-the layer
• i = n - 1, ..., 0

For some layers, the computation can also use weights w and biases b. For more details, see Layers.

3. Apply one of the optimization methods to the results of the previous step. Compute w, b =
optimizationSolver (w, b, grado), where w = (wo, w1, ..., wn-1), b = (bo, b1, ..., bn-1). For available
optimization solver algorithms, see Optimization Solvers.

As a result of the training stage, you receive the trained model with the optimum set of weights and biases.
Use the getPredictionModel method to get the model you can use at the prediction stage. This method
performs the following steps to produce the prediction model from the training model:

1. Clones all the forward layers of the training model except the loss layer.
2. Replaces the loss layer with the layer returned by the getLayerForPrediction method of the forward

loss layer. For example, the loss softmax cross-entropy forward layer is replaced with the softmax
forward layer.

NOTE
In the descriptions of specific backward layers in the Layers section, the preceding layer for the layer i
is the layer i+1.

Prediction
Given the trained network (with optimum set of weights w and biases b) and a new (p+1)-dimensional
tensor x of size n1 x n2 x ... x np x np+1, the algorithm determines the result for each sample (one of
elements of the tensor y). Unlike the training stage, during prediction the algorithm performs the forward
computation only.
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Batch Processing
For the description of the neural network training algorithm, see Usage Model: Training and Prediction.
Training

Algorithm Input
Neural network training in the batch processing mode accepts the following input. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the
neural network input data. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

groundTruth Pointer to the tensor of size n1 that stores stated results
associated with the input data. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Algorithm Parameters
Neural network training in the batch processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

batchSize 1 The number of samples simultaneously
used for training.
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Parameter Default Value Description

NOTE
Because the first dimension of the input
data tensor represents the data samples,
the library computes the number of
batches by dividing n1 by the value of
batchSize.

After processing each batch the library
updates the parameters of the model.
If n1 is not a multiple of batchSize,
the algorithm ignores data samples at
the end of the data tensor.

optimization
Solver

SharedPtr<
optimization_solver::sgd::Batch<
algorithmFPType, defaultDense >>

The optimization procedure used at the
training stage.

engine SharePtr<engines::
mt19937::Batch>()

Pointer to the engine to be used by a
neural network in computations. The
neural network sets this engine to each
layer in topology during model
initialization if the layer's engine is not
set yet.

Algorithm Output
Neural network training in the batch processing mode calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Trained model with the optimum set of weights and biases. The
result can only be an object of the Model class.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/neural_net_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/neural_net_dense_batch.py
Prediction

Algorithm Input
Neural network prediction algorithm in the batch processing mode accepts the following input. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the
neural network input data. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

model Trained model with the optimum set of weights and biases. The
result can only be an object of the Model class.

Algorithm Parameters
Neural network prediction algorithm in the batch processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

nIterations 1000 The number of iterations.

batchSize 1 The number of samples simultaneously
used for prediction.

Algorithm Output
Neural network prediction algorithm in the batch processing mode calculates the result described below. Pass
the Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

prediction Pointer to the tensor of size n1 that stores the predicted result for
each sample. This input can be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/neural_net_predict_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/neural_net_predict_dense_batch.py

Distributed Processing
You can use the distributed processing mode for neural network training. Approaches to neural network
training in the distributed mode are based on the following kinds of parallelization:

• Data based
• Model based
• Hybrid (data+model based)

The library supports data based parallelization.
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Data Based Parallelization
The data based parallelization approach has the following features:

• The training data is split across local nodes.
• Instances of the same model are used by local nodes to compute local derivatives.
• The master node updates the weights and biases parameters of the model using the local derivatives and

delivers them back to the local nodes.

The library supports the following ways to update the parameters of the neural network model for data based
parallelization:

• Synchronous.

The master node updates the model only after all local nodes deliver the local derivatives for a given
iteration of the training.

• Asynchronous.

The master node:

• Immediately sends the latest version of the model to the local node that delivered the local derivatives.
• Updates the model as soon as the master node accumulates a sufficient amount of partial results. This

amount is defined by the requirements of the application.

Computation
The flow of the neural network model training using data based parallelization involves these steps:

1. Initialize the neural network model using the initialize() method on the master node and propagate
the model to local nodes.

2. Run the training algorithm on local nodes as described in the Usage Model: Training and Prediction >
Training section with the following specifics of the distributed computation mode:

• Provide each j-th node of the neural network with the local data set of localDataSizej size.
• Specify the required batchSizej parameter.
• Split the data set on a local node into localDataSizej/batchSizej data blocks, each to be

processed by the local algorithm separately.
• The batchSizej parameters and localDataSizej parameters must be the same on all local nodes

for synchronous computations and can be different for asynchronous computations.

See the figure below to visualize an i-th iteration, corresponding to the i-th data block. After the
computations for the i-th data block on a local node are finished, send the derivatives of local weights
and biases to the master node.

NOTE
The training algorithm on local nodes does not require an optimization solver.

3. Run the training algorithm on the master node by providing the local derivatives from all local nodes.
The algorithm uses the optimization solver provided in its optimizationSolver parameter. For
available algorithms, see Optimization Solvers. After the computations are completed, send the updated
weights and biases parameters of the model to all local nodes.

You can get the latest version of the model by calling the finalizeCompute() method after each run
of the training algorithm on the master or local node.

4. Perform computations 2 - 3 for all data blocks. Call the getPredictionModel() method of the trained
model on the master to get the model to be used for validation and prediction after the training process
is completed.
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Training

Algorithm Parameters
Neural network training in the distributed processing mode has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

computeStep Not applicable The parameter required to initialize the
algorithm. Can be:

• step1Local - the first step,
performed on local nodes

• step2Master - the second step,
performed on a master node

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method.

batchSize 128 The number of samples, simultaneously
used for training on each node. The
values of this parameter must be the
same on all nodes for synchronous
computations and may be different for
asynchronous computations. This
parameter is used by algorithms running
on local nodes.

optimization
Solver

SharedPtr<optimization_solver::
sgd::Batch<float, defaultDense >
>()

The optimization procedure used at the
training stage. This parameter is used by
the algorithm running on the master
node.
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Initialization

Initialize batch sizes depending on whether the computation is synchronous or asynchronous:

• In the synchronous case, set batchSize1 = batchSize2 = batchSize3.
• In the asynchronous case, you can use different batch sizes.

Use the two-step computation schema for neural network training in the distributed processing mode, as
illustrated below.
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Step1 - on Local Nodes

In this step, the neural network training algorithm accepts the following input. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size batchSize x n2 x ... x np that
represents the i-th data block on the local node. This input can be
an object of any class derived from Tensor.

groundTruth Pointer to the tensor of size batchSize that stores i-th stated
results associated with the input data. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputModel The neural network model updated on the master node. This input
can only be an object of the Model class.
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Input ID Input

Important
Update the model parameters using the setWeightsAndBiases()
method of inputModel after the master node delivers them to local
nodes.

In this step, the neural network training algorithm calculates partial results described below. Pass the Partial
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

PartialResultID Partial Result

derivatives Pointer to the numeric table of size weightsAndBiasesSize x 1,
where weightsAndBiasesSize is the number of model parameters.
By default this result is an object of the HomogenNumericTable
class, but you can define this result as an object of any class
derived from NumericTable except PackedTriangularMatrix,
PackedSymmetricMatrix, and CSRNumericTable.

batchSize Pointer to the numeric table of size 1 x 1 that contains the
number of samples simultaneously used for training on each
node. By default this partial result is an object of the
HomogenNumericTable class, but you can define this numeric
table as an object of any class derived from NumericTable
except PackedTriangularMatrix, PackedSymmetricMatrix,
and CSRNumericTable.
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Step2 - on Master Node

In this step, the neural network training algorithm accepts the following input. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

partialResults Results computed on local nodes in Step 1 (derivatives and
batchSize). This input contains objects of the PartialResult
class.

NOTE
You can update the model on the master node incrementally, upon
availability of partial results from local nodes, but be aware that in
synchronous computations, the master node sends out the updated
model only after it processes partial results from all local nodes.

In this step, the neural network training algorithm calculates the results described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

model Trained model with a set of weights and biases. This result can
only be an object of the Model class.

Initializers
Initializer is an algorithm for early initialization of a p-dimensional tensor W ∈ Rn1 x ... x np of a neural network
model. In Intel DAAL, an initializer represents an algorithm interface that runs in-place initialization of
memory according to the predefined method. This interface initializes parameters of a neural network. For
more details, see Usage Model: Training and Prediction.

Algorithm Parameters
Initializer algorithm has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

layer SharePtr<layers::
forward::LayerIface>()

Pointer to the layer whose weights and
biases are initialized by the initializer.
The initializer uses this pointer to get
layer parameters such as sizes of the
input and result.

engine Not applicable Pointer to the engine to be used by the
initializer for random numbers
generation. Define the engine before
using it. If you do not set this parameter,
the library uses the following value by
default:
SharePtr<engines::mt19937::Batch
>().

Algorithm Input
Initializer algorithm accepts the following input. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor W of size n1 x ... x np to initialize. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Algorithm Output
Initializer algorithm calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the initialized tensor W of size n1 x ... x np. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor. In Intel DAAL,
the initialization is in-place, which means that the initializer does
not allocate the result and always returns the pointer to the
initialized input.

Uniform Initializer

A uniform initializer is an initializer algorithm to initialize a p-dimensional tensor W ∈ Rn1 x ... x np with random
numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [a, b), where a, b ∈ R and a < b.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to common parameters of the initializer interface, a uniform initializer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

a -0.5 The left bound of the interval, a.

b 0.5 The right bound of the interval, b.

Xavier Initializer

A Xavier initializer is an initializer algorithm to initialize a p-dimensional tensor W ∈ Rn1 x ... x np that
represents weights and biases of the appropriate layer. The algorithm initializes this tensor with random
numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [-α,α). The value of α is defined using the sizes of the r-
dimensional input tensor X ∈ Rn x m2 x... x mr and q-dimensional value tensor Y ∈ Rn x k2 x... x kq for the layer:

α =  
6

nin +   nout
,

where:

• nin = m2 ⋅… ⋅mr
• nout = k2 ⋅… ⋅ kq
• It is assumed without loss of generality that tensors X and Y have batch dimension of size n

For more details, see [Glorot2010].

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to common parameters of the initializer interface, a Xavier initializer has the following
parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the algorithm.

Gaussian Initializer

A Gaussian initializer is an initializer algorithm to initialize a p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x ... x np with
Gaussian random numbers having mean a and standard deviation σ, where a, σ ∈ R and σ > 0.

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to common parameters of the initializer interface, a Gaussian initializer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the algorithm.

a 0 The mean a.

sigma 0.01 The standard deviation σ.

Truncated Gaussian Initializer

A truncated Gaussian initializer is an initializer algorithm to initialize a p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x ... x np

with variates that have the Gaussian probability density function with mean μ and standard deviation σ and
belong to the truncation range [a, b], where b > a, μ,σ ∈ R, and σ > 0.

The bounds of the truncation range define the following cases:

• No truncation: a = -∞, b = +∞
• Left truncation: a > -∞, b = +∞
• Right truncation: a = -∞, b < +∞
• Two-sided truncation: a > -∞, b < +∞

Algorithm Parameters
In addition to common parameters of the initializer interface, a truncated Gaussian initializer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Inverse cumulative distribution function
(CDF) transform method. Performance-
oriented computation method, the only
method supported by the algorithm.

mean 0 The mean μ.

sigma 1 The standard deviation σ.

a mean - 2*sigma The left bound of the truncation range. If
it is set to the negative infinity, there is
no left truncation.

b mean + 2*sigma The right bound of the truncation range.
If it is set to the positive infinity, there is
no right truncation.

Layers

Types of Layers Implemented
Intel DAAL provides the following types of layers:

• Fully-connected layers,

which compute the inner product of all weighed inputs plus bias.

Fully-connected Layers Forward | Backward

• Activation layers,

which apply a transform to the input data.

Absolute Value (Abs) Layers Forward | Backward

Logistic Layers Forward | Backward

Parametric Rectifier Linear Unit (pReLU) Layers Forward | Backward

Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) Layers Forward | Backward

Smooth Rectifier Linear Unit (SmoothReLU) Layers Forward | Backward

Hyperbolic Tangent Layers Forward | Backward

Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) Layers Forward | Backward

• Normalization layers,

which normalize the input data.

Batch Normalization Layers Forward | Backward

Local Response Normalization Layers Forward | Backward

Local Contrast Normalization Layers Forward | Backward

• Anti-overfitting layers,

which prevent the neural network from overfitting.

Dropout Layers Forward | Backward
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• Pooling layers,

which apply a form of non-linear downsampling to input data.

1D Max Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

2D Max Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

3D Max Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

1D Average Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

2D Average Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

3D Average Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

2D Stochastic Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

2D Spatial Pyramid Pooling Layers Forward | Backward

• Convolutional and locally-connected layers,

which apply filters to input data.

2D Convolution Layers Forward | Backward

2D Transposed Convolution Layers Forward | Backward

2D Locally-connected Layers Forward | Backward

• Service layers,

which apply service operations to the input tensors.

Reshape Layers Forward | Backward

Concat Layers Forward | Backward

Split Layers Forward | Backward

• Softmax layers,

which measure confidence of the output of the neural network.

Softmax Layers Forward | Backward

• Loss layers,

which measure the difference between the output of the neural network and ground truth.

Loss Layers Forward | Backward

Loss Softmax Cross-entropy Layers Forward | Backward

Loss Logistic Cross-entropy Layers Forward | Backward

NOTE
In the descriptions of specific layers, the preceding layer for the layer i is the layer:

• i − 1 for forward layers.
• i +1 for backward layers.
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Assumptions
When using Intel DAAL neural networks, be aware of the following assumptions:

• In Intel DAAL, numbering of data samples is scalar.
• For neural network layers, the first dimension of the input tensor represents the data samples.

While the actual layout of the data can be different, the access methods of the tensor return the data in
the assumed layout. Therefore, for a tensor containing the input to the neural network, it is your
responsibility to change logical indexing of tensor dimensions so that the first dimension represents the
sample data. To do this, use the shuffleDimensions() method of the Tensor class.

• Several neural network layers listed below support in-place computation, which means the result rewrites
the input memory under the following conditions:

• Both the input and the result are represented by a homogenous tensor of floating-point type identical
to the algorithmFPType type used by the layer for intermediate computations.

• The input of the layer is unique, that is, it is not shared between multiple layers in the neural network
topology (the inputs of the layers that have the split as preceding layer are shared).

• Required for the layers marked with (*) sign. The layers are used on prediction stage only, except the
layers in the forward computation step of the training stage.

The following layers support in-place computation:

• Absolute Value (Abs) Forward Layer (*)
• Absolute Value (Abs) Backward Layer
• Logistic Forward Layer (*)
• Logistic Backward Layer
• Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) Forward Layer (*)
• Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) Backward Layer
• Hyperbolic Tangent Forward Layer (*)
• Hyperbolic Tangent Backward Layer
• Split Forward Layer

Common Parameters

Neural network layers have the following common parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

weights
Initializer

services::SharedPtr
<initializers::
InitializerIface> (new
initializers::uniform::
Batch<>())

Weights initializer for the
layer.

biases
Initializer

services::SharedPtr
<initializers::
InitializerIface> (new
initializers::uniform::
Batch<>())

Biases initializer for the layer.

predictionStage false A flag that specifies whether
the layer is used at the
prediction stage. Applies to
forward layers.

weightsAndBiases
Initialized

false Initialization status of weights
and biases:
• true if the user provides

weights and biases. It is
your responsibility to set
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Parameter Default Value Description

the flag to true so that
the layer uses the user-
defined weights and
biases.

• false if the layer uses the
default initializer or the
one selected by the user
from the list of supported
initializers to initialize
weights and biases.

Fully-connected Forward Layer

The forward fully-connected layer computes values

yi x1,   …,   xn = ∑
k = 1

n

skiwkixk + bi

for n input arguments xk, weights wki, weights mask ski, and biases bi, where k ∈ {1, ..., n}, i ∈ {1, ..., m},
and m is the number of layer outputs.

Problem Statement
Given:

• Dimension k
• p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x ... x nk... x np
• p-dimensional tensor W of size n1 x ... x nk-1 x m x nk+1 ... x np
• p-dimensional tensor S of size n1 x ... x nk-1 x m x nk+1 ... x np
• 1-dimensional tensor B of size m

The problem is to compute the 2-dimensional tensor Y of size nk x m such that:

yikj
=     ∑

i1 = 1

n1

… ∑
  ik − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
ik + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
  ip = 1

np

si1…ik − 1 j ik + 1… ip
wi1…ik − 1 j ik + 1… ip

xi1…ik… ip
+ bj,

ik = 1,…,nk ,

j = 1,…,m .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward fully-connected layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk x ... x np that stores the
input data for the forward fully-connected layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

weights Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np that
stores a set of weights. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.
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Input ID Input

biases Pointer to the tensor of size m that stores a set of biases. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

mask Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np that
holds 1 for the corresponding weights used in computations and 0 for
the weights not used in computations. If no mask is provided, the
library uses all the weights.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward fully-connected layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

nOutputs Not applicable Number of layer outputs m. Required to
initialize the algorithm.

Layer Output
The forward fully-connected layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size nk x m that stores the result of the
forward fully-connected layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward fully-connected layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk x ... x np that stores the
input data for the forward fully-
connected layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np
that stores a set of weights. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

auxBiases Pointer to the tensor of size m
that stores a set of biases. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxMask Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np
that holds 1 for the
corresponding weights used in
computations and 0 for the
weights not used in
computations. If no mask is
provided, the library uses all the
weights.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/fullycon_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/fullycon_layer_dense_batch.py
Fully-connected Backward Layer

The forward fully-connected layer computes values

yi x1,   …,   xn = ∑
k = 1

n

skiwkixk + bi

for n input arguments xk, weights wki, weights mask ski, and biases bi, where k ∈ {1, ..., n}, i ∈ {1, ..., m},
and m is the number of layer outputs. For more details, see Forward Fully-connected Layer.

The backward fully-connected layer computes the following values:

zk = ∑
j = 1

m

gj ⋅ skj ⋅ wkj,

∂E
∂wkj

= gj ⋅ skj ⋅ xk,

∂E
∂bj

= gj,

where

k = 1,…,n , j = 1,…,m ,

E is the objective function used at the training stage, and gj is the input gradient computed on the preceding
layer.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x ... x nk... x np
• p-dimensional tensor W of size n1 x ... x nk-1 x m x nk+1 ... x np
• p-dimensional tensor S of size n1 x ... x nk-1 x m x nk+1 ... x np
• 1-dimensional tensor B of size m
• 2-dimensional tensor G of size nk x m
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The problem is to compute:

• The p-dimensional tensor Z of size n1 x ... x nk... x np such that:

zi1…ik…ip
= ∑
j = 1

m

gikj
⋅ si1…ik − 1 j ik + 1… ip

⋅ wi1…ik − 1 j ik + 1… ip

• Values:

∂E
∂wi1…j… ip

=
1
nk
∑
ik = 1

nk

gikj
⋅ si1…j… ip

⋅ xi1…ik… ip
,

∂E
∂bj

=
1
nk
∑
ik = 1

nk

gikj
.

In the above formulas:

ik = 1,…,nk ,

j = 1,…,m .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward fully-connected layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size nk x m that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward fully-connected layer. This
collection can contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk x ... x np that stores the
input data from the forward fully-
connected layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np
that stores a set of weights. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxBiases Pointer to the tensor of size m
that stores a set of biases. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Input ID Input

auxMask Pointer to the tensor of size n1
x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np
that holds 1 for the
corresponding weights used in
computations and 0 for the
weights not used in
computations. If no mask is
provided, the library uses all the
weights.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward fully-connected layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

nOutputs Not applicable Number of layer outputs m. Required to
initialize the algorithm.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the backward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward fully-connected layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter
to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk x ... x np that stores the
result of the backward fully-connected layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

weightDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk - 1 x m x nk + 1 x ... x np that
stores result ∂Ε / ∂wi1...j...ip of the backward fully-connected layer,
where j = {1, ..., m}. This input can be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

biasDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size m that stores result ∂Ε / ∂bj of the
backward fully-connected layer, where j = {1, ..., m}. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/fullycon_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/fullycon_layer_dense_batch.py
Absolute Value (Abs) Forward Layer

The forward abs layer computes the absolute value of input argument x.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute a p-dimensional tensor Y
= (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

yi1...ip = abs(xi1...ip)

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward abs layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward abs layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward abs layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The forward abs layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward abs layer. This input can be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward abs layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward abs layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/abs_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/abs_layer_dense_batch.py
Absolute Value (Abs) Backward Layer

The absolute value (abs) activation layer applies the transform f(x) = abs(x) to the input data. The backward
abs layer computes the value z = y * f'(x), where y is the input gradient computed on the prior layer and
f'(x) = {1 if x > 0, 0 if x = 0, -1 if x < 0}.

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and Y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute a p-dimensional
tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

zi1...ip = yi1...ip * sign(xi1...ip)
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward abs layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward abs layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward abs layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward abs layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.
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Layer Output
The backward abs layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward abs layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/abs_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/abs_layer_dense_batch.py
Logistic Forward Layer

The forward logistic layer computes the function

f x =
1

1+ exp −x

for the input argument x.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor
Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

yi1…ip
=  

1

1+ exp −xi1…ip

.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward logistic layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward logistic layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward logistic layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The forward logistic layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the numeric tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the
result of the forward logistic layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward logistic layer.

Element ID Element

auxValue Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the result
of the forward logistic layer. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/logistic_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/logistic_layer_dense_batch.py
Logistic Backward Layer

The logistic activation layer applies the transform

f x =
1

1+ exp −x

to the input data. The backward logistic layer computes the values z = y*f'(x), where y is the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer and

f ′ x =
−exp(− x)

(1+ exp −x )2
= f x * 1− f x .

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and Y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional
tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=   yi1…ip

* f (xi1…ip
) * 1− f (xi1…ip

) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward logistic layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward logistic layer.

Element ID Element

auxValue Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the result
of the forward logistic layer. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward logistic layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The backward logistic layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward logistic layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/logistic_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/logistic_layer_dense_batch.py
Parametric Rectifier Linear Unit (pReLU) Forward Layer

The forward parametric rectifier linear unit (pReLU) layer computes the function f(x) = max(0, x) + w *
min(0, x) for the input argument x, where w is the weight of this argument [HeZhangRenSun].

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and W of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional
tensor Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:
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yi1…ip
= max(0, xi1…ip

) + wi1…ip
*min(0, xi1…ip

) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward pReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward pReLU layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

weights Pointer to the tensor of size nk x nk + 1 x ... x nk + q- 1 that stores
weights for the forward pReLU layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward pReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

dataDimension 0 Starting index of data dimension of type size_t
to apply a weight.

weightsDimension 1 Number of weight dimensions of type size_t.

Layer Output
The forward pReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the results of
the forward pReLU layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward pReLU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward pReLU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

auxWeights Pointer to the tensor of size nk x
nk + 1 x ... x nk + q- 1 that stores
weights for the forward pReLU
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/prelu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/prelu_layer_dense_batch.py
Parametric Rectifier Linear Unit (pReLU) Backward Layer

The parametric rectifier linear unit (pReLU) activation layer applies the transform f(x) = max(0, x) + w *
min(0, x) to the input data. The backward pReLU layer computes the values z = y*f'(x), where y is the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer, w is the weight of the input argument. and

f ′ x =  

1   if   x > 0,

0   if   x = 0,

w   if   x < 0.

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X ,Y , and W of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-
dimensional tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=  

yi1…ip
  if   xi1…ip

> 0,

0   if   xi1…ip
= 0,

yi1…ip
*   wi1…ip

  if   xi1…ip
< 0.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward pReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward pReLU layer. This
collection can contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element
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Input ID Input

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward pReLU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to the tensor of size nk x
nk + 1 x ... x nk + q- 1 that stores
weights for the forward pReLU
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward pReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

dataDimension 0 Starting index of data dimension of type size_t
to apply a weight.

weightsDimension 1 Number of weight dimensions of type size_t.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the backward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward pReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward pReLU layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

weightDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size nk x nk + 1 x ... x nk + q- 1 that stores
result ∂Ε / ∂wik...ik +q - 1of the backward pReLU layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/prelu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/prelu_layer_dense_batch.py
Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) Forward Layer

The forward ReLU layer computes f(x) = max(0, x) for input argument x.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute a p-dimensional tensor Y
= (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

yi1...ip = max(0, xi1...ip)

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward ReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward ReLU layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward ReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The forward ReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward ReLU layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward ReLU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward ReLU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/relu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/relu_layer_dense_batch.py
Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) Backward Layer

The rectifier linear unit (ReLU) activation layer applies the transform f(x) = max(0, x) to the input data. The
backward ReLU layer computes the value z = y * f'(x), where y is the input gradient computed on the prior
layer and f'(x) = {1 if x > 0, 0 if x =< 0}.

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and Y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute a p-dimensional
tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

zi1...ip = {yi1...ip if xi1...ip > 0, 0 if xi1...ip =< 0}
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward ReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward ReLU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward ReLU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward ReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.
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Layer Output
The backward ReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward ReLU layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/relu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/relu_layer_dense_batch.py
Smooth Rectifier Linear Unit (SmoothReLU) Forward Layer

The forward smooth rectifier linear unit (SmoothReLU) layer computes the function f(x) = log(1 + exp(x)) for
the input argument x.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor
Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

yi1…ip
=   log(1+ exp(xi1…ip

)).

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward SmoothReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward SmoothReLU layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward SmoothReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.
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Layer Output
The forward SmoothReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward SmoothReLU layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward SmoothReLU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward SmoothReLU
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/smoothrelu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/smoothrelu_layer_dense_batch.py
Smooth Rectifier Linear Unit (SmoothReLU) Backward Layer

The smooth rectifier linear unit (SmoothReLU) activation layer applies the transform f(x) = log(1 + exp(x))
to the input data. The backward SmoothReLU layer computes the values z = y*f'(x), where y is the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer and

f ′ x =  
1

1+ exp(− x) .

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and Y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional
tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=  

yi1…ip
1+ exp(− xi1…ip

) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward SmoothReLU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward SmoothReLU layer.
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Input ID Input

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward SmoothReLU
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward SmoothReLU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The backward SmoothReLU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to
the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward SmoothReLU layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/smoothrelu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/smoothrelu_layer_dense_batch.py
Hyperbolic Tangent Forward Layer

The forward hyperbolic tangent layer computes the function

tanh(x) =
sinh (x)
cosh(x)

for the input argument x.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor
Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:
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yi1…ip
=    

sinh(xi1…ip
)

cosh(xi1…ip
) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward hyperbolic tangent layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to
the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward hyperbolic tangent layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward hyperbolic tangent layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The forward hyperbolic tangent layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter
to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward hyperbolic tangent layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward hyperbolic tangent layer.

Element ID Element

auxValue Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the result
of the forward hyperbolic tangent
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/tanh_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/tanh_layer_dense_batch.py
Hyperbolic Tangent Backward Layer

The hyperbolic tangent activation layer applies the transform

f (x) =
sinh (x)
cosh(x)

to the input data. The backward hyperbolic tangent layer computes the values z = y*f'(x), where y is the
input gradient computed on the preceding layer and

f ′ x =   1−
sinh x
cosh x

2
= 1− f 2(x) .

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors X and Y of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional
tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=   yi1…ip

* 1− f 2(xi1…ip
) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward hyperbolic tangent layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter
to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward hyperbolic tangent layer.

Element ID Element

auxValue Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the result
of the forward hyperbolic tangent
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward hyperbolic tangent layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.
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Layer Output
The backward hyperbolic tangent layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward hyperbolic tangent layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/tanh_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/tanh_layer_dense_batch.py
Batch Normalization Forward Layer

The forward batch normalization layer [Ioffe2015] normalizes xi1...ip from the input X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np for the
dimension k ∈ {1, ... p} and then scales and shifts the result of the normalization using the provided weights
and biases as follows:

y = ω
x − μ(k)

σ(k)
+ β,

where the following characteristics are computed for the input X:

• means

μ(k) = E x (k)

• standard deviation

σ(k) =   s2(k)+ ε

with variance

s2(k) = Var x (k)

• a constant ε to improve the numerical stability

The weights and biases are learned, as well as the rest model parameters.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Y ∈ Rn1

x n2 x ... x np:

yj1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
= y x j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

= ωj
(k)
x
j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

− μj
(k)

σj
(k)       + βj

(k),

k ∈ 1,…, p , j = 1,…,nk,

where:

• mk = n1 ⋅… ⋅ nk − 1 ⋅ nk + 1 ⋅… ⋅ np
• mean

μ(k) ∈ R
nk,
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μj
(k) =

1
mk

  ∑
j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

x j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

• variance

s2(k) ∈ R
nk,

s2(k) =
1

mk − 1  
∑
j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

x j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
− μj

(k)
2

• standard deviation

σ(k) = s2(k)+ ε
• weights

ω(k)ϵ R
nk

• biases

β(k)ϵ R
nk

At the model training stage, along with the normalizing, the layer computes the population mean and
variance using the exponential moving average with smoothing factor α ∈ [0,1] applied to the mini-batch
means and variances.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward batch normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter
to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input data for the
forward batch normalization layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

weights One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores weights for scaling ω(k).
This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

biases One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores biases for shifting the
scaled data β(k). This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

populationMean One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores population mean μ
computed in the previous stage. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

populationVariance One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores population variance s2

computed in the previous stage. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.
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In addition to the common parameters, the forward batch normalization layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

alpha 0.01 Smoothing factor of the exponential moving
average used to compute the population mean
and variance.

epsilon 0.00001 Constant added to the mini-batch variance for
numerical stability.

dimension 1 Index of dimension k for which normalization is
performed.

Layer Output
The forward batch normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of the forward
batch normalization layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward batch normalization layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np
that stores the input data for the
forward batch normalization
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxWeights One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores weights for scaling
ω(k). This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxMean One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores mini-batch mean μk.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

auxStandardDeviation One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores mini-batch standard
deviation σ(k). This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxPopulationMean One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the resulting
population mean μ. This input
can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

auxPopulationVariance One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the resulting
population variance s2. This input
can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/batch_norm_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/batch_norm_layer_dense_batch.py
Batch Normalization Backward Layer

The forward batch normalization layer normalizes xi1...ip from the input X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np for the dimension k
∈ {1, ... p} and then scales and shifts the result of the normalization . For more details, see Forward Batch
Normalization Layer. The backward batch normalization layer [Ioffe2015] computes the values for the
dimension k ∈ {1, ... p}:

∂E

∂ωj
k = ∑

j = 1

mk

gi

xi − μ
(k)

σ(k)
,

∂E

∂βj
k =∑

j = 1

mk

gi,

where

• g is the gradient of the preceding layer

• E is the objective function used at the training stage.
• objective function used at the training stage.

mk = n1 ⋅… ⋅ nk − 1 ⋅ nk + 1 ⋅… ⋅ np
• weights

ω(k)ϵ R
nk

• biases

β(k)ϵ R
nk

• mean

μ(k) ∈ R
nk,
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μj
(k) =

1
mk

  ∑
j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

x j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
, j = 1,…,nk

• variance

s2(k) ∈ R
nk,

s2(k) =
1

mk − 1  
∑
j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

x j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
− μj

(k)
2

• standard deviation

σ(k) = s2(k)+ ε
•

∑
j = 1

mk

gi =
def

  ∑
j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

gj1…jk − 1 i jk + 1…jp

•

∑
j = 1

mk

gi

xi − μ
(k)

σ(k)
=
def ∑

j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

gj1…jk − 1 i jk + 1…jp

x
j1…jk − 1 i jk + 1…jp

− μi
k

σi
k  

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors:

• G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np - the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Y ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np - the output of the forward batch normalization layer

The problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
=

ωj
k

σj
k gj1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

−
1
mk

 
∂E

∂βj
k −

1
mk − 1

x
j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

− μj
k

σj
k

∂E

∂ωj
k  

for j = 1, ..., nk, where:

•

∂E

∂ω(k)
∈ R

nk,

∂E

∂ωj
k = ∑

j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

gj1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

x
j1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp

− μj
k

σj
k

•

∂E

∂β(k)
∈ R

nk,

∂E

∂βj
k = ∑

j1 = 1

n1

… ∑
jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1

∑
jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1

… ∑
jp = 1

np

gj1…jk − 1 j jk + 1…jp
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Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward batch normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter
to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward batch normalization layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np
that stores the input data for the
forward batch normalization
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxWeights One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores weights for scaling
ω(k) from the forward batch
normalization layer. This input
can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

auxMean One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the mini-batch mean
computed in the forward step.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxStandardDeviation One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the population
standard deviation computed in
the forward step. This input can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxPopulationMean One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the population mean
computed in the forward step.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxPopulationVariance One-dimensional tensor of size nk
that stores the population
variance computed in the forward
step. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.
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Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward batch normalization layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

epsilon 0.00001 Constant added to the mini-batch variance for
numerical stability.

dimension 1 Index of dimension k for which normalization is
performed.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the backward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward batch normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores result z of the backward
batch normalization layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

weightsDerivatives One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores result ∂Ε / ∂ω(k) of the
backward batch normalization layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

biasesDerivatives One-dimensional tensor of size nk that stores result ∂Ε / ∂β(k) of the
backward batch normalization layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/batch_norm_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/batch_norm_layer_dense_batch.py
Local Response Normalization Forward Layer

For any xi1...ip from the input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np and a dimension k ∈ {1, ..., p} of size nk, the forward
local response normalization layer computes the p-dimensional tensor Y ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

y xi1…ip
= yi1…ip

=

xi1…ip

Sk ik
β  

,

where
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•
Sk(i) =  κ+ α∑j ∈ Dk(i)

xi1…ik − 1 j ik + 1…ip

2

• Dk(i) = j ∈ 1,…,nk :max 1, i −
n
2 ≤ j ≤ min nk,  i +

n
2

• α, β, κ ∈ R
• n is a positive integer number

See [Krizh2012] for an exact definition of local response normalization.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np and scalars α, β, κ, and n, the problem is to compute the p-
dimensional tensor Y ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward local response normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward local response normalization layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward local response normalization layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Computation method used by the algorithm.
The only method supported by the layer so far
is acrossDimension.

dimension 1 Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with the index of
type size_t to calculate local response
normalization.

kappa 2 Value of layer hyper-parameter κ.

alpha 1.0e-04 Value of layer hyper-parameter α.

beta 0.75 Value of layer hyper-parameter β.

nAdjust 5 Value of layer hyper-parameter n.

Layer Output
The forward local response normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward local response normalization layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of input data needed for the backward local response
normalization layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward local
response normalization layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxSmBeta Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the value
of (sk * (ik))-β . This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/lrn_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/lrn_layer_dense_batch.py
Local Response Normalization Backward Layer

For a given dimension k ∈ {1, ..., p} of size nk, the forward local response normalization layer normalizes the
input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. For more details and notations, see Forward Local Response Normalization
Layer.

For a dimension k ∈ {1, ..., p} of size nk, the backward local response normalization layer computes the
value:

zi1… ip
= gi1… ip

Sk ik
−β − 2αβxi1… ip

∑d : ik ∈ Dk(d)
gi1… ik − 1 d ik + 1 … ip

Sk d
−β − 1 xi1… ik − 1 d ik + 1 … ip

,

where:

• gi1...ip is the input gradient computed on the preceding layer
•

Sk(i) =  κ+ α∑j ∈ Dk(i)
xi1…ik − 1 j ik + 1…ip

2

• Dk(i) = j ∈ 1,…,nk :max 1, i −
n
2 ≤ j ≤ min nk,  i +

n
2

• α, β, κ ∈ R
• n is a positive integer number

See [Krizh2012] for an exact definition of local response normalization.

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors:

• X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np of size n1 x n2 x ... x np
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• G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np - the gradient computed on the preceding layer

The problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z = (zi1...ip ) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np.
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward local response normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward local response
normalization layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward local
response normalization layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxSmBeta Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x
n2 x ... x np that stores the value
of (sk * (ik))-β . This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward local response normalization layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Computation method used by the algorithm.
The only method supported by the layer so far
is acrossDimension.

dimension 1 Numeric table of size 1 x 1 with the dimension
index of type size_t to calculate local response
normalization backpropagation.

kappa 2 Value of layer hyper-parameter κ.
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Parameter Default Value Description

alpha 1.0e-04 Value of layer hyper-parameter α.

beta 0.75 Value of layer hyper-parameter β.

nAdjust 5 Value of layer hyper-parameter n.

Layer Output
The backward local response normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward local response normalization layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/lrn_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/lrn_layer_dense_batch.py
Local Contrast Normalization Forward Layer

Given a p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np, two-dimensional tensor K ∈ Rm1 x m2, dimensions k1 of size
m1 and k2 of size m2, and dimension f different from k1 and k2, the layer computes the p-dimensional tensor
Y ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

yi1…ip
=

vi1…ip
mi1…ip

.

See [Jarrett2009] for an exact definition of local contrast normalization.

The library supports four-dimensional input tensors X∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4.

Problem Statement
Without loss of generality let's assume that forward local contrast normalization is applied to the last two
dimensions.

The problem is to compute the tensor Y depending on whether the dimension f is set:

• Dimension f is set; let it be n2:

ynqij =
vnqij
mnij

,

vnqij = xnqij − ∑
r = 0

n2− 1

∑
a = −m1/2

m1/2

∑
b = −m2/2

m2/2

kab ⋅ xnr(i + a)(j + b),

mn ij = max cn,σn ij ,
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σnij = ∑
r = 0

n2− 1

∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

kab ⋅ v

nr i −
m1
2 + a … j −

m2
2 + b

2

1
2

,

cn =
1

n3 n4
∑
i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

σn ij,

where elements of the weighting window are normalized by the library through dimension f to meet the
condition:

∑
r = 0

n2

∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

kab = 1.

• Dimension f is not set:

ynqij =
vnqij
mnqij

,

vnq ij = xnq ij − ∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

kab ⋅ x

nq i −
m1
2 + a … j −

m2
2 + b

,

mnqij = max cnq,σnqij ,

σnqij = ∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

kab ⋅ v

nq i −
m1
2 + a … j −

m2
2 + b

2

1
2

cnq =
1

n3n4
∑
i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

σnqij,

where the weighting window meets the condition

∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

kab = 1.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward local contrast normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the input data
for the forward local contrast normalization layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward local contrast normalization layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Default computation method used by the
algorithm, the only method supported by the
layer.

kernel HomogenTensor<float>
of size 5 x 5 with values
0.04

Tensor with sizes m1 x m2 of the two-
dimensional kernel. Only kernels with odd
dimensions are currently supported.

indices indices(2,3) Data structure representing dimensions k1 and
k2 for kernels.

sumDimension HomogenNumericTable
<float> of size 1 x 1 with
value 1

Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that stores
dimension f. If it is NULL, there is no
summation over this dimension.

Layer Output
The forward local contrast normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the result of
the forward local contrast normalization layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

layerData Collection of input data needed for the backward local contrast
normalization layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxInvMax Pointer to the tensor:

• 1/mnij of size n1 x n3 x n4 if
sumDimension is not NULL

• 1/mnqij of size n1 x n2 x n3 x
n4 if sumDimension is NULL
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Result ID Result

This tensor stores the inverted
max values. This input can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxCenteredData Pointer to tensor vnqij of size n1 x
n2 x n3 x n4 that stores values as
shown above. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxSigma Pointer to tensor σnij of size n1 x
n3 x n4 if sumDimension is not
NULL, or tensor σnqij of size n1 x
n2 x n3 x n4 otherwise, that
stores values as shown above.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxC Pointer to tensor cn of size n1 if
sumDimension is not NULL, or
tensor cnq of size n1 x n2
otherwise, that stores values as
shown above. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/lcn_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/lcn_layer_dense_batch.py
Local Contrast Normalization Backward Layer

For given dimensions k1 of size nk1, k2 of size nk2, and f different from k1 and k2, the forward local contrast
normalization layer normalizes the input p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. For more details, see 
Forward Local Contrast Normalization Layer.

The library supports four-dimensional input tensors X∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4.

Without loss of generality let's assume that backward local contrast normalization is applied to the last two
dimensions. The backward local contrast normalization layer takes:

• Four-dimensional tensor X∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4

• Four-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 with the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Two-dimensional tensor K ∈ Rm1 x m2 that contains kernel parameters/weights of kernels, where m1≤n3,

m2≤n4

The layer computes the four-dimensional value tensor Z∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4:

znqij =
∂E

∂xnqij
=   gnqij

1 + gnqij
2 .

Problem Statement
The computation depends on whether the dimension f is set:
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• Dimension f is set; let n2 be the sum dimension:

ynqij =
xnqij
(5)

xnij
(13) ,

gnqij
5 =

∂E

∂xnqij
5 =

gnqij

xnij
(13) ,

gnij
13 =

∂E

∂xnij
13 = −

1

xnqij
(13) 2 ∑

q = 0

n2− 1

gnqij ⋅ xnqij
(5) ,

mnij = max xn
(12), xnij

(10) ,

xn
(12) =   cn =

1
n3n4

∑
i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

xnij
(11),

gn
(12) =

∂E

∂xn
(12) = ∑

i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

gnij
13 (1− qnij),

gnij
(10) =

∂E

∂xnij
10 = qnij ⋅ gnij

(13),

qnij =
1, σnij > cn  

0, otherwise
,

xnij
10 =   xnij

11 =   xnij
9 ,

xnij
(9) =   σnij = xnij

(8)
1
2 ,

gnij
(11) =

∂E

∂xnij
11 =

1
n3n4

gn
(12),

gnij
(9) = gnij

(10)+ gnij
(11),

gnij
(8) =

∂E

∂xnij
8 =

1
2gnij

(9) xnij
(8) −

1
2 ,

xnij
8 = conv xnqij

7 = ∑
q = 0

n2− 1

∑
a = −m1/2

m1/2

∑
b = −m2/2

m2/2

kab

⋅ xnq i + a j + b
7 ,

gnqij
(7) =

∂E

∂xnqij
7 = dConv gnij

8 ,

xnqij
7 = xnqij

6 2
, gnqij

(6) =
∂E

∂xnqij
6 = 2 ⋅ gnqij

(7) ⋅ xnqij
6 ,
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xnqij
6 =   xnqij

5 =   xnqij
4 = centeredDatanqij, gnqij

(4) = gnqij
(5) + gnqij

(6) ,

xnij
4 =   xnqij

2 − xnij
3 ,

gnij
(3) =

∂E

∂xnij
3 = − ∑

q = 0

n2− 1

gnqij
(4) ,

gnqij
(2) =

∂E

∂xnqij
2 = gnqij

(4) ,

xnij
3 = conv xnqij

1 = ∑
q = 0

n2− 1

∑
a = −m1/2

m1/2

∑
b = −m2/2

m2/2

kab

⋅ xnq i + a j + b
1 ,

xnqij
1 = xnqij

2 =   xnqij,

gnqij
(1) =

∂E

∂xnqij
1 =   dConv gnij

(3) ,

znqij =   gnqij
(1) + gnqij

(2) .

Consequently:

znqij =
∂E

∂xnqij
=   gnqij

1 + gnqij
2 =   dConv − ∑

q = 0

n2− 1

gnqij
(4) + gnqij

(4) .

• Dimension f is not set:

ynqij =
xnqij
(5)

xnqij
(13) ,

gnqij
5 =

∂E

∂xnqij
5 =

gnqij

xnqij
(13) ,

gnqij
13 =

∂E

∂xnqij
13 = −

gnqij ⋅ xnqij
(5)

xnqij
(13) 2

,

mnqij = max xnq
(12), xnqij

(10) ,

xnq
(12) =   cnq =

1
n3n4

∑
i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

xnqij
(11),

gnq
(12) =

∂E

∂xnq
(12) = ∑

i = 0

n3− 1

∑
j = 0

n4− 1

gnqij
13 (1− qnqij),

gnqij
(10) =

∂E

∂xnqij
10 = qnqij ⋅ gnqij

(13),
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qnqij =
1, σnqij > cnq  

0, otherwise
,

gnqij
(11) =

∂E

∂xnqij
13 =

1
n3n4

gnq
(12),

xnqij
10 =   xnqij

11 =   xnqij
9 ,

xnqij
(9) =   σnqij = xnqij

(8)
1
2 ,

gnqij
(9) = gnqij

(10) + gnqij
(11),

gnqij
(8) =

∂E

∂xnqij
8 =

1
2gnqij

(9) xnqij
(8) −

1
2 ,

xnqij
8 = conv xnqij

7 = ∑
a = −m1/2

m1/2

∑
b = −m2/2

m2/2

kab

⋅ xnq i + a j + b
7 ,

gnqij
(7) =

∂E

∂xnqij
7 = dConv gnqij

8 ,

xnqij
7 = xnqij

6 2
, gnqij

(6) =
∂E

∂xnqij
6 = 2 ⋅ gnqij

(7) ⋅ xnqij
6 ,

xnqij
6 =   xnqij

5 =   xnqij
4 = centeredDatanqij,

xnqij
4 =   xnqij

2 − xnqij
3 ,

gnqij
(4) = gnqij

(5) + gnqij
(6) ,

gnqij
(3) =

∂E

∂xnqij
3 = − gnqij

(4) ,

gnqij
(2) =

∂E

∂xnqij
2 = gnqij

(4) ,

xnqij
3 = conv xnqij

1 = ∑
a = −m1/2

m1/2

∑
b = −m2/2

m2/2

kab

⋅ xnq i + a j + b
1 ,

gnqij
(1) =   dConv gnqij

(3) ,

znqij =   gnqij
(1) + gnqij

(2) .
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xnqij
1 = xnqij

2 =   xnqij,

Consequently:

znqij =
∂E

∂xnqij
=   gnqij

1 + gnqij
2 =   dConv −gnqij

(4) + gnqij
(4) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward local contrast normalization layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward local contrast
normalization layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxInvMax Pointer to the tensor:

• 1/mnij of size n1 x n3 x n4 if
sumDimension is not NULL

• 1/mnqij of size n1 x n2 x n3 x
n4 if sumDimension is NULL

This tensor stores the inverted
max values. This input can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxCenteredData Pointer to tensor x(5)
nqij of size n1

x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores values
as shown above. This input can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxSigma Pointer to tensor x(9)
nij of size n1

x n3 x n4 if sumDimension is not
NULL, or tensor x(9)

nqij of size
n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 otherwise, that
stores values as shown above.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

auxC Pointer to tensor x(12)
n of size n1

if sumDimension is not NULL, or
tensor x(12)

nq of size n1 x n3
otherwise, that stores values as
shown above. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward local contrast normalization layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Default computation method used by the
algorithm, the only method supported by the
layer.

kernel HomogenTensor<float>
of size 5 x 5 with values
0.04

Tensor with sizes m1 x m2 of the two-
dimensional kernel. Only kernels with odd
dimensions are currently supported.

indices indices(2,3) Data structure representing dimensions k1 and
k2 for kernels.

sumDimension HomogenNumericTable
<float> of size 1 x 1 with
value 1

Numeric table of size 1 x 1 that stores
dimension f. If it is NULL, there is no
summation over this dimension.

sigmaDegenerateCases
Threshold

1e-04 The threshold to avoid degenerate cases when
calculating σ-1.

Layer Output
The backward local contrast normalization layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the result of
the backward local contrast normalization layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/lcn_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/lcn_layer_dense_batch.py
Dropout Forward Layer

The forward dropout layer computes functiony = B(r) * x / r for input argument x, where B(r) is a Bernoulli
random variable with parameter r.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute p-dimensional tensors M
= (mi1...ip) and Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

mi1...ip = B(r) / r

yi1...ip = mi1...ip * xi1...ip
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward dropout layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward dropout layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward dropout layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

retainRatio 0.5 Probability that any particular element is
retained.

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random number generator
engine that is used internally for random
generation of mask elements.

Layer Output
The forward dropout layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward dropout layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward dropout layer. This
collection can contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxRetainMask Pointer to tensor M of size n1 x n2
x ... x np that stores Bernoulli
random variable values (0 on
positions that were dropped, 1 on
the others) divided by the
probability that any particular
element is retained. This input
can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/dropout_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/dropout_layer_dense_batch.py
Dropout Backward Layer

The dropout activation layer applies the transform y = B(r) * x / r to the input data, where B(r) is a Bernoulli
random variable with parameter r. For more details, see the forward dropout layer. The backward dropout
layer computes value z = B(r) * g / r.

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor G = gi1...ip and M = mi1...ipof size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute a
p-dimensional tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where:

zi1...ip = mi1...ip * gi1...ip
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward dropout layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward dropout layer. This
collection can contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxRetainMask Pointer to tensor M of size n1 x n2
x ... x np that stores Bernoulli
random variable values (0 on
positions that were dropped, 1 on
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Input ID Input

the others) divided by the
probability that any particular
element is retained. This input
can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward dropout layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The backward dropout layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward dropout layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/dropout_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/dropout_layer_dense_batch.py
1D Max Pooling Forward Layer

The forward one-dimensional (1D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input tensor
X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 1D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 1D subtensors along the dimension
k, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and transforms the input tensor to
the output tensor Y by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with input data.
• Dimension k along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel size m: m ≤ nk + 2 ⋅ p, where p is the padding

The problem is to compute the value tensor Y = (yi1...ip) ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp using the downsampling technique.
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The layer computes the value y. as the maximum element in the subtensor. After the kernel is applied to the
subtensor at position i1,…, s ⋅ ik − p,…ip , the index of the maximum T = (ti1...ip) is stored for use by the

backward 1D max pooling layer:

yi1…ik…ip
= max
j   ∈ s ⋅ ik,   s ⋅ ik +m − 1

xi1…j…ip
,

ti1…ik…ip
= argmax

j   ∈ s ⋅ ik,   s ⋅ ik +m − 1
xi1…j…ip

− s ⋅ ik,

where

•

li =

ni, i ≠ k

nk + 2p−m

s + 1, i = k

• s is the stride

The following figure illustrates the transformation:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward one-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x ... x np that stores the input data for
the forward one-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward one-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can
be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the layer.
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Parameter Default Value Description

kernelSize KernelSize(2) Data structure representing the size of
the one-dimensional subtensor from
which the maximum element is selected.

stride Stride(2) Data structure representing the interval
on which the subtensors for max pooling
are selected.

padding Padding(0) Data structure representing the number
of data elements to implicitly add to each
side of the one-dimensional subtensor
along which max pooling is performed.

index Index(p-1) Index k of the dimension along which
max pooling is performed.

Layer Output
The forward one-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the result of the
forward one-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward one-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/maxi_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.py
1D Max Pooling Backward Layer

The forward one-dimensional (1D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input tensor
X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 1D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 1D subtensors along the dimension
k, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and transforms the input tensor to
the output tensor Y by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element. For more details, see Forward
1D Max Pooling Layer.
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The backward 1D max pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp computed on the
preceding layer. The backward layer propagates to the next layer only the elements of the gradient that
correspond to the maximum values pooled from subtensors in the forward computation step.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp with the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Dimension k along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel size m: m ≤ nk + 2 ⋅ p, where p is the padding

The problem is to compute the value tensor Z = (zi1...ip) ∈ Rn1 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=

∂E
∂xi1…ip

= ∑
j, a ∈ V ik

δa, t gi1…j…ip,

where:

•

δi, j =
1,   i = j

0, i ≠ j

• t = si1…jk…ip
• V i = j, a :

j + p− a
s = i,   j ∈ 1,…, lk ,   a ∈ 1,…,m

•

li =

ni, i ≠ k

nk + 2p−m

s + 1, i = k

• s is the stride

The following figure illustrates the transformation:

If m > s and overlapping subtensors are represented with the same maximum located at the same position
in the input tensor X, the gradient value z at this position is the sum of input gradients g at the respective
positions, as shown in the following figure for m = 3 and s = 2:
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Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward one-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward one-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward one-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can
be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the layer.

kernelSize KernelSize(2) Data structure representing the size of
the one-dimensional subtensor from
which the maximum element is selected.

stride Stride(2) Data structure representing the interval
on which the subtensors for max pooling
are selected.

padding Padding(0) Data structure representing the number
of data elements to implicitly add to each
side of the one-dimensional subtensor
along which max pooling is performed.

index Index(p-1) Index k of the dimension along which
max pooling is performed.
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Layer Output
The backward one-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
backward one-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/max_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Max Pooling Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input tensor
X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 2D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 2D subtensors along dimensions k1
and k2, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and transforms the input
tensor to the output tensor Y by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with input data.
• Dimensions k1 and k2 along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel sizes m1 and m2: mi ≤ nki

+ 2 ⋅ pi,   i ∈ 1, 2 , where p1 and p2 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Y = (yi1...ip) ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp using the downsampling technique.

The layer computes the value yi1...ip as the maximum element in the subtensor. After the kernel is applied to

the subtensor at position i1,…, s1 ⋅ ik1
− p1,…, s2 ⋅ ik2

− p2,…, ip , the index of the maximum T = (ti1...ip) is

stored for use by the backward 2D max pooling layer:

yi1…ik1
…ik2

…ip
= xi1…jk1

…jk2
…ip

,

ti1…ik1
…ik2

…ip
= jk1

− s1 ⋅ ik1
⋅m2+ jk2

− s2 ⋅ ik2
,

jk1
, jk2

= argmax

j1, j2   ∈ s1 ⋅ ik1
,   s1 ⋅ ik1

+m1− 1 × s2 ⋅ ik2
,   s2 ⋅ ik2

+m2− 1

xi1…j1…j2…ip
,

where

•

li =

ni, i ∉ k1, k2
nkj

+ 2pj −mj + sj − 1

sj
+ 1, i = k j,   j ∈ 1, 2  

• s1 and s2 are strides
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The following figure illustrates the transformation.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x ... x np that stores the input data for
the forward two-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the two-dimensional
subtensor from which the
maximum element is selected.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2 on which the
subtensors for max pooling are
selected.
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Parameter Default Value Description

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
two-dimensional subtensor along
which max pooling is performed.

indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the dimensions
along which max pooling is
performed.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the result of the
forward two-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Max Pooling Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input tensor
X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 2D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 2D subtensors along dimensions k1
and k2, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and transforms the input
tensor to the output tensor Y by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element. For more details, see 
Forward 2D Max Pooling Layer.

The backward 2D max pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp computed on the
preceding layer. The backward layer propagates to the next layer only the elements of the gradient that
correspond to the maximum values pooled from subtensors in the forward computation step.

Problem Statement
Given:
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• p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp with the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Dimensions k1 and k2 along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel sizes m1 and m2: mi ≤ nki

+ 2 ⋅ pi,   i ∈ 1, 2 , where p1 and p2 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Z = (zi1...ip) ∈ Rn1 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=

∂E
∂xi1…ip

= ∑
jk1

,   a ∈ V1 ik , jk2
, b ∈ V2 ik

δa ⋅m2+ b, t 
gi1…jk1

…jk2
…ip

,

where:

•

δi, j =
1,   i = j

0, i ≠ j

• t = ti1…jk1
…jk2

…ip

•
Vh i = j, a :

j + ph − a

sh
= i,   j ∈ 1,…, lkh

,   a ∈ 1,…,mh ,   h ∈ 1, 2

•

li =

ni, i ∉ k1, k2
nkj

+ 2pj −mj + sj − 1

sj
+ 1, i = k j, j ∈ 1, 2

• s1 and s2 are strides

If m1 > s1 and/or m2 > s2 and if overlapping subtensors are represented with the same maximum located at
the same position in the input tensor X, the gradient value z at this position is the sum of input gradients g at
the respective positions, as shown in the following figure for m1 = 3, m2 = 2, and s1 = 2:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the two-dimensional
subtensor from which the
maximum element is selected.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2 on which the
subtensors for max pooling are
selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
two-dimensional subtensor along
which max pooling is performed.

indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the dimensions
along which max pooling is
performed.
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Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
backward two-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
3D Max Pooling Forward Layer

The forward three-dimensional (3D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 3D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 3D subtensors along
dimensions k1, k2, and k3, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and
transforms the input tensor to the output tensor Y by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with input data.
• Dimensions k1, k2, and k3 along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel sizes m1, m2, and m3: mi ≤ nki

+ 2 ⋅ pi,   i ∈ 1, 2, 3 , where p1, p2 and p3 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Y = (yi1...ip) ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp using the downsampling technique.

The layer computes the value yi1...ip as the maximum element in the subtensor. After the kernel is applied to

the subtensor at position i1,…, s1 ⋅ ik1
− p1,…, s2 ⋅ ik2

− p2,…, s3 ⋅ ik3
− p3,…, ip , the index of the maximum T =

(ti1...ip) is stored for use by the backward 3D max pooling layer:

yi1…ik1
…ik2

…ik3
…ip

= xi1…jk1
…jk2

…jk3
…ip

,

ti1…ik1
…ik2

…ik3
…ip

= jk1
− s1 ⋅ ik1

⋅m2 ⋅m3+ jk2
− s2 ⋅ ik2

⋅m2+ jk3
− s3 ⋅ ik3

,

jk1
, jk2

, jk3
= argmax

j1, j2, j3   ∈ d1 × d2 × d3

xi1…j1…j2…j3…ip
,

dj = sj ⋅ ikj
,   sj ⋅ ikj

+mj − 1 , j ∈ 1, 2, 3 ,

where

•

li =

ni, i ∉ k1, k2, k3
nkj

+ 2pj −mj

sj
+ 1, i = k j,   j ∈ 1, 2, 3  
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• s1, s2, and s3 are strides

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward three-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x ... x np that stores the input data for
the forward three-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward three-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the three-dimensional
subtensor from which the
maximum element is selected.

strides Strides(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2, s3 on which the
subtensors for max pooling are
selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
three-dimensional subtensor
along which max pooling is
performed.

indices Indices(p-3, p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2, k3 of the
dimensions along which max
pooling is performed.

Layer Output
The forward three-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the result of the
forward three-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward three-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/max_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.py
3D Max Pooling Backward Layer

The forward three-dimensional (3D) max pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np. 3D max pooling partitions the input tensor data into 3D subtensors along
dimensions k1, k2, and k3, selects an element with the maximal numeric value in each subtensor, and
transforms the input tensor to the output tensor by replacing each subtensor with its maximum element. For
more details, see Forward 3D Max Pooling Layer.

The backward 3D max pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp computed on the
preceding layer. The backward layer propagates to the next layer only the elements of the gradient that
correspond to the maximum values pooled from subtensors in the forward computation step.

Problem Statement
Given:

• p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp with the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Dimensions k1, k2, and k3 along which the kernel is applied
• Kernel sizes m1, m2, and m3: mi ≤ nki

+ 2 ⋅ pi,   i ∈ 1, 2, 3 , where p1, p2 and p3 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Z = (zi1...ip) ∈ Rn1 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
=

∂E
∂xi1…ip

= ∑
jk1

,   a ∈ V1 ik , jk2
, b ∈ V2 ik , jk3

, c ∈ V2 ik

δa ⋅m2 ⋅m3+ b ⋅m2+ c, t 
gi1…jk1

…jk2
…jk3

…ip
,

where:

•

δi, j =
1,   i = j

0, i ≠ j
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• t = ti1…jk1
…jk2

…jk3
…ip

•
Vh i = j, a :

j + ph − a

sh
= i,   j ∈ 1,…, lkh

,   a ∈ 1,…,mh ,   h ∈ 1, 2, 3

•

li =

ni, i ∉ k1, k2, k3
nkj

+ 2pj −mj

sj
+ 1, i = k j,   j ∈ 1, 2, 3  

• s1, s2, and s3 are strides

If m1 > s1, m2 > s2, or m3 > s3 (including the cases where any of these conditions are met simultaneously)
and if overlapping subtensors are represented with the same maximum located at the same position in the
input tensor X, the gradient value z at this position is the sum of input gradients g at the respective
positions. This behavior is similar to the behavior of two-dimensional max pooling. Therefore, for an
illustration see Backward 2D Max Pooling Layer.
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward three-dimensional max pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward three-dimensional max
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores indices of maximum
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward three-dimensional max pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the three-dimensional
subtensor from which the
maximum element is selected.

strides Strides(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2, s3 on which the
subtensors for max pooling are
selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
three-dimensional subtensor
along which max pooling is
performed.

indices Indices(p-3, p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2, k3 of the
dimensions along which max
pooling is performed.

Layer Output
The backward three-dimensional max pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
backward three-dimensional max pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/max_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/max_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.py
1D Average Pooling Forward Layer

The forward one-dimensional (1D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. 1D average pooling partitions the input tensor data into 1D
subtensors by one dimension k, computes the average value of elements in each subtensor, and transforms
the input tensor to the output tensor Y = (y(1) ... y(p)) of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp by replacing each subtensor
with one element, the average of the subtensor:

yi1…ik…ip
=

1
f k
∑jk   ∈ sk * ik,     sk * ik + f k − 1

xi1…jk…ip
,

it ∈ 0,   …,nt − 1 ,   t ∈ 1…p / k ,
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ik ∈ 0,   …,  
nk + 2pk − f k + sk

sk
,

Here fk is the kernel size of the pooled subtensor for the dimension k and sk is the stride, that is, an interval
on which each subtensor is selected; pk is the padding for the dimension k.

The size m1 x m2 x ... x mp of the output tensor of the forward 1D pooling layer Y is

mt =

nt, t ∈ 1,…,   p / k

nt + 2pt − f t + st
st

+ 1, t = k

fk cannot be greater than nk.

Problem Statement
To perform average pooling, the problem is to compute the average for each subtensor and apply the
transform to the input data:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward one-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward one-dimensional average pooling layer. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward one-dimensional average pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can
be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the layer.

kernelSize KernelSize(2) Data structure representing the size of
the one-dimensional subtensor from
which the average element is computed.
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Parameter Default Value Description

stride Stride(2) Data structure representing the intervals
on which the subtensors for pooling are
selected.

padding Padding(0) Data structure representing the number
of data elements to implicitly add to each
size of the one-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-1) Indices of the one dimensions on which
pooling is performed, stored in
HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The forward one-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores the result
of the forward one-dimensional average pooling layer, where mi, i ∈
{1 ... p} are defined above. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward one-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor: n1, n2, ..., np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.py
1D Average Pooling Backward Layer

The forward one-dimensional (1D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. For more details, see Forward 1D Average Pooling Layer.
The backward 1D average pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G = (g(1) ... g(p)) of size m1 x m2
x ... x mp computed on the preceding layer. The result of the backward 1D average pooling layer Z = (z(1) ...
z(p)) is the tensor of the same size n1 x n2 x ... x np as the input of the forward computation. The backward
layer propagates the elements of the gradient multiplied by the coefficient 1/fk to the corresponding pooled
subtensors of the tensor Z:

zi1…ik…ip
=

1
f k

*gi1…jk…ip
,   jk =

ik + 2pk − f k + sk
sk

+ 1,

it ∈ 0,… ,nt − 1 , t ∈ 1…p / k ,
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jk ∈ 0,… ,
nk + 2pk − f k + sk

sk
, ik ∈ 0,… ,nk − 1 .

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with the gradient computed on the preceding layer, the
problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np :

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward one-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores input
gradient g computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward one-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor in the forward
computation step n1, n2, ..., np .

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward one-dimensional average pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm
uses for intermediate computations. Can
be float or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method supported by
the layer.

kernelSize KernelSize(2) Data structure representing the size of
the one-dimensional subtensor from
which the average element is computed.
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Parameter Default Value Description

stride Stride(2) Data structure representing the intervals
on which the subtensors for pooling are
selected.

padding Padding(0) Data structure representing the number
of data elements to implicitly add to each
size of the one-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-1) Indices of the one dimensions on which
pooling is performed, stored in
HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The backward one-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward one-dimensional average pooling layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool1d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Average Pooling Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. 2D average pooling partitions the input tensor data into 2D
subtensors by two dimensions k1 and k2, computes the average value of elements in each subtensor, and
transforms the input tensor to the output tensor Y = (y(1) ... y(p)) of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp by replacing
each subtensor with one element, the average of the subtensor:

yi1…ik1
…ik2

…ip
=

1
f k1

* f k2
∑

jk1
,   jk2

  ∈ sk1
* ik1

,     sk1
* ik1

+ f k1
− 1 × sk2

* ik2
,     sk2

* ik2
+ f k2

− 1
xi1…jk1

…jk2
…ip

,

ik ∈ 0,   …,nk − 1 ,   k ∈ 1…p   /   k1,   k2 ,

ik ∈ 0,   …,  
nk + 2pk − f k + sk − 1

sk
,   k ∈ k1, k2 .

Here fk is the kernel size of the pooled subtensor for the dimension k and sk is the stride, that is, an interval
on which each subtensor is selected; pk is the padding for the dimension k.

The size m1 x m2 x ... x mp of the output tensor of the forward 2D pooling layer Y is
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mk =

nk,  k ∈ 1,… ,   p / k1, k2
nk + 2pk − f k + sk − 1

sk
+ 1,   k ∈ k1, k2

For k ∈ {k1, k2}, fk cannot be greater than nk.

Problem Statement
To perform average pooling, the problem is to compute the average for each subtensor and apply the
transform to the input data:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward two-dimensional average pooling layer. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional average pooling layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.
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Parameter Default Value Description

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the two-dimensional
subtensor from which the average
element is computed.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the
intervals on which the subtensors
for pooling are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each size of the
two-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-2, p-1) Indices of the two dimensions on
which pooling is performed, stored
in HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores the result
of the forward two-dimensional average pooling layer, where mi, i ∈
{1 ... p} are defined above. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor: n1, n2, ..., np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Average Pooling Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. For more details, see Forward 2D Average Pooling Layer.
The backward 2D average pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G = (g(1) ... g(p)) of size m1 x m2
x ... x mp computed on the preceding layer. The result of the backward 2D average pooling layer Z = (z(1) ...
z(p)) is the tensor of the same size n1 x n2 x ... x np as the input of the forward computation. The backward
layer propagates the elements of the gradient multiplied by the coefficient 1/(fk1*fk2) to the corresponding
pooled subtensors of the tensor Z:
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zi1…ik1
…ik2

…ip
=

1
f k1

* f k2
*gi1…jk1

…jk2
…ip

, jkl
=

ikl
+ 2pkl

− f kl
+ skl

− 1

skl

+ 1, l ∈ 1, 2 ,

ik ∈ 0,… ,nk − 1 ,   k ∈ 1…p / k1,   k2 ,

jk ∈ 0,   …,  
nk + 2pk − f k + sk − 1

sk
, ik ∈ 0,   …,nk − 1 , k ∈ k1,   k2 .

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with the gradient computed on the preceding layer, the
problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with the result:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores the input
gradient g computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor in the forward
computation step: n1, n2, ..., np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional average pooling layer has the
following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the two-dimensional
subtensor from which the average
element is computed.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the
intervals on which the subtensors
for pooling are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each size of the
two-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-2, p-1) Indices of the two dimensions on
which pooling is performed, stored
in HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward two-dimensional average pooling layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
3D Average Pooling Forward Layer

The forward three-dimensional (3D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. 3D average pooling partitions the input tensor data into 3D
subtensors by three dimensions k1k2, and k3, computes the average value of elements in each subtensor, and
transforms the input tensor to the output tensor Y = (y(1) ... y(p)) of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp by replacing
each subtensor with one element, the average of the subtensor:
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yi1…ik1
…ik2

…ik3
…ip

=
1

f k1
* f k2

* f k3
∑

jk1
,   jk2

,   jk3
  ∈ dk1

× dk2
× dk3

xi1…jk1
…jk2

…jk3
…ip

,

dkc
=   skc

* lkc
, skc

* lkc
+ f kc

− 1 , c ∈ 1, 2, 3 ,

ik ∈ 0, … ,nk − 1 ,   k ∈ 1…p / k1, k2, k3 ,

ik ∈ 0,… ,  
nk + 2pk − f k + sk

sk
, k ∈ k1, k2, k3 .

Here fk is the kernel size of the pooled subtensor for the dimension k and sk is the stride, that is, an interval
on which each subtensor is selected; pk is the padding for the dimension k.

The size m1 x m2 x ... x mp of the output tensor of the forward 3D pooling layer Y is

mk =

nk,      k ∈ 1,… , p / k1, k2, k3
nk + 2pk − f k + sk

sk
+ 1,   k ∈ k1, k2, k3

.

For k ∈ {k1, k2, k3}, fk cannot be greater than nk.

Problem Statement
To perform average pooling, the problem is to compute the average for each subtensor and apply the
transform to the input data.
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward three-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward three-dimensional average pooling layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward three-dimensional average pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the layer.
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Parameter Default Value Description

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the three-dimensional
subtensor from which the
average element is computed.

strides Strides(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
intervals on which the subtensors
for pooling are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each size of the
three-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-3, p-2, p-1) Indices of the three dimensions
on which pooling is performed,
stored in
HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The forward three-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores the result
of the forward three-dimensional average pooling layer, where mi, i ∈
{1 ... p} are defined above. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward three-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor: n1, n2, ..., np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.py
3D Average Pooling Backward Layer

The forward three-dimensional (3D) average pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X = (x(1) ... x(p)) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np. For more details, see Forward 3D Average Pooling Layer.
The backward 3D average pooling layer back-propagates the input gradient G = (g(1) ... g(p)) of size m1 x m2
x ... x mp computed on the preceding layer. The result of the backward 3D average pooling layer Z = (z(1) ...
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z(p)) is the tensor of the same size n1 x n2 x ... x np as the input of the forward computation. The backward
layer propagates the elements of the gradient multiplied by the coefficient 1/(fk1*fk2*fk3) to the corresponding
pooled subtensors of the tensor Z:

zi1…ik1
…ik2

…ik3
…ip

=
1

f k1
* f k2

* f k3
*gi1…jk1

…jk2
…jk3

…ip
,   jkl

=

ikl
+ 2pkl

− f kl
+ skl

skl

+ 1, l ∈ 1, 2, 3 ,

ik ∈ 0,… ,nk − 1 ,   k ∈ 1…p / k1, k2, k3 ,

jk ∈ 0, … ,
nk + 2pk − f k + sk

sk
, ik ∈ 0,… ,nk − 1 , k ∈ k1, k2, k3 .

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with the gradient computed on the preceding layer, the
problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with the result.
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward three-dimensional average pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID
as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size m1 x m2 x ... x mp that stores input
gradient g computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward three-dimensional average
pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection that contains the size
of the dimensions of the input
data tensor in the forward
computation step: n1, n2, ..., np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward three-dimensional average pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the layer.
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Parameter Default Value Description

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
size of the three-dimensional
subtensor from which the
average element is computed.

strides Strides(2, 2, 2) Data structure representing the
intervals on which the subtensors
for pooling are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0, 0) Data structure representing the
number of data elements to
implicitly add to each size of the
three-dimensional subtensor on
which pooling is performed.

indices HomogenNumericTable(p-3, p-2, p-1) Indices of the three dimensions
on which pooling is performed,
stored in
HomogenNumericTable.

Layer Output
The backward three-dimensional average pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward three-dimensional average pooling layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/ave_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/ave_pool3d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Stochastic Pooling Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) stochastic pooling layer is a form of non-linear downsampling of an input
tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with non-negative elements xi1...ip. 2D stochastic pooling partitions the input tensor
data into 2D subtensors along dimensions k1 and k2 and applies the transformations (kernels).

At the training stage, the layer selects an element in each subtensor using sampling from a multinomial
distribution. Probabilities required in the distribution are calculated by normalizing the subtensor. In the
output, the selected element replaces the entire subtensor.

At the prediction stage, the layer replaces each subtensor with the weighted average of its elements using
the probabilities as weights. For more details, see [Mattew2013].

Problem Statement
Given:

• The tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np of input data with non-negative elements xi1...ip
• Dimensions k1 and k2 along which kernels are applied
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• Kernel sizes m1 and m2: mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 1, 2 , where p1 and p2 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Y ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp using the downsampling technique, where:

li =

ni, i ∉ k1,   k2
nkj

+ 2pj −mj + sj − 1

sj
+ 1, i = k j,   j ∈ 1, 2

and s1 and s2 are strides.

To define the values of Y, let's apply the kernel to the subtensor at position {i1, ..., ip} and consider elements
of the subtensor as the vector a of size M = m1 ⋅m2 with elements

aj = x
i1… ik1

⋅ s1− p1+ j1  … ik2
⋅ s2− p2+ j2 …ip

,

j ∈ 0,…,M − 1 ,     j1 =
j
m2

, j2 = j − j1 ⋅m2 .

The probabilities used in the multinomial distribution are defined as:

pr j =
aj

∑i = 0
M − 1ai

.

Training Stage

At the training stage, the layer computes the value y as the element at the position t in the subtensor. The
position t is picked as a sample from the multinomial distribution and kept for use in the backward step:

yi1…ip
= at,

si1…ip
= t.

Prediction Stage

At the prediction stage, the layer computes the value as a weighted average of elements of the vector a that
represents the subtensor:

yi1…ip
= ∑

j = 0

M − 1

pr j ⋅ aj .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x ... x np that stores the non-negative
input data for the forward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer.
This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

NOTE
If you provide the input data tensor with negative elements, the layer
algorithm returns unpredicted results.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing sizes
m1, m2 of two-dimensional tensor
K.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2 on which the
subtensors for stochastic pooling
are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing
numbers p1, p2 of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
two-dimensional subtensor along
which stochastic pooling is
performed.

indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the dimensions
along which stochastic pooling is
performed.

predictionStage false Flag that specifies whether the
layer is used for the prediction
stage.
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Parameter Default Value Description

DEPRECATED: seed 777
NOTE This parameter is
deprecated and will be removed
in a future release.

Seed for multinomial random
number generator.

engine SharePtr< engines:: mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally for multinomial random
number generation.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the result of the
forward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional
stochastic pooling layer.

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor S of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores positions of selected
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Stochastic Pooling Backward Layer

At the training stage, the forward two-dimensional (2D) stochastic pooling layer is a form of non-linear
downsampling of an input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np with non-negative elements xi1...ip. The layer partitions
the input tensor data into 2D subtensors along dimensions k1 and k2 and selects an element in each
subtensor using sampling from a multinomial distribution. Probabilities required in the distribution are
calculated by normalizing the subtensor. In the output, the selected element replaces the entire subtensor.
For more details, see Forward 2D Stochastic Pooling Layer.
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The backward 2D stochastic pooling layer computes the derivatives of the objective function E as the sum of
input gradients that correspond to the elements pooled from subtensors in the forward step.

Problem Statement
Given:

• The tensor G ∈ Rl1 x ... x lp with the input gradient
• Dimensions k1 and k2 along which kernels are applied
• Kernel sizes m1 and m2:

mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 1, 2 ,

where p1 and p2 are paddings

The problem is to compute the value tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x ... x np as follows:

zi1…ip
=

∂E
∂xi1…ip

= ∑
jk1

, a ∈ V1 ik1

∑
jk2

, b ∈ V2 ik2

δ
a ⋅m2+ b , t 

gi1…jk1
…jk2

…ip,

where:

•

δi, j =
1,   i = j

0, i ≠ j

• t = si1…jk1…jk2…ip
•

Vh i = j, a :
j + ph − a

sh
= i,   j ∈ 1,…, lkh

,   a ∈ 1,…,mh ,   h ∈ 1, 2

•

li =

ni, i ∉ k1,   k2
nkj

+ 2pj −mj + sj − 1

sj
+ 1, i = k j,   j ∈ 1, 2

• s1 and s2 are strides

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID
as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size l1 x ... x lp that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data passed from the forward two-dimensional stochastic
pooling layer.
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Input ID Input

Element ID Element

auxSelectedIndices Tensor S of size l1 x ... x lp that
stores positions of selected
elements.

auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1 x p that
stores the sizes of the dimensions
of input data tensor X: n1, n2, …,
np.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the
algorithm uses for intermediate
computations. Can be float or
double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation
method, the only method
supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing sizes
m1, m2 of two-dimensional tensor
K.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing
intervals s1, s2 on which the
subtensors for stochastic pooling
are selected.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing
numbers p1, p2 of data elements to
implicitly add to each side of the
two-dimensional subtensor along
which stochastic pooling is
performed.

indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the dimensions
along which stochastic pooling is
performed.

predictionStage false Flag that specifies whether the
layer is used for the prediction
stage.
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Parameter Default Value Description

DEPRECATED: seed 777
NOTE This parameter is
deprecated and will be removed
in a future release.

Seed for multinomial random
number generator.

engine SharePtr< engines:: mt19937::
Batch>()

Pointer to the random number
generator engine that is used
internally for multinomial random
number generation.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
backward two-dimensional stochastic pooling layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Spatial Pyramid Pooling Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) spatial pyramid pooling layer with pyramid height L ∈ N is a form of non-
linear downsampling of an input tensor X . The library supports four-dimensional input tensors
X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4. 2D spatial pyramid pooling partitions the input tensor data into (2l)2 subtensors/bins, l ∈
{0, ..., L-1}, along dimensions k1 and k2 and computes the result in each subtensor. The computation is done
according to the selected pooling strategy: maximum, average, or stochastic. The spatial pyramid pooling
layer applies the pooling L times with different kernel sizes, strides, and paddings.

Problem Statement
The library provides several spatial pyramid pooling layers:

• Spatial pyramid maximum pooling
• Spatial pyramid average pooling
• Spatial pyramid stochastic pooling

The following description applies to each of these layers.

Let X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 be the tensor of input data and k1 and k2 be the dimensions along which kernels are
applied. Without loss of generality k1 and k2 are the last dimensions of the tensor X . For each level l ∈
{0, ..., L-1} and number of bins b = 2l, the layer applies 2D pooling with parameters:

• Kernel sizes
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mi =

nki
b

• Strides si = mi
• Paddings

pi =

mi ⋅ b− nki
2 , i ∈ 1, 2

In the layout flattened along the dimension n', the layer result is represented as a two-dimensional tensor Y

∈ Rn1 x n', where n′ = n2 ⋅ 2
0+ 21

2
+…+ 2L− 1 2 =

n2
3 4L− 1 ,.

The following figure illustrates the behavior of the spatial pyramid maximum pooling forward layer with
pyramid height L = 2:

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the input data
for the forward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.
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In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Algorithm Parameter Default Value Description

any algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that
the algorithm uses for
intermediate computations.
Can be float or double.

any method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method, the
only method supported by
the layer.

any pyramidHeight Not applicable Value L of the pyramid
height.

any indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the
dimensions along which
spatial pyramid pooling is
performed.

spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

predictionStage false Flag that specifies whether
the layer is used at the
prediction stage.

spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random
number generator engine
that is used internally for
multinomial random
number generation.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 x n' that stores the result of the forward two-
dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid
pooling layer.

Algorithm Element ID Element

any auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1
x p that stores the sizes
of the dimensions of
input data tensor X: n1,
n2, …, np.
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Result ID Result

spatial pyramid max
pooling, spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size n1 x n'
that stores indices of
maximum/stochastic
elements.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Spatial Pyramid Pooling Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) spatial pyramid pooling layer with pyramid height L ∈ N is a form of non-
linear downsampling of an input tensor X . For more details, see Forward 2D Spatial Pyramid Pooling Layer.

The backward 2D spatial pyramid pooling layer computes the input gradient G ∈ Rn1 x n', where n' is
computed on the preceding layer as explained for the forward layer. Only the elements corresponding to the
values pooled from subtensors in the forward computation step are propagated to the next layer.

Problem Statement
The library provides several spatial pyramid pooling layers:

• Spatial pyramid maximum pooling
• Spatial pyramid average pooling
• Spatial pyramid stochastic pooling

The following description applies to each of these layers.

Let G ∈ Rn1 x n' be the two-dimensional tensor with the input gradient and k1 and k2 be the dimensions along
which pooling kernels are applied. The backward 2D spatial pyramid pooling layer computes gradients for
every pooling level from the respective input gradient and accumulates the pooling gradients to get the
output gradient
Z = (zi1...ip) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np of the layer:

zi1…ip
= ∑
l = 0

L− 1

zi1…ip
l ,

where zi1…ip
l , l ∈ 0,…,L− 1 , is the gradient of the l-th pooling level.

The following figure illustrates the behavior of the backward spatial pyramid maximum pooling layer with
pyramid height L = 2:
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Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer accepts the input described below. Pass the
Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 x n' that stores the input gradient computed on
the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid
pooling layer.

Algorithm Element ID Element

any auxInputDimensions NumericTable of size 1
x p that stores the sizes
of the dimensions of
input data tensor X: n1,
n2, …, np.

spatial pyramid max
pooling, spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

auxSelectedIndices Tensor T of size n1 x n'
that stores indices of
maximum/stochastic
elements.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.
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In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer has the
following parameters:

Algorithm Parameter Default Value Description

any algorithmFPType float The floating-point type
that the algorithm uses
for intermediate
computations. Can be
float or double.

any method defaultDense Performance-oriented
computation method,
the only method
supported by the layer.

any indices Indices(p-2, p-1) Indices k1, k2 of the
dimensions along which
spatial pyramid pooling
is performed.

spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

pyramidHeight Not applicable Value L of the pyramid
height.

spatial pyramid
stochastic pooling

engine SharePtr< engines::
mt19937:: Batch>()

Pointer to the random
number generator
engine that is used
internally for
multinomial random
number generation.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x n2 x n3 x n4 that stores the result of
the backward two-dimensional spatial pyramid pooling layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/spat_stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*:

• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_ave_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_max_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
• ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/spat_stoch_pool2d_layer_dense_batch.py
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2D Convolution Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) convolution layer computes the tensor Y of values by applying a set of
nKernels 2D kernels K of size m3 x m4 to the input tensor X. The library supports four-dimensional input
tensors X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4. Therefore, the following formula applies:

y ⋅ rij = ∑
c = 0

n2− 1

∑
u = 0

m3− 1

∑
v = 0

m4− 1

krcuv x ⋅ c i + u j + v + br,

where i + u < n3, j + v < n4, and r is the kernel index.

Problem Statement
Without loss of generality, let's assume that convolution kernels are applied to the last two dimensions.

Given:

• Four-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 with input data
• Four-dimensional tensor K ∈ RnKernels x m2 x m3 x m4 with kernel parameters/weights of kernels

(convolutions)
• One-dimensional tensor B ∈ RnKernels with the bias of each kernel.

For the above tensors:

•
m2 =

n2
nGroups ,   mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 3, 4 , and pi is the respective padding.

• nGroups is defined as follows: let's assume that n2 is the group dimension. The input tensor is split along
this dimension into nGroups groups, the tensors of values and weights are split into nGroups groups along
the nKernels dimension. nKernels and n2 must be multiples of nGroups. Each group of values is computed
using the respective group in tensors of input data, weights, and biases.

The problem is to compute the four-dimensional tensor of values Y ∈ Rn1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 such that:

ytrab
q = ∑

c = 0

m2− 1

∑
u = 0

m3− 1

∑
v = 0

m4− 1

krcuv
q xtc(a ⋅ s3− p3+ u)(b ⋅ s4− p4+ v)

q + br
q,

ytrab
q = yt(q ⋅ nk + r)ab

,

krcuv
q = k(q ⋅ nk + r)cuv

,

xtcij
q = xt(q ⋅m2+ c)ij

br
q = bq ⋅ nk + r

,

where:

• s3 and s4 are strides
• nk =

nKernels
nGroups

• t ∈ 0,…,n1− 1
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• r ∈ 0,…,n k − 1

• q ∈ 0,…,nGroups − 1
• i ∈ 0,…,n3− 1

• j ∈ 0,…,n4− 1

• a ∈ 0,…, l3− 1

• b ∈ 0,…, l4− 1

• u ∈ 0,…,m3− 1

• v ∈ 0,…,m4− 1

•
li =

ni + 2pi −mi + si − 1

si
+ 1,   i ∈ 3, 4

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional convolution layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2 × n3 × n4 that stores the input data
for the forward two-dimensional convolution layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived from Tensor.

weights Pointer to tensor K of size nKernels × m2 × m3 × m4 that stores a set
of kernel weights. This input can be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

biases Pointer to tensor B of size nKernels that stores a set of biases. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor. If you pass
a null pointer, the library does not apply a bias-related transformation.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional convolution layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4}, of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying convolution kernels.
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Parameter Default Value Description

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4}, on which the kernel should be applied
to the input.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4}, to implicitly add to
each side of the two-dimensional subtensor
along which forward two-dimensional
convolution is performed.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the input layer
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension for which grouping is applied.

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional convolution layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 × nKernels × l3 × l4 that stores the
result of the forward two-dimensional convolution layer. This result
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data received on the forward two-dimensional
convolution layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2
× n3 × n4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional convolution layer.
This result can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to tensor K of size
nKernels × m2 × m3 × m4 that
stores a set of kernel weights.
This result can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/conv2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/conv2d_layer_dense_batch.py
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2D Convolution Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) convolution layer applies a set of nKernels 2D kernels K of size m3 x m4 to
the input tensor X. The library supports four-dimensional input tensors X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4. Therefore, the
following formula applies:

y ⋅ rij = ∑
c = 0

n2− 1

∑
u = 0

m3− 1

∑
v = 0

m4− 1

krcuv x ⋅ c i + u j + v + br,

where i + u < n3, j + v < n4, and r is the kernel index.

For more details, see Forward 2D Convolution Layer.

The backward 2D convolution layer computes the derivatives of the objective function E:

∂E
∂krcuv

=
1
n1
∑i = 0

n3−m3− 1∑j = 0

n4−m4− 1

g . rijx . c i + u j + v ,

∂E
∂br

=
1
n1
∑i = 0

n3− 1∑j = 0

n4− 1

g . rij,

z . cij =
∂E

∂x . cij
= ∑n = 0

nKernels − 1∑u = 0

m3− 1∑v = 0

m4− 1

g . r (i − u)(j − v)krcuv,   where   g . rij  ≡ 0,   i < 0,   j < 0.

Problem Statement
Without loss of generality, let's assume that convolution kernels are applied to the last two dimensions.

Given:

• Four-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 with the gradient from the preceding layer
• Four-dimensional tensor K ∈ RnKernels x m2 x m3 x m4 with kernel parameters/weights of kernels

(convolutions)

For the above tensors:

•
m2 =

n2
nGroups ,   mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 3, 4 , and pi is the respective padding.

• nGroups is defined as follows: let's assume that n2 is the group dimension in the input tensor for the
forward 2D convolution layer. The output gradient tensor is split along this dimension into nGroups
groups, and the input gradient tensor and weights tensor are split into nGroups groups along the nKernels
dimension. nKernels and n2 must be multiples of nGroups.

The problem is to compute:

• Four-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 such that:

ztcij
q = ∑

r = 0

nk − 1

∑
a ∈ U3(i)

∑
b ∈ U4(j)

gtrab
q krc(i − a ⋅ s3+ p3)(j − b ⋅ s4+ p4)

q ,

ztcij
q = zt(q ⋅m2+ c)ij

gtrab
q = g

t q ⋅ nk + r ab
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krcuv
q = k(q ⋅ nk + r)cuv

• Values:

∂E

∂krcuv
q =

1
n1
∑
t = 0

n1− 1

∑
a = 0

l3− 1

∑
b = 0

l4− 1

gtrab
q xtc(a ⋅ s3− p3+ u)(b ⋅ s4− p4+ v)

q ,

∂E

∂br
q =

1
n1
∑
t = 0

n1− 1

∑
a = 0

l3− 1

∑
b = 0

l4− 1

gtrab
q ,

xtcij
q = x

t q ⋅m2+ c ij

br
q = bq ⋅ nk + r

In the above formulas:

• s3 and s4 are strides
•

nk =
nKernels
nGroups

• t ∈ 0,…,n1− 1

• r ∈ 0,…,nk − 1

• q ∈ 0,…,nGroups − 1
• i ∈ 0,…,n3− 1

• j ∈ 0,…,n4− 1

• a ∈ 0,…, l3− 1

• b ∈ 0,…, l4− 1

•
U i(a) = j :

a −mi + pi
si

+ 1 ≤   j ≤  
a + pi
si

, i ∈ {3, 4}

• u ∈ 0,…,m3− 1

• v ∈ 0,…,m4− 1

•
li =

ni + 2pi −mi + si − 1

si
+ 1,   i ∈ 3, 4

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional convolution layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 that stores the input
gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.
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Input ID Input

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward two-dimensional convolution
layer. This collection can contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2
× n3 × n4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional convolution layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to tensor K of size
nKernels × m2 × m3 × m4 that
stores a set of kernel weights.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional convolution layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4}, of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying convolution kernels.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4}, on which the kernel should be applied
to the input.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4}, to implicitly add to
each side of the two-dimensional subtensor
along which forward two-dimensional
convolution is performed.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the input layer
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension for which grouping is applied.
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Parameter Default Value Description

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the backward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional convolution layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as
a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 × n2 × n3 × n4 that stores the result of
the backward two-dimensional convolution layer. This result can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

weightDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size nKernels × m2 × m3 × m4 that stores
result ∂Ε / ∂krcuv of the backward two-dimensional convolution layer,
where r = {0, ..., nKernels - 1}, c = {0, ..., m2 - 1}, u = {0, ..., m3 -
1}, v = {0, ..., m4 - 1}. This result can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

biasDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size nKernels that stores result ∂Ε / ∂br of the
backward two-dimensional convolution layer, where r = {0, ...,
nKernels - 1}. This result can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/conv2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/conv2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Transposed Convolution Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) transposed convolution layer computes the tensor Y by applying a set of
nKernels 2D kernels K of size m3 x m4 to the input tensor X.

Problem Statement
The problem is to compute the four-dimensional tensor of values Y ∈ Rn1 x nKernels x n3 x n4 such that:

ytcij
q = ∑r = 0

nk − 1∑a ∈ U3(i)
∑b ∈ U4(j)

xtrab
q krc(i − a ⋅ s3+ p3)(j − b ⋅ s4+ p4)

q + bc
q,

where bc
q = bq ⋅ nc + c

.

For the notations in this formula, refer to 2D Convolution Backward Layer.

The computation flow in the forward 2D transposed convolution layer is identical to the computation of the
gradient in the 2D convolution backward layer, except the following notation changes:
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2D Convolution Backward Layer 2D Transposed Convolution Forward Layer

Input gradient tensor G Input tensor X

Gradient tensor Z Result tensor Y

nKernels l2

n2 nKernels

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input
ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × l2 × l3 × l4 that stores the input data
of the forward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

weighs Pointer to the tensor K of size l2 × nKernels/nGroups × m3 × m4 that
stores a set of kernel weights. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

biases Pointer to the tensor B of size nKernels that stores a set of biases.
This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor. If you
pass a null pointer, the library does not apply a bias-related
transformation.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4}, of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying transposed convolution kernels.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4}, on which the kernel should be applied
to the input.
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Parameter Default Value Description

paddings paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4}, to implicitly add to
each side of the two-dimensional subtensor
along which forward two-dimensional
transposed convolution is performed.

valueSizes ValueSizes(0, 0) Data structure representing the dimension
sizes ni, i ∈ {3, 4}, of the value tensor Y. If
this value contains (0, 0), the size of value
dimensions are computed automatically.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the layer input
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension to which grouping is applied.

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.

Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 x nKernels x n3 x n4 that stores the
result of the forward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer.
This result can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

resutForBackward Collection of data obtained on the forward two-dimensional transposed
convolution layer. This collection can contain objects of any class derived from
Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × l2
× l3 × l4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional transposed
convolution layer. This result can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to tensor K of size l2 ×
nKernels/nGroups × m3 × m4
that stores a set of kernel
weights. This result can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

2D Transposed Convolution Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) transposed convolution layer computes the tensor Y by applying a set of
nKernels 2D kernels K of size m3 x m4 to the input tensor X. For more details, refer to 2D Transposed
Convolution Forward Layer.
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The backward 2D transposed convolution layer computes the derivatives of the objective function E.

Problem Statement
The problem is to compute:

• The four-dimensional tensor of values Z ∈ Rn1 x l2 x l3 x l4 such that:

ztrab
q = ∑c = 0

m2− 1∑u = 0

m3− 1∑v = 0

m4− 1

krcuv
q g

tc a ⋅ s3− p3+ u b ⋅ s4− p4+ v
q

• Values:

∂E

∂krcuv
q =

1
n1
∑t = 0

n1− 1∑ i, a ∈ V3 u
∑ j, b ∈ V4 v

xtrab
q gtcij

q ,

∂E

∂bc
q =

1
n1
∑t = 0

n1− 1∑i = 0

l3− 1∑j = 0

l4− 1

gtcij
q ,

where:

• V j u = i, a ∈ 0,…,nj − 1 × 0,…, l j − 1 :a ⋅ sj − pj + u = i ,   j ∈ 3, 4

• bc
q = bq ⋅ nc + c

For the notations in this formula, refer to 2D Convolution Forward Layer.

The computation flow in the backward 2D transposed convolution layer is identical to the computation of the
gradient in the 2D convolution forward layer, except the following notation changes:

2D Convolution Forward Layer 2D Transposed Convolution Backward Layer

Input tensor X Input gradient tensor G

Values tensor Y Gradient tensor Z

nKernels l2

n2 nKernels

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer accepts the input described below. Pass the
Input ID as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 × nKernels × n3 × n4 that stores the
input gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data for the backward two-dimensional transposed
convolution layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.
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Input ID Input

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × l2
× l3 × l4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional transposed
convolution layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to the tensor K of size l2
× nKernels/nGroups × m3 × m4
that stores a set of kernel
weights. This input can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4}, of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying transposed convolution kernels.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4}, on which the kernel should be applied
to the input.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4}, to implicitly add to
each side of the two-dimensional subtensor
along which backward two-dimensional
transposed convolution is performed.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the layer input
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension to which grouping is applied.
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Parameter Default Value Description

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the forward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional transposed convolution layer calculates the result described below. Pass the
Result ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 × l2 × l3 × l4 that stores the computed
gradient. This result can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

weightDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size l2 × nKernels/nGroups × m3 × m4 that
stores the derivatives ∂Ε / ∂krcuv, where r = {0, ..., l2}, c = {0, ...,
nKernels/nGroups}, u = {0, ..., m3 - 1}, and v = {0, ..., m4 - 1}. This
result can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

biasDerivatives Pointer to tensor of size nKernels that stores the derivatives ∂Ε / ∂br ,
where r = {0, ..., nKernels - 1}. This result can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

2D Locally-Connected Forward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) locally-connected layer computes the value tensor Y by applying a set of
nKernels 2D kernels K of size m1 x m2 to the input argument x. The library supports four-dimensional input
tensors X∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4. Therefore, the following formula applies:

y ⋅ rij = ∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

krij ⋅ ab x ⋅ ⋅ i + a, j + b+ brij,

where i + a < n1, j + b < n2, and r is the kernel index.

A set of kernels is specific to the selected dimensions of the input argument x.

See [GregorLecun2010] for additional details of the two-dimensional locally-connected layer.

Problem Statement
Without loss of generality let's assume that convolution kernels are applied to the last two dimensions.

Given:

• Four-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 with input data
• Six-dimensional tensor K ∈ RnKernels x l3 x l4 x m2 x m3 x m4 with kernel parameters/weights
• Three-dimensional tensor B ∈ RnKernels x l3 x l4 with the bias of each kernel.

For the above tensors:

•
m2 =

n2
nGroups ,   mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 3, 4 , and pi is the respective padding.
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• nGroups is defined as follows: let's assume that n2 is the group dimension. The input tensor is split along
this dimension into nGroups groups, the tensors of values and weights are split into nGroups groups along
the nKernels dimension. nKernels and n2 must be multiples of nGroups. Each group of values is computed
using the respective group in tensors of input data, weights, and biases.

The problem is to compute the four-dimensional tensor of values Y ∈ Rn1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 such that:

ytrij
q = ∑

c = 0

nc − 1

∑
a = 0

m3− 1

∑
b = 0

m4− 1

krijcab
q xtc(i ⋅ s3− p3+ a)(j ⋅ s4− p4+ b)

q + brij
q ,

ytrij
q = yt(q ⋅ nk + r)ij

,

krijcab
q = k(q ⋅ nk + r)ijcab

,

xtcij
q = x

t q ⋅ nc + c ij
,

br
q = bq ⋅ nk + r

,

where:

• s3 and s4 are strides
•

nc =
n2

nGroups ,   nk =
nKernels
nGroups

• t ∈ 0,…,n1− 1

• r ∈ 0,…,n k − 1

• q ∈ 0,…,nGroups − 1
• i ∈ 0,…, l3− 1

• j ∈ 0,…, l4− 1

•
li =

ni + 2pi −mi
si

+ 1,   i ∈ 3, 4

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward two-dimensional locally-connected layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as
a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2 × n3 × n4 that stores the input data
for the forward two-dimensional locally-connected layer. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.
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Input ID Input

weights Pointer to tensor K of size nKernels × l3 × l4 × m2 × m3 × m4 that
stores a set of kernel weights. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

biases Pointer to tensor B of size nKernels × l3 × l4 that stores a set of
biases. This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.
If you pass a null pointer, the library does not apply a bias-related
transformation.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward two-dimensional locally-connected layer has the
following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4} of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying kernels of the forward locally-
connected layer.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4} on which the kernel should be applied to
the input.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4} to implicitly add to each
side of the two-dimensional subtensor to which
the kernel are applied. Only symmetric padding
is currently supported.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the input layer
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension n2 for which grouping is applied.
Only groupDimension = 1 is currently
supported.

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.
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Layer Output
The forward two-dimensional locally-connected layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID
as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 × nKernels × l3 × l4 that stores the
result of the forward two-dimensional locally-connected layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

layerData Collection of data received on the forward two-dimensional locally-
connected layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2
× n3 × n4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional locally-connected
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to tensor K of size
nKernels × l3 × l4 × m2 × m3 ×
m4 that stores a set of kernel
weights. This input can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/locallycon2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/locallycon2d_layer_dense_batch.py
2D Locally-connected Backward Layer

The forward two-dimensional (2D) locally-connected layer computes the value tensor Y by applying a set of
nKernels 2D kernels K of size m1 x m2 to the input argument x. The library supports four-dimensional input
tensors X∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4. Therefore, the following formula applies:

y ⋅ rij = ∑
a = 0

m1− 1

∑
b = 0

m2− 1

krij ⋅ ab x ⋅ ⋅ i + a, j + b+ brij,

where i + a < n1, j + b < n2, and r is the kernel index.

A set of kernels is specific to the selected dimensions of the input argument x.

For more details, see Forward 2D Locally-connected Layer.

The backward 2D locally-connected layer computes the derivatives of the objective function E with respect to
the input argument, weights, and biases.

Problem Statement
Without loss of generality, let's assume that convolution kernels are applied to the last two dimensions.
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Given:

• Four-dimensional tensor G ∈ Rn1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 with the gradient from the preceding layer
• Four-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 with input data of the forward layer
• Six-dimensional tensor K ∈ RnKernels x l3 x l4 x m2 x m3 x m4 with kernel parameters/weights
• Three-dimensional tensor B ∈ RnKernels x l3 x l4 with the bias of each kernel.

For the above tensors:

•
m2 =

n2
nGroups ,   mi ≤ ni + 2 ⋅ pi, i ∈ 3, 4 , and pi is the respective padding.

• nGroups is defined as follows: let's assume that n2 is the group dimension in the input tensor for the
forward 2D locally-connected layer. The output gradient tensor is split along this dimension into nGroups
groups, and the input gradient tensor and weights tensor are split into nGroups groups along the nKernels
dimension. nKernels and n2 must be multiples of nGroups.

The problem is to compute:

• Four-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x n3 x n4 such that:

ztcij
q = ∑

r = 0

nk − 1

∑
a ∈ U3(i)

∑
b ∈ U4(j)

gtrab
q krabc(i − a ⋅ s3+ p3)(j − b ⋅ s4+ p4)

q ,

ztcij
q = zt(q ⋅ nc + c)ij

,

gtrij
q = gt(q ⋅ nk + r)ij

,

krijcab
q = k(q ⋅ nk + r)ijcab

• Values:

∂E

∂krijcuv
q =

1
n1
∑
t = 0

n1− 1

gtrij
q xtc(i ⋅ s3− p3+ u)(j ⋅ s4− p4+ v)

q ,

∂E
∂brij

=
1
n1
∑
t = 0

n1− 1

gtrij

In the above formulas:

• s3 and s4 are strides
•

nc =
n2

nGroups ,   nk =
nKernels
nGroups

• xtcij
q = x

t q ⋅ nc + c ij

•
U i(a) = 0 ≤ j < li:

a −mi + pi
si

+ 1 ≤   j ≤  
a + pi
si

• t ∈ 0,…,n1− 1
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• c ∈ 0,…,n2− 1

• i ∈ 0,…,n3− 1

• j ∈ 0,…,n4− 1

• r ∈ 0,…,nk − 1

• q ∈ 0,…,nGroups − 1
• u ∈ 0,…,m3− 1

• v ∈ 0,…,m4− 1

•
li =

n
i
+ 2pi −m i
si

+ 1,   i ∈ 3, 4

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward two-dimensional locally-connected layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID
as a parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 x nKernels x l3 x l4 that stores the
input gradient computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward two-dimensional
locally-connected layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 × n2
× n3 × n4 that stores the input
data for the forward two-
dimensional locally-connected
layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from
Tensor.

auxWeights Pointer to tensor K of size
nKernels × l3 × l4 × m2 × m3 ×
m4 that stores a set of kernel
weights. This input can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward two-dimensional locally-connected layer has the
following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

kernelSizes KernelSizes(2, 2) Data structure representing the sizes mi, i ∈
{3, 4} of the two-dimensional kernel
subtensor.

indices Indices(2,3) Data structure representing the dimensions for
applying kernels of the backward locally-
connected layer.

strides Strides(2, 2) Data structure representing the intervals si, i ∈
{3, 4} on which the kernel should be applied to
the input.

paddings Paddings(0, 0) Data structure representing the number of data
elements pi, i ∈ {3, 4} to implicitly add to each
side of the two-dimensional subtensor to which
the kernel are applied. Only symmetric padding
is currently supported.

nKernels n/a Number of kernels applied to the input layer
data.

groupDimension 1 Dimension n2 for which grouping is applied.
Only groupDimension = 1 is currently
supported.

nGroups 1 Number of groups into which the input data is
split in dimension groupDimension.

propagateGradient false Flag that specifies whether the backward layer
propagates the gradient.

Layer Output
The backward two-dimensional locally-connected layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result
ID as a parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see 
Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 × n2 × n3 × n4 that stores the result of
the backward two-dimensional locally-connected layer. This input can
be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

weightDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size nKernels × l3 × l4 × m2 × m3 × m4 that
stores result ∂Ε / ∂krijcuv of the backward two-dimensional locally-
connected layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.
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Result ID Result

biasDerivatives Pointer to the tensor of size nKernels × l3 × l4 that stores result ∂Ε /
∂brij of the backward two-dimensional locally-connected layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/locallycon2d_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/locallycon2d_layer_dense_batch.py
Reshape Forward Layer

The forward reshape layer generates a tensor from input argument X of size n 1 x n 2 x ... x np with modified
size of dimensions m 1 x m 2 x ... x mq without modifying data and its order.

Problem Statement
Given the dimension sizes of the output tensor m 1 x m2 x ... x mq, such that

∏i = 1

p
ni = ∏i = 1

q
mi .

NOTE
There are two reserved values of mi:

• 0 means mi = ni, valid only when i ≤ p
• undefinedDimensionSize means mi is calculated to make the product of all mi equal to the

product of all ni, valid only if used once. Corresponding mi calculated as follows:

mi =
∏j = 1
p nj

∏j = 1…i − 1 i + 1…qmj
.

The q-dimensional result tensor Y of size m1 x ... x mq contains the same data from X in unmodified order.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward reshape layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor of size n1 × n2 × ... × np that stores the input data
for the forward reshape layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward reshape layer has the following parameters:
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Parameter Default Value Description

reshapeDimensions Not applicable Collection of dimension sizes: m1, m2, ... , mq
for the output Tensor.

Layer Output
The forward reshape layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor of size m1 × m2 × ... x mq that stores the result of
the forward reshape layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

layerData Collection of data needed for the backward reshape layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection of integers that stores
the dimension sizes of the input
tensor in the forward
computation step: n1, n2, ... np.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/reshape_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/reshape_layer_dense_batch.py
Reshape Backward Layer

The forward reshape layer generates a tensor from input argument X of size n 1 x n 2 x ... x np with modified
size of dimensions m 1 x m 2 x ... x mq without modifying data and its order. For more details, see Forward
Reshape Layer. The backward reshape layer generates output tensor Z of size n 1 x n 2 x ... x np from input
tensor G of dimensions m 1 x m 2 x ... x mq.

Problem Statement
Given the dimension sizes of the output tensor n1 x n2 x ... x np, such that

∏i = 1

p
ni = ∏i = 1

q
mi .

The p-dimensional result tensor Z of size n1 x n2 x ... x np contains the same data from G in unmodified
order.
Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward reshape layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor of size m1 x ... x mq that stores the input gradient G
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward reshape layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection of integers that stores
the dimension sizes of the input
tensors in the forward
computation step: n1, ... , np.

Layer Output
The backward reshape layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor of size n1 × n2 × ... × np that stores the result of the
backward reshape layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/reshape_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/reshape_layer_dense_batch.py
Concat Forward Layer

The forward concat layer generates a tensor from input arguments X .

Problem Statement
Given the dimension k along which the concatenation to be implemented and tp-dimensional tensors X (i),
i=1, ..., t, of size n1 x n2 x ... x nki... x np, where n1, ..., nk-1, nk+1, ...,np are the same for all tensors, the
problem is to generate

• The p-dimensional tensor Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x...x nk x ... x np, such that:

yi1… ip
= (xi1…ik1

… ip
, xi1… ik2

…ip
,   …, xi1…ikt

… ip
)

,

nk = ∑i = 1

t
nki

.

• A collection of sizes nki along the k-th dimension.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward concat layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputLayerData Collection of tensors of size n1 x ... x nki x ... x np that stores the
input data for the forward concat layer. This collection can contain
objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward concat layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

concatDimension 0 Index of the dimension along which
concatenation should be implemented.

Layer Output
The forward concat layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x nk x ... x np that stores the
result of the forward concat layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward concat layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection of integers that stores
the sizes of the input tensors
along concatDimension: nk1, ...,
nkt.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/concat_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/concat_layer_dense_batch.py
Concat Backward Layer

The forward concat layer generates a tensor from input arguments X . For more details, see Forward Concat
Layer. The backward concat layer deconcatenates a tensor from the input argument G into multiple output
tensors Z (j).

Problem Statement
Given the dimension k along which the concatenation to be implemented, a collection N = (nk1 ,..., nkt) of t
integer elements, and a p-dimensional tensor G =(gi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to generate
t p-dimensional tensors Z (j), j=1, ..., t, of size n1 x... nkj x ... x np such that:

zi1…ikj
…ip

(j) = gi1…ik…ip
,
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ikj
= sj + 1,…, sj + 1,

sj = ∑i = 1

j − 1
nkj

.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward concat layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x ... x np that stores input gradient G
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward concat layer.

Element ID Element

auxInputDimensions Collection of integers that stores
the sizes along the k-th
dimension of the input tensors in
the forward computation step:
nk1, ..., nkt.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward concat layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

concatDimension 0 Index of the dimension along which
deconcatenation should be implemented.

Layer Output
The backward concat layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

resultLayerData Collection of tensors of size n1 x ... x nkj x ... x np that stores the
result of the backward concat layer. This collection can contain objects
of any class derived from Tensor.

NOTE
The gradient field stores a null pointer. All the computation results are stored in resultLayerData.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:
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C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/concat_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/concat_layer_dense_batch.py
Split Forward Layer

The forward split layer copies a tensor from the input argument X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np to multiple output tensors.

Problem Statement
Given the number of output tensors k and a p-dimensional tensor X = (xi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the
problem is to generate kp-dimensional tensors Y (j) (j=1, ..., k) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, such that:

yi1…ip
1 = yi1…ip

2 =… = yi1…ip
k = xi1…ip

,

i1 = 1,… ,n1,   i2 = 1,… ,n2,  … , ip = 1,…,np.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward split layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Tensor of size n1 x ... x np that stores the input data for the forward
split layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward split layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

nOutputs 1 Number of output tensors.

Layer Output
The forward split layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

valueCollection Collection of k tensors of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
forward split layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

NOTE
The value result stores a null pointer while valueCollection stores actual computation results.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:
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C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/split_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/split_layer_dense_batch.py
Split Backward Layer

The forward split layer copies a tensor from the input argument X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x np to multiple output tensors.
For more details, see Forward Split Layer.

Problem Statement
Given kp-dimensional input gradient tensors G (j) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, where j=1, ..., k, the backward
split layer computes the value:

zi1…ip
= ∑j = 1

k
gi1…ip

j ,   i1 = 1,…,n1,   i2 = 1,…,n2,   …,   ip = 1,…,np.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward split layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradientCollection Collection of k tensors of size n1 x ... x np that stores the result of the
forward split layer. This collection can contain objects of any class
derived from Tensor.

NOTE
inputGradient stores a null pointer while inputGradientCollection stores all input tensors.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward split layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

nInputs 1 Number of input tensors.

Layer Output
The backward split layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Tensor of size n1 x ... x np that stores result z of the backward split
layer. This result can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/split_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/split_layer_dense_batch.py
Softmax Forward Layer

For any xi1...ip from X ∈ Rn1 x ... x np and dimension k of size nk, the forward softmax layer for computes the
function defined as

y xi1…ip
= yi1…ip

=  
e

xi1…ip

∑ik = 1

nk e

xi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip  

,   k ∈ 1,…p .

The softmax function is known as the normalized exponential (see [Bishop2006] for exact definitions of
softmax).

Problem Statement
Given a p-dimensional tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x np, the problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor
Y = (yi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

yi1…ip
=

e

xi1…ip

∑ik = 1

nk e

xi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip
.

The library supports the numerically stable version of the softmax function:

yi1…ip
=

e

(xi1…ip
−maxi1…ik − 1ik + 1…ip

)

∑i
k
= 1

nk e

(xi1…ik − 1i kik + 1…ip
−maxi1…ik − 1ik + 1…ip

) ,

where

maxi1…ik − 1ik + 1…ip
= max
ik ∈ 1…nk

xi1…ik − 1i kik + 1…ip
.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward softmax layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the input
data for the forward softmax layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward softmax layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.
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Parameter Default Value Description

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

dimension 1 Index of the dimension of type size_t to
calculate softmax.

Layer Output
The forward softmax layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward softmax layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/softmax_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/softmax_layer_dense_batch.py
Softmax Backward Layer

For any xi1...ip from X ∈ Rn1 x ... x np and for dimension k of size nk, the softmax activation layer applies the
transform defined as

y xi1…ip
= yi1…ip

=  
e

xi1…ip

∑ik = 1

nk e

xi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip  

,   k ∈ 1,…p .

The softmax function is known as the normalized exponential (see [Bishop2006] for exact definitions of
softmax).

The backward softmax layer for dimension k of size nk computes the value:

zi1…ip
= yi1…ip

gi1…ip
− ∑
ik = 1

nk

gi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip
yi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip

,

where gi1...ip is the input gradient computed on the preceding layer.

Problem Statement
Given p-dimensional tensors of size n1 x n2 x ... x np:

• G = (gi1...ip) with the gradient computed on the preceding layer
• Y = (yi1...ip) with the output of the forward softmax layer

The problem is to compute the p-dimensional tensor Z = (zi1...ip) of size n1 x n2 x ... x np such that:

zi1…ip
= yi1…ip

gi1…ip
− ∑
ik = 1

nk

gi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip
yi1…ik − 1ikik + 1…ip

.
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Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward softmax layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the
methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to tensor G of size n1 x ... x np that stores the input gradient
computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of input data needed for the backward softmax layer. The
collection may contain objects of any class derived from Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxValue Pointer to tensor Y of size n1 x n2
x ... x np that stores the result of
the forward softmax layer. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward softmax layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

dimension 1 Index of the dimension of type size_t to
calculate softmax backpropagation.

Layer Output
The backward softmax layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x n2 x ... x np that stores the result of
the backward softmax layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/softmax_layer_dense_batch.cpp
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Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/softmax_layer_dense_batch.py
Loss Forward Layer

The loss function of a neural network is the sum of loss functions for each data sample. The loss function
measures and penalizes the difference between the output of the neural network and ground truth. Because
the loss layer evaluates the quality of the model being trained, it must be the last layer in the neural network
topology.

The loss layer takes the ground truth T and output values X of the preceding layer as input and computes the
value y of the cost function E:

y = E X ,  T =
1
n∑

i

n

loss(xi, ti) .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward loss layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor that stores the input data for the forward loss
layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

groundTruth Pointer to the tensor that stores the ground truth data for the forward
loss layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Layer Output
The forward loss layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the one-dimensional tensor of size 1 that stores the result
of the forward loss layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward loss layer.

Loss Backward Layer

Taking the ground truth T and output values X of the preceding layer as input, the forward loss layer
computes the value y of the cost function E. For more details, see Forward Loss Layer. The backward loss
layer computes the derivative of the cost function E with respect to the input X:

zi =
∂E
∂xi

=
1
n

∂loss xi, ti
∂xi

,   i = 1,… ,n .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward loss layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods
that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.
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Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor that stores the input gradient computed on the
preceding layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward loss layer.

NOTE
The inputGradient field stores a null pointer because there is no input gradient on the last layer.

Layer Output
The backward loss layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the
methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor that stores the result of the backward loss layer.
This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Loss Softmax Cross-entropy Forward Layer

The loss softmax cross-entropy layer implements an interface of the loss layer.

For an input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np, selected dimension k of size nk, and ground truth tensor T ∈
Rn1 x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np, the layer computes a one-dimensional tensor with the cross-entropy value:

y = −
1

n1 *… *nk − 1 *nk + 1 *… *np
∑m

log smtm
,

where s m tm defined below is the probability that the sample m corresponds to the ground truth tm.

Problem Statement
Given:

• The p-dimensional tensor X = (xj1...jk...jp ) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np with input data
• The p-dimensional tensor T = (tj1...jk...jp ) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np that contains the values of ground truth,

where tj1…jp
≡ tj1…jk − 11jk + 1…jp

∈ 0,…,n k − 1 .

The problem is to compute a one-dimensional tensor Y ∈ R 1 such that:

y = −
1

n1 *… *nk − 1 *nk + 1 *… *np
∑j1 = 1

n1
…∑jk − 1 = 1

nk − 1 ∑jk + 1 = 1

nk + 1
…∑jp = 1

np
logsj1…jk − 1tj1j2…jp

jk + 1…jp
.

The library uses the numerically stable formula for computing the probability value sj1...jk-1i jk+1..jp:

sj1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp
=

e

xj1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp
−maxj1…jk − 1jk + 1…jp

∑ik = 1

nk e

xj1…jk − 1ikjk + 1…jp
−maxj1…jk − 1jk + 1…jp

,

where
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max j1…jk − 1jk + 1…jp
= max
ik ∈ 1…nk

x j1…jk − 1ikjk + 1…jp
.

See Also
Forward Loss Layer

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor X of size n1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np that stores
the input data for the forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer. This
input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

groundTruth Pointer to the tensor of size n1 x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np that stores the
ground truth data for the forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer.
This input can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

accuracyThresold 0.0001 The value needed to avoid degenerate cases in
computing the logarithm.

dimension 1 The dimension index to calculate softmax
cross-entropy.

Layer Output
The forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size 1 that stores the result of the forward loss
softmax cross-entropy layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.
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Result ID Result

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward loss softmax cross-entropy
layer. The collection may contain objects of any class derived from
Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxProbabilities Pointer to tensor S of size n1 x n2
x ... x nk x ... x np that stores
probabilities for the forward loss
softmax cross-entropy layer. This
input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxGroundTruth Pointer to tensor T of size n1 x n2
x ... x 1 x ... x np that stores the
ground truth data for the forward
loss softmax cross-entropy layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/loss_softmax_entr_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/loss_softmax_entr_layer_dense_batch.py
Loss Softmax Cross-entropy Backward Layer

For an input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np, selected dimension k of size nk, and ground truth tensor T ∈
Rn1 x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np, the forward loss softmax cross-entropy layer computes a one-dimensional tensor with
the cross-entropy value. For more details, see Forward Loss Softmax Cross-entropy Layer.

The backward loss softmax cross-entropy layer computes gradient values zm = sm - δm , where sm are
probabilities computed on the forward layer and δm are indicator functions computed using tm, the ground
truth values computed on the preceding layer.

Problem Statement
Given:

• The p-dimensional tensor T = (tj1...jk...jp ) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np that contains ground truths, where

tj1…jp
≡ tj1…jk − 11jk + 1…jp

∈ 0,…,n k − 1 .

• The p-dimensional tensor S = (sj1...jk...jp ) ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np with the probabilities

that the sample j1...jp corresponds to the ground truth tj1...jp.

The problem is to compute a one-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np such that:

z j1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp
= sj1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp

− δj1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp
,

where

δj1…jk − 1ijk + 1…jp
=  

1,     i = tj1j2…jp
0,     otherwise
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Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward loss softmax cross-entropy layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor that stores the input gradient computed on the
preceding layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward loss softmax cross-entropy
layer. The collection may contain objects of any class derived from
Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxProbabilities Pointer to the tensor S of size n1
x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np that
stores probabilities for the
forward loss softmax cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxGroundTruth Pointer to the tensor T of size n1
x n2 x ... x 1 x ... x np that stores
the ground truth data for the
forward loss softmax cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

NOTE
The layer does not use inputGradient because there is no input gradient on the last layer.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward loss softmax cross-entropy layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

dimension 1 The dimension index to calculate softmax
cross-entropy.
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Layer Output
The backward loss softmax cross-entropy layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor Z of size n1 x n2 x ... x nk x ... x np that stores
the result of the backward loss softmax cross-entropy layer. This input
can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/loss_softmax_entr_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/loss_softmax_entr_layer_dense_batch.py
Loss Logistic Cross-entropy Forward Layer

The loss logistic cross-entropy layer implements an interface of the loss layer.

For a two-dimensional input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x 1 with batch dimension of size n1 and two-dimensional T ∈ Rn1 x
1, the layer computes a one-dimensional tensor Y with the logistic cross-entropy value:

y = −
1
n1
∑i = 1

n1
pri ⋅ log σ xi + 1− pri ⋅ log 1− σ xi ,

where log is the natural logarithm, σ(x) is the logistic function, and pri ∈ [0,1] is the probability that a sample
belongs to the first of two classes.

Problem Statement
Given:

• The two-dimensional input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x 1 with input data
• The two-dimensional T ∈ Rn1 x 1 that contains the values of ground truth for each element of the batch

The problem is to compute a one-dimensional tensor Y ∈ R 1 such that:

y = −
1
n1
∑i = 1

n1 si,

si = pri ⋅ log σ xi + 1− pri ⋅ log 1− σ xi ,

σ xi =
1

1+ e
−xi

.

The library uses the numeric stable formula for computing the value of si:

si = − xi ⋅ (δi − pri)− log(1+ e
− xi ),

where

•

δi =
1,   xi > 0

0, xi ≤ 0
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• i ∈ 1,…,n1

NOTE
If the input p-dimensional tensor has the size of n1 x 1 x ... x 1, insert the reshape layer before the
logistic loss layer to get the required n1 x 1 size of the input tensor.

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The forward loss logistic cross-entropy layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x 1 that stores the input data for the
forward loss logistic cross-entropy layer. This input can be an object of
any class derived from Tensor.

groundTruth Pointer to the tensor T of size n1 x 1 that stores the ground truth data
for the forward loss logistic cross-entropy layer. This input can be an
object of any class derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the forward loss logistic cross-entropy layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The forward loss logistic cross-entropy layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to tensor Y of size 1 that stores the result of the forward loss
logistic cross-entropy layer. This input can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward loss logistic cross-entropy
layer. The collection may contain objects of any class derived from
Tensor.

Element ID Element
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Result ID Result

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x 1
that stores probabilities for the
forward loss logistic cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxGroundTruth Pointer to tensor T of size n1 x 1
that stores the ground truth data
for the forward loss logistic cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/loss_logistic_entr_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/
loss_logistic_entr_layer_dense_batch.py
Loss Logistic Cross-entropy Backward Layer

For a two-dimensional input tensor X ∈ Rn1 x 1 with batch dimension of size n1 and two-dimensional T ∈ Rn1 x
1, the layer computes a one-dimensional tensor with the logistic cross-entropy value. For more details, see 
Forward Loss Logistic Cross-entropy Layer.

The backward loss logistic cross-entropy layer for a given two-dimensional tensor X ∈ Rn1 x 1 and two-
dimensional T ∈ Rn1 x 1 computes the two-dimensional tensor Z ∈ Rn1 x 1 such that

zi =
1
n1

σ xi − pri ,

where

• pri∈ [0,1] is the probability that a sample belongs to the first of two classes
• σ xi =

1

1+ e
−xi

• i ∈ 0,…,n1− 1

Batch Processing

Layer Input
The backward loss logistic cross-entropy layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a
parameter to the methods that provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor that stores the input gradient computed on the
preceding layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.
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Input ID Input

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward loss logistic cross-entropy
layer. The collection may contain objects of any class derived from
Tensor.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to tensor X of size n1 x 1
that stores probabilities for the
forward loss logistic cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

auxGroundTruth Pointer to tensor T of size n1 x 1
that stores the ground truth data
for the forward loss logistic cross-
entropy layer. This input can be
an object of any class derived
from Tensor.

NOTE
The inputGradient field stores a null pointer since there is no input gradient on the last layer.

Layer Parameters
For common parameters of neural network layers, see Common Parameters.

In addition to the common parameters, the backward loss logistic cross-entropy layer has the following
parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type that the algorithm uses
for intermediate computations. Can be float
or double.

method defaultDense Performance-oriented computation method, the
only method supported by the layer.

Layer Output
The backward loss logistic cross-entropy layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a
parameter to the methods that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to tensor Z of size n1 x 1 that stores the result of the
backward loss logistic cross-entropy layer. This input can be an object
of any class derived from Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:
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C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/loss_logistic_entr_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/
loss_logistic_entr_layer_dense_batch.py
Exponential Linear Unit Forward Layer

The forward exponential linear unit layer [Clevert2016] computes the value of the following function

f x =
x,   x ≥ 0,

α exp x  − 1 ,   x < 0,

for the input argument x ∈ R, where α ∈ R is the user-defined coefficient.

Problem Statement

Let X ∈  R
n1 × n2 ×…× np be the tensor of the order p that contains the input data from the preceding layer.

The problem is to compute the resulting tensor Y ∈ R
n1 × n2 ×…× np with the components

yi1i2…ip
=

xi1i2…ip
,   xi1i2…ip

≥ 0,

α exp xi1i2…ip
 − 1 ,   xi1i2…ip

< 0,

for all ij :   1 ≤ ij ≤ nj,  j = 1,…,  p

Batch Processing

Layer Input
Forward ELU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide the input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

data Pointer to the tensor X of size n1×…× np that stores the input data

for the forward ELU layer. The result can be an object of any class
derived from Tensor.

Layer Parameters
Forward ELU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type used for
intermediate computations within
algorithm. Can be either float or
double.

method defaultDense The default performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

alpha 1.0 Parameter α of the function.
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Layer Output
Forward ELU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

value Pointer to the tensor Y of size n1×…× np that stores ELU layer

results. The result can be an object of any class derived from Tensor.

resultForBackward Collection of data needed for the backward ELU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size
n1×…× np that stores the input

data for the forward ELU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxIntermediateValue Pointer to the tensor of size
n1×…× np that stores an

intermediate value of the forward
ELU layer. The result can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/elu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/elu_layer_dense_batch.py
Exponential Linear Unit Backward Layer

The forward exponential linear unit layer computes value of the following function

f x =
x,   x ≥ 0,

α exp x  − 1 ,   x < 0,

where α is the user-defined real valued coefficient, x is the input of the layer. The backward ELU layer
computes the following value

z = f ′ x  g

where g is the input gradient tensor obtained from the preceding layer during the back propagation process
and z is the value to be propagated to the next layer, f ′ x  denotes derivative of the forward function

f ′ x =
1,   x ≥  0,

a exp x ,   x < 0,

calculated at the point x
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Problem Statement

Let G ∈  R
n1 × n2 ×…× np be the input gradient tensor with the components gi1…ip

and let α ∈ Rbe the user-

defined coefficient. The problem is to compute the tensor Z ∈ R
n1 × n2 ×…× np with the components zi1…in

i  to

be propagated to the next layer

zi1i2…ip
=  σi1i2…ip

 gi1i2…ip
,

where

σi1i2…ip
=  

1,   xi1i2…ip
≥  0,

αexp xi1i2…ip
,   xi1i2…ip

< 0,

for all ij :   1 ≤ ij ≤ nj,  j = 1,…,  p .

Batch Processing

Layer Input
Backward ELU layer accepts the input described below. Pass the Input ID as a parameter to the methods that
provide input for your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Input ID Input

inputGradient Pointer to the tensor of size n1×…× np that stores the input gradient

computed on the preceding layer. This input can be an object of any
class derived fromTensor.

inputFromForward Collection of data needed for the backward ELU layer.

Element ID Element

auxData Pointer to the tensor of size
n1×…× np that stores the input

data for the forward ELU layer.
This input can be an object of any
class derived from Tensor.

auxIntermediateValue Pointer to the tensor of size
n1×…× np that stores an

intermediate value of the forward
ELU layer. The tensor can be an
object of any class derived from
Tensor. This parameter is
optional, if you provide it, the
layer will use values from that
tensor to compute the result of
the backward operation,
otherwise the layer will use only
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Input ID Input

auxData. Note that parameter
auxData must be provided in
both cases.

Layer Parameters
Backward ELU layer has the following parameters:

Parameter Default Value Description

algorithmFPType float The floating-point type used for
intermediate computations within
algorithm. Can be either float or
double.

method defaultDense The default performance-oriented
computation method, the only
method supported by the
algorithm.

alpha 1.0 Parameter α of the function.

Layer Output
Backward ELU layer calculates the result described below. Pass the Result ID as a parameter to the methods
that access the results of your algorithm. For more details, see Algorithms.

Result ID Result

gradient Pointer to the tensor of n1×…× np stores the result of the backward

ELU layer. This input can be an object of any class derived from
Tensor.

Examples
C++: ./examples/cpp/source/neural_networks/elu_layer_dense_batch.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/neural_networks/elu_layer_dense_batch.py
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Services 3
Classes and utilities included in the Services component of the Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library
(Intel® DAAL) are subdivided into the following groups according to their purpose:

• Extract Version Information
• Handle Errors
• Manage Memory
• Manage the Computational Environment
• Providing a Callback for the Host Application

Extracting Version Information
The Services component provides methods that enable you to extract information about the version of Intel
DAAL. You can get the following information about the installed version of the library from the fields of the
LibraryVersionInfo structure:

Field Name Description

majorVersion Major version of the library

minorVersion Minor version of the library

updateVersion Update version of the library

productStatus Status of the library: alpha, beta, or product

build Build number

name Library name

processor Processor optimization

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/services/library_version_info.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/services/library_version_info.py
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Handling Errors
Intel DAAL provides classes and methods to handle exceptions or errors that can occur during library
operation.

The methods of the library return the following computation set status:

• Success - no errors detected
• Warning - recoverable errors detected
• Failure - unrecoverable errors detected

In Intel DAAL C++ interfaces, the base class for error handling is Status. If the execution of the library
methods provided by the Algorithm or Data Management classes is unsuccessful, the Status object returned
by the respective routines contains the list of errors and/or warnings extended with additional details about
the error conditions. The class includes the list of the following methods for error processing:

• ok()
Checks whether the Status object contains any unrecoverable errors.

• add()
Adds information about the error, such as the error identifier or the pointer to the error.

• getDescription()
Returns the detailed description of the errors contained in the object.

• clear()
Removes information about the errors from the object.

The error class in Intel DAAL C++ interfaces is Error. This class contains an error message and details of
the issue. For example, an Error object can store the number of the row in the NumericTable that caused
the issue or a message that an SQL database generated to describe the reasons of an unsuccessful query. A
single Error object can store the error description and an arbitrary number of details of various types:
integer or double values or strings.

The class includes the list of the following methods for error processing:

• id()
Returns the identifier of the error.

• setId()
Sets the identifier of the error.

• description()
Returns the detailed description of the error.

• add[Int|Double|String]Detail()
Adds data type-based details to the error.

• create()
Creates an instance of the Error class with the given set of arguments.

By default, the compute() method of the library algorithms throws run-time exception when error is
detected. To prevent throwing any exceptions, call the computeNoThrow() method.

Service methods of the algorithms, such as setResult() and setPartialResult(), do not throw
exceptions and return the status of the respective operation.

The methods of the Data Management classes do not throw exceptions and return the status of the
respective operation.
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Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++:

• ./examples/cpp/source/error_handling/error_handling_nothrow.cpp
• ./examples/cpp/source/error_handling/error_handling_throw.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/error_handling/error_handling_throw.py

Managing Memory
To improve performance of your application that calls Intel DAAL, align your arrays on 64-byte boundaries
and ensure that the leading dimensions of the arrays are divisible by 64. For that purpose Intel DAAL
provides daal_malloc() and daal_free() functions to allocate and deallocate memory.

To allocate memory, call daal_malloc() with the specified size of the buffer to be allocated and the
alignment of the buffer, which must be a power of 2. If the specified alignment is not a power of 2, the
library uses the 32-byte alignment.

To deallocate memory allocated earlier by the daal_malloc() function, call the daal_free() function and
set a pointer to the buffer to be freed.

Managing the Computational Environment
Intel DAAL provides the Environment class to manage settings of the computational environment in which
the application that uses the library runs. The methods of this class enable you to specify the number of
threads for the application to use or to check the type of the processor running the application. The
Environment class is a singleton, which ensures that only one instance of the class is available in the Intel
DAAL based application. To access the instance of the class, call the getInstance() method which returns a
pointer to the instance. Once you get the instance of the class, you can use it for multiple purposes:

• Detect the processor type.

To do this, call the getCpuId() method.
• Enable dispatching for new Intel® Architecture Processors.

To do this, call the enableInstructionsSet() method. For example, to select the version for Intel®
Xeon Phi™ processors based on Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel® AVX-512) with support of
AVX512_4FMAPS and AVX512_4VNNIW instruction groups, pass the avx512_mic_e1 parameter to the
method.

• Restrict dispatching to the required code path.

To do this, call the setCpuId() method.
• Detect and modify the number of threads used by the Intel DAAL based application.

To do this, call the getNumberOfThreads() or setNumberOfThreads() method, respectively.
• Specify the single-threaded of multi-threaded mode for Intel DAAL on Windows.

To do this, call to the setDynamicLibraryThreadingTypeOnWindows() method.
• Enable thread pinning.

To do this, call the enableThreadPinning() method. This method performs binding of the threads that
are used to parallelize algorithms of the library to physical processing units for possible performance
improvement. Improper use of the method can result in degradation of the application performance
depending on the system (machine) topology, application, and operating system. By default, the method
is disabled.

Optimization Notice

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or
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Optimization Notice

effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction
sets covered by this notice.

Notice revision #20110804

Examples
Refer to the following examples in your Intel DAAL directory:

C++: ./examples/cpp/source/set_number_of_threads/set_number_of_threads.cpp
Python*: ./examples/python/source/set_number_of_threads/set_number_of_threads.py

Providing a Callback for the Host Application
Intel® DAAL provides a possibility for the host application to register a callback interface to be called by the
library, e.g. for the purposes of computation interruption. It is done by means of an abstract interface for the
host application of the library HostAppIface. In order to use it, the application should define an instance of
the class derived from the abstract interface and set its pointer to an instance of Algorithm class.

Following methods of the Algorithm class are used:
Name Description

setHostApp (const services::HostAppIfacePtr&
pHost)

Set pHost as the callback interface

hostApp() Get current value of the callback interface set on
the Algorithm

HostAppIface class includes following methods:
Name Description

isCancelled() Enables computation cancelling. The method is
called by the owning algorithm when computation
is in progress. If the method returns true then
computation stops and returns
ErrorUserCancelled status. Since the method
can be called from parallel threads when running
with DAAL threaded version, it is application
responsibility to make its implementation thread-
safe. It is not recommended for this method to
throw exceptions.

Currently HostAppIface is supported in C++ only, cancelling is available with limited number of algorithms as
follows: decision forest, gradient boosted trees.
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